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MEMORANDUM FINDINGS OF.FACT AND OPINION

DAWSON, Judge: These consolidated cases were assigned to

Special Trial Judge D. Irvin Couvillion pursuant to Rules 180,

181, and 183.2 The Court agrees with and adopts! the opinion of

the Special Trial Judge, which is set forth beløw.

2 Unless otherwise indicated, section references are to the
Internal Revenue Code in effect for the years at issue. All Rule
references are to the Tax Court Rul s of Practice and Procedure.
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OPINION OF THE SPECIAL TRIAL JUDGE

COUVILLION, Special Trial Judge: In these consolidated

cases, respondent determined deficiencies in petitioners' Federal

income taxes, additions to tax,3 penalties, and increased

interest, as follows:

Investment Research Associates, Ltd., and Subsidiaries

Docket No. 43966-85:
Addition to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6659(a)
1979 $18,791 $5,637

Docket No. 45273-86:
Additions to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6659(a) Sec. 6661
1982 $174,225 $8,711 $49,154 $1,038

With respect to the additions to tax under sec. 6653, as to
all of the cases before the Court, for the years 1979 and 1980,
the addition to tax.is under sec. 6653(a). For the years 1981
through 1985, the addition to tax is under sec. 6653(a)(1). For
the years 1981 through 1985, respondent also determined the
addition to tax under sec. 6653(a)(2), which is 50 percent of the
interest due on the underpayment of tax attributable to
negligence or intentional disregard of rules or regulations. For

. the years 1986 and 1987, the addition to tax is under sec.
6653(a)(1) (A), and the determined 50-percent interest due on the
underpayment is under sec. 6653(a)(1)(B). For 1988, the addition
to tax is under sec. 6653(a)(1), and there is no corresponding
addition to tax for 50 percent of the interest due on the
underpayment. See Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of
1988, Pub. L. 100-647, sec. 1015(b)(2) (A), 102 Stat. 3342, 3568,
applicable to returns the due date for which, without regard to
extensions, is after Dec. 31, 1988.
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Docket No. 30830-88:1
Additions to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6659(a) Sec. 6661
1983 $595,838 $29,792 $16,767 $134,987
1984 410,317 20,516 -- 102,579

IIn docket No. 30830-88 the deficiencies in tax determined
in the notice of deficiency are $595|,838 and $410,317,
respectively, for 1983 and 1984. Pa!ge 2 of respondent's opening
brief states the deficiencies to be |$181,546 and $123,095,
respectively, for 1983 and 1984. The Court assumes that the
amounts stated in respondent's opening brief are in error.

Docket No. 27444-89:
Additions to kax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Seb. 6661
1985 $400,488 $20,024 $100,122

Docket No. 25875-90:
Additions to ax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6661
1986 $2,110,643 $105,532.15 $527,660.75

Docket No. 23178-91:
Additions to! Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. .6653 Selc. 6661
1987 $5,739,249 $286,962 $1,434,812

Docket No. 19314-92:
Additions to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec..6651(a)(1) Sec. 6653
1980 $1,304,063 $195,609.45 t$65,203.15

Docket No. 25976-93:
Additions to Tax Penalty

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6661 Sec. 6662(a)
1988 $768,025 $38,401 $192,006 --
1989 878,898 -- -- . $175,780
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Burton W. and Naomi R. Kanter
Additions to Tax Penalty

Docket No. Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6659 Sec. 6661 Sec. 6662
712-86 1981 $340,578.00 $17,029.00 $42,682 -- --

1350-87 1982 2,086,913.00 104,346.00 . -- $208,691.00 --
31301-87 1978 476,999.00 -- -- -- --
33557-87 1980 454,396.00 22,720.00 -- -- --
3456-88 1979 183,809.37 9,190.47 -- -- --

32103-88 1984 3,825,078.00 191,254.00 -- 949,211.00 --
26251-90 1983 1,150,652.00 57,532.60 -- 287,663.00 --

1986 897,224.00 44,861.00 -- 223,666.00 --
24002-91 1987 1,434,529.00 71,726.45 -- 358,632.25 --
26918-92 1988 523,234.00 26,162.00 -- 130,809.00 --
25981-93 1989 835,847.00 -- -- -- $167,169

Claude M. and Mary B. Ballard

Docket No. 16421-90:
Additions to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6661
1982 $55,338 $2,766.90 $8,774

Docket No. 20211-91:
Additions to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6651(a)(1) Sec. 6653 �042 Sec. 6661
1984 $981,072 $51,3311 $88,788.05 $245,268

1 On brief, respondent concedes this addition to tax.

. Docket No. 21616-91:
Additions to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6661
1987 $208, 4 49 $10, 422. 45 $52., 112.25

Docket No. 1984-92:
Additions to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6659
1975 $23,453 $1,173 --
1976 34,024 1,701 --
1977 11,502 -- --
1978 3,923 -- --
1979 21,630 -- --
1980 92,481 -- --
19,81 193, 7 43 9, 687 $17, 138

Docket No. 23743-92:
Addition to Tax

Year Deficiency Sec. 6653
1988 $125,136 $6,257
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Docket No. 22884-93:
Pehalty

Year Deficiency Sec 6662
1989 $179,924 $35,985

Estate of Robert W. Lisle, Deceased, Thomas W. Lisle and Amy L.
Albrecht, Independent Co-executors, and Estate of Donna M. Lisle,
Deceased, Thomas W. Lisle and Amy L. Albrecht, Ihdependent Co-
executors

Additions to Tax Penalty
Docket No. X.ee.ar Deficiency Sec. 6653 Sec. 6661 Sec. 6662 (a)
20219-91 1984 $827,955 $41,397.75 $206,988.75 --
21555-91 1987 195,498 9,774.90 48,874.50 --
16164-92 1988 109,048 5,452.00 27,262.00 --
7557-93 1989 109,049 -- .-- $21,810

In the following cases, respondent determin d in the notices

of deficiency or asserted in amended answers that the

underpayments in tax were subject to increased i terest under

section 6621 ( c) , formerly section 6621 (d) :4

Investment Research Associatesr Ltd., and Subsidiaries:

Docket No. Year
43966-85 1979
45273-86 1982

Sec. 6621(d) (1) was added by the Deficit Reduction Act of
1984, Pub. L. 98-369, sec. 144(a), 98 Stat. 682, and provides for
interest of 120 percent of the adjusted interest rate due on any

. substantial underpayment of tax attributable to ax-motivated
transactions. The increased interest is effecti e for interest
accruing after Dec. 31, 1984. Sec. 6621(d) was edesignated as
sec. 6621(c) by sec. 1511(c) (1) (A) of the Tax Re orm Act of 1986,
Pub. L. 99-514, 100 Stat. 2085, 2744, and repeal d by sec. -
7721(b) of the Omnibus Budget .Reconciliation Act of 1989 (OBRA
89), Pub. L. 101-239, 103 Stat. 2106, 2399, effedtive for tax
returns due after Dec. 31, 1989, OBRA 89 sec. 7721(d), 103 Stat.
2400.
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Burton W. and Naomi R. Kanter:

Docket No. Year
1350-87 1982

33557-87 1980
3456-88 11979

32103-88 1984
26251-90 1983, 1986
24002-91 1987

IOn brief, respondent concedes that the underpayment
attributable to the disallowed loss from Immunological Research
Corp. is not subject to increased interest under sec. 6621(c),
following Estate of Cook v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1993-581.

Claude M. and Mary B. Ballard:

Docket No. Year
16421-90 1982
20211-91 1984
21616-91 1987

1984-92 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978
1979, 1980, 1981

23743-92 1988 .

Estate of Robert W. Lisle, Deceased, etc.:

Docket No. Year
20219-91 1984
21555-91 1987
16164-92 1988

In amended answers, respondent alleged increases in the

deficiencies in tax and additions to tax in the following cases:
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Petitioner Docket No. Year(s)

Investment Research Associates, 45273-86 1982
Ltd.,and Subsidiaries 43966-85 .1979

Burton W. and Naomi R. Kanter 712-86 1981
1350-87 1982

31301-87 1978
33557-87 1980

3456-88 1979
32103-88 1984
26251-90 1983, 1986
24002-91 1987
26918-92 1988
25981-93 1989

Claude M. and Mary B. Ballard 16421-90 1982
20211-91 . 1984
21616-91 1987

1984-92 1975, 1976, 1977
1978, 1979, 1980
1981

23743-92 1988
22884-93 1989

Estate of Robert W. Lisle, 20219-91 1984
Deceased, etc. 21555-91 1987

16164-92 1988
7557-93 1989

In the amended answers, respondent alleged that the

underpayments in tax with respect to all or, alternatively, with

respect to substantial portions of the increased deficiencies in

tax were subject to the addition to tax for fraujd pursuant to

section 6653(b) or the penalty for fraud pursuan|t to section

6663(a) in the following cases:5

s For the years 1976 through 1981, the addition to tax for
fraud is under sec. 6653(b). For the years 1982 through 1985,
the addition to tax for fraud is under sec. 6653(b)(1) and (2).
For 1986 and 1987, the addition to tax for frauc is under sec.
6653(b)(1)(A) and (B). For 1988, the addition.for fraud is under

(continued...)
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Petitioner
Investment Research Associates, Ltd.

and Subsidiaries
Burton W.·and Naomi R. Kanter

Docket No. Year(s)
23178-91 1987

712-86 1981
1350-87 1982

31301-87 1978
33557-87 1980
3456-88 1979

32103-88 1984
26251-90 1983, 1986
24002-91 1987
26918-92 1988
25981-93 1989

�042Claude M. and Mary B. Ballard 16421-90 1982
20211-91 1984
21616-91 . 1987

1984-92 1975, 1976, 1977
1978, 1979, 1980
1981

23743-92 1988
22884-93 1989

Estate of Robert W. Lisle, 20219-91 1984
Deceased, etc. 21555-91 1987

16164-92 1988
7557-93 1989

Introduction

In each of the cases in which fraud is alleged, respondent

alleged that, if the Court holds that the underpayments in tax

are not subject to fraud additions, alternatively, the

underpayments in tax are subject to additions to tax under

sections 6653(a)(1) and (2) and 6659(a), and the increased

interest under section 6621(c), or if the underpayment is for

1989, that it is subject to a penalty under section 6662.

(...continued)
, sec. 6653(b)(1). For 1989, the penalty for fraud is under sec.

6663(a).
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In all of the amended answers in which respondent asserted

increased deficiencies in tax, as well as increased additions to

tax and penalties, respondent did not calculate ör assert the

amounts of the increased tax deficiencies or the!amounts of the

additions to tax or penalties. Respondent asserted only the

amounts of increased income or the amounts of diballowed expenses

that would result in increased deficiencies in t x and additions

to tax. As a result of these amended answers, and as a result of

numerous concessions and stipulations of settlemänt that were

made by the parties before, during, and after the trial, as well

as concessions of certain issues by respondent o brief, Rule 155

computations will be necessary in some of the cases.6

These cases are part of a larger group of cases that have

also been identified by respondent as a litigation project. The

sobriquet for this project is "Levenfeld/Kanter". These cases

were selected for trial because, as the Court understands, they

involve common issues that the other cases in this project do not

have.

References to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle ade to Burton W.

Kanter, Claude M. Ballard, and Robert W. Lisle, respectively.

Reference to the Kanters, Ballards, ;and Lisles Ere to Burton W.

. 6 In some of the cases, if petitioners are sostained on the
fraud issue, respondent will be barred by the statute of
limitations from assessment as to those petitioders.
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and Naomi R. Kanter, Claude M. and Mary B. Ballard, and Robert W.

and Donna M. Lisle, respectively.

The issues to be decided are:

(1) Whether payments made by the Five in the Prudential,

Travelers, and Kanter transactions during the years at issue are

properly taxable to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle, and, if so,

whether they are liable for the fraud additions to tax and

penalty with respect to such income;

(2) whether certain commitment fees paid to Centur.y

Industries, Ltd., are includable in Kanter's income for 1981,

1982, 1983, 1984, and 1986;

(3) whether Kanter received unreported income from Hi-

Chicago Trust for 1981, 1982, and 1983;

(4) whether Kanter is taxable on the income of the Bea

Ritch Trusts for 1986, and 1987;

(5) whether Kanter had unreported income for 1982,·1983,

1984, 1987, 1988, and 1989 from the CMS Investors Partnership;

(6) whether Kanter had unreported income in 1983 from

Equitable Leasing Co., Inc.;

(7) whether Kanter had unreported income in 1982 based on

the bank deposit analysis method;

(8) whether Kanter received barter income from Principal

Services in 1988 and 1989;
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(9) whether the Kanters are entitled to certain deductions

claimed on.Schedule A and Schedule C for 1986 through 1989;

(10) whether Kanter, in 1983, realized capital gains under

section 357(b) and (c) from the assumption by Cashmere Investment

Associates, Inc., of partnership interests having negative

capital accounts and whether, under section 453, the installment

method was available for the reporting of such gains;

(11) whether Kanter is entitled to research and development

and business expense deductions from Immunological Research

Corporation for 1979;

(12) whether Kanter had unreported partnership income for

1978;

(13) whether the Kanters are entitled to a loss from GLS

Associates for 1981;

(14) whether the Kanters are entitled to a loss from

computer leasing transactions involving Equitec for 1983 and

1984;

(15) whether the Kanters are entitled to investment

interest expense deductions for 1981;

(16) whether the Kanters are entitled to an investment tax

credit carryover for 1978;

(17) whether the Kanters are entitled to an interest

deduction for 1986;
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(18) whether the Kanters received unreported interest

income from a bank in 1988;

(19) whether Kanter is entitled to a business loss

deduction in 1980 in connection with the sale of a painting;

(20) whether the Kanters are entitled to deduct a claimed

charitable contribution of $15,000 to the Jewish United Fund in

1982;

(21) whether the Kanters are entitled to claimed capital

gains and losses in 1987;

(22) whether respondent correctly made adjustments to the

rental income, depreciation, interest expense, and investment tax

credits claimed by Investment Research Associates, Ltd. (IRA) in

connection with equipment leasing transactions for 1979, 1980,

and 1982 through 1989;

(23) whether IRA is entitled to a claimed loss on Form 4797

of $1,073,835 for 1988;

(24) whether IRA is entitled to a charitable contribution

carryover deduction for 1983;

(25) whether IRA is entitled to certain claimed capital

losses for 1985;

(26) whether IRA is entitled to claimed bad debt deductions

for 1987;

(27) whether IRA is entitled to claimed ordinary losses on

sales of notes receivable for 1987;
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(28) whether IRA is entitled to certain capital losses for

1987;

(29) whether IRA is entitled to deduct as ausiness expenses

amounts paid to J.D. Weaver in 1979, 1981, and 1982;

(30) whether the assessment and collection of the

deficiency and additions to tax as to IRA for 1930 are barred by

the statute of limitations;

(31) whether IRA is liable for the fraud addition to tax

for 1987;

(32) whether assessment and collection of Federal income

taxes of Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle are barred b the statute of

limitations for some years;

(33) the liabilities of Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle for

additions to tax for negligence;

(34) whether the Kanters are liable for the section 6659

addition to tax for 1981;

(35) whether Kanter is liable for section 6661 additions to

tax for 1982 through 1984, and 1986 through 1988;

(36) whether Kanter is liable for section 6621(c) increased

interest for 1978, 1979, 1980 through 1984, and 1986, and 1987,

and 1988;

(37) whether IRA is liable for the section 6651(a)(1)

addition to tax for 1980;
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(38) whether IRA is liable for the section 6653(a)

additions to tax for 1980, and 1982 through 1988;

(39) whether IRA is liable for the section 6659(a)

additions to tax for 1982 and 1983;

(40) whether IRA is liable for the section 6661 additions

to tax for 1983 through 1988; and

(41) whether IRA is liable for the section 6662(a)

accuracy-related penalty for 1989.

For convenience and clarity, the Court's findings of fact

and opinion are set forth under each issue. The findings of fact

with respect to any issue incorporate by this reference the

findings of fact as found in any preceding issue.

Issue 1. Whether Payments Made By the Five in the Prudential,
Travelers, and Kanter Transactions During the Years at Issue Are
Properly Taxable to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle, and, if so,
whether they are liable for the fraud additions to tax and
penalty with respect to such income

FINDINGS OF FACT

The parties have filed several stipulations of fact. The

facts reflected in these stipulations, with the annexed exhibits,

are so found and are incorporated herein by reference.

I. Background

A. Petitioners' Residences and Principal Place of Business

At the time the petitions were filed, the principal place of

business of Investment Research Associates, Ltd. (IRA), was in

the State of Illinois, the Kanters' legal residence was in the
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State of Illinois, the Ballards' legál residence was in the State

of Florida, and the Lisles' legal residence was n the State of

Texas. Donna Lisle died on April 12 1993, and obert W. Lisle

died on September 17, 1993. Their téo children, Iny L. Albrecht

and Thomas W. Lisle, are the coexecutors of the Estates of Robert

W. Lisle and Donna M. Lisle. The estates have been substituted

as parties and the two children as representatives of the

estates. Amy Albrecht and Thomas Lisle were leg 1 residents of

the State of Texas at the time they were substitdted as

representatives of the estates of their deceased parents.

B. Kanter

Kanter is an attorney who has been engaged continuously in

the practice of law in Chicago, Illinois, since about 1956. He

received a J.D. degree from the University of Chicago in 1952.

From 1952 to 1954, he was a teaching associate a the University

of Indiana Law School. Since 1956, dis law practice has been in

Chicago, Illinois. His primary expertise is in ederal income

and estate taxation. From 1964 to 1981, Kanter was a partner in

the law firm of Levenfeld & Kanter, which later became Levenfeld,

Kanter, Baskes & Lippitz. That firm was dissolvdd in 1981, and

Kanter thereafter practiced with the firm of Kan er & Eisenberg.

As of the time of trial, Kanter was of counsel w th the Chicago

firm of Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg.
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At the time of the trial and for the prior 10 years, Kanter

taught courses in estate and gift taxation and estate planning at

the University of Chicago Law School. Kanter has lectured and

written extensively in the area of Federal tax law. He has also

been an active participant in professional bar associations. For

a number of years, Kanter has been a writer and contributor to

the Journal of Taxation, a national monthly publication devoted

exclusively to Federal taxation. One of the features of this

publication is the Shop Talk section which he originated. At the

time of trial, Kanter was a senior editor with the Journal of

Taxation. Kanter is generally recognized as well known in his

field. This recognition has resulted in a successful law

practice, which has led to Kanter's being involved in

consultation, development, and investments in a number of

business fields and enterprises. For instance, Kanter has

performed extensive legal work for the Pritzker family, majority

owners of the Hyatt Corp., a major hotel company. Kanter also

served as a director on the boards of several corporations and

charitable organizations.

Petitioner Naomi R. Kanter, Kanter's wife, was not involved

in any of the activities giving rise to this litigation.

However, she filed joint Federal income tax returns with Kanter

for the years at issue.
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C. Ballard

Ballard was an employee in the real estate department of The

Prudential Insurance Co. of America (Prudential) from 1948 until

his retirement in 1982. During the course of his career at

Prudential, Ballard was assigned to several regional offices of

Prudential, including Houston and Dallas, Texas, and beginning in

1966 in the corporate headquarters of Prudential at Newark, New

Jersey, and then again, for a short time, at the Houston regional

office. In 1973, he was reassigned to Prudential's Newark

corporate headquarters, where he remained until his retirement in

early 1982. At the time he left Prudential, Bal)lard was a senior

vice president in charge of equities and worked under Donald Knab

(Knab), who was in charge of all of Prudential'si real estate

operations.

Ballard's work with Prudential in its real iestate equity

operations involved the purchase, development, management, and

sale of property. Ballard supervised the staff iof this

department at Prudential's headquarters, as well as the real

estate department staff at Prudential's regional and field

offices throughout the United States. Ballard icould influence

the choice of builders and contractors for Prudehtial projects

and could influence or prevent a pr ject from going forward.

Shortly after leaving Prudential, Ballard became a general

partner with Goldman Sachs, an investment firm ih New York City.
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In November of 1988, he retired as a general partner and became a

limited partner with Goldman Sachs.

In his position with Prudential, Ballard met and was in

contact with attorneys, developers, businessmen, and contractors

involved in or affected by Prudential's real estate activities.

D. Lisle

Lisle graduated from the University of Missouri with a B.S.

degree in public administration. He attended law school at the

University of Missouri, graduate schools of management and

business at Columbia University, and the graduate school of

management at Princeton University.

Like Ballard, Lisle was employed by Prudential. Lisle

worked for Prudential in real estate development and in mortgage

financing from September 1950 to April 1982. Lisle headed the

division responsible for lending money and buying and building

real estate for Prudential. He had authority to commit any loan

up to $20 million and to award construction contracts. The

development aspect of his work was conducted through a subsidiary

corporation of Prudential known as PIC Realty Corp. (PIC

Realty).7 Lisle was president of PIC Realty.

Prudential conducted its real estate equity and joint
venture operations in the name of PIC Realty in those States that
prohibited insurance corporations from directly engaging in real
estate development.
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To a large extent, Lisle's career parallele Ballard's.

Like Ballard, Lisle worked in various regional offices of

Prudential and ultimately was promoted to a seni r executive

position at Prudential's Newark corporate headquarters. The

offices of Lisle and Ballard were next door to e ch other, and

Lisle's supervisor at Prudential was also Donald Knab. To some

extent, Ballard and Lisle's duties overlapped. t the time Lisle

left Prudential in 1982, he was a vice president of Prudential.

In April 1982, after leaving Prudential, Liple began working

for The Travelers Insurance Co. (Travelers), doing virtually the

same kind of work he had done for Prudential. H worked for

Travelers until April 1988.

Donna M. Lisle, Lisle's wife, was not invol ed in any of the

activities giving rise to this litigation, and her estate is a

party to these proceedings solely by virtue of Mhs. Lisle's

having filed joint -Federal income tax returns with Lisle for the

years at issue.

II. The Kanter Enterprise

A. Overview

Kanter met Ballard and Lisle sometime between 1968 and 1970.

The three had numerous contacts and business dea ings in

succeeding years.

Kanter entered into arrangement) pursuant to which he would

use his business and professional contacts, including his
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relationships with the Pritzkers, Ballard, and Lisle, to assist

individuals and/or entities in obtaining business opportunities

or in raising capital for business ventures. Kanter established

a complex organization of corporations, partnerships, and trusts

to receive, distribute, and disguise the payments from these

arrangements.

Some of these arrangements involved payments from a group of

individuals referred to by the parties as "the Five". The Five

made payments for Ballard's and Lisle's influence in awarding

contracts with Prudential (the Prudential transactions), for

Lisle's influence in awarding contracts with Travelers (the

Travelers transactions), and for Kanter's influence in

transactions that did not involve Prudential or Travelers (the

Kanter transactions). The payments most often were made to

corporations controlled by Kanter and then distributed through

various means to Kanter, Ballard, and/or Lisle, their family

members, or to entities established for the benefit of their

families.

Most of the payments made in the Prudential transactions

were paid through IRA or one of its subsidiaries. Those made in

the Travelers and Kanter transactions generally were made through

another corporation controlled by Kanter, The Holding Co.

(Holding Co.) or one of its subsidiaries. Funds received by IRA

and its subsidiaries and Holding Co. and its subsidiaries, as
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well as funds of other Kanter entities and associates, were

commingled in accounts administered by another Kanter controlled

entity, The Administration Co. (Administration Co.) (and later

Principal Services Corp.).

Some distributions to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle were

characterized as commissions, consulting fees, or directors fees.

Others were recorded as receivables or loans, mdny of which were

traded or transferred between the various entit es and eventually

written off as uncollectible with IRA and/or Ka ter taking

deductions for the writeoffs. Some of the distËibutions that

were treated as loans were made through two Kanter entities,

International Films, Inc. (Int'l Films) and Harbor Exchange

Lending Operation (HELO).

Large portions of the payments made in the Prudential

transactions eventually were distributed to three of IRA's

subsidiaries; more specifically, 45 percent to darlco, Iñc.

(Carlco) (controlled by Lisle), 45 percent to ThT, Inc. (TMT),

(controlled by Ballard), and 10 percent to BWK, Inc. (controlled

by Kanter).

An overview of the Kanter enterprise is shdwn by the

following diagram:
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B. Investment Research Associates, Inc., and Its Subsidiaries

IRA was originally incorporated in the State of Delaware on

August 26, 1974, under the name of Cedilla Co. In 1979, the name

. of Cedilla Co. was changed to Investment Research Associates,

Ltd. Reference hereinafter to IRA also refers th its

predecessor, Cedilla Co. during years prior to the name change.

1. IRA Stock

At the time of its incorporation in 1974, IRA was authorized

to issue 1,000 shares of 10-cent par value commdn stock, 8,000

shares of $1 par value class A preferred stock, and 1,000 shares

of 10-cent class B preferred stock. By 1977 IRA was also

authorized to issue 1,000 shares of $5,000 par Value class C

preferred stock.

IRA's annual franchise reports filed with the State of

Delaware from 1975 to 1988 reported that the following shares of

stock were issued and outstanding:
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Year Common Preferred
Class A Class B Class C

1975. [blank] [blank] [blank] [not authorized]
1976 [blank] [blank] [blank] [not authorized]
1977 1,000 1,000 500 [not authorized]
1978 1,000 1,000 none none
1979 none 1,000 1,000 none
1980 1,000 1,000 none none
1981 [blank) [blank] [blank] [blank]
1982 none none none none
1983 1,000 1,000 [blank] [blank)
1984 [blank] [blank) [blank) [blank]
1985 [blank] [blank] [blank) [blank]
1986 1,000 -0- -0- -0-
1987 [blank] [blank) [blank) [blank]
1988 [blank] [blank) [blank) . [blank]

IRA's end-of-year balance sheets from 1975 to 1989 indicate

the following stockholder equity attributable to the preferred

and common stock:

Year Preferred Common
1975 $1,050 $100
1976 1,050 100
1977 . 1,000 100
1978 1,000 100
1979 1,000 100
1980 1,000 100
1981 1,000 100
1982 1,000 100
1983 -0- 100
1984 -0- 100
1985 -0- 100
1986 -0- 100
1987 -0- 100
1988 -0- 100
1989 -0- 100

2. IRA Stockholders

IRA's 1976 return reported that no individual, partnership,

corporation, estate, or trust at the end of the year owned (or

was attributed ownership under section.267(c)) 50 percent or more
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of the corporation's total voting stock. IRA's eturns reported

that from 1977 through 1982, Solomon Weisgal, trµstee of the Bea

Ritch Trusts, owned 50 percent of IRA's voting shock, and Mildred

Schott owned the remaining 50 percent of IRA's voting stock. The

Bea Ritch Trusts owned 1,000 shares lof common stbck, and Schott

owned 1,000 shares of class A preferred voting stock. IRA's

returns for 1984 through 1989 indicated that no individual,

partnership, corporation, estate, or trust at the end of the year

owned (or was attributed ownership under section| 267(c)) 50

percent or more of the corporation's total voting stock.

a. Mildred Schott and Delores Keating

Mildred Schott (Schott) worked as a legal secretary and had

a real estate broker's license. She was introduced to Kanter by

a mutual acquaintance. Before she obtained her broker's license,

she worked as a real estate sales person for Delores Keating

(Keating).

Prior to October 28, 1975, Keating owned 1,000 shares of

common stock of Cedilla Co. On Octdber 28, 1975, Keating's 1,000

shares of common stock were exchang d for 500 s ares of the class

B preferred stock, and 1,000 shares of common stock were issued

to the Bea Ritch Trusts. By 1978, Keating's 500 shares of class

B preferred stock were redeemed by he corporation.
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Schott held 1,000 shares of the class A preferred stock

until 1982. She held the stock to enable IRA to hold a corporate

real estate license.

b. The Bea Ritch Trusts

Twenty-five trusts known collectively as the Bea Ritch

Trusts were established in 1969 and were named after Beatrice K.

Ritch, Kanter's mother. Kanter's mother is the named grantor,

ostensibly contributing $100 to each of the 25 trusts.

Originally, when the 25 Bea Ritch Trusts were established in

1969, the beneficiaries of the trusts were Kanter, his family,

and other relatives of Kanter. By about 1977, Kanter had

formally renounced all of his interest as a beneficiary in the

Bea Ritch Trusts. At some.time, many additional trusts were

added as beneficiaries to the trusts. The identities of the

beneficiaries of the additional trusts are not in the record.

The original individual and additional trust beneficiaries

of the Bea Ritch Trusts are as follows:

Original Additional
Trust Name Beneficiaries . Beneficiaries

BWK Trust Burton Kanter JSK lst Trust #5
JSK 2d Trust #5
JSK 3d Trust #5

Naomi Trust Naomi Kanter JSK 3d Trust #19
JSK lst Trust #20

BN Trust Burton & Naomi JSK lst Trust #4
JSK 2d Trust #4
JSK 3d Trust #4

Joel Trust Burton & Joel JSK lst Trust #17
Kanter JSK 2d Trust #17

Janis Trust .Burton & Janis JSK 3d Trust #15
Kanter JSK lst Trust #16
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Trust Name
Joshua Trust

Joel Children's
Trust

Janis Children's
Trust

Joshua Children's
Trust

JL-1 Trust

JL-2 Trust

JL-3 Trust

JA-1 Trust

JA-2 Trust

JA-3 Trust

JS-1 Trust

JS-2 Trust

JS-3 Trust

Original
Beneficiaries
Burton & Joshua .

Kanter
Burton, Naomi,

Joel & Joel's
children living
from time to time

Burton, Naomi,
Janis & Janis
children living
from time to time

Burton, Naomi,
Joshua & Joshua's
children living
from time to time

Burton, Joel,
Harriet Blum &
Joel's 1st child

Burton, Joel,
Debbie Blum &
Joel's 2d child

Burton, Joel,
Jeff Blum &
Joel's 3d child

Burton, Janis,
Henry Krakow &
Janis' 1st child

Burton, Janis,
Helen Krakow &
Janis' 3d child

Burton, Janis,
Helen Krakow &
Janis' 3d child

Burton, Joshua,
Gerald L. Kanter &
Joshua's 1st child

Burton, Joshua,
Ruth Kanter &
Joshua's 2d child

Burton, Joshua,
Joshua's 3d child
& all of the
children of Gerald L.
Kanter living from
time to time

Additional .
Beneficiaries
JSK 2d Trust #18
JSK 3d Trust #18
JSK 3d Trust #17
JSKI 1st Trust #18

JSK; 2d Trust #16
JSK 3d Trust #16

JSKi 1st Trust #19
JSK) 2d Trust #19

JS 3d Trust #11
JSK 1st Trust #12

JS$ 2d Trust #12
JS 3d Trust #12

JSM 1st Trust #13
JSM 2d Trust #13

JSM 1st Trust #9
JSK 2d Trust #9
JSK 3d Trust #9
JSM lst Trust #10
JSN 2d Trust #10

JSK 1st Trust #11
JSK 2d Trust #11

JSR 3d Trust #13
JSÈ lst Trust #14

JS 2d Trust #14
JSK 3d Trust #14

JS 1st Trust #15
JS 2d Trust #15
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Trust Name
BK Children's
Trust

BK Descendant's
Trust

BK Grandchildren's
Trust

Lillian Trust

J-1 Wife's Trust

J-2 Husband's
Trust

J-3 Wife's Trust

Original
Beneficiaries
Burton, Naomi and

all of the children
of the Grantor's
son living from
time to time

Burton, Naomi and
all of the
descendants of the
of the Grantor's son
living from time to
time

Burton, Naomi and
Burton's Grand-
children living
from time to time

Burton, Naomi and
Lillian Walker

Burton, Joel's Wife
and the children of
Carl I. Kanter
living from time
to time

Burton, Janis'
husband and the
children of
Aloysius B. and
Helen M. Osowski

Burton, Joshua's
wife and Ruth &
Philip Loshin

Additional
Beneficiaries
JSK 1st Trust #1
JSK 2d Trust #1
JSK 3d Trust #1

JSK 1st Trust #2
JSK 2d Trust #2
JSK 3d Trust #2

JSK 1st Trust #3
JSK 2d Trust #3
JSK 3d Trust #3

JSK 2d Trust #20
JSK 3d Trust #20
JSK 1st Trust #6
JSK 2d Trust #6
JSK 3d Trust #6

JSK 1st Trust #7
JSK 2d Trust #7
JSK 3d Trust #7

JSK 1st Trust #8
JSK 2d Trust #8
JSK 3d Trust .#8

Solomon Weisgal (Weisgal), an accountant and a longtime

friend and business associate of Kanter, has been the sole named

trustee of the Bea Ritch Trusts since 1969. As trustee of the

Bea Ritch Trusts, Weisgal had broad power either to accumulate

the Bea Ritch Trusts' income or to. distribute (i.e., sprinkle)

the trusts' income and assets among all or any of the trusts'

beneficiaries in a manner he deemed appropriate. Weisgal did not
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act independently as a trustee. Rather, he acted as Kanter

directed in all matters regarding the trusts.

3. IRA Officers and Directors

Prior to October 27, 1975, Keating was pres|ident and

secretary of IRA. On October 27, 1975, Keating resigned and

Schott was elected as president and Sharon Meyers (Meyers) as

secretary by the unanimous consent of the directors (Schott,

Meyers, and Patricia Grogan (Grogan) ) . From 1977 to 1980, the

president of IRA was Schott, and the vice presi ent was Weisgal.

Lawrence Freeman (Freeman), an attorney in Miami, Florida,

was a friend and business associate of Kanter. At Kanter's

request, Freeman served as IRA's president from 1980 to 1989.

Although Freeman was not paid for serving as I 's president, he

and his law firm received significant legal business through

referrals from Kanter. In 1989, Kanter became RA's acting

president.

From 1976 through 1980, Schott, Weisgal, a d Grogan served

as IRA's directors. From 1981 through 1989, Freeman served as a

director. For most of those years Freeman was dhe sole director.

Although Ballard was not listed as a director, RA paid Ballard

$12, 500 as directors fees in 1981. IRA deducte $12, 500 as a

director fee expense on its 1981 return.

Meyers served as an officer or director of IRA at various

times. Meyers originally worked. as Kanter's secretary at
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Kanter's law firm. By the 1970's, her duties at the law firm

evolved to her being an administrative assistant to Kanter. By

1981, she was no longer an employee of the law firm. During the

years at issue, Meyers also served as an officer or director of

many of Kanter's other corporations.

At all times, IRA's officers and directors made decisions

and performed their duties in accordance with Kanter's

instructions.

4. IRA Subsidiaries

IRA owned, from time to time, controlling interests in

several subsidiary corporations. These subsidiary corporations

included Brickell Enterprises, Inc., Cedilla Co., Cedilla

Investment Co., IIU1 Florida Apartments, Inc., KWJ Corp., Zeus

Ventures, Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. IRA also, at one point,

owned a majority stock interest in Int'l Films.

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., were incorporated in the State

of Delaware in 1982 but remained inactive until 1983. In

December of 1983, IRA acquired 1,000 shares (100 percent) of the

common stock of each of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. In December

1983 and January 1984, Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., each issued

shares of preferred stock. Carlco preferred shares were issued

to the Christie Trust established by Kanter for the benefit of

Lisle's family; TMT preferred shares were issued to the Orient

Trust established by Kanter for the benefit of Ballard's family;
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and BWK, Inc., preferred shares were issued to the BK Children's

Trust, the beneficiaries of which were members of Kanter's

family.

C. Holding Co.

Holding Co. was incorporated on December 8, . 1976. Holding

Co. owned several subsidiary corporations,.including the Citra

Co., Active Business Corp., HELO, LBG Properties) Inc., The

Nominee Corp., Oil Investments, Ltd. Tanglewood Properties,

Inc., and Zion Ventures, Inc. .

Kanter, his family, and trusts established for the benefit

of his family, including the Bea Ritóh Trusts and the Everglades

Trusts, e owned substantially all of the stock in Holding Co.

Kanter, Weisgal, Meyers, and Li da Gallenbe ger

(Gallenberger) most often served as directors and officers of

Holding C.o.

Holding Co. 's end-of-year balance sheets indicate the

following stockholder equity attribut able to the preferred and

Common stock:

Year Common Preferred Paid-in
Class A Class B Class C Cla s D Capital

1979 $23 $775 $3 $50,000 - $407,087
1980 23 775 3 50, 000 1, 500, 000 407, 087
1981 23 775 3 50, 000 - 407, 087

The Everglades Trusts 1-5, shareholders in Holding Co., were
grantor trusts in which Kanter was the deemed owner under secs.
671 through 678.
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Prior to August 1981, another Kanter entity, Computer

Placement Services, had a $1,729,300 loan outstanding to Holding

Co. In August 1981, $1,500.,000 of the loan was converted to

Holding Co. class D preferred stock. In 1983, the stockholder

equity of class D preferred stock was decreased by $1,499,999 and

the paid-in capital was increased by the same amount.

D. Administration Co. and Principal Services: The Banking
Corporations

The funds of the various Kanter entities (as well as the

funds of some of Kanter's associates) were commingled in accounts

held by Administration Co. and later the Principal Services

Accounting Corp. (Principal Services), both of which were also

controlled by Kanter.

Administration Co. was incorporated in the State of Delaware

on September 21, 1981, and was authorized to do business in the

State of Illinois. Administration Co.'s offices were located

either at Kanter's law firm offices or in close proximity

thereto.

The sole shareholder of Administration Co. was the Pyramid

Trust. Weisgal was trustee of the Pyramid Trust, and Meyers was

the sole beneficiary.

Administration Co. was organized at the insistence of some
of the members of Kanter's law firm who complained that law firm
employees working under Kanter were performing extensive nonlegal
services for which the law firm was·not being compensated.
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its president from 1981 to 1985. Gallenberger was the vice

president of Administration Co. and worked under; the direction of

Meyers. When Meyers left Administration Co. in 1985, Kanter

briefly served as acting president of Administration Co., and,

thereafter, Gallenberger became Administration Co.'s president

from 1985 through 1988.¹°

Administration Co. had several employees, mbstly.clerical

assistants, bookkeepers, and accountants. Meyer|s directed the

staff and employees of Administration Co. until 1985. In 1983,

Administration Co. paid $143,489 in employee compensation and

distributed over $500,000 as nonempl.oyee compensption, including

$400,000 to the Rainbow Trusts (Rainbow Trust Nos. 1-25).

Administration Co. administered funds that it collected from

or on behalf of various Kanter entities and asso iates, referred

to as clients. Administration Co. clients inclu ed individuals

(including Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle), corporat ons (including

IRA, Holding Co., and their subsidiaries), partnerships, trusts,

various Kanter-related entities, and members of Kanter's law

firm.

1° Gallenberger was an accountant. Shortly af er arriving in
Chicago, Illinois, she passed the certified publ c accountant's
examination. Gallenberger became an employee of Administration
Co. in 1982.
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Administration Co. opened a bank account in Administration

Co.'s name known as the Special E Account. The Special E Account

functioned generally as a checking account for its various

clients. Administration Co.'s books and records reflected each

client's balance in the account and also reflected deposits or

withdrawals affecting that client's account.

Administration Co. also maintained at its bank a second

account known as the Special Account that served more like a

savings or money market account. The moneys in.this account were

used to buy certificates of deposit because a higher rate of

return could be realized by aggregating the funds to purchase

larger denomination certificates of deposit.

Funds from both the Special E Account and the Special

Account were lent to Administration Co. clients. Deposits to and

withdrawals from the Special E Account and the Special Account

were posted to the appropriate client accounts. If a client had

a negative balance in the accounts, that debit amount was

recorded as a receivable owed by the client to Administration Co.

Any positive balance a client had in the accounts was considered

money belonging to the client.

Administration Co. issued annual tax statements and reports

to its clients and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for the

interest earned by each client on that client's funds in the

Special E Account and the Special Account.
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Administration Co. maintained books and records for each of

its clients and, in many instances, prepared clients ' tax

returns. Administration Co. prepared Kanter's income tax returns

for all or some of the years at issue. Administration Co.

charged a fee for its services.

Administration Co. filed for bankruptcy in February 1988,

and Principal Services was organized. All of Principal Services '

outstanding shares of stock were initially owned by ARO Trust, of

which trust Kanter was the trustee.

Principal Services took over a number of A ministration

Co. ' s clients, including Kanter, IRA, and Holding Co. Principal

Services per.formed services for clients similar to those provided

by Administration Co. Principal Services also established two

accounts similar to the Special E Account and the Special

Account. During the years at issue, Principal Services made

loans to Holding Co. and BWK, Inc.

In 1990, Gallenberger purchased from ARO Trust all of

Principal Services's shares for $100. In Octob r of 1993,

Principal Services moved (along with all of its clients files) to

Wisconsin.

E. The Other Lending Corporations

During the years at issue Kantdr often used two additional

entities, HELO and Int '1 Films to distribute fu ds including
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distributions to Ballard and Lisle or trusts established for the

benefit of their families.

1. HELO

HELO's predecessor, Harbor Investments, Inc., was

incorporated on July 21, 1978, and the stated business purpose

was investments. The name was changed in fiscal year ending

August 31, 1980, to Harbor Exchange Lending Operation. The

Active Business Corp. (Active) owned 100 percent of the voting

stock of HELO. Holding Co. owned 100 percent of the stock of

Active and filed consolidated returns with HELO and Active.

On August 31, 1984, all of the shares of HELO were

transferred by Active to Kanter as the trustee of the ARO Trusts.

At the time of the transfer, HELO's only significant assets were

loan receivables totaling $2,331,326, and its liabilities

included short-term loans of $2,518,589 and long-term loans of

$10,557. Holding Co. also disposed of 100 percent of the voting

stock of Active Corp. in 1984.

Holding Co.'s consolidated returns reported the following

income, net assets, and stockholder equity with respect to

HELO:¹¹

Il The record does not contain the information for 1982.
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08/78 08/7% 08/80 08/81 08/83 08/84

Income . -- -- $1,485 $4,597 -- $136
Deductions -- ($115) (31r309) (149r974) -- (30)

Total -- (115) (29,824) (145,377) -- 106
NOL -- (115) (29,939) -- (198,135)
Taxable -- (29, 939) (175, 316) -- (198, 029)

Assets
Cash $500 131 4,294 (879,704) $31 322
Receivables -- -- 2,871,082 4,691,912 2,331,326 1,320,059
Money market -- -- 718 259 '- --
Pooled funds -- -- -- -- -- 4 , 636
Intangibles 151 120 89 27

Total 500 382 2,876,214 3,812,556 2,331,384. 1,325,017
Liabilities
Short term -- -- 322,987 849,680 2,518,589 1,522,700
Shareholder -- -- 1,255,600 10,557 -- --
Long term -- -- 1r 327, 100 3, 127 , 200 10, 557

Total -- -- 2, 905, 687 3, 987, 437 2, 529, 14 6 1, 522, 700
Net assets 500 382 (29, 473) (174, 881) ·(197, 762) (197, 683)

500
Capital stock 500 500 500 500 500
Ret. earnings (118) (29,973) (175,381) 198,262) (198,183)

2. Int'1 Films

Int '1 Films was incorporated in September 1973. Although

the record does not disclose who originally owned the stock of

Int'l Films, on August 31, 1984, IRA owned 71 percent of the

voting stock of Int'l Films. As of August 31, 1983., Int'l Films

had loans receivable of $878,227. As of August 31, 1984, Int'l

Films had loans receivable of $1, 050, 827.

III. Transactions Involviñq the Five .

Prior to and during the years at issue, Prudential was one

of the largest holders of commercial real estate in the United

States. By the late 1970's, Prudential either held or was

responsible for managing an estimated $20 billion in commercial

real estate properties. Prudential also develo ed commercial
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real properties and provided financing to other real estate

developers for various real estate projects around the country.

As stated previously, Kanter entered into arrangements

pursuant to which he would use his relationships with the

Pritzkers, Ballard, and Lisle to assist individuals and/or

entities in obtaining business opportunities or in raising

capital for business ventures. Some of these arrangements

involved payments by a group of individuals referred to by the

parties as "the Five". The Five include J.D. Weaver (Weaver),

Bruce Frey (Frey), William Schaffel (Schaffel), Kenneth Schnitzer

(Schnitzer), and John Eulich (Eulich).

A. The Weaver Arrangement: Hyatt Corp.'s Embarcadero Hotel
Management Contract

Hyatt Corp. manages hotels in the United States, Canada, and

the Caribbean. As indicated previously, members of the Pritzker

�042family control Hyatt Corp. Kanter has represented the Pritzkers

for years as their attorney.

The Houston Hyatt Hotel was co-owned by Prudential and

Tenneco Corp. (Tenneco) and managed by Hyatt Corp. Weaver was an

executive with Tenneco. From 1968 through 1972, Ballard and

Weaver were involved in the development of the Houston Hyatt

Hotel, and Ballard negotiated the hotel's management contract

with Hyatt Corp.

During the early 1970's, Prudential was also a participant

in a joint venture to develop and own the Embarcadero Hotel in
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San Francisco. The joint venture participants sought an

experienced major hotel management company to operate the hotel

under a long-term management contract. Del Webb (Webb), a.well-,

known hotel operator and owner of a large hötel nanagement

company, and Intercontinental Co., another large hotel management

company, were competing for the management contract. A.N.

Pritzker wanted the Hyatt Corp. to obtain the management contract

for the Embarcadero Hotel; the hotel would become the third or

fourth Hyatt-operated hotel in the United States at which major

conventions could be held.

Lisle was supervising development of the Embarcadero Hotel

for Prudential and was involved in the selection of a management

company to manage the hotel. Although Hyatt Corp. was about to

enter into the long-term management contract to operate the

Houston Hyatt Hotel owned by Prudential and Tennleco Corp., Lisle

was not interested in having the Hyatt Corp. manage the

Embarcadero Hotel.

Pritzker offered to pay Weaver,. who had worked with Ballard

in developing the Houston Hyatt Hotel, a portion of the

management fees if ,Weaver helped Hydtt Corp. obtain the

management contract for the Embarcadero Hotel. Weaver then

persuaded Lisle to consider Hyatt C rp. for the Embarcadero

Hotel's management contract.
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Since Ballard had negotiated the Houston Hyatt Hotel's

management contract, Knab (Ballard and Lisle's superior at

Prudential) directed Ballard to review and evaluate the terms of

the proposed management contracts to be considered for the San

Francisco Embarcadero Hotel.

Subsequently, representatives of the Embarcadero joint

venture participants met with Webb and Pritzker to obtain bids on

the Embarcadero Hotel·'s management contract. Ballard and Lisle,

as well as other Prudential employees, represented Prudential at

the meeting. For reasons not fully shown in the record,

representatives of Intercontinental Co. were not present at the

meeting, and Webb refused to submit a bid during the meeting

because he thought he had been promised the contract. Pritzker

offered to have Hyatt Corp. enter into a management contract for

the Embarcadero Hotel substantially similar to the Houston Hyatt

Hotel's management contract. At the meeting Hyatt Corp.

submitted the only bid, and the management contract was awarded

to Hyatt Corp.

Shortly after being awarded the contract, Hyatt Corp.

entered into an agreement with KWJ Corp., an S corporation solely

owned by Weaver. Under the written agreement dated February 25,

1971, Hyatt Corp. agreed to pay KWJ Corp..a commission generally

equal to 10 percent of Hyatt Corp.'s fees under the Embarcadero

Hotel management contract. The agreement acknowledged that "KWJ"
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was the principal factor in bringing Hyatt Corp. and the owners

of the Embarcadero Hotel together and aiding in the negotiations.

Over the period from about 1972 through 19 4, Prudential

eventually built a total of about 10 large, majdr-convention-size

hotels that Hyatt Corp. managed for it. During discussions about

Hyatt Corp. 's obtaining the management contract on one of the

first of these other hotels built after the Emb¾rcadero Hotel,

Pritzker discussed Weaver's finder's fee with respect to the

Embarcadero Hotel's management contract with Ba.llard and Lisle.

Pritzker told Ballard and Lisle that Hyatt Corp ' s payment of

this finder's fee was a one-time occurrence. Pritzker told them

that no similar finder's fees would be paid wit respect to

future management contracts that Hyatt Corp. ob ained for other

Prudential hotels.

The Embarcadero Hotel opened in May 1973. In early 1975, a

dispute arose between Weaver and Hyatt Corp. with regard to the

commission due for 1974. A Hyatt Corp. officiall informed Weaver

that the Embarcadero Hotel did not generate a n t profit for

1974. Weaver.claimed that Hyatt Corp. was entitled to $623,201

under its agreement with Prudential and that he was entitled to

10 percent of those fees. Pritzker responded that Weaver's share

of the fees should bear his share of the home office expenses.

By November of 1975, Weaver and Hyatt Corp. had settled the

dispute.
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During the period when Weaver and Hyatt were disputing the

computation of Weaver's share of the management fees, Kanter and

Weaver agreed that IRA would purchase the stock of KWJ Corp. In

a letter to Kanter dated March 10, 1976, Weaver confirmed "our

understanding regarding my granting to your client a right to

purchase all of the outstanding shares of stock of KWJ Corp." for

$150,000. The letter further provided that in addition to the

purchase price for the KWJ Corp. stock, KWJ Corp. would continue

to engage Weaver as its president and chief operating officer.

In addition, Weaver was to receive 30 percent of all payments

made by Hyatt Corp. under the contract with KWJ Corp. for as long

as the contract was in existence, regardless of whether he

performed any services for KWJ Corp.

At that time, Hyatt Corp. was in the process of becoming

privately owned, and Kanter did not want the transfer of the KWJ

Corp. stock to take place until after Hyatt Corp. became

privately owned. Therefore, the agreement was framed as an offer

to sell the stock for a period of 4 years.

On March 14, 1977, Hyatt Corp. paid KWJ Corp. $54,848 for

fees earned during 1976. Sometime prior to November 1978, Hyatt

Corp.'s management contract with the hotel was modified, and

Hyatt Corp. wanted to revise its agreement with KWJ Corp. By

letter dated November 14, 1978, Hyatt Corp. notified Weaver that,

under the proposed change, KWJ Corp. would have been overpaid by
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$$4,848 for 1976 and would be due $12,095 for 1977. By letter

dated November 21, 1978, Weaver informed Kanter of the proposed

changes in the Hyatt arrangement. The letter irdicated that

Weaver would call Kanter to discuss the proposed change. In a

letter to Hyatt Corp. dated November 30, 1978, eaver stated that

the KWJ Corp. contract would not be affected by any modifications

to Hyatt Corp. 's Embarcadero Hotel contract. Or December 12,

1978, Hyatt Corp. paid KWJ Corp. $60,739 for 1917.

In February 1979, Hyatt Corp. had become a.privately owned

entity. By letter dated September 27, 1979, Ka ter informed

Weaver that Kanter wanted to proceed with the purchase of the KWJ

Corp. stock, effective retroactively to November 1, 1978. IRA

purchas.ed 100 percent of KWJ Corp. 's outstandin shares of stock

from Weaver. IRA was to pay $10,000 of the purdhase price in

November 1979 and the balance by August 1980.

As a result of IRA's purchase of the KWJ Cdrp. stock, KWJ

Corp. was included as a subsidiary on IRA's 197h consolidated

return. The 1979 consolidated return reported WJ Corp.'s 1979

gross receipts of $171,027 and payment of the 30 percent fee to

Weaver of $51, 308. The 1979 consolidated return reflected KWJ

Corp.'s assets, liabilities, and net worth as of January 1, 1979,

as follows:
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Assets
Cash . $40,626
Accrued income 108,521

Total assets 149,147

Liabilities
Mortgages, notes,

and bonds payable 19,400
Accrued expenses 14,663

Total liabilities 34,063

Net Worth 115,084

Common Stock 1,000
Retained earning
unappropriated 53,968

Previously taxed income 60,116.
Total stockholder equity 115,084

The commissions paid over by Hyatt Corp. attributable to

operations from 1978 through 1982 were as follows-

Operating Year Payment Year Payment
1978 1979 --
1979 1980 $171,027
1980 1981 128,671
1981 1982 .246,717
1982 1983 245,843

Except for the $171,027 payment received in 1980 from

operations of the Hyatt hotel during 1979 that it reported on its

1979 return, IRA included. the payments as income on the returns

for the years of payment.

Hyatt Corp. was not informed about the sale of the KWJ Corp.

stock to IRA and, therefore, continued to send the payments to

Weaver, who then sent the check to IRA. IRA then paid Weaver his

30 percent and deducted the payments as a commission expense.

A letter dated March 29, 1983, from Weaver to Kanter states:
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Attached is the check from the Hyatt Corpo::ation in the
amount of $245,843.00, which represents K.W.J.'s
commission for the year ending December 31 1982.

Will you please deposit and issue appropri te checks to
the participants.

This represents approximately the same amount as last
year, per the attached balance sheet.

By August 1983, Weaver advised IRA that he wanted to modify

his arrangement with KWJ Corp.. The new arrangement provided that

Weaver could retire from any and all activities with respect to

KWJ at any time after December 31, 1983. Weaver would continue

to. receive 30 percent of any amount received by KWJ Corp. from

Hyatt Corp. with respect to the management cont cact of the

Embarcadero Hotel. Weaver's 30-percent interes would pass to

his estate or such other specific persons as he might designate

in writing.

In December 1983, KWJ Corp. was liquidated and its assets

were distributed to IRA. On January 2, 1984, IRA's new

subsidiaries BWK, Inc. (managed by Kanter) , Carico (managed by

Lisle) , and TMT (managed by Ballard) formed a p rtnership called

KWJ Co. (KWJ Co. partnership) . Carlco and TMT each had a 45-

percent interest in the KWJ Co. partnership, and BWK had a 10-

percent interest in the partnership. Hyatt Cor . was not

informed about the liquidation of K J Corp. or he formation of

the KWJ Co. partnership at the time| of the liqu dation and
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formation. Hyatt Corp. continued to send payments to Weaver

until Kanter notified Hyatt Corp. sometime around 1992.

From 1984 through 1989, Hyatt Corp. paid the following

commissions with respect to the Embarcadero Hotel that were

reported as income of the KWJ Co. partnership:

Operating Year Payment Year Payment
1984 1985 $295,415
1985 1986 330,376
1986 1987 327,784
1987 1988 281,926
1988 1989 75,396
1989 1990 24,340

The KWJ Co. partnership paid Weaver his 30 percent and

deducted the payment as a commission expense.

B. The Frey Arrangement: Condominium Conversions.

Bruce Frey (Frey), was a certified property manager, real

estate broker, and insurance broker. Frey began working at the

real estate firm of Downs, Mohl & Co. in 1965. While at Downs,

Mohl & Co., Frey met Kanter. In the early 1970's, Frey formed

D.M. Interstate, Inc., a real estate management company that was

an S corporation. In 1975, James Wold (Wold), became a

shareholder and employee of D.M. Interstate, Inc. Sometime

later, Frey also formed BJF Development, Inc., a corporation that

engaged in real estate development and management. Frey was the

sole shareholder of BJF Development, Inc. ·Hereinafter, D.M.

Interstate, Inc. and BJF Development, Inc., are each sometimes

referred to as a Frey corporation.
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In 1978 or 1979, Frey began converting rental property into

condominiums. Frey or a Frey Corporation purch sed rental

property, refurbished it, and then sold the individual units as

condominiums. Frey or a Frey corporation earned development fees

for managing and supervising the re ovation and conversion work

on the property. A condominium project typically involved the

use of a limited partnership. As a partner in the partnership,

Frey or a Frey corporation would al o receive p ofit

distributions that were based upon sales of condominiums. Frey

or his Corporation also earned management fees for their services

in managing the condominium units fhllowing the conversion.

Frey's first condominium convefsion project was called Moon

Lake Village and involved an apartment building located in

Hoffman Estates, Illinois. A joint venture lim ted partnership

was formed to purchase the apartment building a d convert it to

condominiums. Frey was the general partner in t he partnership

and there were several investors who made contr butions to the

partnership. A Frey corp.oration redeived devel pment fees,

profit participation, and management fees in the Moon Lake

Village project. Neither Kanter noÉ Prudential was involved in

the Moon Lake Village project.

After successfully engaging in the Moon Lake Village

conversion in 1978, Frey met and consulted with Kanter to obtain

tax advice in connection with that project. During their meeting
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or shortly thereafter, Frey and Kanter discussed Frey's need to

raise capital for future condominium conversion projects. At

that time, condominium conversions were occurring frequently in

metropolitan areas throughout the country, and Frey was faced

with having to raise capital to acquire and convert apartment

building properties in which he and other competing condominium

converters were interested. Although Frey generally could obtain

financing from a bank for most of a condominium conversion

project's cost, the bank usually required Frey and other

investors to have a substantial investment in the project.

Kanter said that he could help raise some of the capital Frey

needed for the condominium conversion projects. In consideration

for such assistance, Kanter required Frey to share the

development and management fees that Frey earned from such

projects. Frey agreed to pay Kanter a share of the development

and management fees if Kanter caused a third party to invest

money in a project. Furthermore, if Kanter invested in a

conversion project, he would also share in the profit

participation of the partnership.

From 1978 to 1987, a number of condominium conversion

projects were undertaken by limited partnerships that Frey and

the Frey corporations formed with other investors. Frey or a

Frey corporation often served as the general partner in such

limited partnerships. In many instances, the limited
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partnerships acquired an apartment complex, renovated and

converted it into condominium units, and sold the condominium

units to individual purchasers.

Beginning with Frey's second condominium c nversion proJect,

entities associated with Kanter received limited partnership

interests in many of Frey's condominium convers on projects. The

Kanter entities that received such partnership nterests included

Zeus Ventures, Inc. (Zeus) , a subsidiary of IRA, and Zion

Ventures, Inc. (Zion), a subsidiary of Holding . o. Kanter also

brought other investors into some of Frey's condominium

conversion projects for which Kanter entities r ceived a share of

development and management fees. Projects in which Kanter

entities received fees or interests included th Lakewood

Associates project and the 535 Michigan Avenue project.

The first condominium conversion project that Frey undertook

involving Prudential was a 1, 000-unit townhouse apartment complex

called Village of Kings Creek at Miami, Florida. About 1979,

Frey approached a Prudential real estate departirent executive

working in Prudential ' s Miami, Florida, regional of fice about

purchasing the Village of Kings Creek apartment complex. The

apartment complex was owned by a pension furid m naged by

Prudential. Frey offered to purchase the apartraent complex for a

cash price of about $20 million. He also advis d the Prudential

executive that Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co. would be
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joining Frey in purchasing the property. Prudential previously

had considered selling the apartment complex, and Frey's $20

million offer for the property significantly exceeded the

property's appraised market value.

The Prudential executive consulted with Ballard about Frey's

offer. Ballard thought that Prudential's refusal of such offer

might constitute a breach of fiduciary duty as investment manager

of the pension fund. Ballard advised the executive that

Prudential should accept the offer.

On January 16, 1980, the Village of Kings Creek partnership

was formed for the purpose of purchasing the property from

Prudential and converting it into condominiums. In 1980, the

Village of Kings Creek apartment complex was sold by Prudential

to the partnership. Zeus (a subsidiary of IRA) and Zion (a

subsidiary of Holding Co.) became limited partners in this

limited partnership. Kanter also brought in another investor,

First Illinois Enterprises (an Illinois general partnership),

that invested $1.5 million in the project. The financing for the

Village of Kings Creek project came from the following sources:

The First National Bank of Chicago was the first mortgage lender;

Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co. and First Illinois

Enterprises were the two primary equity participants.

Under the partnership agreement, Zeus was required to make

an initial contribution of $100,000 for its 6.14-percent interest
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in the partnership. Zion was required to make an initial

contribution of $108,014 for its 6.66-percent interest in the

partnership. In the event of certain circumsta ces, the partners

agreed to make additional contributions to the partnership. The

partnership agreement provided that the partners ip would

reimburse or credit the capital accounts of the Frey corporation,

Frey, Wold, and Zion for "the advances made by t em in

negotiating, entering into and performing the te ms and

conditions of Purchase and Sale Contract and Con ractual

Commitments".

Following Prudential's sale of the Village f Kings Creek

property, the executive in the Miami regional of -ice who had

dealt with Frey in the sale approached Frey abou converting

another Prudential apartment property in Florida into

condominiums. Beginning with this property, Prudlential

participated in a number of successful condomini m conversion

projects with Frey. Most of these projects that Frey and

Prudential undertook were joint ventures.

Frey did not have to raise much capital to engage in these

joint venture projects with Prudential, because rudential owned

the apartment property to be converted and participated as co-

owner in a joint venture to convert and sell the property as

condominium units. Prudential would contribute the property and

receive (1) all initial condominium unit sale prcceeds up to a
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specified amount based, in large part, on the property's

appraised fair market value as a rental property, and (2) 50

percent of all other unit sale proceeds above the initial

specified amount. A limited partnership received 50 percent of

the proceeds above Prudential's initial specified amount of the

proceeds from the sale of units. A Frey corporation was

responsible for renovating and converting the property and

selling the condominium units in exchange for development fees

and management fees from ·the owners of the condominiums for

managing the property after the conversion. Some of the Frey-

Prudential agreements included the Calais and Chatham agreements,

both dated August 1, 1981, the Valleybrook agreement dated

October 1, 1981, Old Forge agreement entered into prior to

October 12, 1981, and The Greens agreement entered into prior to

December 30, 1981.

Frey's agreement that he would share development and

management fees with Kanter entities was formalized in two

separate written agreements each dated October 12, 1981. One

agreement was between Frey and IRA's subsidiary Zeus, and the

other agreement was between Frey and Holding Co.

The written agreement with Zeus covered development fees

from projects in which Prudential apartment properties were being

converted. The letter agreement, from Frey to Meyers (president
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of Zeus), referred to Zeus' "Participation in Proceeds on

Prudential Conversions" and provided:

As requested, we are writing to confir our prior
agreement regarding the participation in thb amounts
realized or to be realized on the condominipm
conversion of properties of or for The Prudyntial
Insurance Company of America ("Prudential").

The terms of this letter agreement shall apply
with respect to all conversions of Prudentipl
properties heretofore and hereafter.

As used in this letter agreement, the erm
"amounts realized" includes all amounts to be received
by the converter as Developers' Fees and shåres of
assigned profits but excluding any manageme t or other
fees (which shall be retained by the Manage ). * * *

* * * * * * *

Of the amounts received as a Developers' Fee on
Prudential conversions, BJF (or its counter art in any
future conversion) shall retain 75% of the mount
received in reimbursement for any costs and expenses
paid or incurred by it. BJF shall retain t is 75%
amount without regard to the actual amount f its costs
and expenses and without any need to account for the
same. Of the remaining 25%, BJF SHALL RETAYN 80% and
shall distribute the remaining 20% to you.

Of the amounts received as shares of assigned
profits, BJF shall distribute 20% to you anh retain the
balance. BJF shall retain amounts under this letter
agreement for itself and for distribution td its
affiliates in such percentages as they have agreed.

BJF shall make all distributions to yot not later
than 30 days after the date of this letter cr receipt
from Prudential of the Developers' Fees and assigned
profits (as the case may be).

Pursuant to this letter agreement, the BJF orporation paid

the following amounts to Zeus during the years 1980 through 1985:
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Year Zeus
1980 $127,372
1981 105,764
1982 538,781
1983 110,125

Total 882,042

1984 103,500
1985 128,763

Total 232,263

The second letter agreement was from Frey to Kanter as

president of Holding Co. and specifically excluded developers'

fees from projects involving Prudential properties (covered in

the Zeus agreement) but included other amounts related to

projects involving Prudential. The letter agreement referred to

"Participation in Condominium Conversions" and provided:

As requested, we are writing to confirm our prior
agreement regarding the participation by us and our
affiliates in capital contributions, profits and losses
and Developers' Fees (excluding Developers' Fees in
condominium conversions of properties of or for The
Prudential Insurance Company of America and excluding
legal, management or any other fees, which shall be
retained by the recipients) in condominium conversions
of properties.

The provisions of this letter agreement shall
apply in the case of. condominium conversions of thosé
properties listed below and any other condominium
conversions in which we agree to participate. Each of
us may terminate this agreement at any time on forty-
five (45) days or more prior written notice. The
termination, however, shall be effective only with
respect to new condominium conversions (i.e.
conversions of properties not under discussion between
us or otherwise in process on the last day of the
forty-five (45) day period).

The participation in capital contributions and
profits and losses shall be as follows:
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The Holding Company, a Delaware corporation,
its nominees and/or affiliates - ("THd") 33%

Bruce J. Frey and his nominee and/or i
affiliates - ("BJF") 67%

The participation in Developers' Fees shal commence
with respect to fees received after Octobe 1, 1981,
and shall be as follows:

Holding Co. 5%
BJF

100%

As used herein, the terms capital contributions,
profits and losses and Developers' Fees refer to those
items allocated or allocable to us and our.|affiliates.

The properties presently subject to this letter
agreement are those properties which we are converting
as consultant to the Prudential Insurance ompany of
America. As you know, we are, of course, also
participating as partners in various other condominium
conversions (e g. 535 N. Michigan Ave. Condominium,
Lake Howell Condominium, etc.), but our agreements in
those instances are subject to the terms of various
limited partnership agreements.

Pursuant to this second letter agreement, the Frey

corporation paid to Holding Co. $80,616 as a dihtribution in 1981

and $16,200 from participation in fees in 1983.1 Payments made in

1982 are not in the record.

On June 15, 1984, BJF Development, Ltd. (the Frey

partnership), an Illinois limited partnership, was formed. Frey,
I

Wold, and the Frey corporation were the general partners of the

Frey partnership. The limited partners were TS3 Holdings, Inc.,

FWID, Ltd., and Holding Co. Under the partnership agreement

Holding Co. was entitled to distributions of 13.125 percent of
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available cash-flow. Generally, the purpose of the partnership

was to conduct business activities related to development of

condominiums and cooperatives and property management.

TSG Holdings, Inc. contributed $750,00 to the Frey

partnership. Transcontinental Services Group, N.V., a

Netherlands Antilles corporation and TSG Holdings, Inc.'s parent

corporation, lent $1.75 million to the Frey partnership.

In addition to other assets contributed to the Frey

partnership, the remaining partners assigned th.eir right to

receive fees under other management, consulting, and/or

partnership agreements, including the Village of Kings Creek,

Lakewood, Calais, Chatham, Valleybrook, The Greens, and Galaxy

Towers that had previously been subject to the letter agreement

between Holding Co. and the Frey corporation. The partnership

agreement also listed two participation agreements with "Burton

J. Kanter" regarding certain condominium conversions. The

agreement indicated that the two participation agreements had

been canceled with respect to new condominium conversions.

A letter dated June 20, 1984, to Kanter described Holding

Co.'s obligation to contribute to the capital of the partnership

as follows:
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With the recording of the Certificate of Limited
Partnership, The Holding Company should:

a. make its cash capital contribution of
$29,913.80 to the Partnership;

b. pay FWID, Ltd. ("FWID"), $86,789.37 for
contributing cash equivalents to the Sartnership
on its behalf;

c. issue a $88,387.46 secured note to FWID for
contributing other assets to the capi;al of the
Partnership on its behalf; and

d. confirm its agreement to remit to FWID its
share of Partnership distributions resulting from
the Partnership's realization of the .fees and
profits shown on Part II of Appendix A.

The parties contributed a total of $1 0,936 in
cash to the capital of the Partnership. See item 8 of
Part 1 of Appendix A. Of this amount, The Holding
Company is responsible for 17-1/2 percent r, as shown
above, $29,913.80.

The parties contributed a total of $495,940.31 in
cash equivalents to the Partnership. The holding
Company's share of this amount is, as noted above, 17-
1/2 percent or $86,789.54. The cash equivalents
consist of the items shown as numbers 6, 7h and 9 on
Part I of Appendix A. The items are:

6. October 31, 1983, Agreement with
Lazard Freres & Co. $273,547.00

7. April 14, 1983, Real Estate Sale
Agreement as amended with Norman
Rudenberg and Edna Davidson 211,082.00

9. Furniture, fixtures, and
equipment 11,311.31

Total $495,940.31

As shown in the enclosed chart, The H lding
Company's remaining obligation for capital
contributions to the Partnership was $145, 98.66. Of
this amount, The Holding Company satisfied $57,409.20
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by the transfer to the Partnership of a 20 percent
interest in the $287,046 of purchase money mortgages
relating to the condominium units at 535 North Michigan
Avenue. Accordingly, after satisfying its share of the
cash capital contributions, The Holding Company's
remaining obligation to FWID is $88,387.46.

The Holding Company now should satisfy its
obligation for the cash contribution to the Partnership
by transferring $29,913.80 in cash to it. The Holding
Company should satisfy its obligation to FWID for the
transfer of the cash equivalents by paying FWID
$86,789.54. In addition, The Holding Company should
satisfy its responsibility for the balance of
$88,387.46 by signing a note for this amount payable to
FWID and pledging as security either third-party paper
or other acceptable collateral.

The note should provide for cash payments as the
Partnership realizes cash from the capital
contributions to it. I believe that you should discuss
the procedures regarding the issuance of the $88,387.46
secured note with Jim Wold or, in my absence, my
associate, Claire Pensyl.

The remaining item is, as noted above, for The
Holding Company tö confirm its agreement to remit its
share of Partnership distribution to FWID. The Holding
Company's agreement is to remit distributions (a) only
after The Holding Company has received Partnership
distributions equal to The Holding Company's original
capital contribution of $262,500 and (b) then only in
an amount equal to 13.125 percent of the amount
realized by the Partnership from all the items shown on
Part. II of Appendix A. The 13.125 percent equals The
Holding Company's share of all Partnership
distributions under Section 3.2 of the Agreement of
Limited Partnership.

In January 1985, approximately 6 months after the formation

of the partnership, TSG Holdings purchased additional interests

in the Frey partnership for $1,382,575, of which $241,950 was

payable to Holding Co. The purchase price was paid to Holding
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Co. in two installments. The letter dated January 8, 1985,

accompanying the first installment provided as follows:

Enclosed is FWID, Ltd. check number 15.3 in the
amount of $66,507.00. This check represents your
allocable share of the above-mentioned transaction
after reducing your loan from Bruce Frey bk one-half,
or $44,194.00.

The following is a brief analysis of the
transaction, your allocable share and a calculation
the manner in which check number 113 was erived:

1. Gross Sales Price $1, 382, 575

2. Ownership Percentage of
BJF Development, Ltd.
(11.1895 divided by 63.94 percent) 17.5

3. Allocable Share of Gross Sales
Proceeds 241, 950

4 . Sales Proceeds Received to Date 632, 575

5. Allocable Share of Sales Proceeds
Received to Date 110, 701

6. Less: One-Half of Outstanding
from Bruce Frey
($88,388.00 divided by 2)

7. Check Number 113

The letter dated January 24, 1985,

installment provides as follows:

Loan

44,194 '

$66,507

accomp nying the

of

second

Enclo.sed please find check number C 148 in the
amount of $131,250.00. This check represhnts the
second and final installment payment with regard to
your sale of partnership interest in BJF evelopment,
Ltd. to TSG Holdings.
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The entire second installment payment to the
selling partners was $750,000.00. Your allocable share
of the transaction was 17.5 percent, thus equaling the
$131,250.00.

From 1984 through 1987, the Frey partnership paid a total of

$403,954 to Holding Co. ($113,827 in 1984, $256,557 in 1985, and

$33,570 in 1987). Of the $113,827 paid in 1984, $98,437 was

identified as a distribution and $25,391 as Holding Co.'s share

of fees. Of the $256,557 paid in 1985, $197,757 was Holding

Co.'s share of proceeds from the sale of the additional

partnership interest to TSG Holdings, $55,950 as a distribution,

and $2,850 represented participation in developers' fees.

C. The Schaffel Arrangement: Real Estate Construction and
Financing

Schaffel was a mortgage broker and a real estate developer.

In the summer of 1979, Kanter invited Schaffel to dinner at a New

York City restaurant to discuss a business proposition. He told

Schaffel that Ballard and Lisle would also be joining them for

dinner. Schaffel accepted Kanter's invitation. In addition to

learning more about the potential business opportunity that

Kanter had mentioned, Schaffel was eager to meet and socialize

with Ballard and Lisle, as he knew that they were senior

Prudential real estate executives.

During the dinner, Kanter asked whether Schaffel would be

interested in arranging the financing for a casino hotel to be

built in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Prudential was not involved
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in that project. Kanter offered to introduce Schaffel to the

people who wanted to build the casinp hotel provided Schaffel

would agree to pay to one of Kanter's entities 50 percent of

Schaffel's brokerage fee earned in the transaction. Schaffel

agreed to pay the fee to an entity that held a real estate

brokerage license. The casino hotel project, however, never

materialized.

Although the casino hotel project fell through, Schaffel

agreed to share certain finder's fees with Kanter in other

projects. With Kanter's "concurrence", Schaffel negotiated a

finder's fee arrangement with Benedict Torcivia (Torcivia),¹² the

sole shareholder of Torcon, Inc. (Torcon). At the time, Torcon

was probably the largest general contracting company in New

Jersey. By letter agreement dated duly 23, 1979, Torcivia agreed

to pay Schaffel a fee for any construction projects that Schaffel

helped obtain for Torcon. The agre ment reached between Kanter

and Schaffel as applied to Schaffel s arrangement with Torcon was

set forth in a letter agreement with IRA dated August 2, 1979, as

follows:

The purpose of this letter is to confirm that I
will pay you fifty (50%) percent of any fees received
by me with respect to construction jobs obtained for
Torcon, Inc. in which I determine that you or your
associates have been instrumendal or helpf 1. My
arrangement with Torcon, Inc. doncluded with your

12 Prior to 1979, Schaffel had rented office space from
Torcivia.
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concurrence that said Company will pay to me one (1%)
percent based on the gross amount of the contract price
of any such construction job. It is our understanding
that you will receive payment ordinarily over a period
of time depending on draws under the construction job.
Accordingly, you will expect to receive payment only as
I am paid.

It is further understood that the foregoing
pertains only to negotiated contract situations and
should any bid situation arise, the amount of your
participation will be negotiable.

Schaffel also entered into a finder's fee arrangement with

William Walters (Walters), a real estate developer in Denver,

Colorado, similar to the one with Torcivia and agreed to share

those fees with IRA.

1. Schaffel/Prudential Transactions

As a result of his introduction to Lisle and Ballard,

Schaffel began doing millions of dollars' worth of business with

Prudential. These business dealings included construction

�042contracts that he helped obtain for Torcon and financing for a

number of large commercial real properties being developed by

Walters, as well as transactions involving others.

The first transaction Schaffel negotiated with Prudential

was the sale of the IBM headquarters building in Lexington,

Kentucky. The property was brought to Schaffel's attention by

Transatlantic Consultants (Transatlantic), the òompany brokering

the sale. Schaffel introduced the Transatlantic representative

to Ballard. After the initial meeting with Ballard,

Transatlantic dealt with Prudential's local office in Kentucky.
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Seven months after the initial meeting with Ballard, Prudential

bought the building. Schaffel received a fee from brokering the

sale of the building and paid half of the fee to IRA.

Some of the projects Schaffel assisted Torcivia in obtaining

with Prudential included the Parsippany Business Campus, the

Parsippany Hilton Hotel (located outside of Newa k, New Jersey),

the Gateway (located in Newark, New Jersey), and the Interplex

Complex (located in Princeton, New Jersey).

Walters agreed to pay Schaffel a finder's f e with respect

to two joint ventures that Walters helped negoti te with

Prudential. Schaffel entered into separate written agreements

dated October 19, 1981, with Cherry Creek Place Ässociates II

(Prudential funding of $15.6 million) and Aurora Plaza &

Conference Center, Ltd.. (Prudential funding of $17 million), with

respect to the joint ventures. In each agreemen , the

partnership acknowledged that Prudential's participation in the

venture was primarily the result of Schaffel's efforts and that

Schaffel was entitled to be compensated.

From 1979 through 1983, pursuant to his arrangement with

Kanter, Schaffel shared with IRA fees from these business deals

with Prudential. Schaffel paid the following adounts from

Prudential transactions to IRA from 1979 through 1983:
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Year Amount
1979 $100,000
1980 244,920
1981 361,525
1982 447,450
1983 30,981

Total 1,184,876

After Ballard and Lisle left Prudential, Schaffel no longer

negotiated any transactions with Prudential.

2. Schaffel/Travelers Transactions

Lisle left Prudential in late 1981. He was employed by

Travelers from April 1982 until April 1988. After Lisle began

working for Travelers, Schaffel met with Lisle and others from

Travelers. Thereafter, Schaffel began brokering substantial

business dealings with Travelers on behalf of Torcon and Walters.

The first project Walters entered into with Travelers was

Stanford Place II. By check dated November 9, 1983, Schaffel

paid IRA $213,750 of the fee earned from Stanford Place II.

After that payment, Schaffel stopped paying IRA a share of the

fees earned on business deals with Travelers. Sometime during

1984, Kanter contacted Schaffel and asked why IRA was not

receiving 50 percent of Schaffel's fees on Travelers

transactions. Schaffel took the position that the August 2,

1979, agreement did not apply to deals with Travelers after Lisle

had left Prudential. Kanter disagreed and maintained that the

August 2, 1979, agreement continued to apply.
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In a letter dated August 28, 1984, to Schaffel, Kanter

stated:

I am bothered by your failure to respect what I would
have considered the essential intent of the agreement
you entered into vis-a-vis the introduction of you to
Prudential and the arrangement under which you would
share the benefits of that introduction in connection
with real estate transactions from which y u were able
to earn commissions, as well as the other onstruction
contracts won by Ben [Torcivia).

I appreciate that there may be some t chnical
difficulty with the previous agreements as to whether
they extend in the new circumstances .to Trdvelers.
However, in my view Travelers has replaced Prudential
as a principal source of transactions beca se of the
very personnel to whom you were first intr duced.
Accordingly, I am inclined to believe that the
arrangement should have been continued.

Lisle and Schaffel discussed the dispute between Schaffel

and Kanter. Lisle feared a lawsuit might result, and because

such a lawsuit might cause some embarrassment för Lisle at

Travelers, he urged Schaffel to settle the dispite.

Schaffel agreed to resume paying 50 percent of his fees on

business deals with Travelers. Those fees, how ver, were paid to

Holding C.o. rather than IRA.

For some of the Walters projects brokered by Schaffel,

Travelers entered into joint venture agreements with Walters'

company pursuant to which Walters' company contributed the

property and Travelers provided the financing. Travelers entered

into joint ventures with Walters' company for t e permanent

financing of Stanford Place II (Travelers provi ed $15 million
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plus a $31.5 million loan), Cherry Creek National Bank (Travelers

provided $8.25 million plus a $19.95 million loan.), the Stanford

Corporate Center (Travelers provided $43,612,622), and Boettcher

Building (a.k.a the Boston Building) (Travelers' contribution to

this project is not reflected in the record). For other Walters

projects brokered by Schaffel, Travelers provided financing

without becoming a partner in the underlying joint venture.

These projects included Orchard Place VIII (Travelers provided a

$9 million loan),. Orchard Place VII (Travelers.provided a $8.5

million loan), and Cherry Creek Place III (Travelers provided a

$10.8 million loan).

From 1984 through 1986, Schaffel paid a share of his fees on

Walters-Travelers transactions to Holding Co. in the following

amounts:

Year Amount

1984 $600,000
1985 1,160,000
1986 1,003,500

Total 2,763,500

3. FPC Subventure Associates Partnership

On March 21, 1980, Kanter acquired an 8-percent limited

partnership interest in Four Ponds Center Associates (Four

Ponds), a joint venture involving Schaffel and Torcivia. On his

1980 Federal income tax return, Kanter reported his share of the

partnership's losses.
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The FPC Subventure Associates partnership (FPC Subventure)

was formed as of January 1, 1981. The partners f FPC Subventure

and their respective interests were: Lisle, 90 percent; the

Everglades Trust (Roger Baskes, trustee), 9 percent; and Burton

W. Kanter Revocable Trust (Kanter trustee), 1 percent. On

January 1, 1981, Kanter transferred his 8-percen interest in

Four Ponds to FPC Subventure, effectively transf rring 90 percent

of his interest in Four Ponds to Lisle in exchange for a

receivable of $2, 880 from Lisle. .

A joint venture called One River Associates (One River) was

formed as of November 16, 1981. Schaffel and Tdrcivia were the

general partners. Kanter held an 8-percent interest in One

River. On January 1, 1982,. Kanter transferred his interest in

One River to FPC Subventure in exchange for a $2, 000 receivable

from FPC Subventure. Beginning in 1982, the 8-percent interest

in One River held by Kanter was treated as held by FPC

Subventure, and 90 percent of the income, loss, and distributions

were allocated to Lisle.

On April 5, 1982, Four Ponds distributed $Â00,000 to Kanter.

Kanter treated the distribution as a distributi6n to FPC

Subventure. FPC Subventure retained $5,000 and distributed

$395,000 to the partners, 90 percent to Lisle and 10 percent to

the Kanter trusts. An additional $33, 600 was distributed by Four

Ponds to FPC Subventure through Kanter during 1 82. During 1982
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Lisle received total distributions of $384,840 from FPC

Subventure. Kanter and Lisle reported on their tax returns their

respective distributive shares of the FPC Subventures'

partnership's income and losses.

D. The Schnitzer Arrangement: Sale and Repurchase of Property
Management Systems Stock.

During the 1960's and 1970's, Schnitzer was a major real

estate developer in the Houston, Texas, area. Schnitzer met

Ballard and Lisle when they worked in Prudential's regional

office in Houston, probably in the late 1960's.

. Schnitzer had been involved in developing and managing high-

rise office buildings through Century Development Co., Inc.

(Century Development), a subsidiary of Century, Inc. (Century),

Schnitzer's family holding company.

The real estate development business, however, typically was

cyclical. In 1974, to diversify its operations and to secure a

steady source of earnings, a subsidiary of Century acquired for

$1.3 million the assets of a small real estate management company

called Fletcher Emerson Co., Inc. (Fletcher Emerson).¹³ Fletcher

Emerson managed office buildings and other commercial real

estate. A relatively small portion of its business included

13 The $1.3 million purchase price was roughly based on a
multiple of five times net earnings. At the time, the company
had before-tax net income of $250,000.
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cleaning or janitorial services on some Texas co ercial

properties it managed.

Shortly after Century's subsidiary acquired the assets of

Fletcher Emerson, the subsidiary ' s name was changed to Fletcher

Emerson Co. and then to Property Management Syst ms, Inc. For

convenience Property Management Systems, Inc., ik hereinafter

referred to as Schnitzer-PMS. Schnitzer became the chairman and

chief executive officer of Schnitzer-PMS.

Originally, Schnitzer-PMS's property managenent business was

conducted primarily in Houston and Dallas, Texas. Schnitzer-PMS

usually managed office buildings and other commercial real estate

owned by others under property management contracts on a month-

to-month basis. Schnitzer wanted to expand the size of

Schnitzer-PMS's property management business, as Schnitzer-PMS

typically earned only a relatively modest profit margin on its

individual property management contracts. Schnitzer felt that

the only way to increase Schnitzer-PMS's profit was having a

large volume of such management contracts.

Fletcher Emerson had been managing a relatiively small number

of Prudential ' s commercial real properties when Century acquired

its assets in 1974. Schnitzer wanted to develoh business from

Prudential and American Building Maintenance In ustries (AMBI) .

To that end, Schnitzer offered AMBI the opportunity to acquire 50

percent of the company. AMBI, howeher, declined the offer.
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In 1974, Schnitzer approached Ballard (who Schnitzer had

known for many years and previously had dealt with in developing

office buildings in Houston, Texas) and offered to have Century

give Prudential a 50-percent stock interest in Schnitzer-PMS.

Although Prudential would not be required to pay for the 50-

percent Schnitzer-PMS stock interest, Schnitzer hoped Prudential

would award Schnitzer-PMS a large number of additional property

management contracts. Ballard informed his superiors at

Prudential of Schnitzer's offer.

Initially, Prudential was interested in Schnitzer's offer

and invited Schnitzer to Prudential's Newark, New Jersey,

corporate headquarters for further meetings and discussions with

Prudential's management. Schnitzer met with Prudential's senior

executives and corporate headquarters staff, including

Prudential's chairman., and with Knab (who headed Prudential's

�042real estate department). Prudential was particularly interested

in standardizing the reports it received on the operation of its

various commercial real properties around the country. However,

Prudential ultimately declined Schnitzer's offer because of the

substantial number of pension plans whose real estate investment

accounts Prudential managed. Prudential believed that having.an

ownership interest in Schnitzer-PMS might be a potential conflict

of interest and might present problems under the pension laws.
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Ballard introduced Schnitzer to Kanter somejtime between the

early and mid-1970's. At some time prior to September 1976,

Schnitzer and Kanter began discussing the sale of a stock

interest in Schnitzer-PMS to Kanter. Kanter indicated that,

through his business contacts, including the Pritzker family, he

could obtain additional property management business for

Schnitzer-PMS. Before Schnitzer made the offer to Kanter,

Schnitzer had a conversation with Ballard to codfirm that Kanter

could bring in business for Schnitzer-PMS. .

The initial proposal contemplated.that Schditzer-PMS would

be recapitalized in order to provide for the is uance of two

classes of stock, common and preferred. The prdferred stock

would be $1,000 par value per share, one vote pqr share, priority

as to dividends, when, if, and as declared out df available

earnings and profits up to a maximum of 8 percedt of the par

value in the year of declaration, and priority n liquidation.

The common stock would be no par common stock carrying one vote

per share. Kanter's client (IRA) would purchase 50.percent, of

the common stock for $50,000 and closing would be .set for October

1, 1976.

Because of difficulties in finalizing the greement,

however, closing did not take place in 1976. In a letter dated

April 12, 1977, to Melvin Dow, Kanter stated:

As you know, the president of The Cedilla hompany is
Mildred D. Schott and The Cedilla Company is actively
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engaged in certain phases of real estate activity. We
are hopeful that the sooner the acquisition of * * *
[Schnitzer-PMS] shares can be closed, the sooner that
serious efforts can begin to create that synergism that
could result in a sharply expanded business for * * *
[Schnitzer-PMS) in its property management through the
extensive contacts Schott maintains, the broad scope of
opportunity that may be available to Solomon A. Weisgal
and the opportunities that may arise in the course of
my practice which involves representation of numerous
very wealthy groups holding large property interests.

By letter agreement dated November 7, 1977, Kanter and

Schnitzer agreed that Schnitzer-PMS would be recapitalized and

reorganized as a Delaware corporation with an authorized

capitalization of 250 voting preferred shares of $1,000 par value

each and 108 voting common shares of $1 par value each. Each

preferred share would be entitled to a cumulative preferred

dividend of $80 per year, plus a special one-time dividend equal

to 1/250 of the indebtedness of Schnitzer-PMS to American General

Investment Corp. existing at the time the special dividend was

declared. The special dividend was to be declared when the

assets of the corporation available for payment of dividends

equaled the remaining amount outstanding on the loan. At the

time of the reorganization, $1.1 million that Century Development

had borrowed to purchase Fletcher Emerson was still owing. The

purpose of the special dividend was to permit Century Development

to recover its initial investment. Kanter's client (IRA) had the

option to purchase 51.3 shares of common stock (47..5 percent of

the common stock) in Schnitzer-PMS for $150,000.
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The reorganization was completed on January 31, 1978, and

51.3 shares of the common stock of Schnitzer-PMS were issued to

IRA on February 14, 1978. All shares of Schnitzer-PMS (including

those issued to IRA) were pledged to secure Century Development ' s

loan balance.

In conjunction with the sale of the SchnitzÂr-PMS stock to

IRA, IRA and Century entered into a stock agreem nt. Article III

of the agreement gave Century an option to purchkse the

Schnitzer-PMS stock upon the death of last to di of Kanter,

Weisgal, and Schott. Section 3.03 of the stock agreement

provided that the purchase price for IRA's shares of Schnitzer-

PMS stock would be an amount equal t the sum of:

(a) Eight (8) times the avera e annual pretax
operating income of the Corporation for the five (5)
full fiscal years of the Corpo ation ending on or
immediately preceding the Opti n Date or such lesser
number of full years of operat on of the Corporation as
shall have expired from the date of this Agreement;
plus

(b) The difference (but not 1 ss than zerc) between
(i) the book value of the asset s of the Co poration
used in its business of buildirlg managemen , consulting
and cleaning and (ii) the lesser of Three undred
Thousand Dollars ($300,000) or!one and one half (1-1/2)
times the Corporation's average receipts f r one (1)
month, computed for the twelve (12) month eriod
immediately preceding the Opti6n Date; plus

(C) The fair market value of ny other as. ets of the
Corporation.

The computation of operating i come in Subsection (a)
hereof shall be computed solel with referdnce to the
Corporation' s business of buil ing managemdnt,
consulting and cleaning. The computation of the
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purchase price shall be made by the certified public
accountants regularly retained by the Corporation.

By late 1977, Schnitzer-PMS's property management business

had increased substantially. Although Prudential had declined

Schnitzer's offer to give Prudential an interest in Schnitzer-

PMS, Prudential became Schnitzer-PMS's biggest customer.

Pursuant to Schnitzer's discussions with Prudential's management

and corporate headquarters staff in 1974, Schnitzer-PMS

standardized its reports on the Prudential commercial real

properties that Schnitzer-PMS managed. By 1977, Schnitzer-PMS

had expanded its property management operations to other cities

around the country, including Atlanta, Georgia, Los Angeles and

San Francisco, California, Newark, New Jersey, and Por.tland,

Oregon.

Schnitzer-PMS year-end balance sheets and profit/loss

statements for 1976 through 1978 showed the following:
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Assets 1976 1977 1978
Current $529,225 $527,025 �042 $690,257
Property 97,913 127,645 133,970
Other 8,142 36,542 137,459

Total 635,280 691,212 961,686
Liabilities
Current 287, 829 156, 947 237, 681
Long-term 6,515 21,647 33,935
Stockholder equity

Common 1, 000 1, 000 10 8
Preferred n/a n/a 250, 000
Contributed capital 200,000 200,000 n/a
Retained earnings 139, 936 311, 618 439, 962

Total 635,280 691,212 961,686
Earnings
Revenues
Property management 1,044,173 1,448,101. --
Cleaning 2, 343, 512 2, 811, 034 --
Other 39, 411 41, 352 --

Total 3,427,096 4,300,487 5,977,383
Costs & expenses
Property management 255, 824 266, 794 4, 064, 014
Cleaning 1,986,343 2,483,019
General 864, 715 1, 095, 499 1, 078, 50.3
Interest 2,599 4,117 3,037

Total 3, 109, 4 81 3, 84 9, 429 5, 145, 555

Pretax earnings 317,615 451,058 . 831,828
Tax allocation 143,163 155,527 --
Net earnings 174,452 295,531 --

By March 1979, Schnitzer had decided that Schnitzer-PMS

should have received more opportunities for new business from

Kanter and his associates and informed Kanter that he wanted to

repurchase the stock held by IRA. Kanter and S hnitzer decided

that one party would set a price at which that arty was willing

to either sell its stock to the other or buy th other's stock.

By letter dated July 17, 1979, Kanter informed chnitzer that IRA

would sell its stock in Schnitzer-PMS or purcha e Century

Development Corp. 's stock in Schnitzer-PMS for 3.1 million.
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Schnitzer agreed to buy back IRA's stock for $3.1 million. On

November 30, 1979, Century repurchased the 47.5-percent owned by

IRA in July 1979, for $3.1 million, payable over a 10-year period

with interest. At the time of,the repurchase, approximately

$700,000 remained outstanding on the loan from the original

purchase of the Fletcher Emerson assets.

Schnitzer-PMS balance sheets and profit/loss statements for

6 months ending June 30, 1978 and June 30, 1979 showed the

following:

6/30/78 6/30/79
Assets
Cash $124,632.16 $284,760.00
Life insurance 41,968.71 96,144.81
Accounts receivable 555,308.63 496,200.83
Supplies . 3,450.04 14,614.58
Prepaid expenses 13,877.99 45,007.01
Transportation equipment 14,101.56 17,268.74
Other equipment 116,190.70 130,547.74

Total 869,529.79 1,084,543.71

�042Liabilities
Accounts payable 6,569.23 --
Accrued payroll expense 97,763.69 134,094.52
Other accrued expenses 109,892.85 121,486.51

Total 214,225.77 255,581.03

Stockholder's equity
Capital stock 250,108.00 250,108.00
Retained earnings 384,885.60 1,198,788.79
Funds to CDC (431,036.94) (955,412.90)
1977 net income 451,347.36 n/a
1978 net income n/a 335,478.79

Total owner's equity 655,304.02 828,962.68

Total liabilities & 869,529.79 1,084,543.71
equity
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Gross income
Operating expenses
Operating income
Overhead expense
Income before acquisition
Acquisition expense
Net income
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6/30/78 6/30/79

2,916,478.65 3,650,217.86
1,824,034.25 2,485,250.27
1,092,444.40 1,164,967.59

542,291.04 740,191.69
550,153.36 424,775.90
98,806.00 89,178.98

451,347.36 335,596.92

Around the end of 1979 or early 1980, Schnitzer discussed

the sale of Schnitzer-PMS to Minneapolis Honeywell for a price

between .$12 million and $13 million. Honeywell, j however, decided

not to purchase Schnitzer-PMS.

In 1989, IRA accepted a reduced final payment for early

payment of the balance due on the sale of the stack.

IRA received the following payments of principal and

interest and reported the following gain on the installment sale

of the Schnitzer-PMS stock:

Year Payment Principal Interest Gain
1979 $150,000 $150,000 -- $142,740
1980 533,425 211,468 $321,957 201,233
1981 534,696 309,308 225,388 294,338
1982 361,692 172,441 189,251 164,094
1983 361,692 186,655 175,037 177,621
1984 361,692 202,042 159,650 192,263
1985 361,692 218,696 142,996 208,111
1986 361,692 236,724 124,968 225,266
1987 361,692 256,217 105,475 243,816
1988 361,692 277,360 84,332 263,936
1989 840r423 822,841 17,582 783r016

Total 4, 590, 388 3, 043, 752 1, 54 6, 636 2, 896, 434

E. The Eulich Arrangement: Essex Hotel Manage ent Co.

1. Eulich's Background

For many years, Eulich had been a real estate developer of

office buildings, shopping malls, and warehouse in Houston and
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Dallas, Texas. Eulich had known Ballard and Lisle since at least

1965. Eulich dealt with Ballard and Lisle in connection with

Prudential's financing his real estate development work, when

Ballard and Lisle worked in Prudential's Houston regional

office." Eulich was also a close personal friend of A.N.

Pritzker. Eulich met Kanter through Pritzker in the late 1960's

or early 1970's. Kanter and Eulich had many business dealings

with each other. Kanter helped raise capital for some of

Eulich's business ventures.

Eulich's real estate development activities were primarily

conducted through Vantage, Inc., a corporation that he owned. In

1968, Eulich acquired Rodeway Inns, a company that owned a small

chain of garden court motels. Over the years, Rodeway Inns

increased the number of its motels. Rodeway Inns and Eulich

obtained financing from Prudential for the acquisition of many of

the additional motels. From 1968 through about 1973, Eulich

dealt with Ballard in securing the financing from Prudential for

Rodeway Inns.

In about 1974, Eulich and Prudential became dissatisfied

with the performance of the hotel management company that was

managing and operating 16 Rodeway Inns motels that had been

financed by Prudential. Eulich decided to establish his own

After Lisle began working for Travelers in 1982, he dealt
with Eulich in connection with the managing of Travelers'
properties.
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hotel management company, Motor Hotel Management, Inc. (Eulich-

Management), to operate the motels. Eulich-Management was

incorporated on January 1, 1975.

Eulich asked Robert James (Jame ) who had substantial hotel

management experience, to serve as Eulich-Management's president

and to manage Eulich-Management's day-to-day ope$ations. Eulich-

Management's three shareholders eventually inclu ed Eulich (who

was the majority shareholder), James, and another longtime

business associate of Eulich.

By the end of 1975, Eulich-Management had 1 management

contracts that were part of the joint venture in which Prudential

was the lender and Eulich's company Vantage, Inc , was the

developer. By the late 1970's, Eulich-Managemen had a good

reputation in providing hotel management service:s. Prudential's

real estate department staff generally was satis ied with Eulich-

Management's management of a number bf hotel pro erties in which

Prudential was involved. By about the early 198Ö's, Eulich-

Management managed hotel properties hationwide in about 20 to 25

States. At that time, however, Eulich-Managemen: did not manage

large hotels.

2. Prudential's Gateway Hotel

In about 1976, Ballard decided that Prudential's real estate

department needed to hire an individual possessi g substantial

expertise in hotels and hotel operations. Allen Ostroff
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(Ostroff) had worked for a number of years for Hilton Hotels as a

hotel manager and executive. Ballard hired Ostroff to serve as

Prudential's in-house consultant on hotels and hotel operations.

When Ostroff began working for Prudential, the real estate

department staff in Prudential's regional offices negotiated

hotel management contracts for Prudential's hotel properties on

an ad hoc basis. By 1979, Ostroff had devised a model hotel

management contract that Prudential's real estate department

staff could use in negotiating such management .contracts.

Ostroff also worked on various hotel projects with Knab, Ballard,

and Lisle.

One of Ostroff's first assignments at Prudential was to

improve the operating condition of the Gateway Hotel located a

few blocks from Prudential's corporate headquarters in Newark,

New Jersey. Prudential had recently acquired the Gateway Hotel

through foreclosure, and the hotel was in shabby condition.

Moreover, Prudential wanted to upgrade the hotel because

Prudential executives and.individuals transacting business at

Prudential's headquarters office frequently stayed at the hotel.

Ostroff first obtained a Hilton franchise for the Gateway

Hotel.¹³ Ostroff next hired a new hotel management company to

15 Although Hilton Hotels had been reluctant to grant.
Prudential a franchise, Ostroff obtained the franchise by
pointing out to Hilton Hotels the other profitable business
dealings it had with Prudential.
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take over the Gateway Hotel's management and operation. The new

management company was owned by Stanley Cox (Cox , an experienced

hotel manager Ostroff had known during Ostroff's prior employment

with Hilton Hotels. At some point, Cox assigned John Connolly

(Connolly) to be the Gateway Hotel's on-site manager.

Ostroff was extremely successful in turning around and

substantially improving the Gateway Hotel's operating condition.

Prudential executives made significant use of the hotel

facilities for meetings and entertainment and were very pleased

with the service that they and their guests received at the

hotel.

Cox did not spend much of his own time in qctually running

the Gateway Hotel. Over the years, he had dele ated more and

more duties in the hotel ' s operation to Connoll . Connolly

frequently interacted with Prudential executive , including

Ballard and Lisle. Sometime in 1978 or 1979, Connolly met Kanter

at the Gateway Hotel.

In 1981, Connolly informed Ostroff that he was considering

leaving his position as on-site manager of .the Gateway Hotel,

because he felt he was not being adequately comfensated for his

services. Ostroff attempted unsuccessfully to ave Cox increase

Connolly's pay. Ostroff and his superiors at Prudential,

including Ballard, decided to terminate Prudent4al's.management
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contract with Cox and to award the management contract to

Connolly.

Ostroff told Connolly that Prudential wanted him to manage

the Gateway Hotel. Ostroff informed Connolly that he would have

to establish a management company of his own and that all hotel

employees would have to be employees of Connolly's hotel

management company.¹6 Establishing such a hotel management

company, however, presented a problem for Connolly. The

management company would be required, among other things, to

employ a financial manager and an accounting staff to prepare and

issue the financial reports required by Prudential on the Gateway

Hotel's operations. The full-time employment of such personnel

to perform these and other required services could well be

uneconomical, since Connolly's company would be managing only one

or two hotels.

Ballard introduced Connolly to Eulich. Eulich also knew

Kanter from certain prior business ventures in which Kanter had

helped raise capital.. Kanter and Eulich were aware Connolly

would need assistance for his hotel management company. Eulich

also wanted Eulich-Management's business to include the

management of a number of large hotels. He believed that

16 Prudential did not want to have its employees involved in
operating the hotel and did not want any of the hotel's employees
to be Prudential employees.
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Kanter's business contacts, including contacts ith the Pritzker

family, could be beneficial to Eulich-Management.

Eulich, Kanter, and Connolly decided to organize several

entities to further their objectives. A hotel anagement company

called Gateway Hotel Management Corp. (Gateway Corp.) was

incorporated in 1981. Another corporation, Ess x Ho.tel

Management Co. (Essex Corp.), was also formed.

A letter from Eulich to Connolly dated October 16, 1981,

indicated that Eulich provided $10, Ö00 for the nitial

capitalization of Gateway Corp. The letter also indicated that

initially Essex Corp. owned 80 shares (80 percent) of the Gateway

Corp. stock, that Connolly owned 20 shares (20 ercent) , and that

Connolly had an option to purchase Essex Corp. ' 80 shares.17

The letter stated:

Per our telephone conversation today, I am enclosing
the following material:

1. Your 20 shares of stock in Gatew y
Hotel Management Company
representing 20%. of the company.

2. A xerox copy of 80 shares of sto k owned
by Essex Hotel Management Company
representing 80% of the company.

3. A copy of the minutes of the fir t
meeting of the Board of Gateway the
original is being circulated for
signature and will be sent for signature
Soon.

4. A xerox copy of your option on t e Essex
( continued. . . )
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By March 2, 1982, however, Connolly owned 100 shares (100

percent) of the Gateway Corp. stock. A stock option agreement

"made and entered into" September 18, 1981, but "executed as of"

March 2, 1982, recites that Connolly owned 100 shares of $1 par

value common stock of Gateway Corp. Under the stock option

agreement, Connolly granted Essex Corp. a 10-year option to

purchase 80 shares of the common stock of Gateway Corp. for $100

per share.¹8 In consideration for the option, Essex Corp. agreed

to pay Connolly $1,000 per year for the term of.the option.

Eulich, Kanter, and Connolly also formed a partnership

called Essex Hotel Management Co. (the Essex partnership or

Essex), which was organized effective January 1, 1982. The

(...continued)
Hotel Management Company stock - the
original is being circulated for
signature currently.

As we discussed on the phone, we will be sending you a
check for $10,000.00 which represents the
capitalization of Gateway that should be used as the
corporation's initial.bank deposit. When the first
profit distribution is made we would appreciate your
sending us a check for $2,000 representing 20% of this
capital.

If you have any questions about this transaction,
please let me know. We are looking forward to working
with you in what is hopefully a mutually p.leasant and
profitable venture.

18 On Dec. 21, 1984, Essex Corp. assigned its option·to
purchase the 80 shares of Gateway Corp. to the Essex partnership.
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partners of Essex and their partnership interests were as

follows:

Partner Partnersliip Interest
Eulich-Management 47.500
IRA 26.125
Holding Co. 21.375
Connolly 5.000

Although the Essex partnership agreement required its

partners to · contribute any capital needed to ope ate the

partnership, very little, if any, actual capital contributions

were ever required from them. The Essex partnership had no

office, equipment, or employees.

In late 1981, Gateway Corp. entered into a management

contract with Prudential to operate the Gateway Hotel and entered

into a second management contract effective February 1, 1982, to

operate another Hilton-franchised hotel that Pru lential owned at

Midland, Texas (the Midland Hotel) ."

The Essex partnership entered into "Represe tation and

Marketing" agreements with Eulich-Management and Gateway Corp.,

also effective January 1, 1982.2° At the time, Eulich-

Although Ostroff and Prudential ultimately awarded the
Midland, Texas, hotel's management contract to Gateway Corp.,
Gateway Corp. and Eulich-Management had each subhitted bids on
the Midland hotel's management contract. During this time,
Prudential usually obtained bids from at least three hotel
management companies for a particular hotel's mahagement
contract.

2° The Eulich-Management agreement indicates that, although it
was effective as of Jan. 1, 1982, it was execute as of July 5,

( continued. . . )
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Management managed the Allentown Hilton and the Madison Hotel.

Although both were owned by third parties, Prudential had helped

finance the construction of the two hotels. Essex's agreement

with Eulich-Management (the Eulich-Management/Essex agreement)

required Eulich-Management to pay to Essex 30 percent of its

management fees from the operation of the Madison Hotel and 43

percent of the fees from the operation of the Allentown Hilton.

The agreement with Gateway Corp. (the Gateway Corp./Essex

agreement) required Gateway Corp. to pay to Essex 75 percent of

Gateway Corp.'s management fees from the operations of the

Gateway Hotel and the Midland Hotel.

Employees of Eulich-Management performed record-keeping and

reporting services for Gateway Corp. A number of Eulich-

Management's personnel were instructed to do whatever they could

to help Connolly with Gateway Corp.'s operations. For instance,

�042Eulich-Management employees helped perform the financial and

accounting services that Gateway Corp. required in connection

with its Gateway and Midland hotel management contracts. In yet

another instance, a Eulich-Management employee helped Connolly

with union negotiations. Also, after Prudential awarded the

Midland, Texas, hotel's management contract to Gateway Corp.,

Eulich-Management's employees helped Connolly find an on-site

(...continued)
1982.
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manager for that hotel. Eulich-Mana ement did ndt charge Gateway

Corp. for these services. IRA and Holding Co., in contrast to

Eulich-Management, provided no services to Gatewdty Corp.

The Essex partners agreed that Gateway Corp and Eulich-

Management generally would pay the same fees to he Essex

partnership. The partnership's specified percen age of fees

under each consulting and fee partic pation agre ment could

easily be adjusted and modified, as each consulting and

participation agreement was cancelable by a 30-. to 90-day notice.

As a result, if a significant change occurred with respect to the

compensation that Gateway Corp. or Eulich-Manage ent received

under a particular hotel management contract, an offsetting

change then could be effectuated in the other co sulting and fee

participation agreements Gateway Corp. and Eulich Management had

with Essex.

In late 1983, Eulich-Management received a hotel management

contract for Prudential's Hilton-franchised Twin Sixties Hotel at

Dallas, Texas. A new Eulich-Management/Essex a reement was made

effective January 1, 1984, whereby ulich-Managdment agreed to

pay to Essex 70 percent of the fees from the Ma ison Hotel, 57

percent of the fees from Allentown ilton, and 57 percent of the

fees from Twin Sixties.2¹

21 The consulting and participation agreement for the Twin
Sixties hotel was entered into to replace the income that Essex

( continued. . . )
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Effective January 1, 1986, a new Gateway Corp./Essex

agreement reduced Essex's share of Gateway Corp.'s fees from the

operations of the Gateway Hotel and the Midland Hotel from 75

percent to 40 percent.

Although Eulich-Management was sold by Eulich to an

unrelated company called Aircoa in 1986, Eulich-Management

continued to participate as a partner in Essex until about 1990.

In early 1990, Gateway Corp. lost the management contracts

on the Gateway and Midland hotels and ceased op.erating. The

Essex partnership terminated by 1991.

During the years 1982 through 1988, Essex reported the

following amounts as received and/or accrued22 commission fee

payments from Gateway Corp. and Eulich-Management:

Year Gateway Eulich-Mqt.
1982 $234,170 $104,121
1983 222,557 235,718
1984 268,663 242,116
1985 225,487 230,847
1986 68,000 123,089
1987 172,963 388,632
1988 142,761 238,889

Total 1,334,601 1,563,412

(...continued)
would lose following the expected termination of Eulich
Management's management contract for the Allentown Hilton, as the
Allentown Hilton was then in the process of being sold.

22 Essex reported its income on the cash method until 1987.
For the 1987 taxable year and thereafter Essex reported on the
accrual method.
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For the 1989 taxable year, Essex reported $293,261 in total

income from consulting fees from Eulich-Management and Gateway

Corp.

For the taxable years 1982 through 1989, Es ex made

distributions to IRA, Holding Co., Connolly, and Eulich-

Management in the following amounts:

Year IRA Holding Connolly Eulich-Mqt.
1982 $86,212 $70,538 $16,500 $156,750
1983 78,375 64,125 15,000 142,500
1984 133,238 109,013 25,499 242,250
1985 . 120,.175 98,325 23,000 . 218,500
1986 80,465 65,835 15,400 146,300
1987 120,698 98,752 23,100 219,450
1988 117,562 96,118 22,500 213,750
1989 51,727 42,322 9,900 94r051

Total 788,452 645,028 150,899 1,433,551

The distributions to all partners from 1982 through 1989

totaled $3,017,930.
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The following diagram illustrates the Essex arrangement: .

OWNERS mamma ÑÃ maammmmmmme PRUDENTIAL

UNIDENTIFIE

. . OWNE P

ALLENTOWN MADISON TWIN
HILTON HOTEL SIXTIES E M LAND

E S MANA ES

EULICH g43 TS5E-899T5¥1XT CONNOLLY

ESSEX

HOLDING CO. 45 0284J1373%) Vy;Tgy
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F. Diagram: Summary of Payments From the Five J.977 Through 1989

The following diagram shows the money paid oy the Five to

IRA, Zeus, KWJ Corp. and Holding Co. from 1977 through 1989:

PMS $¾590c388

PTDY47876 (Tr t d) IRA
5 "~ SCHAFFEL JS2ii75Ü(Tr v

ESSEX 788 452
HOLDING CO.

5 FREY

HYATT $2ï484,588 KWJ CORP.

Most of the payments made by the Five were attributable to

Ballard's and Lisle's influence in awarding contracts with

Prudential (the Prudential transactions), some were attributable

.to Lisle's| influence in awarding co tracts with Travelers (the

Travelers transactions), and some were attribut ble to Kanter's

influence ji.n transactions that did not necessar ly involve

Prudential or Travelers (the Kanter transaction ) .
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G. Changes in IRA and Subsidiaries Corporate Structure From
1974 Through 1988

IRA's predecessor, Cedilla Co., was incorporated in 1974.

Keating acquired 1,000 shares of the common stock, and Schott

acquired 1,000 shares of its preferred class A stock. In 1975,

Weaver agreed to sell KWJ Corp. to Kanter's "client". In 1975,

Keating's common stock was exchanged for 500 shares of class B

preferred stock, and Weisgal as trustee of the Bea Ritch trusts

acquired 1,000 shares of the common stock. The Cedilla Co's.

1975 balance sheet at the end of 1975 reflected the following:

Assets
Cash $564
Loans receivable 21,100
Prepaid expenses 89
Total 21,753

Liabilities 5,000
Net assets 16,753

Capital stock
Preferred 1,050
Common 100
Capital surplus 50
Retained earnings 15,553

The following series of diagrams illustrates the changes in

the IRA organizations during the years at issue to accommodate

the various transactions.
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1976-77

CEDILLA CO,

CEDILLA
INVEST.

Cedilla Co. acquired Cedilla Investment Co. (engaged in

equipment leasing transactions) in December 197 . During 1976

Kanter negotiated IRA' s purchase of KWJ Corp. f om Weaver and

began discussing the purchase of Schnitzer-PMS rom Schnitzer.

In 1977 Keating's preferred stock was redeemed.

IRA's consolidated returns for 1976 and 19 7 reported

consolidated net losses23 of $7, 954 in 1976 and 271, 394 in 1977,

a net loss for Cedilla Investment Co. of $174,0 3 in 1976 and

$345,950 in 1977, and feflected the following income and end-of-

year balance sheets with respect to IRA (unconsolidated.) :

23 During the years at issue the consolidated net losses did
not equal the total of the net losses of the consolidated group
because of special deductions.
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1976 1977
Income
Gross receipts $640,000 $112,982
Dividends -- 9,217
Interest 9,525 9,409
Partnership (260,934) 5,214

Total 388,591 136,822

Deductions
Compensation/officers -- 19,300
Salaries/wages -- 986
Commissions 213,333 12,000
Other 9r209 22,866

Total 222,542 55,152
Net Income 166,049 81,670
Special deductions (7,114)
Taxable Income 166,049 74,556

Assets
Cash 301,401 134,270
Loans receivable 40,000 370,500
Securities
Marketable 15,663 290,213
Non-marketable -- 65,000

Investment in sub. 15,000 15,000
Investment in pship (185,834) (180,620)
Cedilla trust. -- 5,000
Other 361 2,213

Total 186,591 701,576
Liabilities
Payables -- 2,000
Short term -- .65,000
Long term -- 370,000
Other 6,900 3,182

Total 6,900 440,182
Net assets 179,691 261,394
Capital stock
Preferred 1,050 1,000
Common 100 100

Capital surplus 50
Retained earnings 178,491 260,344
Cost of treasury stock -- (50)
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1978

IRA
(CEDILLA CO.)

CEDILLA CEDILM CO.

INVEST. (Arba)

In January 1978, IRA purchased the Schnitzer PMS stock. In

1978, Cedilla Co. changed its name to Investment Research

Associates, Ltd. (IRA) . In April 1978, IRA acquired 1, 000 shares

(100 percent) of the voting stock of Arba Investments, Inc., and

changed Arba's name to Cedilla Co.

IRA's consolidated return for 1978 reporte consolidated net

losses of $18,673 and a net loss for Cedilla In estment Co. of

$605,992 and reflects the following income and end-of-year

balance sheets with respect to IRA and Cedilla o.

(unconsolidated) :
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IRA Cedilla Co.
Income
Gross receipts $777,499 $10,697
Dividends 20,572 --
Interest 38,885 18
Capital gain 69,715 --
Partnership 4r829 --

Total 911,500 10,715
Deductions
Compensation--officers 15,000 7,500
Salaries/wages 5,051 4,287
Consulting Fees 51,900 --
Commissions 207,237 --
Other 18,565 8,446

Total . 297,753 20,233
Net income . 613,747 (9,518)
Special deductions (16,910) . . --
Taxable income 596,837 (9,518)

Assets
Cash 28,600 70,996
Loans
Stockholders 287,900 --
Others 734,350 6,385

Securities
Marketable 318,197 --
Nonmarketable 215,000 --

Investment in sub. 34,024 --
Investment in pship. (180,703) --
Cedilla trust 4,511 --
Other 1,051 2,060

Total 1,442,930 79,441
Liabilities

Payables 70,000
Short term 197,575 --
Long term 370,000 --

Other 1,211 555
Total 568,786 70,555

Net assets 874,144 8,886
Capital stock
Preferred 1,000 --
Common 100 1,000

Capital surplus 18,024
Retained earnings 873,094 (10,138)
Cost of treasury stock (50)
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1979

IRA

CEDILLA
Co. KWJ CORP. ZEUS

Although IRA acquired 100 shares (100 percent) of KWJ Corp.

in November 1978, IRA first included KWJ Corp. on its 1979

consolidated return.24 During 1979, IRA sold its Schnitzer-PMS

stock back to Century Development. Schaffel's payments to IRA

began in 1979. Frey's arrangement began in 1979 and, in December

1979, IRA acquired 1,000 shares of Zeus Ventures, Inc. (Zeus).

IRA's consolidated return for 1979 reported a consolidated

net loss of $20,728, a net loss for Cedilla Investment Co. of

$320,425, and net taxable income from KWJ Corp. of $119,646 and

reflects the following income and end-of-year balance sheets with

respect to IRA and Cedilla Co. (unconsolidated):

24 IRA's 1978 return reported $1,442,930 total assets as of the
close of the year, $34,024 of which was the amohnt of its
investment in subsidiaries. The 19;79 return reported $1,592,930
of total assets as of the beginning of the yearL $184,024 of
which was the amount of its investment in subsi iaries. The
$150,000 difference is the amount IRA agreed toi pay for the KWJ
Corp. stock.
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IRA Cedilla Co.

Income
Gross receipts $73,280 $101,274
Dividends 3,125 --
Interest 112,804 1,038
Gross rents 225 --
Capital gain 141,519 --
Partnership 1,157,861 --
Management fees -- 2,750
Consulting fees 100,000

Total 1,588,814 105,062
Deductions
Compensation--officers -- 26,800
Salaries/wages -- 4,100

. Depreciation 638,550 --
Consulting fees 125,000 --
Commissions 209,440 . --
Other 60,911 19,470

Total 1,033,901 50,370
Net income 554,913 54,692
Special deductions (2,055) --
Taxable income 542,858 54,692

Assets
Cash 962,964 11,806

Loans
Stockholders 1,200 --
Others 3,725,675 21,885
Treasury bills -- 24,308

Securities -- --
Marketable 177,951 --
Nonmarketable 65,000 --

Investment.in sub. 234,024 --
Investment in pship. 130,907 1,800
Depreciable assets 5,108,573 --
Less accumulated dep. (638,550) --

Cedilla trust 4,511 --
Deferred expenses 91,640 --
Other 1r029 2,060

Total 9,864,924 61,859
Liabilities

Payables
Short term 309,795 --
Long term 5,319,924 --

Deferred income 2r807,260 --
Total 8,436,979 --

Net assets 1,427,945 61,859

Capital stock
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Preferred 1,000 --
Common 100 1,000

Capital surplus -- 18,024
Retained earnings 1,426,895 42,835
Cost of treasury stock (50) --

1980

IM

CEDILLA CEDILLA BRICKELL
INVEST. CO. KWJ CORP. ZEUS ENTERPR.

In January 1980, IRA acquired 1,000 shares (100 percent) of

Brickell Enterprises, Inc. (Brickell).

IRA's consolidated return for 1980 reportep consolidated

taxable income of $65,094, a net loss for Cedilla Investment Co.

of $145,887, net taxable income for Zeus of $11 ,269, a net loss

for KWJ Corp. of $2,620, and net taxable income from Brickell of

$90,225 and reflects the following income

sheets with respect to IRA and Cedilla Co.

IRA
Income
Dividends $15,467
Interest 578,031
Gross rents 581,180
Capital gain 217,981
Partnerships 1,448,542
Commissions & fees 244,920

Total 3,086,121

and e d-of-year balance

(unc nsolidated):

Cedilla Co.

$2,373
300

38,311
40,984
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Deductions
Compensation--officers -- 19,800
Salaries/wages -- 6,918
Interest 916,507 --
Depreciation 2,115,376 2,294
Commissions/fees . -- --
Other 14,226 33,705

Total 3,046,109 62,717
Net income 40,012 (21,733)

Special deductions (13,147) --
Taxable income 26,865 (21,733)

Assets
Cash 1,399,085 1,510
Trade receivables 703 --
Loans
Stockholders 1,200 . --
Others 1,896,320 15,885

Installment receivable 2,738,532 --
Securities
Marketable 411,481 --

Nonmarketable 348,024 --
Investment in sub. -- --
Investment in pship. 326,072 --
Depreciable assets 12,468,476 22,937
Less accumulated dep. (2,753,926) (2,294)

Cedilla trust 4,511 --
Deferred expenses 91,640 --.
Other 1,325 2,060

Total 16,933,443 40,098
Liabilities

Payables 118,756 --
Short term 606,000 --
Long term 12,258,949 --

Deferred gain . 2,606,029 --
Other 2,869 --

Total 15,592,603 --
Net assets 1,340,840 40,098
Capital stock
Preferred 1,000 --
Common 100 1,000

Capital surplus 18,024
Retained earnings 1,339,740 21,074
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1981-82

IN1

CEDILLA CEDILLA BRICKELL IRA FLORIDA
INVEST. Co. KWJ CORP. ZEUS ENTERPR. APARTMENTS

During 1981,. Essex Corp. and Gateway Corp. were organized.

In November 1981, IRA acquired 1,000 shares of IRA Florida

Apartments, Inc. (IRA Flor. Apts.). During 1982, the Essex

partnership was organized. During 1982, Ballard and Lisle

retired from Prudential; Lisle began employment with Travelers,

and Ballard began employment with Gdldman-Sachs.

IRA's consolidated returns for 1981 and 19812 reported

consolidated net losses of $615,852 and $121,501, respectively,

which included a net loss of $25,057 in 1981 and net taxable

income of $72,407 for Cedilla Investment Co., net income of

$107,887 in 1981 and $448,691 in 1982 for Zeus, net income of

$91,118 in 1981 and $155,842 in 198 for KWJ Corp., net income of

$5,954 in 1981 and a net loss of $19,184 in 1982) from Brickell,

and net losses of $6,568 in 1982 from IRA Florida Apts. and

reflects the following income and end-of-year balance sheets with

respect to IRA and Cedilla Co. (unconsolidated):
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1981 1982
IRA Cedilla Co. IRA Cedilla Co.

Income
Dividends $2,306 -- $333,611 --

.Interest 673,674 1,747 354,531 7,587
Gross rents 2,484,330 8,550 2,437,715 4,828
Capital gain 304,883 --
Partnerships 725,964 -- (483,219) --
Commissions 205,275 62,585 325,000 112,958
Parking income -- 823
Management fees -- 2,375 5,832 --
Other fees 156,250 -- 447,450 --
Miscellaneous 91 -- 1,514 478

Total 4,552,773 76,080 3,422,434 125,851
Deductions
Compensation--officers -- 26,300
Directors fees 12,500 --

�042Salaries/wages 9,969 9,361 26,079 9,231
Bad debts 395,600 -- 162,200 --
Interest 2,164,579 -- 1,872,881 32
Depreciation 2,561,361 5,047 1·,610,457 5,047
Consulting fees 29,000 --
Commissions 115,400 -- -- 66,776
Other 85r284 30,678 58,580 34,764

Total 5,344,693 71,386 3,759,197 115,850
Net Income (791,920) 4,694 (336,763) 10,001
NOL (793,880) --
Special deductions (1,960) -- (322,569) --
Taxable income (793,880) 4,694 (1,453,212) 10,001

Assets
Cash 28,671 1,885 57,110 104
Money market 107,379 8,684 43,885 14,065
Receivables
Notes & accounts 2,429,224 -- 2,256,783 --
Rents 3,570 -- -- --

�042Loans
Stockholders 366,350 -- 340,930 --
Others 3,066,284 26,860 3,002,131 37,600

Securities
Short term 1,030,000 -- 1,460,000 --
Marketable 405,293 -- 492,663 --
Nonmarketable 200,700 -- 312,.700 --

Investment in sub. 236,024 -- 268,924 --
Investment in pship. 2,607,473 -- 2,149,204 --
Depreciable assets 12,478,152 24,550 10,270,651 24,550
Less accumulated dep. (5,315,286) (7,341) (6,000,765) (12,.388)

Other -- 447 1,190 1,380
Total 17,643,834 55,085 14,655,406 65,311

Liabilities
Short term notes 585,000 9,600 1,038,099 9,600
Long term notes 13,754,966 -- 11,259,516 --

Loan from stockholder 262,400 -- 2,400 --
Deferred gain 2,311,689 -- 2,147,594 --
Other -- 693 914 981

Total 16,914,055 10,293 14,448,523 10,581
Net assets 729,779 44,792 206,883 54,730
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Capital stock
Preferred . 1,000 -- 1,000 --
Common 100 1,000 100 1,000

Capital surplus -- 18, 024 -- 18, 024
Retained earnings 728,679 25,768 205,783 35,706

1983

IRA

CEDILLA
INVEST. ZEUS

CEDILLA IRA ,FLOR.
CO. BRICKELL APTS. . HJ CORP.

CARLCO TMT BWK, INC.

IRA reported that it liquidated Brickell, IRA Florida Apts.,

and KWJ Corp. under section 332 during 1983. In December 1983,

IRA acquired 1, 000 shares (100 percent) of the common stock of

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

IRA's 1983 consolidated return and adjusting journal entries

show that Schott's shares of IRA preferred stock were redeemed in

1983 in exchange for IRA's 1,000 shares of Cedilla Co. common

stock. IRA reported that its shares of Cedilla Co. were redeemed

for $1, 000 in April 1983 and reported a long-term capital loss of

$18,024 on the sale. IRA's consolidated income also included a

$35,000 net operating loss from Cedilla Co. Ce illa Co. had no
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income and claimed a deduction of $35,000 for commission

expenses. Cedilla Co.'s 1983 adjusting journal entry indicates

that the $35,000 due to Schott was paid by offsetting amounts

owed by Schott to Cedilla Co.

IRA's consolidated return for 1983 reported a consolidated

net loss of $425,538,. net income of $140,065 for Cedilla

Investment Co., net income of $149,128 for Zeus, net income of

$139,783 for KWJ Corp., a net loss of $21,567 from Brickell, and

a net loss of $18,356 from IRA Florida Apts. and reflects the

following income and end-of-year balance sheets with respect to

IRA (unconsolidated):

IRA
Income
Dividends $343,08.0
Interest 402,022
Gross rents 2,581,652
Capital gain 314,855
Partnerships (689,461)
Commissions
General fees 244,732
Consulting fees 26,000

Total 3,222,880
Deductions

Bad debts 22,075
Interest 1,834,8.92
Depreciation 1,636,137
Commissions/fees
Other 88,311

Total 3,581,415
Net Income (358,535)
NOL (1,453,212)
Special deductions (336,303)
Taxable Income (2,148,050)
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Assets
Cash
Pooled funds
Notes Receivable
Loans
Stockholders
Others

Securities
Short term
Marketable
Nonmarketable

Investment in sub.
Investment in pship.
Depreciable assets
Less accumulated dep.

Other
Total

Liabilities
Payables
Short term
Long term

Deferred gain
Other

Total
Net assets
Capital stock
Preferred
Common

Capital surplus
Retained earnings

110,281
38,250

2,070,128

292,260
1, 592, 983

3,776,000
564, 827
192,700
83, 000

1, 640, 284
11, 2 86, 020
(7, 636, 902)

2,365
14,012,196 .

1, 341, 617
11, 060, 633

1, 969, 973

14,372,223
(360, 027)

100

(360,127)
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1984-87

IRA

CEDILLA
INVEST. I ZEUS

TMT BWK, INC.

KWJ CO

IRA distributed cash accumulated from Prudential

transactions, including cash received from Zeus and the

liquidation of KWJ Corp. and its interests in the Essex and

Sherwood partnerships, in the ratio of 45 percent each to Carlco

and TMT and 10 percent to BWK, Inc. Carlco, TMT,. and BWK, Inc.,

contributed the Hyatt contract rights to a new partnership called

KWJ Co.

IRA's consolidated returns for 1984 to 1987 reported the

following consolidated net losses, net income or loss for Cedilla

Investment Co. and Zeus, and income for IRA, and reflect the

following end-of-year balance sheets with respect to IRA

(unconsolidated) :
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1984
Consolidated
income(loss) ($175,946)

Cedilla Invest. 331,263
Zeus (96, 473)
IRA

Income
Dividends 113,505
Interest 247,230
Gross rents 2,689,177
Capital gain 247,929
Partnerships 24,821
Loss notes --
Commissions/fees --
Other 356

Total 3,323,018
Deductions

Bad debts --
Interest 1,778,953
Depreciation 1,748,335
Consulting fees --
Commissions --
Other 20,752

Total 3,548,040
Net income (225,022)
NOL (89,235)
Special ded. (96,479)
Taxable income (410,736)

Assets
Cash 53,976
Pooled funds 38,250
Notes Receiv. 1,868,086
Loans
Stockholders 292,479
Subsidiaries --
Others 1,543,454

Securities
Short term 422,000
Marketable. 230,451
Nonmarketable 4,430,107

Invest. sub. 65,000
Invest. pship. 1,129,898
Deprec. assets 11,286,020
Less acc. dep. (9,385,237)

Other 2,365
Total 11,976,849

Liabilities
Payables --
Short term 81,250
Long term 11,258,179
Defer. gain 1,777,711
Other --

Total 13,117,140
Net assets (1,140,291)

1985 ' 1986 1987

$96,363 ($327,834) ($16,942)
376,929 (1,148,0h3) (704,460)

(153,108) (151,122) (181,747)

97,206 87,079 31,960
177,236 164,8 3 238,396

2,689,177 1,175,3 6 1,271
-- (62,8 3) 604,750

(202,7Ò2) 373,779 186,845
--! -- (1,176,670)

1r000 (516) --
2,761,917 1,737,658 (113,448)

-- -- 132,013
1,477,8Ò7 543,077 274
1,222,686 316,192 3,228

4,000 -- --
22r784 29,683 37,094

2,727,277 888,952 172,609
34,640 848,716 (286,057)

(410,736) (458,721) --
(82,625) (86,412) (31,960)

(458,721) 303,583 (318,017)

11,933 322,645 1,241,888

1,649,390 2,528,266 1,156,439

292,569 345,869
1,146,668 1,186, 73

415,000 -

4,848,613 5,291, 69
65,000 65, 00

1,041,875 1,194, 93
11,286,020 23, 21

(10,607,923) (20, 94)
2,365 2r 65

10,151,510 10,939, 07

122,925 45, 90
9,995,705 9,495,519
1,569,599 2,459,d93 .

11,688,229 12,000, 02
(1,536,719) (1,061,:.95)

620,594

5,718,826
65,000

345,491
23,721

(23,721)
2,365)

9,150,603

45,490
9,495,280
1,100,516

10,641,286
(1,490,683)
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Capital stock
Preferred -- -- -- --

Common 100 100 100 100
Capital surplus
Retained earn. (1,140,391) (1,536,819) (1,061,295) (1,490,783)

1988-89

IRA

I CARLCO

DECISIONS . '
HOLDING
CORP.

KWJ CO

CEDILLA
INVEST. ZEUS - - - - - - _ BWK, INC.

In December 1988, IRA acquired 850 shares (85 percent) of

Decisions Holding Corp. in a section 351 exchange for all of its

�042shares of Cedilla Invest. and Zeus, plus $60, 000.25 Zeus

continued to hold an $807,028 receivable from Holding Co. plus

$64,000 of.receivables (exchanged during 1988 for a $64,000

receivable from HELO) . No payments were made by Holding Co. or

the others on the receivables, and no efforts were ever made to

collect on the receivables.

25 On IRA's 1988 consolidated return, IRA reported that it
contributed $60,000 to Decisions Holding Corp. in the sec. 351
transaction in exchange for 85 percent of the stock of Decisions
Holding Corp. The return, however, also reported the transfers
of IRA's stock in Cedilla Invest. and Zeus to Decisions Holding
Corp. See infra Issue 23.
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IRA's consolidated returns for 1988 and 19879 reported

consolidated net losses, and net income or loss for Cedilla

Investment Co., Zeus, and Decisions Holding Cor . and reflected

the following income and end-of-year balance sheets with respect

to IRA (unconsolidated):

1988 1989
Consolidated income (loss) ($637,842) ($116,521)
Cedilla Invest.

Net 52,446 11,702
NOL (704,460) (652,014)
Taxable (652,014) (640,312)

Zeus
Net (163,987) (18,419)
NOL (181,747) J(345,734)
Taxable (345,734) (364,153)

Decisions Holding Corp.
Net income (1,066,348) (3,394)
NOL (11,066,348)
Taxable income (1,066,348) (ll,069,74.2)

IRA
Income
Dividends 65,093 --
Interest 180,828 120,555
Gross rents 188 --
Capital gain 293,593 780,343
Partnerships 106,970 ' 110,087
Commissions/fees
Total 646,672 1,010,985

Deductions
Commissions/fees
Other 44,001 59,927
Total 44,001 59,927

Net income 602,671 951,058
NOL (311,625) (419,626)
Special deductions (52,074) --
Taxable income 2 8,972 531,432
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1988 1989
Assets

Cash $1,320,716 $611,752
Notes Receivable 879,079. --
Loans
Stockholders -- --
Others 554,969 1,309,744

Securities -- --
Marketable
Nonmarketable 6,145,610 6,806,346

Investment in sub. 125,000 125,000
Investment in pship. 390,091 478,847
Other 2,365 2,365

Total 9,417,830 9,334,054
Liabilities

Payables/notes
Short term -- . --
Long term 9,495,280 9,495,280

Deferred gain 836,581 --
Other

Total 10,331,861 9,495,280
Net assets (914,031) (161,226)
Capital stock
Preferred -- --
Common 100 100

Capital surplus
Retained earnings (914,131) (161,326)

IRA's records show the following assets (unconsolidated) for

the years 1983 through 1989:



IRA Assets 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Cash and CD's

Amer. Natl Bank $58,322 $2,047 -- -- -- -- (8,248)
Skylark Bank 49,966 49,966 -- -- -- -- --
Perinne Bank 1,993 1,963 -- -- -- -- --
Administration Co. - 3(,250 38,250 -- -- . -- -- --
CD's 3,776,000 422,000 415,000 -- 915,000 998,051 620,000
Special E -- -- 11,933 322,645 -- -- --
Principal Services -.- -- -- -- 326, 888 322, 665 --

Total 3,924,531 514,226 426,933 322,645 1,241,888 1,320,716 611,752
Notes Rec.

PMS Note 2,070,128 1,868,086 1,649,390 1,412,666 1,156,439 879,079 --

Aura -- -- 175 -- -- -- --Kanter -- . -- 16,612 -- -- -- 600,000
Funding Sys. 183,750 122,500 -- -- -- -- --
The Holding Co. 5,027 -- 45,000 64,000 76,743 76,743 76,743
Int'l Films 532,420 535,520 504,548 507,648 -- -- --
HELO 510,100 502,100 495,500 485,825 -- -- --
Tanglewood 350,000 350,000 -- -- -- -- -- I
Cedilla Invst. 292, 260 . 292, 479 292, 569 345, 869 -- -- , --
B. DiLanciano 3,334 3,334 . 3,334 -- -- -- --
Larry Freeman 8,351 -- -- -- -- -- --
KWJ-Co.- -- -- 30, 000 75, 500 113, 500 161, 500 181, 500 - 24 9, 870

Landing -- -- 6,000 -- -- -- --
Forest Activity -- -- -- 16, 000 -- -- --
Hyatt Corp. -- -- -- . 1,115,560 -- -- --
Cablevision Sys. -- -- -- -- 181,247 90,624 --
Bea Ritch Trust -- -- -- -- 200,000 200,000 200,000

MAF, Inc. -- -- -- -- 1,002 -- --
CMB Cin. Vent. -- -- -- -- 102 102 102
RWL Cin. Trust -- -- -- -- - -- 6,000 6,000
Det.isivits Huldling -- -- -- -- -- -- 4¯00¯¯¯
Carlco -- -- -- -~ · -- -- 122,355

TMT -- -- -- -- -- -- 54,274
Total 3,955,370 3,704,019 3,088,628 4,061,068 1,777,033 1,434,048 1,309,744



IRA Assets 1983 1984 1985 .1.9..886. 1987 1988 1989
Invest. in Stocks

Newell $14,535 -- -- -- -- -- --
Marmom Group 284 , 009 -- -- -- -- -- --
Micro Z 74,200 -- -- -- -- -- --
Enterp. Tech. (0,664 -- -- -- -- -- --
Composit Cont. 115,000 $115,000 -- -- -- -- --
Modular Pwr. 12,200 12,200 -- -- -- -- --
Greenwich Pharm. 9,219 -- -- -- -- -- --
Funds for Energy 45,000 45,000 -- -- -- -- --
Int'l Films 65,000 65,000 $65,000 $65,000 -- -- --
Cedilla Invst. 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 $15,000 -- --
Zeus 50, 000 50, 000 50, 000 50, 000 50, 000 -- ---
Walnut Capital 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 80,000 * $80,000 $80,000
Geocham 87,700 87,700 -- -- -- -- --
Carico 6,000 1,856,942 2,040,992 2,203,362 2,395,676 2,558,437 2,936,627
BWK 6,000 417,321 458,221 494,303 530,473 566,642 650,684
TMT 6,000 1,962,144 2,243,400 2,488,403 2,712,677 2,940,531 3,139,035
Brajdas -- 58,251 -- -- -- -- --
Hyatt Air -- 1, 000 1, 000 -- -- -- --
Decision Holdings -- ~~ -- -- -- 125,000 125,000

Total 840, 527 4, 725, 558 4, 913, 613 5, 356, 068 5, 7 83, 826 6, 270, 610 6, 931, 34 6
Partnerships

Micro Z 26,191 28,387 30,104 31,059 31,059 30,041 30,032
Brickell Biscayne 135,245 160,559 169,885 180,205 -- -- --
TicketMaster 39,631 39,624 39,617 , 39,615 39,615 -- --
-Polar 1,181,470 879,177 576,587 274,069 (3,269) (3,356) (3,356)
May Invest (2,559) (388) (231) (663) 1,138 (2,298) (2,439)
Sandburg Village 650,975 656,929 643,088 581,006 -- -- --
UP Associates (211,287) (329,185) (447,419) (449,561) (542,452) (542,489) (542,803)

Essex 45,283 -- -- -- - -- -- --
Sherwood (51,742) -- -- -- -- -- --
Chicago cablevision (90,375) (156,319) (224,202) (292,880) (337,678) (364,038) (384,914)
Cablevision Prog. (82,547) (148,886) 254,446 -- -- -- --
HICI P -- -- -- 831, 243 1, 157, 078 1, 272, 231 1, 382, 327

- Total 1,640,285 1,129,898 1,041,875 1,194,093 345,491 390,091 478,847
Rental property .

Cost 11,262,299 11,262,299 11,262,299 -- -- -- --
Accum. dep. (7,628,162) (9,371,728) (10,590,882) -- -- -- --

Total 3,634,137 1,890,571 671,417 -- -- -- --
Other total 17,346 . 12,577 9,045 5.592 2,365 . 2.365 2,365

Total assets 14,012,196 11,976,849 10,151,511 10,939,466 9,150,603 9,417,830 9,334,054
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IRA and its subsidiaries ' consolidated total income, taxable

income, net operating losses, and taxes paid for the years 1978

through 1989 were as follows:

Total Taxable Net
Year Income Income Operating Losses Tax Paid
1978 $1,004,475 ($18,673) ($27,394) --
1979 1,944,332 404,771 (18,673) $94,618
1980 3,557,198 65,094 -- --
1981 5,158,583 (615,852) -- --
1982 4,536,122 (121,501) (143,987) --
1983 3,849,742 (435,535) . (121,501) --
1984 3,606,785 (175,964) (89,235) --
1985 3, 118, 893 96, 363 (175, 94 6) --
1986 2, 345, 762 (328, 854 ) -- --
1987 299,794 (16,942) (111,843) --
1988 (526,393) (637,842) (10,550) --
1989 1, 011, 577 (116, 521) (1, 057, 4 68) 10, 819

IRA and its subsidiaries' consolidated tot 1 income, rental

income, and difference for the years 1978 throu h 1989 were as

follows:

Total Rental
Year Income Income Di ference
1978 $1, 004, 475 $241, 072 $ 763, 403
1979 1, 94 4, 332 242, 818 1, 701, 514
1980 3,557,198 831,264 2,725,934
1981 5,158,583 2,740,082 2,418,501
1982 4,536,122 2,681,385 1,854,737
1983 3, 849, '742 2, 820, 4 94 1, 029, 24 8
1984 3,606,785 2,928,019 678,766
1985 3,118,893 2,928,019 190,874
1986 2, 345, 762 1, 627, 094 718, 668
1987 299, '794 9, 940 298, 854
1988 (526, 393) 188 526,205)
1989 $1, 011, 577 -- 1, 011, 577
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On the consolidated returns, IRA reported that it paid (not

including payments by subsidiaries) the following compensation of

officers, compensation of directors, salaries and wages,

commissions, and consulting fees for the years 1976 through 1989:

Year Officers Directors Wages Commissions Consulting
1976 -- -- -- $213,333 --
1977 $19,300 -- $986 12,000 --
1978 15,000 -- 5,051 207,237 $51,900
1979 -- -- -- 209,440 125,000
1980 -- -- -- -- --
1981 -- $12,500 9,969 115,400 --
1982 -- -- 26,079 -- 29,000
1983 -- -- -- --. --
1984 -- -- -- -- --
1985 -- -- -- 4,000 --
1986. -- -- -- -- --
1987 -- -- -- -- --
1988 -- -- -- -- --
1989 -- -- -- -- --

H. Changes in Holding Co. & Subsidiaries Corporate Structure
12/76 Through 8/87

Holding Co. was incorporated on December 8, 1976.

�042Holding Co.'s return for the fiscal year ending August 31, 1978,

indicates that Kanter owned 75 percent of Holding Co.'s voting

stock as of the close of the taxable year. The return indicates

that preferred shares as well as common shares of stock were

outstanding at that time.
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12/76 Through 8/31/77

By August 31, 1977, Holding Co.j had acquire Citra Co.

(Citra) .

HOLDING CO.

CITRA

9/1/77 Throucfh 8/31/78

On November 25, 1977, Holding Co. had acquired 1,000 shares

(100 percent) of the common stock (no preferred tock was issued)

of The Active Business Corp. (Active) . On July 21, 1978, Active

acquired 500 shares (100 percent) of the voting stock of Harbor

Investments, Inc., which later changed it name t > Harbor. Exchange

Lending Operation (HELO) .
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HOLDING CO.

ACTIVE CITRA

HARBOR INVEST

9/1/78 Through 8/31/79

On May 22, 1979, Holding Co. acquired 1,000 shares (100

percent) of the voting stock of Oil Investments, Ltd. (Oil

Investments) .

. HOLDING CO.

ACTIVE CITRA OIL INVEST

HARBOR INVEST
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9/1/79 Through 8/31/80

Holding Co. acquired 1,000 shares (100 per ent) of the

voting stock of The Nominee Corp. (Nominee) on.January 7, 1980,

and 100 shares (100 percent) of the voting stoc of Tanglewood

Properties, Inc., on April 30, 1980. Harbor In estments changed

its name to Harbor Exchange Lending Operations HELO) between

September 1, 1979, and August 31, 1980.

HOLDING CO. .

ACTIVE CITRA OIL INVEST NOMINEE TANGLEWOOD

HELO

9/1/80 Through 8/31/81

Holding Co. acquired the voting stock of L B.G. Properties,

Inc. (LBG Prop. ) , in November 1980, Zion in December 1980, and

Twilight. Properties, Inc. (Twilight), in April 981.
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HOLDING CO.

ACTIVE CITRA OIL INVEST NOMINEE TANGLEWOOD TWILIGHT

�042HELO

ZION LBG

9/1/81 Through 8/31/83

Between August 31, 1981, and August 31, 1983, Holding Co.

acquired 100 percent of the voting shares of Columbus Projects,

Inc. (Columbus), PPPD, Inc. (PPPD), and PPPI, Inc. (PPPI). In

1981 Frey began making payments to Zion, and in 1982 Essex began

making payments to Holding Co.
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HOLDING CO.

ACTIVE CITRA OIL INVEST NOMINEE TAN LEWOOD TWILIGHT

HELO

COLUMBUS ZION LBG PPPD PPPI

9/1/83 Through 8/31/84

In 1984, Schaffel began making payments to Holding Co. On

August 31, 1984, Holding Co. sold or liquidated all of its stock

in Active, Citra, Columbus, HELO, PPPD, and PPPI.

HOLDING CO.

LBG OIL INVEST NOMINEE ZEUS TWILIGHT TANGLEWOOD
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9/1/84 Through 8/31/85

On August 31, 1985, Holding Co. sold or liquidated its stock

in Nominee. It reacquired the stock in Nominee on September 1,

1986.

I. Holding Co. & Subsidiaries Returns

The consolidated returns of Holding Co..and its subsidiaries

show the following with respect to taxable years ending July 31,

1977 to 1987:



8/31/77 8/31/78 8/31/79 8/31/80 8/31/81

Income (loss)
Consolidated

Income -- $594, 653 $900, 572 $1, 076, 933 $1, 110, 335
Deductions -- (613,972) (813,324) (939,205) (3,828,869)
Net --s (19, 319) 87, 24 8 137, 728 (2, 718, 534 )
NOL & Special -- (112,776) (160,468) (99,377) (80,124)
Taxable -- (132, 095) ( 73, 220) 38, 351 (2, 798, 658)

Active
(acq. 11/77)

Income -- 59, 961 28, 387 4 9, 902 23, 768
Deductions -- (1, 106) .. (3, 468) (5, 863) ( 4, 381)
uoe -- 58.855 14,919 44,039 19,387

NOL -- -- . (1,658) -- . --Taxable -- 58, 855 .13, 261 4 4 , 039 19, 387

ome -- 19, 327 82 6 --
Deductions -- (335) (211) (1, 221) (20)
Net -- 18,.992 (129) (1,215) (20)
NOL -- -- -- (129) (1,344)

Taxable -- 18, 992 (129) (1, 34 4 ) (1, 364 )

äcq.'T/78)
Income -- -- -- 1, 4 85 4, 597
Deductions -- -- (115) (31,309) (149,974)
Net -- -- (115) (29,824) (145,377)
NOL -- -- -- (115) (29, 939)
Taxable -- -- (115) (29, 939) (175, 316)

Nominee

ions (31) (1 89.)

Net -- -- -- (31) (1, 589)
NOL -- -- -- (31)
Taxable -- -- -- (31) (1, 620)

Oil Investments
Income -- -- -- ( 4 4 4, 4 93) ( 619, 431)
Deductions -- -- (54 ) (28, 227) (5, 637)
Net -- -- (54) (472,720) (625,068)
NOL -- -- -- (54) (472,774)
Taxable . -- -- (54) (472,774) (1,097,842)



8/31/77 8/31/78 8/31/79 8/31/80 8/31/81
Tanglewood

Income -- -- -- $246,059 $818,591
Deductions -- -- -- (241,573) (1,122,339)
Net -- -- -- 4,486 (303,748)

NOL --ss -- -- -- --
Taxable -- -- -- 4,486 (303,748)

Holding Co.
Income
Dividends -- $118,940 $35,069 30,773 78,130
Interest -- 284,413 449,889 182,802 80,077
Gross rents -- 182,357 264.,538 264,338 264,938
Capital Gain -- (35,277) 272,693
Partnerships -- (118,638) 58,819 (240,878) (405,693)
Commissions -- 92,792 63,788 75,000 344,175
Consulting fees -- -- -- -- 150,000
Condo conversion -- -- -- 579,394 --
Other 59,852 --

Total 524,587 872,103 1,223,974 511,627
Deductions

Bad debts -- -- -- -- 799,552
Interest -- 176,936 477,517 372,691 1,160,279
Depreciation -- 442,276 315,911 225,651 161,179
Commissions

Consulting -- -- -- 15,000 600
Legal & profess. -- -- ' 5,796 15,297 2,689
Other -- 2,541 252 2,342 14,192

Total -- 621,753 799,476 630,981 2,138,491
Net Income -- (97,166) 72,627 592,993 (1,626,864)
NOL -- -- (209,008) (166,190) --
Special ded. -- (112,776) .(29,809) (26,157) (66,950)
Taxable Income -- (209,942) (166,190) 400,646 (1,693,814)

Holding Co.
Assets -- -- -- ~~ --

Cash 27,199 3,012 (14,850) 31,613 (590,353)
Dividends receiv. -- 77,847 -- -- --
Mortgage Loan -- 94,479 14,479 -- --
Loans
Stockholders 161,500 197,638 40,316 -- --
Subsidiaries
Others 2,371,000 5,325,153 12,188,227 15,378,662 4,228,168



8/31/77
Securities
Marketable $263,887
Nonmarketable 34,956

Invest. sub. 50,000
Invest. pship. 70,490
Deprec. assets --

Less acc. dep. --
Land --
Other 9,899

Total 2,989,331
Liabilities
Loans/notes
Short-term 550,000
Long-term 2,269,000
Stockholder 45,000
Subscription --

Due broker --
Other 86,314

Total. 2,950,314
Net assets 39,017

.... . Capital._stock

Preferred 275
Common 2

Capital surplus 49,723
Retained earn. (10,983)

HELO
Assets

Cash --
Pooled funds --

-hoartswi
Others --

Other --
Total

Liabilities
Payables . --
Short-term --
Long-term --
Shareholder --
Total --

Net assets --

8/31/78

$2,177,889
99,888

100,000
82,406

1,547,966
(442,276)

3,039
9,267,041

833,758
6,743,486

138,000

1,068,091
131,946

8,915,281
351,760

50,778
23

407,086
(106,127)'

500
500

500

8/31/79 8/31/80 8/31/81

$1,299,799 $2,076,472 $235,609
207,139 511,042 455,828
178,849 - 180,849 194,447
350,033 42,755 263,305

1,547,966 1,547,966 1,547,966
(758,187) (983,838) (1,145,017)

-- 5,000 5,000
2,999 4 103 3,170

15,056,770 18,794,624 5,198,123

1,142,616 579,246 2,546,566
13,150,752 16,528,988 1,352,085

-- 126,431 334,983
45,000 45,000 53,000

363,498 567,487 651,595
969

14,701,866 17,847,152 4,939,198
354,904 947,472 258,925

50, 77 8 50, 778 1, 550, 778
23 23 23

407,086 407,086 407,086
(102,983) 489,585 (1,698,962)

231 4,294 (879,704)
-- 718

-- 2,871,082 4,691,912
151 120 348
382 2,876,214 3,812,556

-- 322,987 849,680
-- 1,327,100 3,127,200
-- 1.255,600 10,557
-- 2,905,687 3,987,437

382 (29,473) (174,881)



8/31/77 8/31/78 8/31/79 8/31/80 8/31/81
Capital stock
Preferred -- -- -- -- ~~
Common -- 500 500 500 500

Capital surplus -- -- -- -- --Retained earn. -¬s -- (118) (29,973) (175,381)

8/31/83 8/31/84 8/31/85 8/31/86 8/31/87
Income(loss)
Consolidated

Income -- 2,747,847 5,453,080 2,103,200 607,736
Deductions -- i3,982,819) (4,028,682) . (1,824,013) (1,118,480)
Net -- (1,234,972) 1,424,398 279,187 (510,744)
NOL & special -- (6,317,893) (7,355,261) (5,932,002) (5,655,428)
Taxable (6,316,713) (7,552,865) (5,930,863) (5,652,815) (6,166,172)

Active
Income -- (22,311) -- -- --
Deductions -- (71,467) -- -- --
Net -- (93,778) -- -- --
NOL -- (1,648,466) -- -- --
Taxable (1,648,466) (1,742,244) -- -- --

Citra
Income -- 60 . -- -- --. I

Deductions -- (699) -- -- --
Net -- (639) -- -- --
NOL -- -- -- -- --
Taxable (639) (639) -- -- --

Columbus Projects
Income -- (41,684) -- -- --
Deductions -- (169) -- -- --
Net -- (41,853) -- -- --
NOL -- (70,273) -- -- --

Taxable (70,273) (112,126) -- -- --
HELO

Income -- 136 -- -- --Deductions -- (30) -- -- .--

Net -- 106 -- -- --
NOL -- (198,135) -- -- --Taxable (198,135) (198,029) -- -- --



8/31/83 8/31/84 8/31/85 8/31/86 8/31/87

LBG Properties 257, 663 219, 000 382, 823 300, 000
(277, 218) (219, 062) (461, 384) (300, 067)

Deductions -- (19, 555) ( 62) (78, 561) ( 67)
Net ~~ (273,136) (292,691) (292,753) (371,314)
T xable (27 6) (292,691) (292,753) (371,314) (371,381)

Nominee -- 52 -- --
Income -- (618) (290) -- (80)
Deductions - (618) (238) -- (80)

, (512 ) (1, 130) -- (, , 37 )axable (512) (1, 130) (1, 368) -- r '5 i

Oil Investments -- (81, 457) 8, 088 (121, 884) 11, 981
Income (430) (11, 623) (3, 689) (291)
Deductions -- . ·81, 887) (3, 535) (125, 573) 11, 690

Net --- (1, 652, 325) (1, 734 , 212) (1, 737, 747) (1, 863, 320)able (1, 652, 325) (1;734, 212) (1, 737, 747) (1, 863, 320) (1, 851, 630)

PPPD, Inc. __ _- --
Income -- -- --
Deductions -- (33755) -- ~~

Net -- __ --

NOL - -- --
Taxable (292) (667) --

PPPI, Inc. __ --
Income -- __ -- . .
Deductions -- 655 -- ~~
Net (283) -- -- ~~

Tanglewood _- 836,977 313,280 290, 446 196,544
Income · (763, 046) (322, 830) ( 462, 098) (184, 525)
Deductions --- 73, 931 (9, 550) (171, 652) 12, 019
Net -- (260, 287) (186, 356) (195, 906) (367, 558)

able (260, 287) (186, 356) (195, 906) (367, 558) (355, 539)



8/31/83 8/31/84 8/31/85 8/31/86 8/31/87
Twilight Prop.

Income -- . 1,336,393 3,531,431 45,893 --
Deductions -- (2,334,351) (2,537,970) (260,027) --
Net -- (997,958) 993,461 (214,134) --
NOL -ass (2,316,873) (3,314,831) (2,321,370) (2,535,504)
Taxable (2,316,873) (3,314,831) (2,321,370) (2,535,504) (2,535,504)

Zion
Income -- (93,233) (262,786) (315,749) (84,538)
Deductions -- (396) (354) (1,120) (120)
Net -- (93,629) (263,140) (316,869) (84,658)
NOL -- (216,308) (309,937) (573,077) (889,946)
Taxable (216,308) (309,937) (573,077) (889,946) (974,604)

Holding Co.
Income
Dividends -- 1,388 500 2,949 3,266
Interest -- 60,937 75,996 175,522 145,483
Gross rents -- 262,138 262,138 129,200 18,400
Capital gain.. -- 487,794 821,186 (229,447) (32,398)
Partnerships -- (343,048) (352,711) (219,551) (630,754)
Commissions -- 14,341 266,650 1,100,000 --
Other fees -- 69,496 414,036 441,723 588,796
Condo conversion -- -- -- --
Other -- 2,257 156,220 -- (498)

Total -- 555,303 1,644,015 1,400,396 92,295
Deductions

Bad debts -- -- 30,000 45,000 --
Interest -- 68,129 146,076 141,905 --
Depreciation -- 135,847 8,511 21,167 --
Commissions/fees -- 875 600,000 175,000 --
Legal & profess. -- 302,900 116,492 222,678 --
Other -- 25,904 35,474 29,945 --

Total -- 533,655 936,553 635,695 633,397
Net Income -- 21,648 707,462 764,701 (541,102)



8/31/83 8/31/84 8/31/85 8/31/86 8/31/87
NOL -- -- . -- (1,149,287) (387,093)
Active -- -- (1,742,244) -- --

Citra -- -- (639) -- --
Columbus Proj. - -- -- (112,126) -- --
PPPD --N -- (667) -- --
PPPI -- -- (648) -- --Special ded. -- (1r180) (425) (2,507) (2,613)

Taxable income -- (20,468) (1,149,287) (387,093) (930,808)
Holding Co.
Assets

Cash 103,880 215,579 190,832 129,934 (396,758)
Pooled funds 18,882 119,338 677,730 1,127,458 1,048,386
CD -- -- -- 1,060,000 970,500

Loans -- -- -- -- --
Stockholders 111,301 19,785 19,785 975,000 700,000
Others 5,219,398 4,023,564 4,476,787 2,218,852 4,490,268

Securities
Marketable .. 788,807 1,351,225 1,712,093 358,991 198,991
Nonmarketable 336,451 276,075 227,735 234,402 235,903

Invest. sub. 223,932 36,060 36,060 25,060 36,060
Invest. pship. (1,509,414) (3,628,091) (4,429,619) (4,191,984) (4,608,659)
Condominiums -- -- -- 250, 4 84 250, 484 r
Deprec. assets 1,549,027 1,557,732 1,844,476 1,844,476 251,051
Less acc. dep. (1,413,981) (1,549,828) (1,558,338) (1,579,505) (45,753)

Other 2,910 2,910 ' 9,743 11,603 133,723
. Total 5,431,193 2,424,349 3,207,284 2,464,771 3,264,196

Liabilities
Loans/notes -- -- -- -- --
Short-term 2,046,772 1,404,.904 1,484,337 -- --
Long-term 923,529 991,950 1,045,743 -- --
Stockholder 425,528 33,620 -- -- --

Deferred income 26,238 11,554 11,554 -- --
Other 49,750 . 4,750 4,750 -- - --

Total 3,471,817 2,446,778 2,546,384 -- --
Net assets 1,959,376 (22,429) 660,900 -- .--
Capital stock
Preferred 50,780 50,780 -- -- --
Common 23 23 -- -- --

Capital surplus 1,907,085 1,907,085 -- -- --
Retained earn. 1,488 (1,980,317) -- -- --



8/31/83 8/31/84 8/31/85 8/31/86 8/31/87
HELO

Assets -- -- -- -- --Cash 31 322 -- -- --
Pooled funds -- 4,636 -- -- --
Loans Receiv. 2,331,436 1,320,059 -- -- --
Other assets 27 -- -- -- --
- Total 2,331,384 1,325,017 -- -- --

Liabilities
Payables
Short-term 2,518,589 -- . -- -- --
Long-term 10,557 1,522,700 -- -- --
Total 2,529,146 1,522,700 -- -- --

Net assets (197,762) (197,683) -- ~~ --
Capital stock
Preferred -- -- -- -- --Common 500 500 -- -- --

Capital surplus
Retained earn . (198,262) (198,183) -- -- --

Zion
Assets

Cash (84) 7 55 9,719 9,094
Pooled funds -- 2,818 7,100 -- --
Marketable sec. -- 127,280 127,280 65,695 --
Invest. pship. 840,362 618,059 344,295 85,912 57,306
Other 5,345 2,524 ' -- -- --

Total 845,623 750,688 478,730 161,326 66,400
Liabilities
Loans/notes
Short-term 9,264 3,014 -- -- --
Long-term 104,694 104,694 99,871 -- --
Stockholder 629,650 636,000 636,000 636,000 --
Other -- -- -- 99r336 --
Total 743,608 743,708 735,871 735,336 725,801

Net assets 102,015 6,980 (257,141) (574,010) (659,401)
Capital stock
Preferred 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000
Common 100 100 100 100 100

Capital surplus 133,250 133,250 133,250 133,250 133,250
Retained earn. (39,335) (134,370) (398,491) (715,360) (800,751)
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J. HELO 1979 Through 1983

Holding Co.'s consolidated returns reflect the following

income (all interest), deductions, net assets, and stockholder

equity with respect to HELO:

08/78 08/79 08/80 08/81 08/83 08/84

Interest $-0- $1,485 $4,597 N/A $136
Deductions £151 1,309) (149,974) (30)

Total (115) (29,824) (145,377) 106
NOL (115) (29,939) (198,135)
Taxable (115) (29, 939) .(175, 316) (198, 029)

Assets
Cash $500 131 4,294 (879,704) $31 322
Receivables 2,871,082 4,691,912 2 331,326 1,320,059
Money market . 718 259
Pooled funds 4,636
Intangibles _,__ 151 120 89 27
Total 500 382 2,876,214 3,812,556 2 331,384 1,325,017

Liabilities
Loans
Short-term 322,987 849,680 2 518,589- 1,522,700
Shareholder 1,.255, 600 10, 557
Long-term 1,327,100 3,127,200 10,557
Total -0- -0- 2, 905, 687 3, 987, 437 2 529, 146 1, 522, 700

Net assets 500 382 (29,473) (174,881) 197,762) (197,683)

Capital stock 500 500 500 500 500 500
Retained (118) (29,973) (175,381) 198,262) (198,183)
earnings
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IV. Flow of Money

A. Payments to IRA and Subsidiaries: The Prudential
Transactions

1. Overview

The payments related to the Prudential transactions paid by

the Five to IRA and its subsidiaries during the years 1977

through 1989, were as follows:

Schnitzer
�042Year Hyatt¹ Schaffel Frey PMS Essex Total

1977 $38,394 . $38,394
1978 42,517 . 42,517
1979 119,719 $100,000. $303,088 522,807
1980 244,920 $127,372 380,337 752,629
1981 90,070 361,525 105,764 534,696 1,092,055
1982 172,702 447,450 538,781 361,692 $86,212 1,606,837
1983 172,090 30,981 110,125 361,692 78,376 753,264
1984 186,092 103,500 361,692 133,238 784,522
1985 206,790 128,763 361,692 120,175 817,420
1986 231,263 361,692 80,466 673,421
1987 229,449 361,692 120,698 711,839
1988 197,348 361,692 117,563 676,603
1989 52,777 840,423 51,727 944,927

Total 1,739,211 1,184,876 1,114,305 4,590,388 788,455 $9,417,235
1Net Weaver's 30%.

Prior to 1984, all payments related to the Prudential

transactions were paid to IRA or one of its subsidiaries. By

early 1982, Ballard and Lisle had left Prudential. During 1982

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. were formed. In 1983 the three

corporations became part of IRA's consolidated group, KWJ Corp.

was liquidated, and the funds accumulated by Zeus were

distributed to IRA. In 1984, IRA distributed the funds that had

been accumulated from the Prudential transactions in the ratio of

45 percent to Carlco, 45 percent to TMT, and 10 percent to BWK,

Inc. From 1984 through 1989, most payments related to the
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Prudential transactions were paid to or distributed to Carlco,

TMT, and BWK, Inc.

2. Flow of the Funds 1977 Through 1983

The following diagram shows the money paid by the Five to

IRA, Zeus, and KWJ Corp. from 1977 through 1983 with respect to

the Prudential transactions:

1977-1983

PMS

SCHAFFEL 6 > IRA

ESSEX PS164, S88

FREY $ 82,y042 > ZEUS

$907, 8?45 T>

KWJ CORP.

WEAVER 2, 353

Prior to 1984, all payments by the. Five in connection with

the Prudential transactions were reported on the consolìdated

returns of IRA. No tax was paid on this income because, during

the years 1978 through 1983, IRA reported substantial net

operating losses. IRA reported the following ccnsolidated total

income, taxable income, and net óperating losses for the years

1978 through 1983:
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Year Total Income Taxable Income Net Operating Losses
1978 $1,004,475 ($18,673) ($271,394)
1979 1,944,332 404,771 (18,673)
1980 3,557,198 65,094 --
1981 5,158,583 (615,852) --
1982 4,536,122 (121,501) (143,987)
1983 3,849,742 (435,535) (121,501)

a. Flow of Money From KWJ Corp. to IRA: 1978 Through 1983

IRA acquired all of KWJ Corp. 's stock from Weaver in 1979.

At the time of the purchase, KWJ Corp. had net assets of

$115,084. IRA's consolidated returns from 1979 through 1983

reported the following income, net assets, and stockholder equity

with respect to KWJ Corp.:



1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 Total

Income -- $128, 671 $246, 717 $245, 84 3 $792, 258

Commission -- $171, 027 2 , 512 6, 237 4 , 356 13, 808

Interest -- 171 730 -- 131, 183 252, 954 250, 199 806, 066

Total -- ' -- -- -- --

Deductions - 38 601 74, 015 73, 753 237, 677

Commission -- 51, 308 -- - 21, 000 36, 000 57, 000

Consulting - 1 464 2, 097 663 7, 620
Other -- 620 40,065 97,112 110,416 302,297

Total , 0646 (2, 620) 91, 118 155, 842 139, 7 83 503, 769

Net Income

Assets $40, 62 3 095 503 1, 828 79 50 -- -

Accrued income -- 171,000 -_�254 -- 76,720 -- --
Pool funds --

°ªª³ 171, 000 262, 400 2, 400

Stockholders(IRA) -- 66,241 66,241 -- --
Others 149,147 $240,364 237,744 264,228 159,070

Total 34 063 65, 634 65, 634 1, 000

Liabilities 115, 084 174,730 - 172, 110 263, 228 159, 070
Net assets __ _- --

Capital stock 1 000 1 000 1, 000 1, 000 1, 000 -- --Capital_ surplus -7-M10-- -264,-228--- 15_8A7L_ 2 98 , 8 53 _--

Retained earnings

Distributions -- 60, 000 -_ -- 260, 000
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KWJ Corp. paid Weaver a total of $237, 677 as commissions

from 1979 through 1983. KWJ Corp. paid $21,000 as consulting

fees to unidentified payees during 1982. KWJ Corp. paid three of

Ballard's and Lisle's children (Melinda Ballard, Thomas Lisle,

and Amy Albrecht) $1, 000 each month during 1983 and deducted the

$36,000 as consulting expenses for 1983. KWJ Corp. had a total

of $7,620 in other expenses from 1979 through 1983.

In 1979, . KWJ Corp. distributed $60, 000 to IRA. During 1981

KWJ Corp. distributed $262,400 to IRA that was treated as a loan

from KWJ Corp. to IRA. In 1982, an offset of $260,000 of the

loan was treated as a dividend distribution to IRA. In 1983, IRA

repaid the remaining $2,400 loan. During 1983, KWJ Corp. was

liquidated, and $298,853 was distributed to IRA.

From 1979 through 1983, KWJ Corp. had available or received

a total of $921,150 from the following sources:

Hyatt $792,258 KWJ Corp. '
(11ß708CNër~"~i KWJ Corp.

s ts at Purchase

Interest
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KWJ Corp. distributed the $921,150 as follows:

$ß0TOO,0W79

u IRA

KWJ C.orp.
Expenses

$921,150

Consulting --me Consul ing
(Unidentified) 0 (Ba r L le

b. Flow of Money From Zeus: 1979 Through 1983

In 1979, IRA organized Zeus and acquired a -1 the common

stock for $50, 000. The $50, 000 paid by IRA for the stock was

recorded on the books as $100 for the common stock and $49, 900 as

paid in capital. IRA also lent Zeus $50,000. n 1979, Zeus

purchased a 6.14-percent interest in Village of Kings Creek

(Frey's first condominium conversioh project) for $100,000.

The Frey corporation paid the following amounts to Zeus

during the years 1980 through 1983:

Year Payment
1980 $127,372
1981 i 105,764
1982 i 538,781
1983 110,125

Total $882, 042

All of Zeus' income from its incorporation through 1983 is

attributable to the payments from the Frey corporation, interest

income, and partnerships (including Frey condomatnium partnership,

the Village of Kings Creek, and the Greens) . IRA's consolidated

returns for 1979 through 1983 reported the folle wing income, net

assets, and stockholder equity with respect to Zeus:
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1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 .

Income
Interest -- -- -- $64,688 $55,104
Commission -- $127, 372 $64, 574 538, 781 110, 125
Partnership -- -- 2,382 (150,907) (15,049)
Other fees -- -- 32,567 -- --
Misc. -- -- 8,625 12 --
Total income -- .127,372 108,148 452,574 150,180

Deductions -- 9r103 261 3,883 1,052
Taxable -- 118,269 107,887 448,691 149,128
Nontaxable -- -- -- -- --
Partnership -- 6,828 -- (27,061) (753)

Assets
G. Cash -- 393 27,990 284 7,832

Loan receiv. -- -- 64,000 64,000 866,000
Securities -- -- -- 685,000 --
Money market -- -- 69,002 -- --
Partnerships $100,000 234,200 172,896 (5,073) (20,875)
Pooled funds -- -- -- 11,339 --
Intangibles -- 128 96 64 32
Total 100,000 234,721 333,984 755,614 852,989

Liabilities 50,000 59r 624 51,000 51,000 --
Net assets 50,000 175,097 282,984 704,614 852,989

Capital stock 100 100 100 100 100
Capital -- -- -- -- --
surplus 49,900 49,900 49,900 49,900 49,900
Retained -- -- -- -- --

earnings 125,097 232,984 654,614 802,989

The $50, 000 liability in 1979 and $51, 000 of the liabilities

reflected on the balance sheet from 1980 through 1982 represented

loans outstanding from IRA to Zeus. The $64,000 loan receivable

is shown on Zeus' general ledger for 1984 as owed to Zeus by

Holding Co.'s subsidiary HELO.

At the close of 1982, Zeus had liquid assets of $696,623

($284 cash, $685,000 money market funds, and $11,339 in pooled

funds) . During 1983 Zeus received cash income of $165,229

($55,104 interest and $110,125 commissions) and had cash
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expenditures of $1,020 ($1,052 deductions less $32 for

capitalized organizational expenses). Thus, during 1983, Zeus

had $860,832 in liquid assets ($696,623 + $165,229 - $1,020).

On March 25, 1983, Zeus repaid the $51,000 loan outstanding

from IRA. On October 21, 1983,.Zeus transferred $774,000 to IRA

in exchange for a $774,000 receivable from Holding Co. During

1983, Zeus transferred $28,000 to I A in exchange for $28,000 of

receivables from Holding Co.26 Thus during 198 , Zeus

transferred a total of $853,000 in ash to IRA jn repayment of a

loan and in exchange for Holding Co. receivablee.

IRA's 1983 consolidated return(reported that Zeus' assets at

the end of the year included cash of $7,832, loans receivable of

$866,000, partnership interests with a negative value of $20,875,

and other assets (capitalized organizational expenses) of $32.

From 1979 through 1983, Zeus apparently invested a net of

$163, 685 in partnerships.2

26 On December 5, 1983, Zeus transferred $13,000 to IRA in
exchange for a $13,000 receivable from Holding Co. IRA's general
ledger shows that in 1983 Holding Co.'s subsididry Zion acquired
from IRA a $15,000 receivable due fhom Holding Ëo. for $15,000.
The 1984 general ledger shows that Zeus' loans heceivable of
$866,000 included $802,000 owed by Holding Co. ánd $64,000 owed
by HELO. The record does not disclbse how Zeus acquired the
remaining receivable of $15,000 from Holding Co

27 Based on IRA's consolidated repurns, Zeus contributed to
unidentified partnerships $100,000 ïn 1979 and �040127,372in 1980
and received a return of capital of $63,696 in 1.981 and $1 in
1982 (probably due to rounding of numbers) comp ted as follows:

( continued. . . )
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From 1979 through 1983, Zeus received a total of $1,111,470

from the following sources:

.(...continued)
1979 Initial contribution $100,000
Plus 1980 nontaxable income 6,828
Total adjustments and contributions . 106,828

Plus 1980 contributions
value end 1980 234,200
less prior adjustments and contributions (106r 828)
198.0 contributions 127,372 127,372

Value end 1980 234,200

Value end 1980 234,200
plus 1980 taxable income 2,382
total adjustments and contributions 236,582

Less return of capital
value end 1981 172,896

�042less prior adjustments and contributions (236,582)
1981 return of capital (63,686) (63,686)

Value end 1981 172,896

Value end 1981 . 172,896
Less 1982 taxable loss (150,907)
Less 1982 nontaxable loss (27,061)
total adjustment and contributions (5,072)

Less return of capital
value end 1982 (5,073)
less prior adjustments and contributions 5,072
1982 return of capital (1) (1)

Value end 1982 (5,073)

Value end 1982 (5,073)
Less 1983 taxable loss (15,049)
Less 1983 nontaxable loss (753)
Value end 1983 (20,875)
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FREY

ZEUs
IRA

Interest $1,111,470 s

Zeus distributed the $1,111,47C of funds as follows:

DISTRIBUTION OF $1,111,470

P rtnersh .
/Investments

ZEUS $ 3

Expenses* $14, 331 $7, 832 Cash

retained $8027000m'*Includes organ1zational costs

c. Payments From Schnitzer-PMS, Essex, and Schaffel 1979
Through 1983

From 1979 through 1983, Essex paid IRA a total of $164, 587,

PMS paid IRA a total of $1, 941, 505 in principal and interest on

the repurchase of the PMS stock, and Schaffel pEid $1,184,876 to

IRA representing 50 percent of the broker' s feed he received from

Prudential transactions.28

d. . Funds Accumulated in IRA at Close o.f 1983

At the close of 1983, IRA had accumulated 44,771,445 from

payments made by the Five related to the Prudential transactions

as shown in the following diagram:

28 Schaffel also paid $312,750 to IRA in 1983 for fees related
to Traveler's transactions.
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. FREY
ZEUS

Schnitzer-
PMS Corp.

8Ý2 OTTföf~HöFdiWCóHeMYble
5 Q4,,mephsloën

SCHAFFEL > IRA 7997µg 7-9=d1VFdeT d
0x000 1982 dividénd

ESSEX

HYATT 907/84 KWJ CORP.

IRA's balance sheet showed the following assets,

liabilities, and stockholder equity at the close of 1983:

Assets
Cash
Notes/accounts receivable
Loans receivable
Short-term securities
Loans to stockholders
Investment/partnerships
Investment/subsidiaries
Marketable securities
Non-marketable 5ecurities
Pooled funds
Buildings & other depreciable
Less accumulated depreciation
Deposits

Total
Liabilities
Short-term mtg., notes, bonds
Long-term mtg., notes, bonds
Deferred gain

Total
Net assets
Capital stock
Retained earnings

$110,281
2,070,128
1, 592, 983
3, 776, 000

292,260
1, 640, 284

83, 000
564, 827
192,700
38,250

assets 11,286,020
(7, 636, 902)

2,365
14, 012, 196

1, 341, 617
11, 060, 633

1, 969, 973
14, 372, 223

(360,027)
100

(360,127)
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3. 1984 Distributions to Carlcor TMT, and BWK, Inc.

In 1984, IRA began distributing cash and ot er property to

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. The distributions we e made in a

ratio of 45/45/10 to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

a. 1984 Distributions of Cash From IRA to Carljco, TMT, and BWK,
Inc.

During 1984, IRA transferred $4,156,739 to Carlco, TMT, and

BWK, Inc. The $1,870,532 to each of Carlco and TMT and $415,675

to BWK, Inc., was distributed on the dates and n the amounts

indicated:

Date Carlco TMT BWK, nc. Total

01/04/84 $540,000 $540,000 $120 000 $1,200,000
01/10/84 90,000 90,000 20,000 200,000
01/13/84 90,000 90,000 20,000 200,000
01/17/84 112,500 112 500 25 000 250,000
01/24/84 225,000 225,000 50 000 500,000
02/01/84 90,000 90,000 20 000 200,000
02/06/84 112,500 112,500 25 000 250,000
02/07 /84 90, 000 90 L 000 2 , 000 200, 000
02/10/84 90,000 90,000 2 ,000 200,000
02/15/84 43, 000 45, 000 1 , 000 100, 000
02 /22/84 36, 900 36, 900 , 200 82, 000
02/29/84 45,000 45,000 10,000 100,000
03/20/84 142,086. 142,086 31,575 315,747
04/12/84 40,500 40,500 ,000 90,000
07/17/84 52,200 52,200 11,600 116,000
07/31/84 11,700 11,700 2,600 26,000
10/10/84 16, 456 16, 456 , 658 36, 570
10/16/84 40 , 690 4 0, 690 , 042 90 , 422

Total 1, 870, 532 1, 870, 532 418, 675 4, 156, 739

4
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b. 1984 Distribution of Essex Partnership Interest to Carlco,
TMT, and BWK, Inc.

For the taxable years 1982 through 1983, Essex made the

following distributions to IRA that were reported by IRA in the

year indicated:

Payment Date Year Reported Amount
09/28/82 1982 $47,025
12/30/82 1983 39,187
06/03/83 1983 26,125
07/08/83 1983 26,125
10/03/83 1983 26,125
Total 164,587

IRA also recorded its distributable share of income from

Essex as $89,214 for 1982 and $120,656 for 1983. IRA recorded

the value of its interest in Essex as follows:

1982 beginning value -- .
Plus 1982 share of income $89,214
Less 11/30/82 payment (47,025)
Investment end of 1982 42,189

1983 beginning value 42,189
Plus 1983 share of income 120,656
Less distributions

01/06/83 dividend (39,187)
06/07/83 distribution (26,125)
07/11/83 distribution (26,125)
10/15/83 distribution (26,125)

Investment end of 1983 45,283

During 1984, IRA received the following distributions from

Essex:

01/26/84 Distrib from Essex $44,413
05/08/84 Essex 26,125
07/06/84 Essex distrib. 26,125
10/04/84 Essex 36,575
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IRA recorded the receipt of the $44, 413 pa ent received

from Essex in January as payables of $19,986 dud to each of

Carlco and TMT and $4, 441 due to BWK, Inc.29 On January 30,

1984, IRA issued checks in the appropriate amou ts to each of the

corporations and recorded the payments as payment of the payables

owed to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. The remaining $88,825 from

Essex was also treated as distributed directly to Carlco, TMT,

and BWK, Inc., by reducing the additions to capital attributable

to IRA' s contributions of cash made to the corp rations during

the year.

In December 1984, IRA distributed its Essex partnership

interest ·in the ratio of 45 percent each to Car co and TMT and 10

percent to BWK, Inc. IRA recorded the distribution of the Essex

partnership interest on its books as follows:

1984 beginning value
Less distribution of
investment as paid. in capital

Less distributions from Essex
05/08/84
07/06/84
10/04/84

Plus "distb exxex dist as pd in"
Investment end of year

$45,283

(45,283)

(26,125)
(26,125)
(36,575)
8|8 , 825

-0-

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. recorded the r ceipt of the Essex

partnership interest as follows (balance diffe ences are due to

rounding) :

29 The difference between total of $44,412 and $44,413 is due
to rounding of numbers.
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Item Carlco BWK Total

Investment in Essex
Beginning year -0- -0- -0- -0-
Essex interest from IRA $20, 377 $20, 377 $4, 528 $45, 282
K-1 from Essex 60,520 60,520 13,449 134,489
Distribution from Essex (19,986) (19,986) (4,441) (44,413)
1984 Essex distribution
from IRA (39,971) (39,971) (8,882) (88,824)

End year investment 20, 940 20, 940 4, 653 46, 533 .

Paid in Capital
Essex interest from.IRA 20,377 20,377 4,653 45,282
Essex distribution

received from IRA (39, 971) (39, 971) (8, 882) (88, 824)

c. Transfer of Sherwood Partnership Interest From IRA to
Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

In 1982, IRA invested $175, 000 in a partnership called

Sherwood Associates (Sherwood) . IRA held a 50-percent interest

in Sherwood and reported an $89,577 loss from Sherwood for 1982.

IRA's Sherwood partnership interest was reflected on IRA's books

at the end of 1982 as follows:

Opening balance
Record transactions thru Nov. 1982 $100
Transfer via Administration Co. client 124,900
Reclassify loan to investment 50,000
Adjustment for 1982 loss (89,577)
Account total 85,423

In 1983, IRA invested an additional $150, 000 in Sherwood and

IRA was allocated a $287,165 loss for the year. IRA's interest

in the Sherwood partnership was reflected on the books at the end

of 1983 as follows:
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Opening balance $85,423
Contribution to partnership 150,000
1983 loss (287,165)
Account total (51,742)

On December 31, 1984, IRA tran ferred its 50-percent

interest in the Sherwood partnership, 45 percent each to Carlco

and TMT and 10 percent to BWK, Inc. As a result, Carlco and TMT

each received a 22.5-percent interest in the Sherwood partnership

and BWK, Inc., received a 5-percent interest. IRA reported a

gain of $51,742 (the excess of the $376,742 of total losses

claimed over IRA's total investment of $325,000) on the transfer

of its interest in Sherwood and recorded the transfer on its

books as follows:

Investment in Sherwood
Opening balance ($ 1,742)
Gain 'on distribution of Sherwood 51,742
Account total 0

Investment in Carlco
Rec. gain on dist of Sherw 1

Investment in TMT
Rec. gain on dist of Sherw 1

Investment in BWK, Inc.
Rec. gain on dist of Sherw 1

Adjusting Journal Entry 21
Invest in Sherwood 1,742
Invest in Carlco 1
Invest in BWK 1
Invest in TMT 1
Gain on sale of Pship 51,745

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., recorded the c ntribution of the

Sherwood partnership as follows-
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Investment in Sherwood
Opening balance
Sherwood Associates
Rec. int. Sherwood from IRA
Rec. K-1 activity

Paid-in Capital

Carlco BWK, Inc. .

$41,400 $41,400 $9,200
1 1 1

(119,116) . (119r116) (26r470)
(77,715) (77,715) (17,269)

Rec. int. Sherwood from IRA

d. 1984 Distributions to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. as
Reflected on the Books of the Corporations

The transfers of cash to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., were

recorded on the books of the corporations as, respectively,

contributions of capital. The distribution of the Essex

partnership interest was recorded as paid-in capital of $20,377

each to Carlco and TMT and $4,528 to BWK, Inc. The distribution

of the Sherwood partnership interest was recorded as pàid-in

capital of $1 each to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. Additionally, a

receivable of $148 for the preferred shares of each of Carlco,

TMT, and BWK, Inc. was treated as paid-in capital of each

corporation. Thus, amounts recorded as additions to capital

during 1984 and total paid-in capital at the close of 1984 for

each of the corporations were as follows (balance differences are

due to rounding):

Item Carlco BWK, Inc.

Cash $1,870,535 S1,870,535 $415,674
Essex distribution (39,971) (39,971) (8,882)
Essex partnership 20,377 20,377 4,528
Sherwood partnership 1 1 1
Receivable 148 148 148
Consent dividend 105,202
Total 1984 additions 1,851,091 1,956,294 411,470
Paid in capital
Beginning year 7,398 7,398 7,398
End year 1,858,489 1,963,691 418,868
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4. Flow of Payments by the Five 1985 Through 1989

After IRA transferred money from the Five to Carlco, TMT,

and BWK in 1984, the structure in which payments were received

from the Five changed. The payments from Essex and Hyatt

(through KWJ Partnership) were no longer reported as IRA's

income. Carlco, TMT, and BWK became partners of the Essex

partnership and formed the KWJ Co. partnership. Hyatt payments

were reported as income of KWJ Co. partnership. Accordingly, the

payments from the Essex and KWJ Co. partnerships were reported on

the respective returns of Carlco, TMT, and BWK at that time, and

Carlco, TMT, and BWK were no longer members of the consolidated

group of IRA for tax purposes.

a. Zeus 1984 Through 1988

IRA's consolidated returns for 1984 through 1988 reported

the following income, -net assets, and stockholder equity with

respect to Zeus:
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1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Income
Interest $4,191 $13,639 $6,586 $684 $3,090
Commission 103, 500 128, 763 -- -- --
Partnership (203,947) (198r310) -- (31,204) (166,802)

Total Income (96,256) (55,908) 6,586 (30,520) (163,712)
Deductions (217) (727) (4r 600) (105) (275)
Net income (96,473) (56,635) 1,986 (30,625) (163,987)
NOL -- (96,473) (153,108) (151,122) (181,747)
Taxable (96,473) (153,108) (151,122) (181,747) (345,734)

Assets
Cash 219 855 3,971 3,866 3,591
Loan rec. 871,028 871,028 871,028 871,028 871,028
Partnerships (224,822) (424,040) (424,040) (454,560) (618,272)
Pooled funds 110,091 251,130 -- -- --
Non-mar. sec -- -- 250,000 250,000 250,000
Total 756,516 698,973 700,959 670,334 506,347

Liabilities -- -- -- -- --
Net assets 756,516 698,973 700,959 670,334 506,347

Capital stock 100 100 100 100 100
Capital surplus 49,900 49,900 49,900 49,900 49,900
Retained earn. 706,516 648,973 650,959 620,334 456,347

The Frey corporation paid Zeus $103,500 in 1984 and $128,763

in 1985 (totaling $232,263). During 1984, Zeus transferred

$5,028 to Holding Co. The transfer increased the Holding Co.

receivable from $802,000 owed by Holding Co. at the beginning of

the year to $807,028 owed at the end of the year. During 1986,

Zeus purchased 25 shares of preferred stock in another Kanter

entity called Windy City, Inc. for $250,000. During 1988, Zeus

eliminated the HELO receivable in exchange for the following

receivables owed to HELO by the parties indicated:
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APS Insurance $4,570
Beach Trust 17,651
R Trust 10,000
Softy Trusts .10,600
Grasshopper Trust 16,250
Pamela Osowski 4r929

Total 64,000

Zeus never accrued any interest or received any payments on

any of those receivables or the receivables from Holding Co. and

HELO.

b. Distributions of Schnitzer-PMS and Essex Pavments Made
During 1985 Through 1989

During 1985, IRA received funds from Schnitzer-PMS and Essex

and made distributions to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, nc. as follows:

1985 Receipts Distributions

01/15 Ortly payment $90,423 .
01/21 Carlco $40,500

TMT 40,500
BWK, Inc. 9,000
Essex-Blng to TMT, etc. 41,800

01/30 Pymt on amts owed re Essex 18,450
18,450
4,100

04/08 Schnitzer Corp./grtly inst
/int balloon . 90,423

04/16 Carlco 40,500
TMT 40,500
BWK, Inc. 9,000

04/18 Essex 1st quarter dist. 13,063
04/25 Carlco 5,850

TMT 5,850
BWK, Inc. 1,300

07/03 Schnitzer Corp.
grt. pmt.($10,000 int BA) 90,423

07/08 Essex 2d quarter dist. . 36,575
07/11 Carlco 16,200

TMT 16,200
BWK, Inc. 3,600

10/03 Essex 3d quarter 28,738 |
10/04 Schnitzer Corp. 3d quarter 90,423
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10/15 Carlco 81,000
TMT 81,000
BWK, Inc. 18,000

IRA recorded the 1985 payments to Carlco ($184, 050) , TMT

($184,050), and BWK, Inc. ($40,900) as follows (balance

differences are due to rounding):

Item Carlco BWK, Inc.

Note to
Beginning -- -- --

07/11 additional $16,200 $16,200 $3,600
04/18 Essex (5, 878) (5, 878) (1, 306)
07/08 Essex (16,459) (16,459) (3,658)
10/03 Essex (12,931) (12,931) (2,874)
12/31 Rec to proper account (16,200) (16,200) (3,600)
12/31 To combine same acct (360) (360) (80)

Ending (35,629) (35,629) (7,917)

Notes payable
Beginning -- -- --

01/13 Pymt on amts owed re Essex 18,450 18,450 4,100
01/21 FM Essex--blngs to TMT etc (18,810) (18,810) (4,180)
12/31 To combine same account 360 360 80

Ending -- -- --

Investment in stock
Beginning 1,856,942 1,962,144 417,321
01/21 additional capital 40,500 40,500 9,000
04/16 additional capital 40,500 40,500 9,000

�04204/25 additional capital 5,850 5,850 1,300
10/14 additional capital 81,000 81,000 . 18,000
12/31 R/C to proper account 16,200 16,200 3,600
To record consent dividend 97,206

Ending 2,040,992 2,243,400 458,221

1986

The record does not contain detailed general ledgers for IRA

after 1985. The record indicates, however, that IRA recorded the

1986 payments from Schnitzer-PMS and Essex and distributions to

Carlco, TMT', and BWK, Inc. as follows:
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.I_t.em Carlco TMT BWK, Inc.
Note to
Beginning ($35,629) ($35,p29) ($7,917)
Pd 2/86 35, 629 35, 29 7 , 917

Ending -0- -0 -0-

Investment in stock
Beginning 2,040,992 2,243, 00 458,221
Ending 2,203,362 2,488, !03 494,303
Contri. consent dividend 82,633
Cash additions 162,370 162,370 36,082

1987

IRA recorded the 1987 payments from Schnitzer-PMS and Essex

and distributions to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. Es follows:

Item Carlco TMT BWK, Inc.
Note to
Beginning -- -- --
08/06/87 Essex 2d quarter ($29,626) ($29, 526) ($6,584)
10/08/87 Distr. Essex 29,626 29, 526 6,584
12/10/87 Essex 3d quarter (8,229) (8, 29) (1,829)
12/15/88 Distr. Essex 8,229 8, 29 1,829

Ending -- -- --

Investment in stock
Beginning 2,203,362 2,488, 203 494,303
Additions

01/14/87. 40,690 40,390 9,042
05/07/87 40,690 40,590 9,042
09/10/87 40,690 40,590 9,042
10/19/87 - 40,690 40,390 9,043
12/11/87 29,553 29,353
Total cash contrib. 192,313 192,313 36,169
12/31/87 consent div. 31,960

Ending 2,395,676 2,712,677 530,473

1988

IRA recorded the 1988 payments from Schnitzer-PMS and Essex

and distributions to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. as follows:

Item Carlco TMT BWK, Inc.
Investment in stock
Beginning $2,395,676 $2,712,677 $530,473
Additions

02/03/88 40,690 40,690 9,042
05/12/88 40,690 40,690 9,042
08/05/88 40,690 40,690 9,042
12/13/88 40,690 40,690 9,043
Total 162,761 162,761 36,169
2/31/88 consent div. 65,093

Ending 2,558,437 2,940,531 566,642
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1989

IRA recorded the 1989 payments from Schnitzer-PMS and Essex

and distributions to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. as follows:

Item Carlco BWK, Inc.
Note receivable from
Beginning -- -- --
09/14/89 loan $55,000 $35,000 --
09/18/89 void check (55,000) (35,000) --
09/18/89 loan 117,000 44,000 --
12/04/89 loan 5,355 10,274 --

Ending 122,355 54,274 --

Notes payable to
�042Beginning -- -- --

01/11/89 Essex 4th quarter dist. (20,573) (20,573) ($4,572)
01/11/89 Dist. 20,573 20,573 4,572
01/18/89 Dist. 20,573 20,573 --
01/18/89 void check (20,573) (20,573) --
07/26/89 Essex 1&2 quarter dist. (15,048) (15,048) (3,344)
08/02/89 Dist. 15,048 14,048 3,344
08/23/89 Essex dist. (8,229) (8,229) (1,829)
08/28/89 Dist. 8,229 8,229 1,829

Ending -- -- --

Investment in stock
Beginning 2,558,437 2,940,531 566,642
Additions

03/20/89 378,190 378,190 84,042
Rcls amended consent dividend

from TMT 1986-1988 (179,686) .
Ending 2,936,627 3,139,035 650,684

c. Loans From IRA to KWJ Partnership Through 1989

In addition to payments made to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.,

that were treated as additions to capital, IRA made. distributions

recorded as loans to KWJ partnership as follows:

Receivable 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Beginning year $30,000 $75,500 $113,500 $161,500 $181,500

.Loans during year 45,500 38,000 48,000 20,000 68,370
End year 75,500 113,500 161,500 181,500 249,870

d. Balance Sheets of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. 1983 Through
1989

The balance sheets for Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. for the

years 1983 through 1989 were as follows:



Carico 1983 1984 . 1985 1986 1987 . 1988 1989$7 500 $1, 967, 188 $2, 327, 066 $2, 699, 998 $3, 078, 54 5 $3, 728, 530 $4, 404, 569Assets ' 4 , 000 4, 000 122, 355Liabilities 7 $00 1, 967, 188 2, 323, 066 2, 699, 998 3, 074, 545 3, 728, 530 4, 282, 214

Net assets

Cap. stock 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Common 3 3 3 3 . 3 3

Preferred 7 398 1, 858, 489 2, 042, 539 2, 168, 127 2, 397, 222 2, 559, 983 2, 938, 173

Capital surplus 108,596 280,424 531,768 677,220 1,168,444 1,343,938

ained nings 7, 500 1, 967,188 2, 323, 066 2, 699, 998 3, 074, 545 3, 728, 530 4, 282, 214. 1, 851, 091 184, 050 125, 588 229, 095 162, 761 37 8, 190

Increase in
surplus .

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 . 1989

Assets $7, 500 $2, 015, 911 $2, 293, 151 $2, 518, 717 $2, 7 35, 965 $3, 215, 925 $3, 88 , 97s e s 7, 500 2, 015, 911 2, 289, 51 p, 518, 717 2, 735, 965 3, 215, 925 3, 826, 723Cap. stock 1 0 100 100 100 100 100 100

Common 0 3 3 3 3

7 398 1 963 692 2, 244, 947 2, 4 89, 950 2, 714, 224 2, 942, 077 3,140, 582

Capital surplus , 116 44,101 28,664 21,638 273,745 686,038

otal equity 7, 500 2, 015, 911 2, 289, 151 2, 518, 717 2, 735, 965 3, 215, 925 3, 826, 723

1, 956, 294 'ZBT, 255 -2T5700P M247te-22-7 8 SF -148-r&O-

Con e d idend 05, 02 97, 206 82, 633 31, 960 65, 093 -0-

Retained earnings 52, 116

1, 956 294 281, 255 24 5, 003 224, 274 227, 853 37 8, 190

Surplus increase 97 206 82 633 31,960 65,093 *179i786

C ent dividend 1, 8 09 184 049 162 370 192, 314 162, 760 198, 404

*Reverse 86, 87 & .88 consent dividend paid to IRA.



BWK, Inc. 1911 19§B.1 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Assets $7, 500 418, 558 406, 909 388, 362 395, 808 4 51, 711 515, 772
Liabilities 7,534 1,000 286 8,000 -0- 2,253
Net assets 7 , $00 411, 024 405, 909 388, 076 387, 808 451, 711 513, 519

Cap. stockCommon 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Preferred 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Capital surplus 7, 398 418, 868 459, 768 4 95, 869 532, 038 568, 207 652, 250
Retained earnings (7, 947) (53, 962) (107, 896) (14 4, 333) (116, 599) (138, 834)
Total equity 7, 500 411, 024 405, 909 388, 076 387, 808 451, 711 513, 519

u p us 411, 470 40, 900 36, 101 36, 169 36, 169 84, 043

U1
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B. Flow of the Funds Paid By the Five Through.IRA and Its
Subsidiaries to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle

1. Overview

The payments from the Prudential transactions were

distributed by various means either directly to allard, Lisle,

and Kanter or indirectly through their family me ers or trusts

and other entities established for the benefit o their families.

Some distributions were recorded as receivables wed by the

person or entity receiving the distribution; others were recorded

as consulting fees or director's fees. Distributions from KWJ

Corp. and later KWJ partnership to Ballard's and Lisle's children

were treated as consulting fees.

In 1983, IRA began distributing the funds accumulated from

the Prudential transactions to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. Lisle

was given control over the funds in Carlco, Ballard was given

control over the funds in TMT, and Kanter was given control over

the funds in BWK, Inc. Lisle, Ballard, and Kanter treated the

funds as their own and used the funds for their ersonal benefit.

2. Payments from IRAr KWJ Corp., and KWJ Co. Partnership

a. 1982: IRA Payments to Ballard and Lisle

In 1982, Ballard received $12,500 from IRA Es a "director's

fee". The check was dated in 1981 but cashed in 1982. On March

2, 1982, IRA paid Lisle $1,157.84.
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b. Consulting Fees Paid to Ballard's and Lisle's Children

Melinda Ballard and Karen Ballard Hart were Ballard's

daughters. Amy Albrecht was Lisle's daughter, and Thomas Lisle

was Lisle's son. In 1982, KWJ Corp. (and later the KWJ

partnership) began paying Thomas Lisle, Amy Albrecht, and Melinda

Ballard $1,000 each per month.3° In 1984, the KWJ partnership

began paying Karen Hart $1, 000 each month. The payments

continued until at least 1989. From 1982, KWJ Corp. and the KWJ

partnership paid the Lisle and Ballard children.the following

amounts as consulting fees:3¹

Lisle Children
Year Thomas Lisle Amy Albrecht
1982 $7,000 $7,000
1983 12,000 12,000
1984 12,000 12,000
1985 12,000 11,000
1986 12,000 13,000
1987 12,000 12,000
1988 12,000 12,000

Ballard Children
Melinda Ballard Karen Hart

$7,000 --
12,000 --
12,000 $2',000
12,000 12,000
12,000 12,000
12,000 12,000
12,000 12,000

3° Thomas Lisle and Amy Albrecht admitted that they received
consulting fees from 1983 to 1989. Melinda Ballard admitted that
she received the consulting fees from 1983 to 1988. Karen Hart
admitted that she received the consulting fees from 1984 to 1989.
No one except the Lisle and Ballard children received consulting
fees from 1983 through 1989. We conclude that the payments made
in 1982 were also made to Thomas Lisle, Amy Albrecht, and Melinda
Ballard.

31 Approximately $4, 000 per month was paid to the Ballard and
Lisle children. IRA made distributions to KWJ Corp. and KWJ
partnership that were also approximately $4,000 a month. The
money distributed to KWJ Corp. and KWJ partnership was never
repaid during the years in question, and no interest was ever
paid on the amounts outstanding.
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During 1989, KWJ partnership paid the Lisle and the Ballard .

children $36,000. Of the $36,000 paid, Lisle's children received

at least $18,000 and Ballard's children received at least

$12,000.32

None of the Ballard or the Lisle children performed any

services for KWJ Corp. or KWJ partnership. The Hyatt payments

and interest were the only sources of income KWJ Corp. or KWJ

partnership ever received.

In February 1990, after the Internal Revenue Service began

examining Ballard's, Kanter's, and Lisle's returns for the years

at issue, Kanter sent letters to the children te minating KWJ

Co's. "consulting arrangement" with them. In th letters Kanter

stated that the children had done nothing for a number of years.

c. KWJ Partnership 1989 Payments to Lisle and allard

As noted earlier, Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., organized the

KWJ Partnership. The Hyatt payments were issued tur Hyatt to

Weaver who forwarded the payments to the KWJ Partnership, out of

which Weaver was paid his 30 percent and the balance was

distributed to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

32 The record is unclear whether all four each received $9,000,
or whether Thomas Lisle, Amy Albrecht, and Karen Hart each
received $12,000. Melinda Ballard testified that she resigned
from KWJ Co. in 1988. If that was the case, then of the $36,000
paid by KWJ Co. in 1989, Thomas Lisle, Jugr Albrecht, and Karen
Hart each received $12,000. If Melinda Ballard did not resign,
then each of the four children received $9,000 during 1989.
Thomas Lisle and Amy Albrecht together received at least $18,000
during 1989, and Ballard's children received at least $12,000.
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On August 2, 1989, IRA issued checks in the amount of

$22,618.80 each to Ballard and Lisle. After the checks were

issued to Ballard and Lisle, IRA records reflected a transfer of

$45,237 to "KWJ Company" on August 8, 1989. Also on August 8,

1989, ledger entries reflected that the check to Lisle for

$22,618.80 was "void". Another ledger entry, on August 15, 1989,

reflected that the check to Ballard for $22,618.80 was "void".

Despite the fact that IRA's ledger entries stated that these

checks were void, Lisle's 1989 return reflected.that he received

this money and that the check was not "voided." Lisle reported

the $22,619 on his return as income from the "KJW [sic] Company."

3. Disposition of Funds out of Carlco, TMT, and BWK to Kanter

a. Creation of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

The certificates of incorporation of Carlco, TMT, and BWK,

Inc., authorized each corporation to issue 1,000 shares of 10-

cent par value common stock. Certificates of amendment for each

corporation were filed in December 1983. The amended

certificates authorized the corporations to issue 11,000 shares

of stock comprised of 10,000 shares of 1-cent par value preferred

stock and 1,000 shares of 10-cent par.value common stock. The

amended certificates granted each corporation's board of

directors authority to fix the dividend rights, dividend rate,

conversion rights, voting rights, the rights and terms of

redemption (including sinking fund provisions), the redemption
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price or prices, and the liquidations preferences of the

preferred shares. The record does nöt contain ccpies of any

resolutions by the board of director of any of the three

corporations setting preferences or limitations cn the preferred

stock.

Kanter was a beneficiary of a t ust called the Morkan

Trust.33 On October 17, 1983, Kanter exercised a power of

appointment over - the Morkan Trust to form the Christie and Orient

Trusts. Sharon Meyers was named as rustee of tr e Christie and

Orient Trusts. Members of Lisle's f mily were named as

beneficiaries of the Christie Trust, and members of Ballard's

family were named as beneficiaries of the Orient Trust.

In December 1983, IRA acquired 1, 000 shares (100 percent) of

the common stock of each of Carlco, Inc. (Carlco) , TMT, Inc.

(TMT) , and BWK, Inc. (BWK) . IRA paid $6, 000 to each of the

corporations for the shares of stock Also in December 1983,

Carlco, TMT, and BWK each issued 150 shares of preferred stock

for $1,500. Carlco preferred shares were issued to the Christie

Trust (Lisle's family trust); TMT preferred shares were issued to

the Orient Trust (Ballard's family trust); BWK p.eferred shares

were issued to the BK Children's Trust, the bene:;iciaries of

which were members of Kanter's family.

33 The Morkan Trust is named after Kanter's féther, Morris
Kanter.
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In January 1984, Carlco, TMT, and BWK each issued 150

additional shares of preferred stock for $150. Carlco issued the

additional preferred shares to the Christie Trust, TMT issued the

additional preferred shares to the Orient Trust, and BWK issued

the additional preferred shares to the BK Children's Trust. As a

result of those trusts' ownership of these preferred shares,

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., no longer qualified as members of

IRA's consolidated group of corporations and were not included in

the consolidated tax returns IRA filed.

b. Control and Management of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

Kanter directed Freeman (IRA's president) to distribute

funds received by IRA related to Prudential transactions in the

ratio of 45 percent to Carlco, 45 percent to TMT, and 10 percent

to BWK. From 1984 through 1989, IRA generally transferred funds

and other assets to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., in the respective

45-45-10 allocation ratio Kanter had directed.

Lisle managed and controlled Carlco's investments. Lisle

and members of his family, including his wife Donna Lisle and his

son Thomas Lisle, had signatory authority over Carlco's accounts.

In 1982 Kanter, his brother Carl Kanter, and Meyers were the

officers and/or directors of Carlco. In 1983, Meyers and Freeman

were the directors, president, and treasurer, and Gallenberger

was secretary. From 1984 through 1989, there. were no directors

listed; Lisle, his brother Henry Lisle, his son Thomas Lisle, and
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his wife Donna Lisle served as president or vice president, D.

Dubanevich was secretary; and, except for 1985,34 Meyers or

Gallenberger was treasurer.

Ballard managed and controlled TMT's investments. Ballard

and members of his family, including his wife MaÂy Ballard, had

signatory authority over TMT's accouñts. In 1982, Kanter, his

son Joshua, and Meyers were the direhtors of TMT Kanter was

president, his son Joshua was treasu er, and Meyers was vice

president and secretary. Between 1983 and 1989,. Freeman, Meyers,

and/or Gallenberger were the directors and officers.

Kanter managed and. controlled BWK, Inc.'s i vestments. In

1982, Kanter, his son Joshua, and Meyers were the directors and

officers of BWK, Inc. From 1983 through 1989, W isgal was the

sole director and president, Kanter, Meyers, and/or Gallenberger

were the remaining officers.35 In 1990, Kanter was the sole

director and president, and Gallenberger was sec etary.

After Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., were orga ized, the

payments by the Five were distributed to Carlco, TMT, and BWK,

Inc.

34 No treasurer was listed for 1985.

35 No treasurer was listed from 1985 through ;t990, and no vice
president was listed from 1983 through 1987 andlin .1990.
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c. Ballardi Disposition of Funds out of TMT

During the years 1982 through 1989, the following

individuals were listed as the "officers" and "directors" of TMT:

Title 1982 1983 1984
Directors Kanter Freeman Freeman

Joshua Kanter Meyers Meyers
Meyers

President Kanter Meyers Meyers
Vice president Meyers
Secretary Meyers Gallenberger Gallenberger
Treasurer Joshua Kanter Meyers Meyers
Assistants Joshua Kanter

Title 1985 1986 . 1987
Directors Meyers Gallenberger Gallenberger
President Meyers Gallenberger Gallenberger
Vice president
Secretary Gallenberger Gallenberger Gallenberger
Treasurer Meyers Gallenberger Gallenberger
Assistants

Title 1988 1989
Directors Gallenberger Gallenberger
President Gallenberger Gallenberger
Vice president
Secretary Gallenberger Gallenberger

�042Treasurer
Assistants

The records for TMT were maintained at Ballard's home.

TMT's business address was the same as Ballard's residence in

Seabright, New Jersey. Mail for TMT was received at Ballard's

home. Correspondence from TMT was sent from Ballard's home

address.

i. TMT Accounts

During 1984, IRA transferred over $1 million to TMT. The

money generally was deposited into TMT's account with the
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Administration Co., and certificates of deposit (CD's) were

purchased through Administration Co.'s account a the American

National Bank in Chicago.

At the end of 1984, the money designated fot TMT in CD's at

the American National Bank in Chicago, purchased through the

Administration Co. account, totaled $1,604,000. By the end of

the year 1985, no money designated for TMT was iú CD's at the

American National Bank in Chicago. The money th t had been in

CD's at the American National Bank in Chicago waÁ transferred

into CD's at the Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisho. By the end

of the year 1985, the amount of money in CD's at the Wells Fargo

Bank San Francisco totaled $1,874,295.

During the years 1984 through 1989, moneys other than CD's

for TMT were deposited in ·an account maintained at the Wells

Fargo Bank, in San Francisco, account No. 170-75 . The mailing

address of this account was 65 Island View Townhouses, Seabright,

New Jersey, which was the Ballard residence addr ss. Ballard

opened this account in the name of "TMT", and he and his wife had

signatory authority over it. The money in this account at the

end of the years 1984 through 1989 was as follows:

Year Wells Farco
1984 --
1985 . $8,768
1986 ! 19, 438
1987 157,489
1988 192,915
1989 141,968
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By the end of the year 1986, the amount of money in CD's at

the Wells Fargo Bank decreased to zero. Of the money that had

been in CD's, $1,205,900 had been transferred to a Goldman Sachs

brokerage account. The money in the Goldman Sachs brokerage

account at the end of the years 1987 through 1989 was as follows:

Year Goldman Sachs
1987 $53,803
1988 75,460
1989 155,300

During the years.1986 through 1989, moneys for TMT were

deposited in an account maintained at the Citizen Bank. The

balance in this account at the end of the years 1986 through 1989

was as follows:

.Year Citizen Bank
1986 $25,248
1987 . 26,600
1988 1,929
1989 2,023

TMT also had a money market account (Kemper Money Market

account). At the end of the year 1989, there was a balance of

$349,182 in the Kemper Money Market account.

ii. "Loans" From TMT

In 1984 receivables owed by Ballard's Seabright Trust and

Seabright Corp. respectively in the amounts of $12,255 and

$31,440 were transferred from Administration Co. to TMT. From

1984 through 1989, the Seabright Trust and Seabright Corp.

received additional "loans" totaling $132,980 from TMT. The

balances on these loans at the end of each year were as follows:
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Seabright Seabright
Year . Trust Increase Corp. Increase

Trans. from
Special E $12,255 -- $31,44 --

1984 53,055 $40,800 31,44 --
1985 79,155 26,100 31,52 $80
1986 100,155 21,000 36,52 5,000
1987 100,155 -- 41,52 5,000
1988 135,155 35,000 41,52 --
1989 135,155 -- 41,52d --

Total 122,900 10,080

There were no notes in connection with the 'loans" to the

Seabright Trust or the Seabright Corp. There is no evidence that

either the Seabright Trust or Seabright Corporat on paid interest

on the "loans" from TMT. The loans were never rdpaid.

From 1984 through 1989, Claude Ballard and ary Ballard

received a total of $303,943 from TMT as "loans"4 The balances

due on these loans at the end of each year were as follows:

Year Claude Ballard
1984 $10,599
1985 10,599
1986 16,599
1987 36,943
1988 136,943
1989 146,943

Mary Baliard

$160,000
160,000
160, 0 0
160,000
160,000

With respect to the $160,000 "loan" to Mary Ballard, during

1985, a document dated December 26, 1986, purporped to provide

for the repayment of this "loan" with Macy's stock held privately

by Ballard. The records of TMT do not indicate hat the $160,000

"loan" was repaid. The records of TMT do not in icate that the

Macy's stock was given to TMT in accordance with the December 26,

1986, document.
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In 1986, $100,000 of TMT funds were used to purchase land

described in the TMT general Ledger as "St. Francis Arkansas -

Land." The cost of this land was $100,000. In 1987, this

property was transferred to Ballard. Book entries were made to

reflect this transaction. "Loans" to Ballard were increased by

$100,000. The land was no longer reflected as a TMT asset. The

adjusting journal entry that went with the transfer to Ballard

described the property as the "Fairfield Planting Company".

This "loan" has never been repaid. In 1987, TMT paid an

additional $20,344 for the Fairfield property, which amount was

treated as an additional loan to Ballard.

The Fairfield Planting Co. is an S corporation which owned

the Fairfield Plantation, a farm in Arkansas. The income and

loss from the Fairfield Plantation Co. were reported on Ballard's

1987, 1988, and 1989 returns.

At the time of trial of these cases, TMT owned the following

farms or other entities:. Ashland Plantation in Mississippi,

Fairfield in Arkansas, and Loch Leven in Mississippi. The

Ballards referred to the Loch Leven farm as "our big farm."

According to Mary Ballard, TMT, at one time, had been involved

with Lock Leven, but it was owned by the Ballards.

Mrs. Ballard did not know who owned the stock of TMT. She

referred to TMT as her husband's business.
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Ficom was a sole proprietorship formed by B llard's daughter .

Melinda Ballard in 1983. In 1986, $4,000 from TÑT was

transferred to Ficom. In 1988, TMT transferred nother $15,000

to Ficom. When the transfer was made, a bookkeeping notation was

also made to write off the investment in 1989. The investment

in Ficom was subsequently written off as worthless in 1989.

d. Lisle: Disposition of Funds out of Carlco

During the years 1982 through 1989, the following

individuals were listed as the "officers" and " irectors" of

Carlco:

Title 1982
Directors Kanter

Carl Kanter
President Carl Kanter
Vice president Kanter
Secretary Meyers
Treasurer Meyers

Title 1985
Directors None

1983
Freeman
Meyers
Meyer.s

sallenberger.
Meyers

1986
None

1984
(deleted)

Henry Lisle
Donna Lisle
D. Dubanevich
Meyers

1987
None

President Henry Lisle
Vice president Donna Lisle
Secretary Dubanevich
Treasurer
Assistants Meyers

Title 1988
Directors None
President Henry Lisle
Vice president Donna Lisle
Secretary Dubanevich
Treasurer Gallenberger

Henry Lisle Henry Lisle
Donna Lisle Donna Lisle
Dubanevich Dubanevich
Gallenbergerl Gallenberger
Lisle Lisle

1989
None
Robert Lisle
Thomas Lisl
Donna Lisle
Gallenberge

During the years 1984 through'1989, money from Carlco were

deposited in a brokerage account maintained at Goldman Sachs

(Carlco Goldman Sachs account). TÂe mailing a dress of the
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Carlco Goldman Sachs account was in care of Robert Lisle, 47

Cheltenham Way, Avon, Connecticut, which was the address of the

Lisle family residence. Lisle, Mrs. Lisle, and Henry Lisle

(Lisle's brother) had signatory authority over this account. The

balance in this account at the end of 1984 to 1988 was as

follows:

Year Goldman Sachs
1984 $113,255
1985 42,362
1986 90,601
1987 70,372
1988 392,252
1989 82,559

During the years 1984 through 1989, other money from Carlco

was deposited into an account in the name of Carlco at the

Hartford Bank in Connecticut (Hartford account). The mailing

address of the Hartford account was in care of Lisle at the Lisle

family residence. Lisle and his wife had signatory authority

over the account. The balance in the account at the end- of the

years 1984 through 1988 was as follows:

Year Hartford
1984 $18,198
1985 10,871
1986 211,618
1987 161,573
1988 153,767

On April 12, 1985, Lisle withdrew $3,000 from Carlco's

Hartford account to pay a receivable owed to Administration Co.

by his grantor trust, the RWL Cinema Trust.. The payment did not

create a receivable owed to Carlco by RWL Cinema Trust.
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Around 1989, the Lisles moved to Dallas, Te as. During the

year 1989, money from Carlco was deposited in an account

maintained at the North Dallas Bank, Dallas, Tex s (North Dallas

account) . The mailing address of the North Dall s account was

5519 Bent Trial, Dallas, Texas, which was the address of the

Lisles ' Dallas residence. Lisle andi his wife ha signatory

authority over the North Dallas account. At the end of 1989

there was $123, 323 in the account.

e. Kanter: Disposition of Funds out of BWK, In .

During the years 1984 through 1989, Kanter and his son,

Joshua Kanter, received a "salary" from BWK, Inc., in the amounts

indicated:

Year Burton Kanter Joshua anter
1984 $40, 000 --
1985 40,000 $9,0 0
1986 40,000 13,0 0
1987 30, 000 4 , 000
198 8 30, 000 --
1989 30, 000 --

Total 210, 000 26, 0$0

On April 11, 1985, $400, 000 was transferre from BWK, Inc.

to Kanter. The transfer was recorded on BWK, I c. 's books as a

receivable owed by Kanter. Beginnihg in 1988, hlthough book

entries continued to show that BWK,( Inc., paid anter a $30,000

salary, Kanter did not receive the money. Inst ad, BWK, Inc.,

reduced the $400, 000 receivable from Kanter by 30, 000 per year.
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4. Loans

a. IRA Loans to Kanter

IRA's records reflect the following amounts transferred to

Kanter and recorded as receivables:

Burton W. Kanter

1982 Beginning balance --
Adj for bal in Cedilla Trust $4,450
Ending balance 4,450

1983 Beginning balance 4,450
Loan repymt. from BWK --
Ending balance

1984 No entry

1985 Beg. balance --
Sold Geochem to BWK 500
Sell TWOOD rec to BWK 10,000
Sold funds for Energy 5,000
Rec sale of assets sold 1,110
Ending balance 167 610

1986 Unexplained acct. total (39,940)

1987 Beg. balance (39,940)
Repay BWK RE H BLUM 219
HB Rpymt (S/B to BWK) . (219)
Move to notes payable 39,940
Ending balance . --

1988 No entry

1989 Beg. balance --
B. Kanter/Ln 250,000
Unavailable history 350,000
Ending balance 600,000

b. Loans to Ballard, Lisle, Their Family Members and Trusts

Ballard and Lisle established the following grantor trusts,

the income (or losses) of which was includable in Ballard's and

Lisle's income pursuant to sections 671 through 678:
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Date Established Ballard Lisle

10/23/73 CMB Cinema Trust36 RWL Cinema Trust
7/15/75 CMB Cinema Trust II RWL Cinema Trust II
6/03/80 Summit Trust Bas ing Ridge Trust

11/02/81 Seabright Trust

Mrs. Lisle and/or Lisle's children or descendants were the

beneficiaries of Lisle's grantor trusts, and Kan er 'and/or

Weisgal were the trustees. Mrs. Ballard and/or allard's

children were the beneficiaries of Ballard's gra tor trusts, and

Kanter and/or Weisgal were the trustees.

The CMB Cinema Trust and CMB Cinema Trust TI, RWL Cinema

Trust, and RWL Cinema Trust II (hereinafter collectively referred

to as the Cinema trusts) each made investments, ,as limited

partners, in certain movie shelter partnerships. Each trust

financed the acquisition of its movie partnership interest

through loans from IRA and Int'l Films.

The Seabright Corp. was owned by the Mary amily Trust. The

Seabright Corp. owned a farm called Seabright F rm located near

Little Rock, Arkansas. The beneficiaries of the Mary Family

Trust were Mary Ballard and her three daughters The records of

the Seabright Corp. were maintained at Ballard' residence. Mary

Ballard was an officer of the Seabright Corp.

On May 29, 1976, the CMB Cinema Venture pa tnership was

formed. The CMB Cinema Trust and the CMB Cinema Trust II were

36 In 1979, the CMB Cinema Trust was divided into 10 separate
trusts.
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partners in the CMB Cinema Venture partnership. As of the end of

1987, CMB Cinema Venture partnership was a shareholder of Int'l

Films.

The movie ventures in which the trusts invested proved

unsuccessful and were not profitable. Substantial losses from

the ventures were reported by Ballard on his income tax returns.

The Internal Revenue Service later disallowed the deductions that

Ballard claimed on his tax returns with respect to these movie

investments. As a result, the Ballards were required to pay

additional taxes. In July 1985, Mrs. Ballard borrowed $160,000

from TMT to pay this income tax liability.

Kanter entities made the following loans to Ballard, his

family members, and entities established for the benefit of his

family members:
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Ballard Loans

Lender Year Distributee Amount

Int'l Films 1974 CMB Cinema Trust $10,000
Int'l Films 1975 CMB Cinema Trust 21,500
Int'l Films 1975 CMB Cinema Trust II 12,500
Int'l Films 1976 CMB Cinema Trust 8,200
Int'l Films 1976 CMB Cinema Trust 19,000
Int'l Films 1976 CMB.Cinema Trust II 1,100
Int'l Films 1977 CMB Cinema Trust 2,200
Int'l Films 1977 CMB Cinema Trust Il 3,400
Int'l Films 1978 CMB Cinema Trust 3,000
Int'l Films 1978 Ballard 9,500
Int'l Films 1979 Ballard 8,784
HELO 1980 Summit Trust 85,000
HELO 1981 Summit Trust . 20,700
Int'l Films 1981 CMB Cinema Trust 4,000
IRA 1982 Ballard 160,400
IRA 1983 Ballard 500
Administration Co. 1983 Seabright Trust 11,300
Administration Co. 1984 Ballard 10,000
Administration Co. 1984 Seabright Corp. 25,840
TMT 1985 Mary Ballard 160,000
Administration Co. 1988 Seabright Corp. 5,000

Kanter entities made the following loans to, Lisle, his

family members, and entities established for the benefit of his

family members:
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Lisle Loans .

Lender Year . Distributee Amount

Int'l Films 1974 RWL Cinema Trust $15,000
Int'l Films 1975 RWL Cinema Trust II 20,000
Int'l Films 1975 Lisle 10,000
Int'l Films 1976 RWL Cinema Trust 5,000
Int'l Films 1976 RWL Cinema Trust II 18,000
Int'l Films 1977 RWL Cinema Trust II 5,000
Int'l Films 1978 Lisle 9,500
Int'l Films 1978 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,750
Int'l Films 1978 RWL Cinema Trust II 4,469
Int'l Films 1979 Lisle 8,784
Int'l Films 1979 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
Int'l Films 1980 RWL Cinema Trust II 250
Int'l Films 1981 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,750
Int'l Films 1982 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,320
Int'l Films 1983 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
HELO 1983 Basking Ridge Trust 95,000
IRA/Int'l Films 1983 Lisle 3,000
Int'l Films 1984 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
Administration Co. 1985 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
Int'l Films 1986 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
Administration Co. 1987 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,463
IRA. 1988 RWL Cinema Trust II 6,000
BWK 1989 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
BWK 1990 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,969

5. Writeoff of Loans and Losses

Kanter traded receivables between various entities and used

convoluted bookkeeping entries to eliminate the receivables and

to create bad debt and worthless stock deductions.

IRA distributed $160,400 to Ballard in 1982 and $500 in 1983

and recorded the transfers as receivables owed by Ballard. IRA

immediately transferred the receivables to Int'l Films. IRA's

general ledgers reflected Ballard's receivable account for 1982

and 1983 as follows:
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Claude Ballard

1982 Beg. balance
Record trns Dec 1982 $160,400
Asgn Ballard ln to IFI (160,400)
Ending balance -0-

1983 Beg. balance -0-
TACI E in for C. Ballard 500
Asgn to IFI ck 1120 (500)
Ending balance -0-

IRA's general ledger showed Int 1 Films' receivable for 1982

as follows:

Int'l Films

1982 Beg. balance $70,200
Int'l Films 13,000
Int'l Films 4,000
Int'l Films-loan 1,250
Trans, thru Nov. 1982 7,130
Trans. thru Dec. 1982 5,465
Ballard loan asgn to Int'l Films 160,400
Ending balance 261,445

By the end of 1982, IRA had transferred $1, 89,900 to HELO

that was recorded as a receivable owed to IRA by HELO.37 In 1983

HELO had $95,000 receivables owed to it from Lis e's Basking

Ridge Trust and $106,200 from Ballard's Summit Trust.38

In 1983, a transaction took place between IRA, the Bea Ritch

Trusts, Int'l Films, and HELO which had the effect of (1)

37 In 1983, HELO was a subsidiary of Holding Co. On Aug. 31,
1984, Kanter as trustee of the ARO Trusts became the owner of 100
percent of HELO's voting stock.

38 It is not clear from the record whether HELIO made the
distributions to the Basking Ridge and Summit tdusts during 1983
or at some earlier time.
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increasing the receivables due to IRA from the Bea Ritch Trusts

by $500,000; (2) decreasing IRA's outstanding receivables due

from HELO by $701,200; (3) eliminating HELO's $95,000 receivables

from Lisle's Basking Ridge Trust and $106,200 from Ballard's

Summit Trust; and (4) creating IRA receivables of $95,000 from

the Basking Ridge Trusts and $106,200 from the Summit Trust.

IRA's general ledger and adjusting journal entries reflected the

effect of the transfers on receivables owed to it as follows:

HELO Receivables Owed to IRA

1983 Beginning balance . $1,189,900
Loan repymt from HELO (11,200)
Part. loan repymt HELO (900)
Repymt frm HELO via BRTI (500,000)
Lns Bask Rg & Summit via HELO (201,200)
Ln fm FIN Acq. via HELO 33,500
Ending balance 510,100

1 No actual payment was made. Instead the receivable due
from Bea Ritch Trusts was increased by $500,000.

Summit Trust Receivables Owed to IRA

1983 Beg. balance -0-
Ln rpymt from Summit ($10,100)
Lns BSK RG & SMT via HELO 106,200
Asgn SMT & BSK RG to IFI (96,100)
Ending balance . -0-

Baskino Ridae Trust Receivables Owed to IRA

1983 Beg. balance -0-
Ln rpymt Frm Bask Rdg ($10,300)
Lns BSK RG & SMt via HELO 95,000
Asgn SMT & BSK RT to IFI (84,700)
Ending balance -0-
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1983 AJE 9 - To adj. for loans made to Basking Ridg·e & Summit via
HELO (remove HELO from middle)

Debit Credit
1191-0256 Due from Basking Ridge .95,000
1191-0255 Due from Summit 106,200
1191-032 Due to HELO (201,200)

1983 AJE 26 To record transfer of receivables from Basking Ridge
& Summit to IFI on 10/31/83)

Debit Credit
1191-0121 Due from IFI 180,800
1191-0255 Due from Summit (96,100)
1191-0256 Due from Basking Ridge (84,700)

Int'l Films Receivables Owed to IRA

1983 Beg. balance 261,445
Loan to Int'l Films 1,400
Loan to Int'l Films 1,000
IF- loan on behalf of R Lisle 3,000
Loan to Int'l Films 100
Loan to Int'l Film 200
Loan to Int'l Film 100
Loan repymt from Int'l Films - (1,000)
Loan repymt from Int'l Films (500)
Loan repymt from Int'l Films (325)
Loan repymt from Int'l Film (700)
Asgn. to Int'l Filmsl 500
Asgn Summit and Basking Ridge Int'l Films2 180,800
Asgn 1984 Devlp to Int'l Films3 86,400

Acct. Total 532,420

ICheck #1120 - Administration Co. loan for C. Ballard $500.
21983 AJE 26 - to record transfer of recei ables from

Basking Ridge & Summit to Int'l Films on 10/31/ 3.
31983 AJE 28 - to record assignment of interest in 1984

Development to Int'l Films on 10/31/83.

In essence, IRA obtained HELO's receivable due from Basking

Ridge and Summit. Simultaneously with this book entry

transaction, IRA transferred to Int'l Films the $180,800 balance

of the receivables due from Basking Ridge and S mmit that it had

just obtained from HELO and in exchange, IRA en ered on its books
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a receivable due from Int'l Films for the amount of the Summit

and Basking Ridge receivables, $180,800, $201,200 less a credit

of $10,300 that was treated as a "loan repayment" from Basking

Ridge, and $10,100 credit for a "loan repayment" from Summit.

The sources of the credits are not shown in the record. In

addition to the receivables, IRA transferred to Int'l Films its

interest in a partnership called 1984 Development valued at

$86,420.

In 1987, receivables were again reshuffled. On December 17,

1987, Int'l Films' records reflected receivables owing by

Ballard, Lisle, and their trusts totaling $582,682, as shown

here:

Int'l Films Receivables
Ballard $35,784
Ballard 160,900
CMB Cinema 70,650
CMB II 16,675
Summit 96,100
CMB Cinema Ventures 250
Subtotal . 380,359
Lisle 28,284
RWL Cinema 21,500
RWL II 67,839
Basking Ridge 84,700
Subtotal 202,323

Total 582,682

On December 17, 1987, Int'l Films had additional receivables

totaling $538,243 owing by the following entities in the amounts

shown:
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Entity/Individual Amount
Safari Trust $98,450
HGA Cinema 133,695
Elk Invest. 76,500
Inter Alia 125,000
Hargen 8,000
Holding Co. 29,500
Abernathy 67,098

Total 538,243

Although the record does not contain a comp ete history of

the outstanding receivables, the record does dis lose the

following loans made by Int'l Films through April 1981:

Inter Alia Investments
10/26/73 $140,000
12/16/77 Principal payment (10,000)
03/27/78 Principal payment (51000)
Balance 125|,000

Elk Investment
11/09/76 76,500

Claude M. Ballard
07/27/78 9,500
08/14/79 8,784
Balance 18,284

CMB Cinema Trust
10/29/74 10.,000
12/23/75 21,500
04/12/76 8,200
05/27/76 19,000
12/16/77 2,200
11/01/78 3,000
04/81/81 4,000
Balance 6 ,900

CMB Cinema Trust II
09/29/75 1 ,500
08/25/76 ,100
12/16/77 ,400
Balance 17,000
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Robert W. Lisle
10/31/75 10,000
07/27/78 9,500
03/14/79 8,784
Balance 28,284

RWL Cinema Trust
10/29/74 15,000
05/27/76 5,000
Balance 20,000

RWL Cinema Trust II
11/25/75 20,000
04/12/76 18,000
12/16/77 5,000
11/01/78 3,750
03/28/78 4,469
01/04/79 3,000
02/07/80 250
02/23/81 2,750
Balance 57,219

HGA Cinema Trust
12/23/75 52,200
04/12/76 17,000
05/27/76 37,125
03/14/79 5,000
11/08/79 3,500
01/08/80 100
Balance 114,925

Safari Trusts
12/23/75 33,800
06/15/76 64,000
Balance 97,800.

Hargen
07/27/76 8,000

Harold G. Abernathy
05/10/74
09/11/74
01/06/75
Dividend
08/31/74
08/31/75
08/31/76
Balance

(stockholder)
45,000
20,000
40,000

(11,238)
(7,878)

(18,786)
67,098
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Although some of the receivables indicated n interest rate,

there is no evidence that any interest was ever daid, and the

outstanding balances were never'increased to reflect accruing

interest.

In 1987, IRA held 1,500 shares of stock in Int'l Films.

IRA's basis in the Int'l Films stock was $65,000. Additionally,

in 1987, IRA had a $507,648 receivable owing to it by Int'l

Films.

Int'l Films' trial balance sheet for the taxable year ending

8/31/87 showed the following:

Assets
Receivables
Safari Trust $98,450
CMB Cinema Trust 70,650
CMB Cinema Trust II 16, 675
RWL Cinema Trust 21, 500
RNL Cinema Trust II 67, 839
HGA Cinema Trust 133,695
Elk Investment 76,500
Inter Alia 125,000
Hargen 8, 000
HELO 180,800
Ballard 35,784
Ballard II 160, 900
Lisle 28,284
HGA Cinema Trust 67, 098
CMB Cinema Venture 250
Holding Co. 29, 500
Total receivables 1,120,925
Other assets
1984 Development Partnership 55,288
Other taxes 80

Total assets 1,176,293
Liabilities
Cash deficit 60
IRA 507, 64 8
I&F Corp. 774

Total liabilities 508, 4 82
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Stockholder equity
Preferred 150
Common 606
Paid-in capital 655,889
Retained earnings 11,167
Total equity 667,812

IInt'l Films received the HELO receivable in exchange for
the Summit Trust receivable of $96,100 and Basking Ridge Trust
receivable of $84,700.

IRA advanced $60 to cover Int'l Films' cash deficit and

increased the receivable owed by Int'l Films from $507,648 to

$507,708. On December 17, 1987, IRA canceled the $507,708

receivable due from Int'l Films in exchange for (1) the interest

in 1984 Development partnership valued at $55,28839 plus (2)

$1,120,925 of receivables. IRA had transferred the interest in

1984 Development partnership to Int'l Films in 1983. Thus the

notes and partnership interest that Int'l Films transferred to

IRA constituted all of Int'l Films' assets.

IRA apportioned the $507,708 basis in the Int'l Films

receivable among the receivables transferred to IRA from Int'l

Films and the interest in the 1984 Development,. Ltd.,

partnership interest as follows (balance differences are due to

rounding):

39 IRA had transferred the interest in the 1984 Development
partnership as part of the 1983 writeoff. The value of the
interest for that transfer was $86,400.
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Basis Weighthd Basis Int'l Films
Receivable Int'l Films Average IRA Writeoff

Safari $98,450 8.37 $42,495 $55,955
CMB Cinema 70,650 6.01 30,513 40,137
CMB Cinema II 16,675 1.42 7,209 9,466
RWL Cinema 21,500 1.83 9,291 12,209
RWL Cinema II 67,839 5.77 29,295 38,544
HGA Cinema 133,695 11.37 57,726 75,969
Elk Invest. 76,500 6.50 33,001 43,499
Inter Alia 125,000 10.63 53,969 71,031
Hargen 8,000 0.68 3,452 4,548
HELO 180,800 15.37 78,035 102,765
Ballard 196,684 16.72 84,889 111,795
Lisle 28,284 2.40 12,185 16,099
Abernathy 67,098 5.70 28,939 38,159
CMB Cin. Vent. 250 0.02 102 . 148
Holding Co. 29,500 2.51 12,743 16,757
1984 Pship. 55,288 4.70 23,862 31,426

Total 1,176,213 100 507,706 668,507

IRA immediately sold the partnership intereat in 1984

Development, Ltd., for $1,000 and 10 of the note (HELO, Safari, CMB

Cinema Trust, CMB Cinema Trust II, RWL Cinema Tr st, RWL Cinema

Trust II, HGA Cinema Trust, Elk Inve tment Partn rship, Inter Alia,

and Hargen) for $1 each to another Kanter entity MAF, Inc. (MAF),4°

and IRA claimed capital losses on the sal.e or ex hange of such

notes.

As reflected by a memorandum dated July 17,'1987, Freeman

(IRA's president) and Gallenberger agreed that the loans IRA was

holding that had been made to Ballard and Lisle, individually, and

to their respective grantor trusts would be "forgiven". IRA claimed

bad debt deductions with respect to the Ballard hotes, the Lisle

4° MAF was a wholly owned subsidiary of Computer Placement
Services, Inc. (Computer .Placement Services).
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note, and the Abernathy note. IRA's worksheet reflects all of the

1984 sales by IRA of these various interest and accounts as set

forth in the following table:

IRA Worksheet Sale Basis Loss on
Price Average Sale

Safari $1 $42,495 $42,494
CMB Cinema 1 30,513 30,512
CMB Cinema II 1 7,209 7,208
RWL Cinema 1 9,291 9,290
RWL Cinema II . 1 29,295 29,294
HGA Cinema 1 57,726 57,725
Elk Invest. 1 33,001 33,000
Inter Alia �042 1 53,969 . 53,968
Hargen 1 3,452 3,451
HELO _1 78,035 78,034

10 344,990 334,978

1984 Develop. 1,000 23,862 22,862
1,010 368,850 367,840

Ballard . 84,888 84,888
Lisle 12,185 12,185
Abernathy 28,939 28,939

126,012 126,012

CMB Cinema
Vent. 102

Holding Co. 12,743
12,845

Total 507,708 493,852

On December 31, 1987, IRA sold its Int'l Films stock to

Gallenberger for $1. In addition to receiving the Int'l Films

stock, Gallenberger was also given $3,000. As a result of the

transactions, IRA claimed the following losses on its 1987

return: (1) A $65,000 long-term capital loss on 1,500 shares of

Int'l Film stock acquired October 2, 1976, with a basis of
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$65,000 and sold for a price of $zero; (2) a $22 862 long-term

capital loss on its investment in 1984 Developme t, Ltd.,

partnership interest acquired in 1982 having an djusted basis of

$23,962 and a selling price of $1,000; (3) a $13 ,013 bad debt;

(4) a $1,176,670 loss on business notes.

The IRA general ledger for January 1 to Decémber 31, 1987,

shows the following transactions with respect to the receivables:

Holding Co.
Unavailable history. $64,000
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 12,743
New balance 76,743

Int'l Films
Unavailable history 507,648
Int'l Films/loan 10/20/87 60
Payment from Int'l Films AJE 08 (507,708)
New balance 0

HELO
Unavailable history 485,825
Sell N/R to MAF ADJ 32 (485,825)
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 114,870
Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (114,870)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 (7,433)
MAF purchase HELO N/R (1)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 7,4313
ADJ CR ADJ 24 1
New balance O

Safari Trust
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 62,5 0
Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (62,5 0)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 (4,0 8)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 4,0 8
New balance 0
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CMB Cinema Trust
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 44,887
Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (44,887)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 (2,905)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 2,905
New balance O

CMB Cinema Trust II
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 10,594
Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (10,594)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 (686)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 686
New balance O

RWL Cinema Trust
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 13,660
Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (13,660)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 (884)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 884
New balance O

RWL Cinema Trust II
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 43,101
Sold to MAF . ADJ 09 (43,101)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 12 (2,789)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 10 2,789
New balance 0

HGA Cinema Trust
�042Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 84,942

. Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (84,942)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 12 (5,497)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 10 5,497
New balance 0

Elk Investment
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 48,604
Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (48,604)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 (3,145)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 3,145
New balance 0

Inter Alia
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 79,418
.Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (79,418)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 (5,139)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 5,139
New balance 0
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Steve Hargen
Payment from Int'l Films ADJ 08 5,08
Sold to MAF ADJ 09 (5,085)
Int'l Films on amts owed ADJ 10 . (325)
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 32h
New balance

Claude Ballard
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 84,889
W/O worthless notes ADJ 28 (84,88b)
New balance D

Robert Lisle
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 12,18p
W/O worthless notes ADJ 28 (12,185)
New balance 3

Harold Abernathy
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 28,933
W/O worthless notes ADJ 28 (28,93H
New balance

CMB Cinema Venture
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 102
New balance 102

Invest in 1984 Development partnership
Int'l on amounts owed ADJ 10
Sold to MAF ADJ 11
New balance

Invest in Int'l Films
Unavailable history
Int'l Films stock worthless ADJ 34
New balance

32,854
(32,854)

65,000
(65,003)

O

Loss on sale of note receivable
Sold to MAF . ADJ 09 507,608
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 (162,721)
Sell N/R $1 not $10 ADJ 23 90
Sell N/R to MAF ADJ 32 831,692
New balance 1,176,670

Loss on worthless securities
Int'l Films stock worthless AJE 34 65,000
New balance 65,000
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Loss on sale of 1984 Development Partnership
Sold to MAF ADJ 11 31,854
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 (8,992)
New balance 22,862

Bad Debts
W/O worthless notes AJE 28 126,012
N/R-Forest worthless AJE 33 6,000
New balance 132,013

The following journal entries demonstrate the convoluted

accounting Kanter engaged in to record the transactions on its

books:

AJE 08: To record payment of Int'l Films $507,708 receivable

by receipt of 10 receivables from Int'l Films:

Debit Credit

N/R Safari Trust $62,550
N/R CMB Cinema Trust 44,887
N/R CMB Cinema Trust II 10,594
N/R RWL Cinema Trust 13,660
N/R RWL Cinema Trust II 43,101
N/R HGA Cinema Trust 84,942
N/R Elk Inv. 48,604

�042N/R Inter Alia 79,418
N/R Hargen, Karen & Steve 5,083
N/R HELO 114,870
N/R Int'l Films $507,708
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AJE 09: To record the sale of the 10 receivable to MAF for $10

each:

Debit Credit

Due from MAF $100
Loss on sale of notes rec. 507,608
N/R Safari Trust
N/R CMB Cinema Trust
N/R CMB Cinema Trust II
N/R RWL Cinema Trust
N/R RWL Cinema Trust II
N/R HGA Cinema Trust
N/R Elk Inv.
N/R Inter Alia
N/R Hargen, Karen & Steve
N/R HELO

$62,550
44,887
10,594
13,660
43,101
84,942
48,604
79,418
5,083

114,870

AJE 23: To reduce the sale price of the receivables from $10 each

to $1 each:

Debit Credit

Loss on sale of N/R $90
Due from MAF $90

AJE 10: To record the receipt of Int'l Films' 1 84 Development

partnership interest by adjusting the 10 receiv bles transferred

from Int'l Films and sold to MAF creating "negative" receivables:

Debit Credit

Investment in 1984 Dev. Pship $32,854
N/R Safari $4,048
N/R CMB Cinema Trust 2,905
N/R CMB Cinema Trust II 686
N/R RWL Cinema Trust 884
N/R RWL Cinema Trust II 2,789
N/R HGA Cinema Trust 5,497
N/R Elk Inv. 3,145
N/R Inter Alia 5,139
N/R Hargen 329
N/R HELO 7,433
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AJE 11: To record the sale of the 1984 Development partnership

interest to MAF for $1,000:

Debit Credit

Due from MAF $1,000
Invest. in 1984 Dev. pship $32,854
Loss on sale 1984 Dev. Ltd. 31,854

AJE 12: To again adjust assets from Int'l Films (1) to record

receivables from Ballard, Lisle, Abernathy, CMB Cinema Venture,

and Holding Co. and (2) to eliminate the 10 "negative"

receivables, .by reducing the amount of the loss .on the sale of

the 10 receivables to MAF by $162,721 and reducing the amount of

the loss on the sale of the 1984 Development partnership interest

by $8,992:

Debit Credit

Loss on sale of N/R
Loss on sale of Pship 1984 Dev.
N/R Claude Ballard
N/R Robert Lisle
N/R Harold Abernathy (HGA)
N/R CMB Cinema Venture
N/R Holding Co.
N/R Safari
N/R CMB Cinema Trust
N/R CMB Cinema Trust II
N/R RWL Cinema Trust
N/R RWL Cinema Trust II
N/R HGA Cinema Trust
N/R Elk Inv.
N/R Inter Alia
N/R Hargen
N/R HELO

$162,721
8,992

$84,889
12,185
28,939

102
12,743
4,048
2,905

686
884

2,789
5,497
3,145
5,139

329
7,433
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AJE 28: To write off Ballard, Lisle, and Abernat y receivables as

bad debts:

Debit Credit

Bad debts $126,012
N/R Claude Ballard $84,889
N/R R. Lisle 12,185
N/R H. Abernathy 28,939

IRA computed the loss on sale of notes receivable from Int'l

Films sold to MAF:

Sold to MAF ADJ 09 $5. 7,608
Assets from Int'l Films ADJ 12 (1 2,721)
SL N/R $1 not $10 AJE 23 90
Loss on return 3 4,887

IRA computed the money loss on sale of 1984 Development as

follows:

Sold to MAF ADJ 11 $31,854
Assets form Int'l Films ADJ 12 (18,992)
Loss on return 22,862

The adjusting journal entries add losses reported on IRA's

return are summarized in the following chart:



RECEIVABLES
OWED TO INT' L FILMS

AJE 8 AJE 9 AJE 23 AJE 10 AJE 11 AJE 12 AJE 28
SAFARI $98,450 ($62,550) $62,550 $4,048 ($4,048)
CMB CIN 70,650 '444,877) 44,877 2,905 (2,905)
CMB CIN II 16,675 .(10,594) 10,594 686 (686)
RWL CIN 21,500 (13,·660). 13,660 884 (884)
RWL CIN II 67,839 (43,101) 43,101 2,789 (2,789)
HGA CIN 133, 695 (84, 942) 84, 942 5, 4 97 (5, 4 97)
ELK INV 76,500 (48,604) 48,604 3,145 (3,145)

INTER ALIA 125, 000 (79, 418) 79, 418 5, 139 ( 5, 139)
HARGEN 8, 000 (5, 083) 4 , 083 329 ( 329)
HELO 180, 800 (114, 870) 114, 870 7, 433 (7, 433) .

799,109 (507,708) 507,870

BALLARD 196,684
LISLE 28, 284 (84, 889) $84, 889

ABERNATHY 67, 098 (12, 185) 12, 185
CMB CIN VEN 250 (28, 939) 28, 939
HOLDING CO. 29, 500 (102)

321, 816 (12, 7 4 3)

Total 1,120,925

1984 Devi 55, 288 (32, 855) $32, 854

Total 1,176,213

Int'l Films receivable $507,708

Due from MAF ($100) $90 (1,000)

Loss on sale receiv (507,608) (90) 162,720
Loss on sale pship . ( 31, 854) 8, 992

Bad debts
(126, 013)
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In addition to the HELO note acquired from Int'l Films, IRA

had another $485,825 receivable owed by HELO.4¹ This second note

was also sold to MAF along with a $345,869 note .neceivable from

Cedilla Investment Co., one of IRA's subsidiaries, for $1 each,

resulting in an additional $831,692 loss. As of August 31, 1987,

Holding Co. had total assets of $11,h52,887. Ho..ding Co. had the

resources to pay either IRA or Int'l Films when the receivable

was written off.

In addition to the receivables MAF purchased from IRA, MAF

purchased from Kanter for $27,949, a $311,878 promissory note

owing by Victorian Village and a $23,356 promissory note from S.

Block for $1. Kanter sold these promissory notes to MAF to

create a $307,284 loss for tax purposes. By sel ing the notes,

Kanter claimed the loss as having been realized y way of a sale

or exchange rather than as bad debt losses.

MAF neither inquired into nor independently ascertained the

value of the purchased promissory notes. MAF di not examine and

consider a particular note's collectibility or the

creditworthiness of its maker or obligors. MAF. ater wrote off

the notes as uncollectible.

By the end of 1987, neither Ballard nor Lis e owed any

portion of their original "loans" to aling $196, 48 and $28,284,

By Sept. 1, 1985, HELO was no longer a subs diary of Holding
Co.
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respectively, to either IRA or Int'l Films. CMB Cinema Ventures

no longer owed $250 to either IRA or Int'l Films. Likewise,

Ballard's and Lisle's grantor trusts' original "loans" totaling

$357,464 were no longer owed to IRA or Int'l Films.

In 1987, Ballard reported $2,400,252 total income on his

Federal income tax return. Included in the $2,400,252 was

$212,309 interest and dividend income and $1,018,367 capital gain

income. In 1987, Ballard had the resources to pay either IRA or

Int'l Films the "loans" owing by him and his grantor trusts. In

1987, when IRA wrote off Ballard's "receivable" as worthless,

Ballard did not report the discharge of this indebtedness as

income on his 1987 return or on subsequent returns.

In 1987, Lisle reported $746,923 total income on his Federal

income tax return. Included in the $746,923 was $255,707

interest and dividend income. In 1987, Lisle had the resources

to pay either IRA or Int'l Films the "loans" that he had received

individually and.through his trusts. In 1987, when IRA wrote off

Lisle's "receivable" as worthless, Lisle did not report the

discharge of this indebtedness as income on his.1987 return or

subsequent returns. In 1988, the year after IRA wrote off loans

owing by Lisle and his trusts (RWL Cinema, RWL Cinema IÍ, and

Basking Ridge), IRA made another "loan" to the RWL Cinema Trust

in the amount of $6,000. In addition, KWJ, Inc., or Kanter
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continued to "lend" money in 1989 and again in 1990 to Lisle's .

RWL Cinema Trust.

Neither Ballard, Lisle nor their trusts paid any interest to

Int'l Films on the "loans" to them which were subsequently

written off as worthless or sold for $1 by IRA. There were no

notes or any other loan documentation evidencing the purported

loans to Ballard, Lisle, and their trusts.

On March 8, 1989, approximately 2 years aftler Int'l Films

transferred $1,120,889 of "receivables" to IRA,.Int'l Films filed

for bankruptcy. At the time of the bankruptcy fiiling,

Gallenberger was the vice president of Int'l Films and owned 100

percent of its stock. At the time of Int'l Filds' bankruptcy,

Int'l Films owed debts to the following credito s:

Creditors Reason Amount
IRS 1984 taxes $5,500
Kanter Legal services 750
Neal Gerber & Eisenberg Legal services 550
Personal Service Corp. Services 700
I&F Corp. . Services 775

Total $8,275

Question 15 of the Statement of Financial Affairs for Debtor

Engaged in Business attached to Int'l Films' Voluntary Petition

for Bankruptcy asked:

Accounts and other receivables:

Have you assigned, either absolutely or as security,
any of your accounts of other receivables during the
year immediately preceding the filing of the original
petition herein? (If so, give names and addresses of
assignees)?
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In response to this question, Gallenberger answered "No. "

The transfer and write-off of the receivables shown in the

following series of diagrams:

1983 Step 1:

IRA HELO RECEIVABLE 35 OA0T5 IRA BEA RITCH TRUST RECEIVABLE

IRA BASKING RIDGE RECEIVABLE
CREATED

IRA SUMMIT RECEIVABLE
CREATED

IRA LISLE RECEIVABLE
CREATED

. IRA BALLARD RECEIVABLE
; CREATED

$ 3 IRA

BALLARD

HELO
HELO SUMMIT RECEIVABLE

ELIMINATED

HELO BÁ$KING RIDGE RECEIVABLE
ELIMINATED
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1983 Step 2:

dse IRA SUMMIT RECEIVABLE
ELIMINATED

IRA IFI RECEIVABLE . ¤X�2547UQ IRA BASKI 4G RIDGE RECEIVABLE
INCREASED ELIM NATED

I

11 RECETVABI

El N E 5 E

C$TÓb cp; IRA LISL RECEIVABLE
ELIMdNATED

753,000TUC2C IRA BALL RD RECEIVABLE
ELIMENATED

1984 \
DEVEL

IRA

1984
DEVEL

INT' L FILMS IFI BALLARD RECEIVABLE INCREASED
(IFI) 3gry IFI LISLE RECEIVABLE INC REASED

= FI BASKING RIDGE RECEIV iBLE CREATED/ELIMINATED

IFI SUMMIT RECEIVABLE CREATED/ELIMINATED

IFI HELO RECEIVABLE CREATED

.HELO

' I
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1987 Step 1:

E 24 % og w IRA RECEIVABLES CREATED

SP35EK 1984

DEVEL

$6 J, 504 DISAPPEARS

1984
. . . ..... ...... . DEVEL

...a.x .a . _..a..o IFI RECEIVABLES ELIMINATED
(IFI)
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1987 Step 2:

SAFARI R |CEIVABLE
/ CMB CINE RECEIVABLE

LISLE RECEIVABLE
BALLARD RECEIVABLE RA RWL CINE RECEIVABLE
ABERNATHY RECEIVABL J RWL CINE II RECEIVABLE

HGA CINEMA RECEIVABLE

ELK INVEÑT RECEIVABLE
INTER ALdA RECEIVABLE

$270,700 HARGEN R CEIVABLE
HELO RECÉIVABLE

R DEIVABLES CEDILLA INVEST RECEIVABLE
HELO REChIVABLE

$12

984 \
ER§S1* $RN62*LOSS--/ DEVEL

INT' L FILMS
(IFI)

$ 000

GALLENBERGÉR - INT' L FILMM

1984
DEVEL

CEDILLA INVEST RECEIVAB
MAF HELO RECEIVABLE

/ SAFARI RECEIVABLE
dERRlWIIBMEERI CMB CINEMA RECEIVA 3LE

CMB CINEMA II RECE CVABLE
. RWL CINEMA RECEIVATILE
RWL CINEMA II RECE VABLE
HGA CINEMA RECEIVA14LE

$27, 950 ELK INVEST RECEIVAHLE
INTER ALIA RECEIVAúLE
HARGEN RECEIVABLE
HELO RECEIVABLES

KANTER
~ 6 * * ©ù VICTORIAN VILLAGE RECEIVABLE

$307,2Ñ LOSS BLOCK RECEIVABLE

311, 878 VICTORIAN VILLAGE RECEIVAB

$23, 356 BLOCK RECEIVABLE J
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C. Payments to Holding Co. and Its Subsidiaries

After Ballard and Lisle left Prudential, Lisle began working

for Travelers. Schaffel paid IRA $213,750, 50 percent of the

fees he earned from the first Travelers' financing approved by

Lisle. After the first payment, Schaffel failed to pay Kanter on

succeeding projects financed by Travelers. After discussions

with Lisle, Schaffel agreed to make payments to Kanter, but under

a different arrangement. Kanter directed Schaffel to make the

payments to Holding Co. Schaffel paid Holding Co. $600,000 in

1984, $1,160,000 in 1985, and $1,003,500 in 1986 for transactions

with Travelers.

Frey and Essex made the following payments to Holding Co.,

during the years 1981 through 1989:

Year Frey Essex Total
1981 $80,616 -- $80,616
1982 -- $70,538 70,538
1983 16,200 64,125 80,325
1984 113,827 109,013 222,840
1985 256,557 98,325 354,882
1986 -- 65,835 65,835
1987 33,570 98,753 . 132,323
1988 -- 96,188 96,188
1989 -- 42,332 . 42,332

Total 500,770 645,099 1,145,879

The following diagram shows the money paid to IRA and

Holding Co. by Schaffel for the Travelers financing transactions,

and by Essex and Frey to Holding Co. and Zion:
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HOLDING CO ESSEX

FREY

D. Distributions to Kanter

Kanter had funds in both the Ad inistration Co. Special E

Account and the Special Account. Adininistration Co. paid some of

Kanter's business and personal expenses out of Kanter's funds in

these accounts. During 1982 Kanter recei,ved the following

amounts. from the payers or sources indicated:

Payer/Source Funds Received
Holding Co. $787,:129
Computer Placement Service 40,000
Special E Account 190,078
Special Account 286, 000
Total $1, 303, 207

In 1983, Administration Co. paid $143,489 in employee

compensation and distributed over $500, 000 as nonemployee

compensation, including $400, 000 to the Rainbow Trusts (Rainbow

Trust Nos. 1-25) . Prior to 1987, Adiministration Co. 's assets

consisted primarily of cash and receivables. For example, for

the years 1983, 1984, and 1986, Administration Co. listed the

following assets on its tax returns:
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Fiscal Cash Current Assets Total
Year on Hand (Notes Receivable) Assets

6-30-83 $77,735 $ 998,118 $1,117,457
6-30-84 23,941 4,501,125 4,577,701
6-30-86 55,821 4,365,144 4,512,704

Some of Administration Co.'s receivables represented money

distributed to Kanter or trusts for the benefit of his family.

For example, in 1984, Administration Co. distributed $660,000 to

Kanter that was recorded as a receivable. Administration Co.'s

trial balance for the twelve months ended 6/30/84 reflects the

following notes receivable from Kanter and his grantor trusts:

Entity Amount
Everglades Trust 1-5 $23,595
Everglades Trust 2 1,000
Everglades Trust 3 1,000
Everglades Trust 4 1,000
Kanter, Burton W. 660,845
Total $687,440

As of January 1, 1987, Kanter's general ledger indicated

that Administration Co. had distributed a total of $1,056,751 to

him. By the end of Administration Co.'s fiscal year ended June

30, 1987, its total assets were as follows:

Fiscal Cash Current Assets Total
Year on hand (Notes Receivable Assets
6-30-87 $ 100 $6,929 $63,880

Administration Co.'s return for the year ended June 30,

1987, was the last return filed for Administration Co. Although

the receivables on Administration Co.'s books decreased, as of

October 31, 1987, Kanter still had an outstanding loan from

Administration Co. in the amount of $1,346,641.
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Administration Co. filed for bankruptcy. Sometime in either

1987 or 1988, during the bankruptcy proceedings, Gallenberger

gave to Kanter Administration Co. 's records, including

Administration Co. 's bank statements and canceled checks and the

records related to Kanter, IRA, and Holding Co. The documents

were never returned by Kanter to Gallenberger. The records would

show the amount of moneys in Administratiori Co. 's accounts held

for Kanter and the related Kanter entities. Adninistration Co. 's

bankruptcy was terminated on April 19, 1988.

During Administration Co. ' s bankruptcy, a new company called

Administrative Enterprises began its operations. By the. end of

the year December 31, 1987, Administrative Entekprises filed its

initial return, which reported cash on hand of $11,548 and

current assets (receivables) of $100.

For each of the years 1979 through 1989, Kanter filed his

individual Federal income tax returns which reported adjusted

gross income and income taxes paid as follows:

Adjusted Gross :ncome
Year Income (Loss) Tax Paid
1978 ($44,386) $ 1,671
1979 (105,084) --
1980 (155,026) --
1981 (53,614) --
1982 (287,536) --
1983 (819,449) --
1984 (804,482) --
1985 (954,695) --
1986 (1,529,213) --
1987 (2, 004, 257) --
1988 (1,340,459) --
1989 (1,331,576) --
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Kanter paid no Federal income taxes for an 11-year period,

and only minimum tax in 1978 of $1,671. However, he did pay

self-employment tax for the years 1978 ($1,434), 1979 ($1,855),

1980 ($2,098) and 1983 ($3,338).

E. Examination of Petitioners' Returns

In November 1989, the Internal Revenue Service began an

examination of Kanter's income tax returns. Several years were

under examination.

In connection with the investigation of IRA for 1987, an IRS .

agent received documents from Gallenberger and Kanter. The types

of documents which the agent received included financial records,

billings, invoices, expense items and various accounting records

and corporate records. The agent reviewed the records to

determine who the shareholders of IRA were in 1983. The records

indicated that the shareholders of IRA for the year 1983 were:

�042The Ballard Family Trust; The Lisle Family Trust; Weisgal as

trustee of the Bea Ritch Trust; and Schott. IRA's minute books

reflected that, as of 1984, the only shareholder of IRA was .the

Bea Ritch Trusts.

Pursuant to a summons to testify, Ballard was interviewed by

IRS agents in February of 1990 at his residence in Florida. At

the time of the interview, Ballard was not under audit. Ballard

understood that he was not under audit and testified under oath.
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The purpose for the interview was to ask Ballard questions about

Kanter's transactions involving Ballard.

Sometime after the interview, Ballard's and Lisle's returns

also were audited. The group of examining agents auditing the

returns of Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle encountered difficulties

because of the numerous entities related to Kanter involving

transactions with him.

The investigation expanded. The IRS began interviewing more

and more witnesses. By November of 1989, the Criminal

Investigation Division (CID) was conducting an investigation.

In February 1990, Kanter sent letters to Ballard's and

Lisle's children terminating the payments they had been

receiving. In Kanter's letter, he.stated that the Ballard and

the Lisle children had not done anything for a number of years

and blamed Freeman for continuing o have paid them. On November

20, 1990, Lisle wrote a letter to Kanter explaining to Kanter.the

reasons why he managed Carlco for no compensation. Lisle stated

that there could have been a conflict of interest with Travelers,

and it was "a learning experience managing a municipal bond

fund." He told Kanter that he was going to begin charging a fee

because what he was doing took mor of his time. Likewise, after

Ballard was interviewed by the IRS in 1990, Ballard began taking

a salary from TMT.
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By letter dated December 17, 1992, Kanter wrote Ballard

regarding an obligation purportedly due by Ballard to Int'l Films

in the amount of $196,684. In the letter, Kanter requested that

Ballard pay $120,000 in satisfaction of this prior obligation, to

"simply avoid any controversy with me or anyone else." The

$196,684 was the amount that had been written off by IRA as a bad

debt in 1987.

During the audit of Kanter's 1987 and 1988 returns, the IRS

requested information including data pertaining to transactions

with the Five. The documents produced by Kanter during the audit

were in many instances incomplete with many missing pages.

Moreover, no documents pertaining to the $1,345,641 that Kanter

received as a loan from Administration Co. were provided.

Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle did not produce the records sought by

the IRS in connection with the business entities relating to

them. Nor did the IRS receive records voluntarily from any of

the entities that had.transactions with them. The records that

were produced generally were relevant only to Schedule A

substantiation items, such as records related to charitable

contributions.

As a result of petitioners' failure to produce documents

voluntarily, the complexity of the transactions involved, and the

number of entities involved, the IRS issued summonses in order to

obtain the necessary documents and information to conduct the
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examination. Numerous summonses were issued to Kanter, Ballard,

and Lisle, as well as to many of t e entities involved.

The IRS issued the following summonses to the following on

the dates indicated:

Summons issued to
Claude Ballard
Linda Gallenberger

In the matter of
Claude & Mary Ballard

Linda Gallenberger
In the matter of
Robert Lisle & Donna.Lisle

Linda Gallenberger
In the matter of
Claude & Mary Ballard

Donna Lisle
Linda Gallenberger
Robert Lisle
Linda Gallenberger, Officer
Principal Service Corp.
In the matter of
Robert Lisle & Donna Lisle

Principal Service Corp.
In the matter of
Burton & Naomi Kanter

Mildred Schott
In the matter of
Burton & Naomi Kanter

Tax Year Date of Summons
1984 July 25, 1991
1984 January 10, 1991

1984 January 10, 1991

1984 January 10, 1991

1984 July 30, 1991
1984 January 10, 1991
1988 July 30, 1991
1984 January 10, 1991

1983, October 1, 1990
1985-1988

1983, April 30, 1990
1985-1988

Summonses were also served on Administrat:ve Enterprises,

Principal Services, Zion, and BK Childrens Trust.

The summons to Ballard dated July 25, 199 , requested, in

part, documents in his possession lpertaining t TMT, IRA, and the

Orient Trust.

One of the summonses to Gallenberger date January 10, 1991,

in the matter of Ballard, requested, in part, documents in her

possession pertaining to TMT, KWJ Co., Sherwood Associates,
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Orient Trust, Essex Hotel Management, and all documents

evidencing loans to and from the Ballards with TMT. The other

summons to Gallenberger dated January 10, 1991, in the matter of

Ballard, requested, in part, documents in her possession

pertaining to IRA, KWJ Co., Sherwood Associates, Essex Hotel

Management, Int'l Films, and all documents evidencing loans to

and from the Ballards with IRA.

The summons to Gallenberger dated January 10, 1991, in the

matter of Lisle, requested, in part, documents in her possession

pertaining to IRA, Int'l Films, KWJ Co., Sherwood Associates,

Essex Hotel Management, and all documents evidencing loans to and

from the Lisles with IRA.

The other summons to Gallenberger dated January 10, 1991, in

the matter of Lisle, requested, in part, documents in her

possession pertaining to Carlco, Christie Trust, KWJ Co.,

�042Sherwood Associates, and Essex Hotel Management and loans between

Carlco and the Lisles.

The summons to Donna Lisle dated July 30, 1991, requested,

in part, documents in her possession as officer of Carlco

pertaining to Carlco, IRA, and the Christie Trust.

The summons to Lisle dated July 30, 1991, requested, in

part, documents in his possession pertaining to Carlco, IRA,

Christie Trust, and loans between Lisle and IRA, Carlco, and

Christie Trust.
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The summons to Gallenberger as an officer of Principal

Services dated January 10, 1991, requested, in part, documents in

Principal Services's possession pertaining to Carlco, Christie

Trust, and loans related to Lisle.

The summons to Principal Services dated October 1, 1990,

requested, in part, documents pertaining to Pr ncipal Service

Corporation, IRA and its subsidiaries, Holding Co. and its

subsidiaries, BWK, Inc., and the Bea Ritch Tru ts. The summons

requested production of the cash receipts, cash disbursement

journals, general ledgers and ledgers for all ank accounts

including the Special E account. The summons 1so requested

production of documents pertaining to any corpóration or

partnerships in which Kanter, his family or fa ily trusts were

shareholders.

The summons to Schott dated April 30, 199 , requested, in

part, documents pertaining to Cedilla Company, IRA and its

subsidiaries, Kanter, Ballard, Lisle, Schaffel Frey, Weaver, KWJ

Corp., Motor Hotel Management Inc., Essex Hote Management Co.,

and Schnitzer-PMS.

The documentation sought in the summonses served on

petitioners, Principal Services, Linda Gallenberger on behalf of

Principal Services, and Mildred Schott was rel vant to the issues

in these cases. Petitioners, Gallenberger, Principal Services,

and Schott did not voluntarily turn over documents and
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information listed on the summonses to the agents during the

audit.

None of the above information requested was produced

pursuant to the summonses. In fact, petitioners did not produce

anything in response to the summonses, including documents

evidencing loans between themselves and the various entities.

Principal Services maintained Kanter's personal records, the

records of his family entities and trusts, the records of IRA and

Holding Co. Kanter controlled Principal Services and

Gallenberger. During discovery in these cases, respondent

requested receipts and disbursement journals for Holding Co. for

all of the years at issue. Kanter first promised to produce

Holding Co.'s books and records in the possession of Principal

Services and then, in early February 1994, notified respondent

that the Holding Co. was a third-party over which he had no

e control. Initially, Gallenberger had in her possession the

records of Holding Co. for the years 1986, 1987, and 1988. After

respondent requested production of the Holding Co. records,

Kanter never asked Gallenberger for them. At some point,

however, she turned those records over to Kanter.

On April 1, 1994, the Government sought enforcement of four

summonses that had been served in 1990 and 1991 on Administrative

Enterprises, Principal Services, Zion, and BK Childrens Trust

(which is one of the twenty-five trusts which comprise the Bea
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Ritch Trust group). See United States v. Administration Co., 74

AFTR 2d 94-5252, 94-2 USTC par.50,479 (N.D. Ill. 1994). On April

4, 1994, the District Court issued an order to show cause why the

Kanter-related entities should not be compelled to obey the four

summonses. I

In connection with the instant cases, Gallenberger was

served by respondent with a discovery subpoena to produce

documents. On May 18, 1994, Gallenberger appeared at the

deposition without the requested documents. At the deposition,

Gallenberger stated that she did not have the records because of

a 3-year retention policy. Even under Gallenbe ger's alleged

records retention policy, however, documents of an individual or

entity under audit were not destroyed until the audit was

completed.

On the following day, May 19, 1994, a hear ng was held in

the District Court on the Government's moti.on to enforce the

administrative summonses. At the hearing, Weisdal, who was

served as the named trustee of the BK Childrens Trust, admitted

that, after he received the summons, some of the documents,

including documents relating to the Kanters, had been turned over

to Administration Co. and that some had been discarded as part of

a 3-year record retention and discaËd policy.

Gallenberger, who had been served with summpnses as

president of Administration Co., Principal Servibes, and
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Administrative Enterprises, also admitted at the hearing that she

disposed of some documents after she received the IRS summons and

claimed that documents relating to Administration Co. were never

returned to her from bankruptcy counsel.42 On May 20, 1994, the

District Court ordered the records sought by the summonses be

produced to the IRS by May 24, 1994. United States v.

Administration Co., 74 AFTR 2d 94-5252, 94-2 USTC par. 50,480

(N. D. Ill. 1994) .

Although Gallenberger appeared, testified, and produced

some documents on May 24, 1994, in accordance with the District

Court's order, she did not search all of the approximately 52

filing cabinets of records in her possession, but instead looked

in every fifth or seventh file. The Government filed another

motion on June 10, 1994, and, on June 22, 1994 a hearing was

held. See United States v. Administration Co., 74 AFTR 2d 94-

5256, 94-2 USTC par. 50,480 (N.D. Ill. 1994). At this second

hearing, Gallenberger admitted that Principal Services operated

42 During the bankruptcy proceeding for Administration Co., the
only documents that bankruptcy counsel for Administration Co. may
have received from Administration Co. were copies of its tax
returns. He received none of the books and records of the
clients of Administration Co. The documents sought by the
summons which was the subject of the summons enforcement
proceeding did not ask for the tax returns of Administration Co.
The summons sought the books and records relating to transactions
involving the Kanters for the years 1983, 1985, 1986, 1987 and
1988. These records were not given to the bankruptcy counsel.
They were given to Kanter.
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much like a registered agent and a document re ository, but

existing primarily for the Kanters' benefit. Gallenberger knew

that most of the documents held by Principal Services were

related to Kanter entities. The District Court concluded that

Gallenberger's sampling of documents did not discharge her duty

to make all reasonable efforts to comply with t e court's order.

Finding a "glaring deficiency in her compliance, " the District

Court held Gallenberger in contempt of court an granted her

until July 1, 1994 to comply fully with the court's order. E

at 5258, 94-2 USTC ¶50, 480 at 85,.770. Gallenbe ger complied with

the District Court's order of June 22, 1994, bu appealed the

order to the Court of Appeals for the Seventh C4rcuit. The Court

of Appeals affirmed the District Court's order n United States

v. Administrative Enters., Inc., 46 F.3d 670 (7 h Cir. 1995).43

The trial of these cases commenced on June 13, 1994. At the

start of the trial, respondent's counsel indica ed that subpoenas

duces tecum had been served on various entities for documents

that were to be produced at that time. Counsel for IRA and

Kanter informed the Court that the subpoenas recuesting documents

from IRA, BWK, Inc., Carlco, and TMT had been s rved on

Gallenberger, but that Gallenberger was not the custodian of the

43 The Court of Appeals stated: "It is appare t that the
Government is interested in transactions in which Kanter and his
family and their investment vehicles are involvhd and not just in
the terms of the custodianship arrangement." Uhited States v.
Administrative Enters., Inc., 46 F.3d 670, 673 7th Cir. 1995).
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records. Rather, Kanter was the custodian of the records.

Respondent immediately served Kanter with a subpoena requesting

records relating to Holding Co. and its subsidiaries, IRA and its

subsidiaries, Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. The subpoena requested

corporate minute books, corporate minutes, articles of

incorporation and all amendments thereto, stock registers stock

certificates, certificates of authority, bylaws and all

amendments thereto, and all subscription agreements and

agreements thereto. In addition to the books and records,

respondent also requested production of documents reflecting the

ownership of IRA, Holding Co., Carlco, TMT, and BWK.

Specifically, respondent requested production of the following

original documents:

All books, records or other documents evidencing the
ownership of the following entities: IRA, Holding Co.,
Carlco, TMT, BWK, . . . including but not limited to
stock ledgers and records of stockholders.

Although Kanter produced some documents, many records were

not produced. Absent from the record are resolutions by the

board of directors of Carlco and TMT setting forth the

preferences of the preferred stock.

With respect to Holding Co., Kanter produced Holding Co.

trial balances only for the years 1980 and 1981. Respondent had

from prior audits partial general ledgers of Holding Co. for

1983, 1984, and 1985, and partial trial balances of Holding Co.

for 1983, and 1984. There are no receipts and disbursement
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journals, general ledgers, or trial balances f r Holding.Co. for

the years 1980, 1981, 1982, 1985 (partial), 19 6, 1987, 1988, and

1989. Respondent sought the records because t e Five made

payments to Holding Co. during those years.

When the trustees of Kanter'sifamily trus s, Baskes and

Weisgal, were asked to produce documents, they, likewise, failed

to do so on the ground that they did not have the requested

information in their possession.

Gallenberger took the position that a request for documents

in the possession of Principal Services was a request for the

documents of Principal Services, and not the re ords maintained

by Principal Services for Kanter or Kanter-related entities. She

claimed that Principal Services had a policy of refusing to turn

documents over to anyone other than the owner.

OPINION

By this point, the complexity of these cases is apparent.

That complexity is reflected in the sheer magni ude of the record

and is exacerbated by the contentiousness of the parties. The

trial in these consolidated cases lasted almost 5 weeks, and

produced a transcript of 5,411 pages. The partles' combined

briefs contain 4,668 pages and address over 40 ssues. We have

plodded through thousands of exhibi s containing hundreds of

thousands of pages. Not surprisingly, our task of finding the

facts has been laborious and frequently frustrating.
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Unless otherwise indicated, references hereinafter to

petitioners are to Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter, collectively.

I. Position of the Parties

Respondent contends that the payments made by the Five to

the various Kanter entities were kickbacks paid to petitioners

for their influence and assistance in acquiring business with

Prudential, Travelers, and others. Specifically, respondent

alleges that (1) when Ballard and Lisle were employed by

Prudential, petitioners received kickbacks from the Five that

petitioners agreed to split 45 percent each to Ballard and Lisle

and 10 percent to Kanter (the Prudential transactions), (2) when

Lisle worked for Travelers, Lisle and Kanter received kickbacks

that were split 90 percent to Lisle and 10 percent to Kanter (the

Travelers transactions), and (3) Kanter alone received kickbacks

for transactions that were not necessarily related to Prudential

and Travelers (the Kanter transactions) .

Respondent contends that the payments constituted income to

petitioners that they failed to report on their Federal income

tax returns. It is asserted that the payments related to the

Prudential transactions are taxable 45 percent each to Ballard

and Lisle and 10 percent to Kanter, the payments related to the

Travelers transactions are taxable 90 percent to Lisle and 10

percent to Kanter, and the payments related to the Kanter

transactions are taxable 100 percent to Kanter. In the
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alternative, respondent asserts that, if any of the payments

related to the Prudential and Travelers transactions are not

taxable to Ballard and Lisle, the payments are 1:axable 100

percent to Kanter.

Respondent maintains that Kanter, in carry ng out the

Prudential and Travelers schemes, routed the ki kback payments

through IRA and Holding Co., two entities that e controlled, to

conceal from Prudential and Travelers (Ballard's and Lisle's

employers) the fact that Ballard and Lisle were receiving

kickbacks. As a further part of the Prudential kickback scheme,

respondent argues, Kanter later directed and al]ocated much of

the kickbacks IRA received from the Five to IRA's subsidiaries,

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., roughly in accordande with the

respective 45-45-10-percent split agreed to by dallard, Lisle,

and Kanter. In doing this, respondent claims that Ballard,

Lisle, and Kanter each then controlled and'managed his respective

share of the kickbacks from the Prudential scheme. Although

Ballard's and Lisle's purported shares of the kickbacks were not

immediately paid to them, respondent asserts that substantial

funds eventually were either paid out or provid d to them and

their families through "loans" and "consulting ayments" to their

children.

Respondent argues that IRA, its subsidiaries Carlco, TMT,

and BWK, Inc., and Holding Co. were sham or du y corporations
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that should not be recognized as separate taxable entities. In

the event the Court decides that the corporations were not sham

or dummy corporations, respondent argues in the alternative that

petitioners are taxable on the income under the assignment of

income doctrine or pursuant to section 482.

Petitioners, on the other hand, dispute respondent's

characterization of such payments as kickbacks and their

attribution to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle. Petitioners deny that

any kickback schemes existed and contend that the payments from

the Five were properly taxable to IRA, Holding Co., or one of

their subsidiaries. Petitioners contend that all of the payments

were reported on the respective tax returns of IRA and Holding

Co. during the years at issue and that such income was properly

taxab.le to IRA, Holding Co., and/or their subsidiaries, and not

to Ballard, Lisle, and/or Kanter, as respondent asserts.

Petitioners contend that the corporations were not shams and

that the assignment of income doctrine and section 482 are

inapplicable.

II. Omitted Income

Since all of the payments by the Five were made to entities

associated with and controlled by Kanter, and, from there, the

payments flowed through to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle, it is

appropriate to consider first whether the payments made to

Kanter's entities are attributable to petitioners, because if we
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conclude that such payments were not attributab e to them, it

follows that such payments or portions thereof re attributable

to the entities that received the payments.

A. The Transactions

We begin by examining the transactions at issue.

1. The Hyatt Payments

In a joint venture with others, Prudential built the

Embarcadero Hotel and sought a management compar.y to operate it.

Originally, only Webb and Intercontinental were considered for

the management contract on the hotel. Although Hyatt had

successfully negotiated the managemënt contract for the Houston

Hyatt Hotel, in which Prudential was involved, isle was not

interested in having Hyatt bid on the management contract for the

Embarcadero Hotel. Pritzker offered to pay 10 percent of the

management fees to Weaver if he could get Prudential to 'award the

contract to Hyatt. Weaver then con inced Lisle to allow Hyatt to

bid on the contract.

Representatives of the hotel's owners, including Lisle and

Ballard representing Prudential, then met with W bb and Pritzker

to obtain bids on the management contract. Apparently, since

Intercontinental was not represented at the meeting,

Intercontinental either withdrew or was eliminat d from

consideration prior to the meeting. Webb refuse to submit a bid

at the meeting because he thought he had previou ly been promised
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the contract. Hyatt submitted the only bid and was subsequently

awarded the contract. Hyatt then executed a written agreement

with Weaver's KWJ Corp. dated February 25, 1971, pursuant to

which Hyatt agreed to pay KWJ Corp. 10 percent of the management

fees Hyatt earned from management of the hotel. The agreement

acknowledged that "KWJ" was the principal factor in bringing

Hyatt Corp. and the owners of the Embarcadero Hotel together and

aiding in the negotiations.

The hotel opened in May 1973. Apparently, Hyatt did not

make a profit the first year, and no payments were made to KWJ

Corp.

In 1975, a dispute arose between Weaver and Hyatt as to

whether KWJ Corp. was entitled to management fees for 1974. The

dispute was settled in November 1975.

Before the dispute was settled, Weaver and Kanter agreed

that Weaver would sell all the stock of KWJ Corp. to IRA. They

executed an agreement dated March 10, 1976, acknowledging the

agreement. The agreement gave IRA the option to purchase the

stock within 4 years for $150,000 plus an amount equal to 30

percent of all payments received by KWJ Corp. from Hyatt after

the purchase. In September 1979, Kanter informed Weaver that he

wanted to proceed with the purchase of the KWJ Corp. stock. The

sale was made effective retroactively to November 1, 1978.
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Petitioners would have us end Jour examinat i.on of the

transaction at this point and hold that the sal was a valid

arm's-length sale of the stock to IRA. The Cou t declines to do

so because it would ignore the true substance of the transaction

and give new meaning to the expression "blind justice". We think

the true substance of the transaction is clearl disclosed when

one follow.s the flow of the money.

The only activity conducted by KWJ Corp. and later the KWJ

Co. partnership, was receiving the Hyatt paymen s. IRA was to

pay $10, 000 of the purchase price in November 1979 and the

balance by August 1980. Hyatt paid over $170,0 0 to KWJ Corp. in

1979. Thus, IRA simply paid the purchase price from the Hyatt

payments.

After paying 30 percent of each of the Hya t payments to

Weaver, the remaining funds were (1) distribute as "consulting

fees" to Ballard's and Lisle's chil ren, (2) filtered along with

other payments from the Five through IRA, Int'l Films, and HELO

as loans to Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter, and (3) distributed to

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. Lisle's control over the Carlco

assets, Ballard's control over the TMT 'assets, ênd Kanter's

control over the BWK, Inc. assets went unfettered. Petitioners

had unrestricted power to use the funds for their personal

benefit and in fact did so.
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The record clearly and convincingly shows that Weaver agreed

to split his Hyatt commissions with Ballard and Lisle in exchange

for their influence in having the management contract awarded by

Prudential and its co-owners to Hyatt. The record also shows by

clear and convincing evidence that Lisle and Ballard agreed to

pay Kanter 10 percent of their share of the payments in exchange

for Kanter's facilitating the concealment and distribution of the

funds. Additionally, the transfer of the stock to IRA allowed

�042petitioners to offset the income from the Hyatt payments with

tax-shelter losses claimed on IRA's consolidated returns. The

entire arrangement was implemented in order to conceal Ballard's

and Lisle's participation from Prudential and Kanter's

participation from Hyatt and to avoid Federal taxes.

When Weaver sent to IRA the 1983 payment from Hyatt for the

management fees earned in 1982, he wrote in the letter dated

March 29, 1983: "Will you please deposit and issue appropriate

checks to the participants." If there was no agreement to split.

the fees with petitioners, we think it more likely that Weaver

would simply have directed IRA to remit to him his 30 percent.

KWJ Corp. had not been liquidated; Carlco, TMT, and BWK were not

"active" (no stock had been issued); and the KWJ Co. partnership

had not yet been formed. We are convinced that the reference to

the "participants" was to Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter, as well as

Weaver.
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Petitioners assert that Ballard and Lisle hid not have the

power to award the contract to Hyatt in part bedause their

positions with Prudential did not give them such authority and in

part because there were others besi es Prudenti l participating

in the project. Although Ballard and Lisle may not have been in

a position to guarantee that the coñtract would be given to

Hyatt, their opinions as Prudential executives would have

influenced the other owners. Certa nly a negat ve opinion with

respect to a bidder would have foreclosed the p ssibility of the

bidder getting the contract. Strum, CEO of the Prudential Realty

Group for Development and Retail Property Investments, testified

that Ballard had the "hierarchy power" either to influence the

selection of contractors or to prevënt a project from going

forward. Initially, Lisle used his "prevention lpower" to keep

Hyatt even from being considered fo the manage ent contract.

Ballard and Lisle may not have had t he power to guarantee that

Hyatt would get the contract, but they did have he power to

guarantee that it would not get the contract.

Kanter claims that he did not now about Hyatt ' s arrangement

with Weaver until Pritzker later as ed him about some language in

the agreement. The copies of the correspondence between Weaver

and Hyatt concerning the dispute over the computation of the fees

were copies that Kanter had in his ecords. He claimed that
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Pritzker gave him the copies in the course of Pritzker's

consulting with him regarding the dispute with Weaver.

The letter acknowledging Weaver's prior understanding that

he would sell all the stock in KWJ Corp. to Kanter's "client"

(IRA) for $150,000 is dated March 10, 1976. Kanter admitted that

he and Weaver had been discussing the sale for some time before

March 10, 1976. At trial he testified that he did not know

whether it was a few months before or a much longer period of

time. Kanter testified that "J.D. [Weaver] needed money and was

clearly unhappy with what might be the interpretation of the

contract in light of his dispute with Abe [Pritzker], and it led

to this letter."

We find Kanter's testimony to be implausible. We find it

incredible that an attorney consulting with a very important

client about a contract dispute would surreptitiously negotiate

with the other party to the contract to purchase essentially the

same contract that was the subject of the dispute and on which

the attorney was giving advice.

We are not convinced that Kanter obtained the copies of

Hyatt's correspondence with Weaver from Pritzker rather than from

Weaver. Kanter was not Hyatt's attorney. He represented the

Pritzker family, but Hyatt had its own attorneys, including

members of the Pritzker family who themselves were attorneys.

Kanter testified that he had very limited involvement with
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respect to the Embarcadero Hotel project and that, although Hyatt

Corp. had full-time tax counsel representing itk there were some

isolated tax questions with which he was involv d. He testified

that, at that time, his office did not do anything but tax work

and he had no involvement with any other part of the project or

contract.

Kanter also claims that Weaver gave IRA 4 ÿears to buy the

stock for two reasons: First, because Weaver n eded the money,

and, second, because Hyatt was attempting to bed:ome privately

owned and Hyatt would not want to disclose the ägreement. Kanter

claimed that the reason Hyatt would not want to disclose the

agreement was because others might expect similqr fee-splitting

arrangements in negotiating for other projects.

Again, Kanter's explanation is implausible. If Weaver

needed the money, we do not think he would agred to put the sale

off for up to 4 years. Furthermore, Hyatt's coritract with KWJ

Corp. already existed. Hyatt either had to disdlose its contract

with KWJ Corp. in accordance with the securities laws or it did

not. We fail to see how the sale of the stock to IRA would

affect the disclosure requirement unless IRA was somehow

considered an interested party or an insider with respect to

Hyatt Corp. We think it more likely that Kanter did not want to

disclose the purchase to Hyatt Corp. or the Pritzkers. In fact,

Kanter did not disclose the purchase of the stock, the
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liquidation of KWJ Corp., or the assignment of the contract

rights to the KWJ Co. partnership until sometime around 1992.

Furthermore, there was no reasonable explanation for

Weaver's selling the stock in KWJ Corp. to IRA for $150,000 plus

an amount equal to 30 percent of all payments received by KWJ

Corp. from Hyatt. Weaver was experienced enough to know that the

contract was worth millions of dollars. By selling the stock, he

effectively gave up 70 percent of the contract rights. It would

have been less costlý to hire another attorney to represent him

in enforcing the agreement. Moreover, if Weaver had expected

Hyatt to make the payments more readily because of Kanter's

relationship to IRA and the Pritzkers, then Weaver would have

notified Hyatt of the sale of the stock. That he did not do.

Instead, he continued to receive the payments from Hyatt which he

then forwarded to IRA. It is clear that Weaver and Kanter

intentionally concealed the sale of the KWJ Corp. stock from

Hyatt until Kanter's relationship with Weaver deteriorated around

1992.

Similarlý, the Court also finds that the "consulting

payments" Kanter arranged to have KWJ Corp., and later the KWJ

Co. partnership, pay to Ballard's and Lisle's children from about

1983 through 1989 were part of the kickback scheme. Although

referred to as "children", they were adults and were all engaged
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in other employment, and no services were performed or expected

of them for these payments.

We hold that the Hyatt payments, less Weaver's 30 percent,

were attributable to services provided by Kanter, Ballard, and

Lisle.

2. The Frey Arrangement

Frey was engaged in the business of converging apartment

complexes into condominiums. Frey agreed to share fees with

Kanter in any project for which Kanter provided investors.

Frey's agreement that he would share development and

management fees with Kanter was formalized in too separate

written agreements each dated October 12, 1981. One agreement

was between Frey and IRA's subsidiaky Zeus, and the other

agreement was between Frey and Holding Co.

The written agreement with Zeus covered development fees and

profits shares from all condominium conversions of property of or

for Prudential, including all prior and future onversions. The

agreement did not provide for termination by either party and did

not require Zeus to provide any funds or servic s.

All of Zeus' income was attribùtable to the payments from

the Frey corporation, interest income, and income from

partnerships. The commission payments from Frey were unrelated

to Zeus' investment in the partnerships. Zeus did not provide

any capital or services for the commission payments. Frey agreed
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to pay Zeus and made the payments because Kanter used his

influence with Ballard and Lisle, who in turn used their

positions of authority at Prudential to influence Prudential in

using Frey as the developer in the conversion of Prudential

properties into condominiums. The payments were accumulated in

Zeus (or distributed as loans) until 1983. In 1983, Zeus

distributed the funds to IRA. In 1984 IRA distributed the funds

to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., effectively distributing the funds

45 percent each to Ballard and Lisle and 10 percent to Kanter.

Frey paid Zeus $103,500 in 1984 and $128,763 in 1985 (totaling

$232,263). Although the money was accumulated in Zeus until it

purchased the preferred stock in Windy City in 1986, IRA

distributed $249,870 to the KWJ Co. partnership as "loans" from

1984 .to 1989.

It is clear that the payments made by Frey to Zeus were for

services provided by Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter.

The second agreëment (between Frey and Holding Co.) applied

to "capital contribution, profits and losses and Developers'

Fees" for all condominium conversions excluding the developers'

fees from Prudential projects that were covered by the agreement

with Zeus. The.agreement could be terminated by either party

with 45 days' prior notice with the termination effective only

with respect to new condominium conversions. Although the second

agreement required Holding Co. to make capital contributions with
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respect to Holding Co's. investment as a partne , it did not

require Holding Co. to make any contributions ok provide any

services in exchange for its share of the devel per fees at issue

in this case. Furthermore, Holding Co. did not pay for its

partnership interest. Rather, Frey paid the ca ital

contributions, and Holding Co. 's sh|are of profi s was reduced by

a portion of the contributions as the profits w re distributed.

Frey paid a portion of his development fees and profit

interest to Holding Co. for Kanter's services o providing other

investors in the projects. Holding Co. did not provide any

services or capital with respect to those fees.

We hold that the payments from Frey to Zeu are attributable

to services provided by Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter, and the

payments to Holding Co. are attributable to services provided by

Kanter.

3. The Schaffel Arrangement

The arrangement between Schaffel and Kanter originated at

the dinner with Ballard and Lisle in New York. At the meeting,

Kanter offered his and "his associates'" help irl obtaining deals

from which Schaffel could earn fees as a broker, provided

Schaffel would agree to pay Kanter half of any broker's fees

Schaffel received from the deals. Schaffel agr ed, and Kanter

helped Schaffel negotiate agreements with Torciyia and Walters.

Pursuant to those agreements, Torcivia and Waltdrs agreed to pay
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Schaffel 1 percent of the gross amount of the contract price of

any construction contract that Schaffel helped obtain for their

companies. Schaffel then executed a letter agreement to pay 50

percent of the fees he received for construction jobs in which

.Kanter or his "associates" had been instrumental or helpful in

obtaining for Torcivia or Walters. Although the letter agreement

.is addressed to IRA, it is clear that the agreement was with

Kanter and the reference to associates was to Ballard and Lisle.

As a result of the introduction to Ballard and Lisle,

Schaffel began doing millions of dollars of business with

Prudential, including construction contracts and financing for

Torcivia and Walters, as well as others. From 1979 to 1983,

Schaffel paid IRA $1,184,876 from these Prudential transactions.

After Ballard and Lisle left Prudential, Schaffel stopped

negotiating .contracts with Prudential. Instead, he began

�042negotiating contracts for Torcivia and Walters with Lisle at

Travelers. Schaffel paid IRA $213,750 from the first Travelers

transaction. After that payment, however, Schaffel stopped

paying IRA a share of the fees he earned on Travelers

transactions. When Kanter contacted Schaffel and inquired as to

why Schaffel was not remitting half the fees from Travelers

transactions to IRA, Schaffel claimed that the prior agreement

related to Prudential transactions did not apply to Travelers

transactions. In the August 28, 1984, letter to Schaffel, Kanter
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asserted that the arrangement should continue because, in his

view, Travelers had replaced Prudential as the principal source

of the transactions because of the "very person el" to whom

Schaffel had been introduced. It is clear that the reference to

personnel was to Ballard and Lisle.

After discussing the situation with Lisle, Schaffel agreed

to resume payments for fees earned on Travelers transactions.

Instead of paying IRA, however, Kanter had Scha fel send the

payments from Travelers transactions to Holding Co.

Ballard and Lisle knew that Kanter had an arrangement with

Schaffel to share in the fees Schaffel earned o certain business

deals, because they were present at the dinner eeting when

Kanter initially proposed and discussed the arràngement with

Schaffel. When Kanter and Schaffel had their d$spute over

whether IRA was entitled to a share; of Schaffel's fees oh

business deals with Travelers, Lisle was concer ed that a lawsuit

between the two might cause problems for Lisle ith Travelers.

Lisle was concerned because he was involved with the arrangement

and benefited from it.

The payments from Schaffel for the Prudential transactions

were accumulated in IRA until the formation of Carlco, TMT, and

BWK, Inc. In 1984, IRA transferred funds to th three new

corporations in a 45-45-10 ratio, effectively transferring 45

percent to Lisle, 45 percent to Ballard, and 10 percent to
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Kanter. It is clear that payments Schaffel made to IRA were in

part for Kanter's service of introducing Schaffel to Ballard and

Lisle, and that Kanter agreed to share the payments with Ballard

and Lisle in a 45-45-10 split.

Although it is,also clear that the payments Schaffel made to

Holding Co. were for Kanter's prior service in introducing

Schaffel to Lisle, the record does not show that the funds flowed

through from Holding Co. to Lisle. The payments at issue do not

include the payments Schaffel made through FPC Subventure. Lisle

included 90 percent of the FPC Subventure payments in the income

reported on his returns. There is no evidence in the record that

Kanter otherwise agreed to share or did share the fees from the

Travelers transactions at issue here with Lisle. Thus, we find

that none of the payments were paid to Lisle for his services.

4. The Schnitzer Arrangement

In 1974, Schnitzer's holding company, Century, purchased

Schnitzer-PMS (Fletcher Emerson at the time) for $1.3 million.

The purchase price was based roughly on five times Fletcher

Emerson's pretax earnings of approximately $250,000." At the

time of the purchase, Schnitzer-PMS had been managing a

relatively small number of Prudential's commercial properties.

44 Walter Ross was senior vice president of finance of Century
Development Corp. at the time of Schnitzer's purchase of Fletcher
Emerson. Ross testified that it was customary in the industry to
base the purchase price of a service corporation such as Fletcher
Emerson on the pretax income of the company.
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Schnitzer wanted to expand Schnitzer-PMS' business, including its

business with Prudential. Schnitzer approached Ballard and

offered to give Prudential a 50-percent interest in Schnitzer-

PMS. Prudential declined the offer.

Although the record shows that Ballard introduced Schnitzer

to Kanter sometime between 1971 and 1976, it is not clear whether

the introduction was made before or after Schnitzer proposed to

give Prudential 50 percent of the Schnitzer-PMS stock. After

Prudential declined Schnitzer's offer and prior to September

1976, Schnitzer and Kanter began discussing Kanter's purchasing

50 percent of Schnitzer-PMS. Kanter indicated that he could

obtain additional business for Schnitzer-PMS through his business

contacts, including his contacts with the Pritzkers. Before

agreeing to the sale of the stock, Schnitzer confirmed with

Ballard that Kanter could bring in business for Schnitzer-PMS.

Kanter and Schnitzer agreed that Schnitzer-PMS would be

recapitalized to provide for preferred stock to e issued to

Century. The preferred stock was entitled to a preferred

dividend equal to the amount of Century's bank lban outstanding

on its original purchase of Fletcher Emerson. C ntury would

receive the preferred stock and 52.5 percent of the common stock,

and Kanter's client (IRA) would purchase 47.5-percent (51.3

shares) of the common stock for $150,000. Altho gh closing was

originally set for October 1976, because of difficulties in
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finalizing the agreement, closing did not take place until

January 1978. IRA paid $50,000 at closing and issued a

promissory note for the $100,000 balance.

Schnitzer's primary objective in selling the 47.5-percent

Schnitzer-PMS interest to IRA was to acquire business from the

Pritzkers and/or Hyatt which he felt could be obtained through

Kanter's influence. By early 1978, although Schnitzer-PMS'

business, in particular its business with Prudential, had greatly

increased, it had not received any business from Hyatt. When

such business was not forthcoming, Schnitzer decided that IRA

should sell back the Schnitzer-PMS stock. Kanter offered to

either sell IRA's stock in Schnitzer-PMS to Century or purchase

from Century Development Corp. its stock in Schnitzer-PMS for

$3.1 million. In November 1979, Century repurchased the 47.5

percent owned by IRA in July 1979 for $3.1 million, payable over

a 10-year period with interest. At the time of the repurchase,

approximately $700,000 remained outstanding on the loan for the

original purchase of Fletcher Emerson.

The payments for the repurchase of the Schnitzer-PMS stock

were accumulated in IRA until the formation of Carlco, TMT, and

BWK, Inc. In 1984, IRA transferred the funds to the three new

corporations in a 45-45-10 ratio, effectively transferring 45

percent to Lisle, 45 percent to Ballard, and 10 percent to
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Kanter. After 1984, IRA continued to distribute the installment

payments to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. in the 45-45-10 ratio.

Respondent asserts that Schnitzer used the sale and

repurchase of the stock as a means of paying a kickback to

Ballard and Lisle for their influence in obtaining business with

Prudential. It is argued that the kickback is evidenced by a

bargain sale price and an excessive repurchase price.

Petitioners argue that the purchase price was not a bargain

purchase because at the time of the purchase, Schnitzer-PMS had

assets with net book value of approximately $20 ,000 and 47.5

percent of that amount would be $95,000.

We do not think, however, that net book value of the

corporation's assets is an appropriåte measure f the value of a

service corporation. We note that when the stock was repurchased

in 1979 for $3.1 million, the corporation had n t assets of

$255,581. Additionally, Schnitzer's purchase p ice of $1.3

million for the Fletcher Emerson stock was based on five times

the pretax income of approximately $250,000. Schnitzer-PMS' 1977

pretax income was $451,347. Five times Schnitzer-PMS' 1977

pretax income of $451,347 is approximately $2.2 million.

Allowing for the value of the preferred stock liquidation

dividend preferences equal to the $1.1 million debt outstanding

on Century's original purchase of Fletcher Emers'on, the value of

Schnitzer-PMS common stock at the time IRA acquired the stock was
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approximately $1.1 million. IRA acquired 47.5 percent of the

common stock with a value of at least $522,500 for $150,000."

Furthermore, IRA paid $50,000 at closing and issued a promissory

note for the $100,000 balance. IRA did not pay the $100,.000

until after Schnitzer told Kanter that he wanted to repurchase

IRA's Schnitzer-PMS stock. Clearly, IRA's purchase of the

Schnitzer-PMS stock was a bargain.

Schnitzer sold the stock to IRA at the bargain price in

exchange for Kanter's promise to use his influence with his

clients, particularly the Pritzkers, to direct business to

Schnitzer-PMS. Schott's and Weisgal's relationships to IRA, as

well as their contacts, were irrelevant. Schnitzer would have

sold the stock directly to Kanter or to any entity that Kanter

wanted to use for the transaction. Moreover, Schnitzer testified

that he would have sold the stock for less than $150,000.

With respect to the repurchase price, Schnitzer-PMS' 1978

pretax income was $832,000. When IRA sold the stock back to

Schnitzer, approximately $700,000 remained outstanding on the

loan for the original purchase of Fletcher Emerson. Based on

five times earnings, at the time of repurchase the entire

Under the stock agreement entered into by Century and IRA
when IRA purchase the Schnitzer-PMS stock, upon the death of the
last to die of Kanter, Weisgal, and Schott, Century had the
option to purchase IRA's stock. The purchase price for IRA's
stock under the agreement was an amount in excess of 8 times
Schnitzer-PMS's average pretax income. Eight times Schnitzer-PMS
pretax income for 1977 is over $3.6 million.
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business was worth approximately $4.2 million (3832,000 x 5);

allowing for the liquidation and dividend prefebences of the

preferred stocks the common stock had a value o roughly $3.5

million ($4.2 million - $700,000), �540ndIRA's 51 3 shares of

common stock had a value of roughly $1.6 millioá ($3.1 million x

47.5 percent)." The Court notes, however, that around the end of

1979'or early 1980, Schnitzer discussed the sale of Schnitzer-PMS

to Minneapolis Honeywell for a price between $1Ë million and $13

million.4' Although Honeywell decided not to pu.:chase Schnitzer-

PMS, we think that when Schnitzer agreed to repttrchase the

Schnitzer-PMS stock from IRA, he thought the stock was worth $3.1

million. Otherwise, he would have sold Century's stock to IRA.

Schnitzer's primary objective in selling the 47.5-percent

Schnitzer-PMS interest to IRA was to acquire business from Hyatt

which he felt could be obtained through Kanter's influence.

Apparently, when Schnitzer negotiatèd the reacquisition of the

stock, he was unaware of the assistance from Ba lard or Lisle for

46 Roland Burrows, chief office and president of Schnitzer-PMS
during the years at issue, testified that the basiness of the
corporation grew at about 25 percent each year antil about 1976.
The rate of growth slowed substantially after tnat time because
of the size of the corporation.

47 Under the stock agreement entered into by Century and IRA
when IRA purchased the Schnitzer-FMS stock, the purchase price
for IRA's stock was an amount in excess of 8 tiMes Schnitzer-
PMS's average pretax income. Eight times Schnitzer-PMS pretax
income from 1976 to 1978 ($533,500) is more than $4.2 million.
Based on that value all of the stock in the corhoration was worth
more than $8 million.
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additional property management business with Prudential. Thus,

although we find that Schnitzer sold the stock to IRA at a

bargain price for Kanter's influence, we cannot say that

Schnitzer intended the payments to repurchase the stock as

kickbacks to Ballard and Lisle.

The flow of the money, however, makes it clear that Kanter

agreed to share the money received from the transaction with

Ballard and Lisle in exchange for their assistance in giving more

Prudential business to Schnitzer-PMS. The increase in the

Prudential business greatly increased the pretax income and,

thus, the value of the Schnitzer-PMS stock. IRA, as with the

other transactions involving the Five, held for the benefit of

Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter the funds received from the repurchase

of its stock in Schnittzer-PMS, and distributed the funds to the

individuals through Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

5. The Eulich/Essex Arrangement

The final arrangement involved petitioners, Eulich, and

Connolly. Eulich was a real estate developer and had known

Ballard and Lisle since at least 1965. Eulich dealt with Ballard

and Lisle in connection with Prudential's financing his

development of real estate. Eulich and Kanter had also known

each other since the late 1960's or early 1970's and had had many

business dealings with each other. Eulich owned a hotel

management company called Eulich-Management. Connolly was an
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employee of another management company that man ged Prudential ' s

Gateway Hotel. Connolly was employed as the in house manager of

Prudential's Gateway Hotel. In 1981, Connolly hreatened to quit

because he wanted an increase in his compensati n. Prudential

began discussing giving the management contract to Connolly.

Ballard introduced Connolly to Eulich. Kahter, Eulich, and

Connolly then organized two corporations, a hotel management

company called Gateway Corp. and Essex Corp. (i 3corporated in

1981). Eulich provided $10,000 for the initial capitalization of

Gateway Corp. Connolly was issued all of the stock of Gateway

Corp., but granted Essex Corp. a 10-year option to purchase 80

percent of the stock.

By February 1, 1982, Gateway Corp. entered into management

contracts with Prudential to operate the Gateway Hotel and the

Midland Hotel (another hotel owned by Prudential). Gateway Corp.

was required by Prudential to provide finangial reports .on the

Gateway Hotel's operations. The full-time employment of

personnel to perform these and other required services would have

been uneconomical, since Gateway Corp. would be managing only one

or two hotels. Therefore, Eulich agreed that employees ,of

Eulich-Management would provide these services f r Gateway Corp.

Eulich, Kanter, and Connolly also formed the Essex

partnership (organized effective January 1, 19821) . Eulich-

Management held a 47.5·-percent interest in Essexl, Connolly a 5-
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percent interest, and Kanter's entities IRA and Holding Co. held

the remaining 47.5 percent (26.125 percent and 21.375 percent,

respectively).

The Essex partnership entered into "Representation and

Marketing" agreements with Eulich-Management and Gateway Corp.,

effective January 1, 1982. The Eulich-Management/Essex agreement

required Eulich-Management to pay to Essex 30 percent of its

management fees from its operation of the Madison Hotel and 43

percent of the fees from its opération of the Allentown Hilton.

The Gateway Corp./Essex agreement required Gateway Corp. to pay

to Essex 75 percent of Gateway Corp.'s management fees from the

operations of the Gateway Hotel and the Midland Hotel.

The Essex partners agreed that Gateway Corp. and Eulich

Management generally would pay the same amount of fees to the

Essex partnership. The partnership's specified percentage of

fees under each consulting and fee participation agreement could

be adjusted and modified if a significant change occurred with

respect to the compensation that Gateway Corp. or Eulich-

Management received under a particular hotel management contract.

Substantially all of Essex's income came from Gateway Corp. and

Eulich-Management.

From 1982 to 1988, Essex received $1,334,601 in commission

fee payments from Gateway Corp. and $1,563,412 from Eulich-

Management. In 1989, Essex received a total of $293,261 from
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Eulich-Management and Gateway Corp. From 1982 0 1989, Essex

distributed $788,452 to IRA, $645,028 to Holdinh Co., $150,899 to

Connolly, and $1,433,551 to Eulich-Management.

IRA accumulated the money paid to it by Es ex until 1983.

In 1983, IRA began distributing the money to Ba lard, Lisle, and

Kanter through Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., in t e 45-45-10 ratio.

On December 31, 1984, IRA transferred its partndrship interest in

Essex to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.k in the 45-<5-10 ratio. IRA

did not inform the Essex partnership of the tradsfer and

continued to receive the payments from Essex an then transferred

the payments to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

Essex had no real business purpose. It had no office,

equipment, or employees and did not perform any services under

the "Representation and Marketing" agreements with Eulich-

Management and Gateway Corp.

Eulich's relationship with Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter was

longstanding. Lisle's son was employed by one of Eulich's

Vantage companies. The Court is convinced that Eulich agreed

that Eulich-Management would participate in the Essex arrangement

and provide services to Gateway Corp. as payment to Kanter,

Lisle, and Ballard for their influence with respbct to other

business directed to Eulich and his corporations. Eulich

testified at trial that he caused.Eulich-Managem nt to

participate in the Essex partnership because he expected that
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Kanter might eventually help Eulich-Management obtain management

contracts for larger hotels.

Although Connolly was an excellent hands-on hotel manager,

he had no experience with the financial or reporting aspects of

managing a hotel. He participated in the formation of Gateway

Corp. and Essex and the financial arrangement because he wanted

more money than he had been receiving from the company managing

the Gateway Hotel. His participation in this activity was solely

at the direction of Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter. Connolly was

nothing more than a pawn of Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle.

Employees of Eulich-Management performed record-keeping and

reporting services for Gateway Corp., but Eulich-Management did

not charge Gateway Corp. for these services. At least 50 percent

of the money received by the Essex partnership came from Eulich-

Management, which in turn received only 47.5 percent of the

�042distributions. Under the arrangement, there was no way Eulich-

Management could ever make a profit by participating in the Essex

arrangement. IRA and Holding Co., on the other hand, never

contributed any money to the Essex partnership and never provided

any services to Gateway Corp. or the Essex partnership, yet

together IRA and Holding Co. received 47.5 percent of the

distributions from Essex.

Eulich-Management received back in the form of partnership

distributions móst of the payments it made to Essex. The net
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effect was that 75 percent of the management fees Prudential paid

to Gateway Corp. was distributed through Essex to Holding Co. and

IRA, and finally to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle. The

"Representation and Marketing" agreements thus nerely served to

disguise payments from the operation of the Gateway and Midland

hotels to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle.

The income to IRA was offset with losses reported on its

consolidated return. The entire convoluted arrangement served to

conceal Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle's interest il the operations

of the hotels from Prudential and to avoid tax.

As with payments made by other members of he Five to IRA,

the payments were accumulated in IRA until the formation of

Carlco, TMT, and BWK Inc. The funds accumulatec in IRA were

distributed in the 45-45-10 ratio to Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.,

and thus, distributed to Lisle, Ballard, and Kanter. The record

does not show that the payments made to Holding Co. were

distributed t9 anyone other than Kanter. On the basis of the

evidence clearly established in the record, we conclude that

Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle agreed that Kanter wculd receive for

his services 100 percent of the Essex payments made to Holding

Co. and 10 percent of the Essex payments made to IRA and that

Ballard and Lisle each would receive for their services 45

percent of the Essex payments made to IRA.
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6. Conclusion

At trial, all the witnesses associated with the Five

explicitly denied that the payments described were "kickbacks" or

"payoffs" for Ballard and/or Lisle's help in steering business to

them. Those witness did confirm, however, that they entered into

these arrangements in exchange for Kanter's influence in

obtaining business. Furthermore, it is clear from the record

that Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle agreed to share and did share the

money from the Prudential transactions in a 45-45-10 split.

Although some of the Prudential payments and transactions

were finalized after Ballard and Lisle left Prudential, the

transactions began long before Ballard and Lisle left Prudential.

The payments had their genesis in transactions with which Ballard

and Lisle were both familiar and in which they were directly or

indirectly involved while they held executive positions with

Prudential. The transactions, even if occurring after Ballard

and Lisle left Prudential, were simply a continuation of what was

laid out and planned in earlier years.

Thus, we find that 70 percent of the payments from Hyatt to

KWJ Corp., all of the payments by Frey to Zeus, all of the

payments from Schaffel connected with Prudential transactions and

made to IRA, the bargain element in the sale of the Schnitzer-PMS

stock to IRA, and all of the Essex distributions to IRA are

attributable to services provided by Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter.
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We further find that the payments made by Frey t o Holding Co.,

the payments made by Schaffel to IRA and Holdinç Co. from

transactions not involving Prudentiäl, and the cistributions from

Essex to Holding Co. are attributable solely to services provided

by Kanter.

B. Overview of the Law

Gross income includes all income from whatever source

derived. See sec. 61(a). The principle that income is taxed to

the person who earned it is basic to our income tax system. See

United States v. Basye, 410 U.S. 441, 450 (1973),; Commissioner v.

Culbertson, 337 U.S. 733, 739-740 (1949); Lucas v. Earl,.281 U.S.

111, 115 (1930). In United States v. Basye, supra at 450, the

Supreme Court stated: "The principle of Lucas v. Earl, that he

who earns income may not avoid taxation through anticipatory

arrangements no matter how clever or subtle, has been repeatedly

invoked by this Court and stands today as a cornerstone of our

graduated income tax system". (Emphasis suppließ.)

No device or arrangement, no matter how shrewdly or

cunningly contrived, can make earnings from personal services

taxable to anyone other than the real earner. T is principle has

been applied to various income-splitting devices e.g.,

anticipatory assignments of income to family members (Lucas v.

Earl, supra); family trusts (Helvering v. Cliffopd, 309 U.S. 331

(1940)); family partnerships (Commissioner v. Tower, 327 U.S. 280
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(1946); Lusthaus v. Commissioner, 327 U.S. 293 (1946);

Commissioner v. Culbertson, supra; Alexander v. Commissioner, 194

F.2d 921 (5th Cir. 1952)); and shareholder-corporation

arrangements (Gregory v. Helvering, 293 U.S. 465 (1935);

Griffiths v. Commissioner, 308 U.S. 355 (1939); Hiqqins v. Smith,

308 U.S. 473 (1940); Moline Properties, Inc. v. Commissioner, 319

U.S. 436 (1943); Commissioner v. Court Holding Co., 324 U.S. 331

(1945)).

If, as in these cases, the issue involves income paid to

corporations, we encounter the important policy of the law

favoring recognition of a corporation as a legal person and

economic actor. If corporations are formed for substantial

business purposes, or are actually engaged in substantial

business activities, the corporate forms must be recognized for

tax purposes. See Moline Properties, Inc. v. Commissioner,

supra. On the other hand, if the subject entities are unreal or

shams, the corporate form must be disregarded for tax purposes.

See Hiqqins v. Smith, supra.

A finding .that a corporation is a sham allows the

Commissioner to disregard the corporation altogether for tax

purposes. See Haberman Farms, Inc. v. United States, 305 F.2d

787 (8th Cir. 1962); James Realty Co. v. United States, 280 F.2d

394 (8th Cir. 1960). A finding that a corporation is not a sham,

however, does not preclude reallocation under the assignment of
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income doctrine. It is still possible that a taxpayer could

assign the receipt of income earned to a viable corporation in an

attempt to avoid the tax liability for that income. This would

violate the general principle that income is tatable to the

person who earns it. See United States v. Basyd, supra at

449-450; Helvering v. Horst, 311 U.S. 112, 119 i1940); Lucas v.

Earl, supra at 114-115. Additionally, section <82 authorizes the

Secretary to apportion or allocate income betwe n organizations

controlled by the same interests if he determin(s that such

distribution, apportionment, or allocation is n(,cessary in order

to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect the income of

any such organizations.

1. Sham Corporations

Respondent asserts that IRA, its subsidiaries Carlco, TMT,

and BWK, Inc., and Holding Co. were sham or dumny corporations

that should not be recognized as separate taxable entities. We

agree.

Although taxpayers have the right to mold their business

transactions in such a manner as to minimize the incidence of

taxation, United States v. Cumberland Pub. Serv. Co., 338 U.S.

451 (1950), the Government is not required to a quiesce in the

form chosen by taxpayers for doing business. If the form is

unreal and a sham, the fiction may be disregarde)d for purposes of

the tax statutes. See Hiqqins v. Smith, supra; Grecory v.
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Helvering, supra. The question whether a corporation is genuine

or a sham is one of fact. See Noonan v. Commissioner, 451 F.2d

992, 993 (9th Cir. 1971), Shaw Constr. Co. v. Commissioner, 323

F.2d 316, 321 (9th Cir. 1963).

In Moline Properties, Inc. v. Commissioner, supra at 438-

439, the Supreme Court established the following test for

determining whether a corporation will be recognized as a

separate taxable entity:

The doctrine of "corporate entity" fills a useful
purpose in business life. Whether the purpose be to
gain an advantage under the law of the state of
incorporation or to avoid, or to comply with the
demands of creditors cu: to serve the creator's personal
or undisclosed convenience so long as that purpose is
the equivalent of business activity or is followed by
the carrying on of business by the corporation, the
corporation .remains a "separate taxable entity". * *
* [Fn. refs. omitted.]

Thus, i·f the corporations were organized for substantial business

purposes, .or actually engaged in substantial business activities,

their corporate forms must be recognized for tax purposes.

To be recognized, a corporation must be organized for a

substantial "business" purpose in the ordinary meaning. See

National Investors Corp. v. Hoey, 144 F.2d 466, 468 (2d Cir.

1944). "[E]scaping taxation is not 'business' in the ordinary

meaning". Id Thus, a corporation organized for the purpose of

avoiding tax is not organized for substantial business purposes.

It is clear from the evidence in these cases that the

multiple corporations, as well as the trusts and partnerships,
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organized by Kanter were not organized for any substantial

business purpose but were organized primarily to obtain tax

benefits.

Kanter routinely created "shelf" corporations that remained

inactive until he needed a vehicle to channel payments from his

various schemes. At trial, Kanter admitted that Carlco, TMT, and

BWK, Inc., were "shelf" corporations. Thus, any business

purposes set forth in the articles of incorporation were merely

gestures without substance.

Furthermore, Kanter routinely created various corporations,

partnerships, and trusts with similar names; for example, Cedilla

Co., Cedilla Investment Co., Investment Research Associates, Ltd.

(formerly Cedilla Co.), Cedilla Co. (formerly Arba Investments

Inc.), and Cedilla Trust; KWJ Corp. and KWJ Co. partnership;

Essex Corp. and Essex Partnership. As a result of the intended

confusion created by similar names, Kanter.could substitute one

entity for another. For example, after KWJ Corp. was liquidated,

the payments from Hyatt to KWJ Corp. were simply treated as

payments to the KWJ Co. partnership. Hyatt never knew about the

change until about 1992.

Moreover, assuming IRA's predecessor Cedilla Co. (Old

Cedilla Co.) had been incorporated for the purpese of brokering
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real estate (a valid business purpose"), we cannot attribute the

purpose for the formation of Old Cedilla Co. to IRA. Originally,

Keating owned the common stock of Old Cedilla Co., and Schott

owned the preferred class A preferred stock.

In 1975, the same year Weaver agreed to sell KWJ Corp. to

Kanter, Keating's 1,000 shares of common stock of Old Cedilla Co.

were exchanged for 500 shares of class B preferred stock," and

Weisgal as trustee of the Bea Ritch trusts acquired 1,000 shares

of the common stock. Schott continued to hold the class A

preferred stock in Old Cedilla Co. to enable Old Cedilla Co. to

qualify for a corporate broker's license.

In 1978, Old Cedilla Co.'s name was changed to IRA. When

Old Cedilla Co.'s name changed, IRA acquired 1,000 shares of Arba

and changed the name of Arba to Cedilla Co (New Cedilla Co.).

IRA's end of year balance sheet indicates that IRA's 1,000 shares

of Cedilla Co. were the only shares outstanding.

In 1983, IRA made a journal entry to show that IRA redeemed

Schott's 500 shares of IRA class B preferred stock in exchange

for IRA's 1,000 shares of its Cedilla Co. stock.

Schott thought that, when Cedilla Co.'s name was changed to

IRA, she acquired another company and the name of that

48 The Court, however, is not convinced that Cedilla Co. was
organized for any purpose other than to serve as a vehicle for
Kanter's various tax avoidance schemes.

49 Keating's preferred stock was redeemed in 1977.
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corporation was changed to Cedilla Co. She did not know that she

had owned any of the stock of IRA after the name change. She

testified that she owned New Cedilla Co. and thdt she conducted

her real estate brokerage business individually as well as

through IRA and New Cedilla Co.

The name change occurred in 1978, the same year IRA

purchased the stock of Schnitzer-PMS and the payments to IRA

related to the Prudential transactions began. In 1979, when IRA

acquired the stock of KWJ Corp., Schaffel began splitting

commissions with Kanter, and Century repurchasec IRA's Schnitzer-

PMS stock. When Cedilla Co.'s name was changed to IRA, whatever

the purpose Cedilla Co. was originally formed tc pursue, it is

evident that purpose went along with the name tc- a new Cedilla

Co. .

We find that the corporations and entities were not

organized for any valid business purposes.

A corporation is not treated as carrying or a business

merely because it engages in certain corporate formalities, such

as holding corporate meetings, adopting bylaws, electing officers

and directors, issuing securities and keeping separate books.

See Aldon Homes, Inc. v. Commissioner, 33 T.C. S82, 600-601

(1959). In order to be treated as carrying on a business, in

addition to engaging in corporate formalities, he corporation

must hold itself out to unrelated third parties and engage in
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substantial business activities. See Skarda v. Commissioner, 250

F.2d 429, 434-435 (10th Cir. 1957), affg. 27 T.C. 137 (1956).

Further, a corporation is not treated as carrying on a business

if its activities, such as executing contracts and filing tax

returns, are merely "empty gestures" rather than substantial

transactions. Kimbrell v. Commissioner, 371 F.2d 897, 901-902

(5th Cir. 1967), affg. T.C. Memo. 1965-115.

The following factors lead us to the conclusion that IRA did

not carry on any business.

We first observe that the original Cedilla Co. paid minimal

salaries or wages in 1977 ($986) and 1978 ($5,051). After the

name change in 1979, IRA paid minimal salaries or wages only in

1981 ($9,969), and 1982 ($26,079) and paid no salaries or wages

in any other year. In fact, there is no evidence that IRA had

any employees other than bookkeepers who also performed

bookkeeping services for the multitude of other Kanter entities.

Although the original Cedilla Co. paid substantial commissions

and consulting fees from 1976 to 1979, after the name change, IRA

paid commissions only in 1981 ($115,400) and in 1985 ($4,000) and

paid consulting fees only in 1982 ($29,000).

The original Cedilla Co. paid officer's fees in 1977

($19,300) and 1978 ($15,000). After the name change, IRA did not

pay any officer's or director's fees (except the $12,500 payment

made to Ballard).
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Furthermore, there is no evidence that the commissions,

consulting fees, officer's fees, or director's fees were properly

characterized as such payments or paid for services provided to

the corporations. For example, petitioners assort that Ballard

was never a director of IRA and that the $12, 50 1 payment to

Ballard was not in fact a director's fee. KWJ orp. and KWJ Co.

partnership paid Ballard's and Lisle's children consulting fees,

yet the children never provided any services for the payments.

Additionally, there is no evidence that any of IRA' s income

was attributable to Schott ' s real estate activi y. Schott could

not remember exactly what she did for IRA. She merely signed

documents without any real knowledge of the trarssactions

involved. When IRA redeemed Schott ' s 500 shareE of IRA class B

preferred stock in 1983, IRA no longer qualified to hold a

corporate broker license.

The payments of d.evelopment fees from Frey and the BJF

partnership were not related to any investment IRA and Holding

Co. may have made in any of Frey's condominium conversion

projects.

We conclude that the corporations did not arry on

substantial business activity in the ordinary meaning.

Finally, even if we were able to find some modicum of

business activity, petitioners and other parties to the various

transactions did not recognize any of the corporations or
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entities as valid separate entities or true parties in interest

to the various transactions. Some of the individuals involved in

the transactions with Kanter had never heard of IRA, and those

that had, considered IRA to be Kanter.

Around 1992, Kanter attempted to have Hyatt send the

payments to the KWJ Co. partnership instead of to Weaver. While

Kanter provided Hyatt with documents showing that KWJ Corp. had

been sold to IRA, liquidated, and the contract rights assigned to

KWJ Co. partnership, Hyatt refused to do so without Weaver's

consent, which had not been attained at the time of trial. Hyatt

continued to send the payments to Weaver.

After Lisle began working for Travelers, although Schaffel's

agreement was purportedly with IRA, he sent payments from

Travelers deals to Holding Co. If IRA, rather than Kanter, had

been the true party in interest and had been Kanter's.client, the

. payments for the Travelers deals would have been paid to IRA.

A comparison of the business records of IRA, Administration

Co., Int'l Films, Holding Co., and HELO illustrates the sham

nature of the entities. Kanter completely controlled IRA,

Holding Co., Administration Co., HELO, Int'l Films, and the

various trusts. He had unrestricted power over the commingled

funds and was in a position to determine and direct the payments

from outside sources to the various entities. He routinely used

the funds for his own benefit. He routinely shifted accounts
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between entities with no documentation to establish a rationale

for such transfers. He created phony loans that were eventually

written off, and then he or the corporations took.bad debt

deductions to offset additional income.

Similarly, Lisle, Ballard, and Kanter faildd to recognize

any separate identity of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. Petitioners

assert that Lisle, Ballard, and Kanter were only the respective

managers of the assets of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., and claim

that the preferred stock issued to their family trusts had

minimal value. The record clearly shows, however, that

petitioners' control over the assets of the corporations went far

beyond that of a manager.

Petitioners used the funds for their person:al benefit. From

1984 to 1986, Ballard transferred $16,599 to himself that was

recorded as a receivable on TMT's books. In 1987, Ballard

transferred the St. Francis Arkansas land owned ay TMT to himself

and recorded the transfer as a sale. He did not! pay for the land

but recorded a receivable of $100,000 as owed by him on TMT's

books. In 1987, TMT funds also were used to pay $20,344 to the

Fairfield Plantation Company, Ballard's S corporation. The

payment was recorded as a receivable owed by Ballard. In 1989,

Ballard distributed $10,000 to himself from TMT and increased his

receivable to $146,943. In addition, Ballard distributed

$160,000 of TMT's funds to his wife, $122,900 to the Seabright
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Trust, $10,080 to the Seabright Corp., all recorded as

receivables. Ballard distributed $19,000 to Ficom (Melinda

Ballard's sole proprietorship) that TMT later wrote off as a

worthless investment. Ballard and his wife referred to farms

owned by TMT as their farms.

Kanter took $400,000 out of BWK, Inc. and recorded the

distribution as a receivable. Lisle used $3,000 of Carlco's

funds to pay a receivable on the books of Administration Co. The

payment did not create a receivable on Carlco's books.

When receivables were recorded for funds taken out of the

corporations, there was no intention or expectation that the

funds would be repaid, and there was never any attempt to collect

the receivables until the IRS began auditing petitioners'

returns.

Petitioners used the corporations' partnership, KWJ Co., to

distribute money to the Ballard and Lisle children in the guise

of consulting fees. The children never performed any services

for the payments.

Petitioners maintained possession of the corporations'

assets and records. The addresses given for Carlco and TMT were

the addresses of Lisle's and Ballard's residences. When Lisle

lived in Connecticut, the records were maintained in Connecticut;

when he moved to Texas, the records and accounts were maintained

in Texas.
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Ballard and Lisle gave family members signatory authority

over the corporate accounts. Mary Ballard had signatory

authority over TMT's Wells Fargo Bank account. Donna Lisle and

Lisle's brother had signatory authority over Carlco's Goldman

Sachs account. Donna Lisle had signatory authority over Carlco's

North Dallas bank account.

Petitioners assert that the only interest they had in

Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc., was the preferred stock issued to the

family trusts and that the stock had minimal value. The

certificates of incorporation of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc.

authorized each corporation to issue 1,000 shares of 10-cent par

value common stock. Certificates of amendment, filed in December

1983, authorized the corporations to issue 11,000 shares of stock

comprised of 10,000 shares of 1-cent par value preferred stock

and 1,000 shares of 10-cent par value common stqck. The amended

certificates granted each corporation's board of directors

authority to fix the preferences of the preferred shares. The

record does not contain any evidence of resolutions by the board

of directors of any of the three corporations setting preferences

or limitations on the preferred stock.

Petitioners point to the following preferences and other

characteristics printed on the back of the stock certificates to

support their assertion that the preferred stock of Carlco, TMT,

and BWK, Inc. issued to the family trusts had minimal value:
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1. One vote per share.

2. Dividends payable only when, if, and as declared at
a maximum rate of 10 percent per annum after 1990.
Dividends are non-cumulative.

3. Redemption by company at any time upon 10 days
notice at 105 percent.

4. Priority on liquidation equal to original purchase
price per share.

5. Shares are not convertible into common stock.

Petitioners claim that the certificates prove that the

preferred shares could not be worth more than approximately

$1,650, which could only be realized upon liquidation or upon

redemption of the shares. We disagree. First, in their.briefs,

petitioners inserted "of par" into the redemption rights to read

"Redemption by company at any time upon 10 days notice at 105

percent of par." The preferred stock could instead be redeemable

for 105 percent of, e.g., the retained earnings. Similarly, with

respect to liquidation rights, "priority on liquidation equal to

original purchase price per share" is also subject to multiple

interpretations. The shares could be entitled to the original

purchase price first but also allowed to share with the common

stock in the remaining assets. Original purchase price could

include a value set for the uncompensated services of the manager

(Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter). That value could be tied to the

retained earnings of the corporations or at an annual amount.

Without a resolution by the board of directors setting forth
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preferences, we find the preferences reflected on the

certificates to be ambiguous. Petitioners failód to produce any

corporate resolution. We can only infer that the resolutions

c.ontradict petitioners' assertions. Finally, the record

establishes that Kanter was not restrained by corporate

formalities including preferences, stock ownership, asset

ownership, etc.

Kanter claims that Carlco's preferred stock was issued to

Lisle's family trust to give Lisle more control and discretion

with respect to Carlco's investments. We fail to see how stock

that does not have voting control could provide such control or

discretion with respect to the assets of the corporations.

Lisle, Ballard, and Kanter, respectively, had uùrestricted

control of the assets of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, nc. We think

that fact is a strong indicator of the true owners of the assets.

On the basis of the record before us, we conclude that

Kanter personally diverted payments of compensation, including

those made by the Five for his, Ballard's, and Lisle's services

and influence, through IRA, Holding Co., and théir subsidiaries.

Petitioners formed and utilized all the corporations as a way to

conceal their true income for the years at issue. The record is

clear that petitioners used all of these accounts as parts of

incorporated or unincorporated pocketbooks. The corporations
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whose names were on the various accounts did not earn the taxable

amounts attributed to those accounts.

A taxpayer cannot expect the Commissioner to recognize the

separate identity of an entity where the taxpayer himself so

blatantly.ignores any separate existence. Nor should the courts

require the Commissioner to do so.

On the record presented to us, we find that IRA, Holding

Co., their subsidiaries, including Zeus, Zion, Carlco, TMT, and

BWK, Inc. did not carry on any business and were only the alter

egos of Kanter, Lisle, and Ballard. We find the various entities

to be pure tax avoidance vehicles. The corporations were nothing

more than a few incorporating papers of no significance except

when a tax return was due. Petitioners diverted millions of

dollars of income. The make-believe corporations were shams and

too transparent to accept for tax purposes.

2. Assignment of Income

Even if the corporations that received the payments from the

Five had been viable entities, that would not preclude

application of the assignment of income doctrine, as a taxpayer

could assign income to a corporation that conducts real and

substantial business in an attempt to avoid tax. See Haag v.

Commissioner, 88 T.C. 604, 611 (1987), affd. without published

opinion 855 F.2d 855 (8th Cir. 1988).
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Gross income means all income from whateve source derived,

including compensation for services, including ees, commissions,

and similar items. See sec. 61(a)(1). Compensåtion for services

is an item of gross income that cannot be effec ;ively assigned to

escape the burden of taxation. See Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. at

114-115. This Court has upheld reallocations of income from a

validly organized and operated corporation to i s

shareholder/employee under the assignment of in 'ome doctrine. �042
See Bagley v. Commissioner, 85 T.C. 663 (1985),.affd. 806 F.2d

169 (8th Cir. 1986); Askew v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1985-100,

affd. 805 F.2d 830 (8th Cir. 1986). Respondent cites DeVaughn v.

Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1983-712, as an example of a similar

situation in which the assignment of income doc rine was applied

to tax kickback payments to an individual taxpa er who had earned

the payments but sought to redirect them to that taxpayer's

corporation.

In cases involving viable corporations, we consider all the

facts and circumstances to determine the actual earner of income.

See Schuster v. Commissioner, 800 F.2d 672 (7th Cir. 1986), affg.

84 T.C. 764 (1985); Fogarty v. Commissioner, 780 F.2d 1005 (Fed.

Cir. 1986), affg. 6 C1. Ct. 612 (1984); Leavell v. Commissioner,

104 T.C. 140, 155 (1995). In determining the proper taxpayer, we

consider which person or entity controls the earning of the

income, such as:
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(1) Whether the individual rather than the corporation or

entity that received the income, in fact, controlled the earning

of the income, see Vercio v. Commissioner, 73 T.C. 1246 (1980);

(2) whether the individual performed the services as an

agent or employee of the corporation, see Rubin v. Commissioner,

51 T.C. 251 (1968);

(3) whether the corporate form and the status of the

corporation as an actual operating enterprise have been

recognized by petitioners;

(4) whether the corporate form and the status of the

corporation as an actual operating enterprise have been

recognized by the other parties to the transactions giving rise

to the income;

(5) whether the form of the transaction served an economic

purpose, see Rubin v. Commissioner, supra; and

(6) whether the corporations were formed for the purpose of

taking advantage of losses incurred by a separate trade or

business.

The record shows that Kanter was in control of negotiations

concerning the amount of commissions and that he earned those

commissions by performing the work for them. He directed members

of the Five where to make payments. The various entities were

entirely subject to Kanter's control: he set up the entities, and

he managed the entities in that Meyers, Schott, Weisgal, and
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Freeman were subject to his control. There is no evidence that

IRA, Holding Co., or any of the other entities arned these

funds. Petitioners handled the accounts as if hey were their

own, moving funds around from location to location and using the

funds for their personal benefit. This is hardly the behavior

that petitioners would exhibit if the funds in he accounts were

subject to the control of Weisgal or the variou entities.

Kanter did virtually all of the planning a d implementing of

the transactions. The officers,'directors, and trustees signed

documents and entered transactions as Kanter directed including

issuing and redeeming stock, liquidating corpor(tions, purchasing

and selling stock, distributing funds, and exect.ting contracts

and agreements. There is very little evidence that IRA-or the

other entities had anything to do with these transactions other

than to be the named recipients of the checks.

Lastly, we note that payments to IRA were cistributed to the.

accounts of Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. of which petitioners and

their family members were authorized signatories. If, as

petitioners contend, the funds of the corporati ns did not belong

to them, they would have been misappropriating the funds through

phony loans. Therefore, we conclude that petiticners were simply

using the corporations to receive the funds they had earned.

Regardless of where the funds actually went, they were earned
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primarily through the efforts of petitioners via their contacts

with Prudential, Travelers, and the Pritzker family.

In Rubin v. Commissioner, supra, we found that the income

was properly taxable to the individual who performed the services

for which payment was made where the individual was not

contractually bound to (and in fact did not) render services

exclusively to a personal service corporation. In these cases,

petitioners were not contractually bound to, nor did they render

services for, the corporations.

Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter w.ere not employees of any of the

corporations or. entities involved in the transactions at issue.

Ballard and Lisle were full-time employees of Prudential,

Travelers, or Goldman-Sachs. Kanter was a self-employed

attorney.

Kanter was not an agent of the corporations. In fact, there

is evidence that Kanter in some instances held himself out to

members of the Five (in particular Schaffel) as Ballard's and

Lisle's agent, referring to them as his "associates". Ballard

and Lisle did not claim that they were agents of IRA or any other

entity (except to justify the payment Ballard received as a

director's fee from IRA while denying he was ever a director).

We have previously discussed the failure of petitioners and

other parties to the transactions to recognize the separate

existence of the corporations. None of the Five recognized any
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of the corporate entities as controlling petitioners' performance

of services. Even though the payments were made to various

corporations, it is clear that the other partien to the

transactions viewed IRA, Holding Co., their subsidiaries, and

Kanter as one and the same. Although the varions agreements at

issue were between members of the Five and IRA, Holding Co., or

one of their subsidiaries, the record shows that there was

virtually no involvement in these arrangements by those

corporations; rather, they were agreements with the corporations

in name only.

Additionally, assuming IRA was not a sham corporation, the

purchase of the KWJ Corp. stock was merely a de ice to hide the

stream of income and accumulate the funds. The transaction

itself was a sham. Similarly with the purchase of the Schnitzer-

PMS stock, Schnitzer would have sold the stock irectly to

Kanter. He sold it at a bargain price for Kant r's services, not

for any services from IRA, Weisgal, or Schott. It is also clear

from the flow of the installment payments on Sc.nitzer's

repurchase of the stock that IRA either held th stock merely as

a nominee for Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle, or agteed to pay the

money it received from the Schnitzer-PMS transaction to Ballard,

Lisle, and Kanter in exchange for their assistarce in giving more

Prudential business to Schnitzer-PMS. The increase in the

Prudential business greatly increased the pretad income and,
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thus, the value of the Schnitzer-PMS stock. Hence the gain was

attributable to their services. IRA held the profits for the

benefit of Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter until it distributed the

funds to them through Carlco, TMT, and BWK, Inc. The record is

replete with examples of interests that were owned initially by

Kanter or an entity and then later declared to have been held by

Kanter or the entity as "nominee" for someone else. Thus, we

hold that the gain on the sale of the stock is properly taxable

to Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle.

The use of numerous corporations was to facilitate the

concealment of the payments, and such use was further motivated

by the tax benefits to be derived therefrom and for no sound

business purpose.

We conclude that the transactions at issue are classic

situations for the application of the assignment of income

doctrine articulated in Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111, 115 (-1930),

and its progeny. The amounts received by the corporations were

for services rendered by petitioners to the Five and should be

includable in their income under section 61. See United States

v. Basye, 410 U.S. 441, 450 (1973).

3. Section 482

Finally, even if the corporations had been viable entities,

we do not think respondent's reallocation under section 482 was

unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious.
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Section 482 authorizes the Secketary to apportion or

allocate income between organizations controlled by the same

interests if he determines that such distribution, apportionment,

or allocation is necessary in order to prevent evasion of taxes

or clearly to reflect the income of any such organizations. The

relevant regulation explains that the purpose o section 482 is

to place a controlled taxpayer on a tax parity ith an

uncontrolled taxpayer, and to ensure that contr lling entities

conduct their subsidiaries' transactions in suc a way as to

reflect the "true taxable income" of each controlled taxpayer..

Sec. 1.482-1A(b)(1), Income Tax Regs.5°

5° Sec. 1.482-1A(b)(1), Income Tax Regs provides:

The purpose of section 482 is to place a cpntrolled taxpayer
on a tax parity with an uncontrolled taxpayer, by
determining, according to the standard of an uncontrolled
taxpayer, the true taxable income from the property and
business of a controlled taxpayer. The interests
controlling a group of controlled taxpayers are assumed to
have complete power to cause each controlled taxpayer so to
conduct its affairs that its transactions and accounting
records truly reflect the taxable income from the property
and business of each of the controlled taxpayers. If,
however, this has not been done, and the taxable incomes are
thereby understated, the district director shall intervene,
and, by making such distributions, apportionments, or
allocations as he may deem necessary of g¢oss income,
deductions, credits, or allow4nces, or of any item or
element affecting taxable income, between or among the
controlled taxpayers constituting the group, shall determine
the true taxable income of each controlled taxpayer. The
standard to be applied in every case is that of an
uncontrolled taxpayer dealing at arm's le gth with another
uncontrolled taxpayer.
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In order to justify a reallocation under section 482, the

Commissioner must find (1) that there are two or more trades,

businesses, or organizations, (2) that such enterprises are owned

or controlled by the same interests, and (3) that the

reallocation is necessary to allocate income among the two or

more enterprises in order to prevent evasion of taxes or to

properly reflect each enterprise's income. See B. Forman Co. v.

Commissioner, 453 F.2d 1144, 1152 (2d Cir. 1972), affg. in part,

revg. in part 54 T.C. 912 (1970).

Section 482 was intended to apply and has been applied.to

cases where the profits of one business have been offset.against

the losses of another to reduce or escape tax liability. See Ach

v. Commissioner, 42 T.C. 114 (1964), affd. 358 F.2d 342 (6th Cir.

1966).

In these cases, there was shifting of profits from one

business to another (from petitioners to the various Kanter

entities); thus the primary evil that section 482 was designed to

prohibit is present. We hold that respondent's reallocation

under section 482 was not unreasonable.

4. Conclusion

We have found that 70 percent of the payments from Hyatt to

KWJ Corp., all of the payments by Frey to Zeus, all of the

payments from Schaffel to IRA, the bargain element in the sale of

the Schnitzer-PMS stock to IRA, and all of the Essex
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distributions to IRA are attributable to services provided by

Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter. We further have foQnd that the gain

on the sale of the Schnitzer-PMS stock was properly taxable to

Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter. Additionally, the nterest income

earned on the payments is also properly taxable to Ballard,

Lisle, and Kanter. Finally, we have found that the payments by

Frey to Zion, the payments by Schaffel to Holding Co, and the

distributions from Essex to Holding Co. are attributable to

services provided by Kanter.

In addition, we have found that the corporations were shams,

and, even if the corporations had been viable entities,

petitioners were the true earners of the income, and respondent's

allocation under section 482 was not unreasonable, arbitrary, or

capricious.

With respect to 70 percent of the payments from Hyatt to KWJ

Corp., all of the payments by Frey to Zeus, all pf the payments

from Schaffel to IRA, the bargain·element in the sale of the

Schnitzer-PMS stock to IRA, as well as the gain and interest on

the repurchase of the stock, and all of the Esse distributions

to IRA, we think the 45-45-10 split is clearly evident. Thus, we

hold that the payments, bargain element, gain., and interest are

taxable 45 percent to each of Ballard and Lisle knd 10 percent to

Kanter.
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IRA acquired 47.5 percent of the common stock of Schnitzer-

PMS Corp. with a value of roughly $522,500 for $150,000. We hold

that the bargain element is $372,500 ($522,500 - $150,000) and

the gain on the sale is $2,577,500 ($3.1 million - $522,500).

The gross profit ratio is 83.15 percent ($2,577,500 divided by

$3.1 million).

IRA received the following payments of principal and

interest on the installment sale of the Schnitzer-PMS Corp.

stock:

Year Payment Principal Interest
1979 $150,000 $150,000 --
1980 533,425 211,468 $321,957
1981 534,696 309,308 225,38.8
1982 361,692 172,441 189,251
1983 361,692 186,655 175,037
1984 361,692 202,042 159,650
1985 361,692 218,696 142,996
1986 361,692 236,724 124,968
1987 361,692 256,217 105,475
1988 361,692 277,360 84,332
1989 840,423 822,841 17,582

Total 4,590,388 3,043,752 1,546,636

The gain on the sale is computed as follows:

Year Principal Profit Ratio Gain
1979 $150,000 .8315 $124,725
1980 211,468 .8315 175,836
1981 309,308 .8315 257,190
1982 172,441 .8315 . 143,385
1983 186,655 .8315 155,204
1984 202,042 .8315 167,998
1985 218,696 .8315 181,846
1986 236,724 .8315 196,836
1987 256,217 .8315 213,044
1988 277,360 .8315 230,625

Total 1,846,689
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In 1989, IRA accepted $822,841 as the final principal

payment, reducing the selling price to the total principal

payments of $3,043,752. For purposes of computing the 1989 gain,

adjusted gross profit on the sale is reduced to $2,521,252

($3,043,752 - $522.,500). Thus, the gain recognized in 1989 is

$674,563 (the adjusted gross profit $2,521,252 less the

$1,846,689 gain recognizable in prior years).

The payments related to these transactions paid by the Five

to IRA and its subsidiaries during the years 19~i8 through 1989

were as follows:



Schnitzer-PMS
Year Hyatt Schaffel Frey Essex Bargain Gain Interest Total

1977 $38,394 -- -- -- -- -- -- $38,3941978 42,517 -- -- -- $372,500 -- -- 415,017
1979 119,719 $100,000 -- -- -- $124,725 -- 344,444
1980 -- 244,920 $127,372 -- -- 175,836 $321,957 870,085
1981 90,070 361,525 105,764 -- -- 257,190 225,388 1,039,937
1982 172,702 447,450 538,781 $86,212 -- 143,385 189,251 1,577,781
1983 172, 090 30, 981 110, 125 78, 375 -- 155, 204 175, 037 721, 812
1984 186, 092 -- 103, 500 133, 238 -- 167, 998 159, 650 750, 478
1985 206,790 -- 128,763 120,175 -- 181,846 142,996 780,570
1986 231,263 -- -- 80,465 -- 196,836 124,968 633,532
1987 229,449 -- -- 120,698 -- 213,044 105,475 668,666
1988 197,348 -- -- 117,562 -- 230,625 84,332 629,867
1989 52,777 -- -- 51,727 -- 674,563 17,582 796,649

i

CD
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The payments related to the Prudential transactions are

allocable to Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter in the following amounts

for each of the years 1978 through 1989:

Ygar Total Ballard (45%) Lisle (45%) Kanter (10%)
1978 $38,394 $17,277 $17,277 $3,839
1979 415,017 186,758 186,758 41,502
1980 870,085 391,538 391,538 87,009
1981 1,039,937 467,972 467,972 103,994
1982 1,577,781 710,001 710,001 157,778
1983 721,812 324,815 324,815 72,181
1984 750,478 337,715 337,715 75,048
1985 780,570 351,257 351,257 78,057
1986 633,532 285,089 285,089 63,353
1987 668,666 300,900 300,900 66,867
1988 629,867 283,440 283,440 62,987
1989 796,649 358,492 358,492 79,665

With.regard to the $213,750 paid by Schaffel to IRA.in 1983

related to a Travelers' financing t�041ansaction,é s well as all

payments by the Five to Holding Co, the record coes not show that

any of these payments were ever distributed to Iisle. We hold

that Kanter realized all of the income.

Schaffel, Frey, and Essex mad the following payments to

IRA and Holding Co. during the years 1981 throuch 1989 that are

taxable to Kanter, as follows:

Year Schaffel Frgy Essex Total
1981 -- $80,616 -- $80,616
1982 -- -- $70,538 70,538
1983 $213,750 16,200 64,125 294,075
1984 600,000 113,827 109,013 822,840
1985 1,160,000 256,557 98,325 1,514,882
1986 1,003,500 -- 65,835 L,069,335
1987 -- 33,570 98,752 132,322
1988 -- -- 96,188 96,188
1989 -- -- 42,332 42,332
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We hold that Ballard's omitted income from the Five for the

years before the Court is as follows:

Year Omitted Income
1978 $17,277
1979 186,758
1980 391,538
1981 467,972
1982 710,001
1984 337,715
1987 300,900
1988 283,440
1989 358,492

We hold that Lisle's omitted income from the Five for the

years before the Court is follows:

Year Omitted Income
1984 $337,715
1987 300,900
1988 283,440
1989 358,492

.We hold that Kanter's omitted income from the Five for each

of the years before the Court is as follows:

Year Prudential Other Omitted Income
1978 $3, 839 -- $3, 839
1979 41,502 -- 41,502
1980 87,009 -- 87,009
1981 103,994 $80,616 184,610
1982 157,778 70,538 228,316
1983 72,181 294,075 366,256
1984 75,048 822,840 897,888
1986 63,353 1,069,335 1,132,688
1987 66,867 132,322 199,189
1988 62, 987 96, 188 159, 175
1989 79,665 42,332 121,997
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III. Fraud Additions to Tax and Penalties

A. Positions of the Parties

None of the notices of deficiency issued to Ballard, Lisle,

and Kanter determined fraud. At some point in t-ime, respondent

saw the need to amend the answers in these cases to assert that

petitioners were liable for the fraud additions to tax and

penalties and to increase the deficiencies in tax over those

determined in the notices of deficiency. The parties and the

Court agreed that the amendments to answers would not be filed in

each of these cases until the trial commenced on June 13, 1994.

Similarly, it was agreed that replies would be filed at that

time. Kanter filed a motion to strike portions of respondent's

amendments to answer that alleged increases in deficiencies and

fraud with respect to transactions unrelated to payments from the

Five.

The Court granted Kanter's motion as follows:

ORDERED that petitioners' motion to strike is
granted to the extent of all adjustments in
respondent's Amendment to Answer for an increased
deficiency in tax and additions to- tax as to
transactions or events which are not related to or
constitute part of the transactions which have been
commonly referred to and identified by the parties as
the "Prudential Issues" and/or "the Five" and,
accordingly, such adjustments and the allegations of
such adjustments are hereby stricken from the record of
this case and will be excluded from consideration by
the Court.

Respondent filed a motion for reconsideration. After a

hearing on respondent's motion for reconsideration was held on
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July 25, 1994, that motion was denied. Ballard and Lisle also

filed, and the Court granted, motions to strike portions of

respondent's amendments to answer that asserted increases in

deficiencies and fraud with respect to transactions unrelated to

payments from the Five in their cases. Thus, the issue to be

decided is whether Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle are liable for the

additions to tax and penalties for fraud related to income from

transactions with the Five.

Respondent contends that Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle are

liable for the additions to tax and penalties for fraud for the

years at issue because they received the income from kickback

payments involved in a complex scheme intended to conceal,

mislead, or otherwise prevent the collection of taxes.

To the contrary, petitioners contend that they did not

receive such income and that respondent has failed to prove by

clear and convincing evidence that they are liable for the

asserted fraud additions to tax and penalties.

B. Applicable Statutory Provisions

For taxable years 1978 through 1981, section 6653(b)

provides for an addition to tax in an amount equal to 50 percent

of the underpayment of tax if any part of the underpayment is due

to fraud.

For taxable years 1982 through 1985, section 6653(b)(1)

provides for an addition to tax in an amount equal to 50 percent
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of the underpayment of tax if any part of the underpayment is

attributable to fraud. Section 6653 (b) (2) provf.des for an

addition to tax (in addition to the addition un er section

6653 (b) (1) ) in an amount equal to 50 percent of the interest

payable under section 6601 with respect to the portion of the

underpayment that is attributable t fraud. Fo purposes of

section 6653 (b) (2) , interest is computed for th period beginning

on the last day prescribed for payment of the u derpayment

(without regard to extensions) and ending on thé earlier of the

date of assessment or payment of the tax (the statutory period) .

For taxable years 1986 and 1987, section 6653 (b) (1) (A)

provides for an addition to tax in an amount eq al to 75 percent

of the portion of the underpayment that is attributable to fraud.

Section 6653 (b) (1) (B) provides for an addition , o tax (in

addition to the addition under section 6653 (b) (1) (A) ) in an

amount equal to 50 percent of the interest .payable under section

6601 for the statutory period with respect to the portion of the

underpayment that is attributable to fraud.

For taxable year 1988, section 6653(b)(1) rovides for an

addition to tax in an amount equal to 75 percen of the portion

of the underpayment that is attributable to fraud. Section

6653 (b) (2) provides that, if the Secretary (Co issioner)

establishes that any portion of the underpaymen is attributable

to fraud, the entire underpayment is treated as attributable to
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fraud, except for any portion that the taxpayer establishes is

not attributable to fraud.

For taxable year 1989, section 6663(a) provides for the

imposition of a fraud penalty in an amount equal to 75 percent of

the portion of the underpayment that is attributable to fraud.

Section 6663(b) provides further that, if the Secretary

(Commissioner) establishes that any portion of the underpayment

is attributable to fraud, the entire underpayment is treated as

attributable to fraud, except for any portion that the taxpayer

establishes is not attributable to fraud.

C. General Legal Principles Relating to Civil Fraud

The Commissioner bears the burden of proof with respect to

the additions to tax and penalties for fraud, and that burden

must be carried by clear and convincing evidence.. See sec.

7454(a); Rule 142(b); Rowlee v. Commissioner, 80 T.C. 1111, 1123

(1983).

Respondent must establish each element of fraud by clear and

convincing evidence in each of the years at issue. See sec.

7454(a); Rule 142(b); Smith v. Commissioner, 926 F.2d 1470, 1475

(6th·Cir. 1991), affg. T.C. Memo. 1989-171; Traficant v.

Commissioner, 884 F.2d 258, 263 (6th Cir. 1989), affg. 89 T.C.

501 (1987). In view of our order granting petitioners' motions

to strike portions of respondent's amendments to answers,

respondent must prove by clear and convincing evidence for each
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of the years in issue (1) the existence of an underpayment of tax

each year attributable to transactions related :o the Five, and

(2) that the underpayment of that tax is due to fraud.

However, if respondent establishes that there are

underpayments of tax from transactions related o the Five t.hat

are attributable to fraud, the amount of the addition under

section 6653(b) for 1978 through 1981 and under section

6653(b)(1) for 1982 through 1985 is equal to 50 percent of the

entire underpayment of tax, including any portion of the

underpayment not related to transactions related to the Five.

Additionally, if respondent satisfies his burden for 1988 and

1989, the amount of the addition or penalty is équal to 75

percent of the entire underpayment, unless petitioners establish

that.any portion of an underpayment (resulting rom the other

issues decided in these cases) is nbt attributable to fraud.

D. Underpayments of Tax

Respondent must first prove by clear and convincing evidence

that Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter each underpaid their taxes for

each of the years at issue on income attributab.e to transactions

related to the Five.

Section 61(a) defines gross income to include "all income

from whatever source derived". In addition, th Supreme Court

has determined that gross income includes all " accessions to

wealth, clearly realized, and over which the taxpayers have
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complete dominion'", including illegal earnings. James v. United

States, 366 U.S. 213, 219 (1961) (quoting Commissioner v.

Glenshaw Glass Co., 348 U.S. 426, 431 (1955)); accord Rutkin v.

United States, 343 U.S. 130, 137-138 (1952); Ianniello v.

Commissioner, 98 T.C. 165, 173 (1992).

We have held that the payments made by the Five to IRA

related to the Prudential transactions are taxable 45 percent

each to Ballard and Lisle and 10 percent to Kanter and the

remaining payments made to IRA and Holding Co. are taxable 100

percent to Kanter. Our holding is supported by clear and

convincing evidence in the record.

Kanter entered into arrangements pursuant to which he would

use his business and professional contacts, including his

relationship with Ballard and Lisle, to assist members of the

Five in obtaining business opportunities or in raising capital

for business ventures. In exchange for his services, Kanter

received or shared in certain fees. Kanter established a complex

organization of corporations, partnerships, and trusts to

receive, distribute, disguise, and launder the payments from

these arrangements. The payments were made to entities

controlled by Kanter and then distributed through various means

to Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter, their family members, or to

entities established for the benefit of their families.
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Eulich, Frey, Schnitzer, and Schaffel (members of the Five

who were involved in the transactions and who testified as

witnesses in these cases) each confirmed that they entered into

the arrangements in exchange for Kanter's using his business

connections and influence to direct business to them. There is

no doubt that the payments were made for Kanter's services and,

therefore, are income to him. The record clearly shows that out

of the payments made to IRA, Kanter agreed to pay (and did pay)

to each of Ballard and Lisle 45 percent of the p'ayments related

to the Prudential transactions, and that he did not share any of

the payments unrelated to the Prudential transactions with

Ballard and Lisle or anyone else.

Furthermore, the record establishes beyond any doubt that

Ballard and Lisle received the benefit of the payments related to

the Prudential transactions. Some of those paymbnts were

distributed to them directly or indirectly through their family

members and their family trusts. Some of the payments were

distributed to Ballard and Lisle through various Kanter-created

"sham" entities and were recorded as loan receivables. Others

were payments characterized as consulting fees made to their

adult children by KWJ Corp. and KWJ Co. partners tip.

Kanter entities made the following "loans" to Ballard, his

family members, and entities established for the benefit of

Ballard's family members:
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Ballard Loans

Lender Year Distributee Amount

Int'l Films 1974 CMB Cinema Trust $10,000
Int'l Films 1975 CMB Cinema Trust 21,500
Int'l Films 1975 CMB Cinema Trust II 12,500
Int'l Films 1976 CMB Cinema Trust 8,200
Int'l Films 1976 CMB Cinema Trust 19,000
Int'l Films . 1976 CMB Cinema Trust II 1,100
Int'l Films 1977 CMB Cinema Trust 2,200
Int'l Films 1977 CMB Cinema.Trust II 3,400
Int'l Films 1978 CMB Cinema Trust 3,000
Int'l Films 1978 Ballard 9,500
Int'l Films 1979 Ballard 8,784
HELO 1980 Summit Trust 85,000
HELO 1981 Summit Trust 20,700
Int'l Films 1981 CMB Cinema Trust 4,000
IRA 1982 Ballard 160,400
IRA 1983 Ballard 500
Administration Co. 1983 Seabright Trust 11,300
Administration Co. 1984 Ballard 10,000
Administration Co. 1984 Seabright Corp. 25,840
TMT 1985 Mary Ballard 160,000
Administration Co. 1988 Seabright Corp. 5,000

Kanter entities made the following "loans" to Lisle, his

family members, and entities established for the benefit of

Lisle's family members:
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Lisle Loans

Lender Year Distributee Amount

Int'l Films 1974 RWL Cinema Trust $15,000
Int'l Films 1975 RWL Cinema Trust :I 20,000
Int'l Films 1975 Lisle 10,000
Int'l Films 1976 RWL ·Cinema Trust 5,000
Int'l Films 1976 RWL Cinema Trust II 18,000
Int'l Films 1977 RWL Cinema Trust II 5,000
Int'l Films 1978 Lisle 9,500
Int'l Films 1978 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,750
Int'l Films 1978 RWL Cinema Trust II 4,469
Int'l Films 1979 Lisle . 8,784
Int'l Films 1979 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
Int'l Films 1980 RWL Cinema Trust II 250
Int'l Films 1981 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,750
Int'l Films 1982 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,320
Int'l Films 1983 RWL Cinema Trust II 3,000
HELO 1983 Basking Ridge Trust 95,000
IRA/Int'l Films 1983 Lisle 3,000
Int'l Films 1984 . RWL Cinema Trust fI 3,000
Administration Co. 1985 RWL Cinema Trust SI 3,000
Int'l Films 1986 RWL Cinema Trust SI 3,000
Administration Co. 1987 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,463
IRA 1988 RWL Cinema Trust II -6,000
BWK 1989 RWL Cinema Trust fI 3,000
BWK 1990 RWL Cinema Trust II 2,969

Generally, borrowed funds are not included in a taxpayer's

gross income "because the taxpayer's obligation to repay the

funds offsets any increase in the taxpayer's assets". United

States v. Centennial Sav. Bank FSB, 499 U.S. 57 , 582 (1991);

accord Moore v. United States, 412 F.2d 974, 97 (5th Cir. 1969);

United States v. Rochelle, 384 F.2d 748, 751 (5th Cir. 1967).

The hallmarks of a loan are: (1) Consensual re ognition between

the borrower and the lender of the existence of the loan, i.e.,

the obligation to repay; and (2) bona fide intent on the part of
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the borrower to repay the funds advanced. See Collins v.

Commissioner, 3 F.3d 625, 631 (2d Cir. 1993), affg. T.C. Memo.

1992-478.

There was no loan agreement between the various Kanter

entities and Ballard or Lisle. There was never any attempt to

collect on the receivables until after the IRS began questioning

the bona fides of the loans. By that time the loans had already

been written off as worthless. Even then Ballard and Lisle

denied that they had any obligation to repay. There is no doubt

that the distribution payments to Ballard and Lisle were not

loans.

Similarly, there is no doubt that the payments made by KWJ

Corp. and the KWJ partnership to Ballard and Lisle's adult

children were not for services rendered by the children. .

From 1982, KWJ Corp. and the KWJ Co. partnership paid the

�042Lisle and Ballard children the following amounts as consulting.

fees:

Lisle Children
Year Thomas Lisle Amy Albrecht
1982 $7,000 $7,000
1983 12,000 12,000
1984 12,000 12,000
1985 12,000 11,000
1986 12,000 13,000
1987 12,000 12,000
1988 12,000 12,000

Ballard Children
Melinda Ballard Karen Hart

$7,000 --
12,000 --
12,000 $2,000
12,000 12,000
12,000 12,000
12,000 12,000
12,000 12,000

During 1989, KWJ Co. paid the Lisle and the Ballard children

$36,000. Of the $36,000 paid to the children in 1989, Lisle's
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children received at least $18,000 and Ballard'a children

received at least $12,000.

Petitioners claim that Thomas Lisle and Me._inda Ballard were

paid the consulting fees for various services they provided to

KWJ Corp. or KWJ Co. (KWJ). During the timefrane that Thomas

Lisle was receiving $1,000 a month, he was employed elsewhere

full time. During part of this time, Thomas Linle was employed

with the Vantage Company (Eulich's company).

Melinda Ballard received $1,000 a month from KWJ from 1983

through parts of 1989. She did notl know the nature of KWJ's

business. Neither Thomas Lisle nor|Melinda Bal.'.ard ever met or

spoke to Freeman.

Karen Ballard Hart (Hart) also received $1,000 a month.

During the time that Hart was receiving $1,000 a month from KWJ,

she was employed elsewhere.

Hart testified that the "service" she performed was to

attend Urban Land Institute and Hotel Industry meetings. After

she attended these meetings, she woùld sometimer tell Kanter what

she had heard at the meetings, and ometimes she would not tell

him what she had heard.. Half of the time, Kanter was at the same

meetings she attended. Hart descrihed her role as "more of a

general hotel industry trend thing" that she wot-ld tell Kanter

about whenever she was asked. She did not know that she

supposedly worked for KWJ. The $1,000 a month that Hart received
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was paid to her by checks from Administration Co., and she

testified that she worked for Administration Co.

Amy Albrecht (Albrecht) described her role as looking at

"deals". Albrecht's testimony that she submitted on the average

anywhere from 20 to 40 deals a year to Freeman greatly exceeds

the 5 or 6 deals a year she had previously claimed during an

interview with IRS agents. The $1,000 a month that Albrecht

received did not depend on what she did or how many "deals" she

looked at. She received $1,000 a month even if she did nothing.

The checks issued to Albrecht were from either KWJ or

Administration Co. During the time that Albrecht was receiving

$1,000 a month from KWJ or Administration Co., she was employed

by the Vantage company.

The testimony of Thomas Lisle, Melinda Ballard, Hart, and

Albrecht is not credible. They performed no services for KWJ.

The payments to them were from funds Ballard and Lisle earned

from the Prudential transactions.

The record clearly shows that Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle

agreed to share the payments made by the Five related to the

Prudential transactions that were paid to IRA, Zeus, and KWJ

Corp. in the ratio of 45 percent each.to Ballard and Lisle and 10

percent to Kanter. Most of the funds were accumulated in IRA or

a subsidiary until after Ballard and Lisle left Prudential. It

was then that 45 percent of the accumulated funds were
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distributed to each of Lisle and Ballard, respectively, through

Carlco and TMT, and 10 percent to Kanter through BWK, Inc.

Respondent has established by clear and convincing evidence

that Ballard failed to report income from the Five in the

following amounts for each of the.years at issue:

Year Omitted Income
1978 $17,277
1979 186,758
1980 391,538
1981 4 67, 972
1982 710, 001
1984 337,715
1987 300,900
1988 283, 440
1989 358,492

Respondent has established by clear and convincing evidence

that Lisle failed to report income from the Five in the following

amounts for each of the years at issue:

Year Omitted Income
1984 337,715
1987 300,900
1988 283,440
19.89 358, 4 92

Respondent has established by clear and convincing evidence

that Kanter omitted income from the Five in the following amounts

for each year at issue:
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Year Prudential Other Omitted Income
1978 $3,839 -- $3,839
1979 41,502 -- 41,502
1980 87,009 -- 87,009
1981 103,994 $80,616 184,610
1982 157,778 70,538 228,316
1983 72,181 294,075 366,256
1984 75,048 822,840 897,888
1986 63,353 1,069,335 1,132,688
1987 66,867 132,322 199,189
1988 62,987 96,188 159,175
1989 79,665 42,332 121,997

For each of the years 1979 through 1989, Kanter filed

Federal income tax returns which reported adjusted gross income

and income·tax paid as follows:

Adjusted Gross Income
Year Income (Loss) , Tax Paid
1978 ($44,386) $1,671
1979 (105,084) --
1980 (155,026) --
1981 (53,614) --
1982 (287,536) --
1983 (819,449) --
1984 (804,482) --
1985 (954,695) --
1986 (1,529,213) --
1987 (2,004,257) --
1988 (1,340,459) --
1989 (1,331,576) --

Kanter paid no Federal income taxes during an 11-year

period, and only minimum tax in 1978 of $1,671. However, he did

pay self-employment tax for the years 1978 ($1,434), 1979

($1,855), 1980 ($2,098), and 1983 ($3,338).

Because respondent has shown by clear and convincing

evidence that Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle omitted income on their

Federal income tax returns for each of the years at issue,
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respondent has clearly proven the underpayments of income tax

attributable to such omitted income for those years.

E. Intent to Evade Tax

Next, respondent must show by clear and convincing evidence

that Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter intended to evade taxes known to

be owing by conduct intended to conceal, mislead, or otherwise

prevent the collection of such taxes. See Stoltzfus v. United

States, 398 F.2d 1002, 1004 (3d Cir. 1968).

The existence of fraud is a question of fact to be resolved

upon consideration of the entire record. See Gëiewski v.

Commissioner, 67 T.C. 181, 199 (1976), affd. without published

opinion 578 F.2d 1383 (8th Cir. 1978). Fraud is not presumed.or

imputed; it must be established by independent evidence that

establishes a fraudulent intent on the taxpayer's part. See

Otsuki v. Commissioner, 53 T.C. 96, 106 (1969). Because direct

proof of a taxpayer's intent is rarely available, fraud may be

proved by circumstantial evidence, and reasonable inferences may

be drawn from the relevant facts. See Spies v. United States,

317 U.S. 492, 499 (1943); Stephenson v. Commissioner, 79 T.C.

995, 1006 (1982), affd. 748 F.2d 331 (6th Cir. 1984). For

example, an intent to conceal or mislead may be inferred from a

pattern of conduct, see Spies v. United States, supra at 499, or

from a taxpayer's entire course of conduct, see Stone v.

Commissioner, 56 T.C. 213, 223-224 (1971). Likewise, a pattern
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showing a consistent underreporting of income, when accompanied

by circumstances evidencing an intent to conceal, may justify a

strong inference of fraud. See Parks v. Commissioner, 94 T.C.

654, 664, (1990).

Additions to tax for fraud have been upheld where taxpayers

received income from illegal kickback schemes. See Tregre v.

Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1996-243, affd. without published

opinion 129 F.3d 609 (5th Cir. 1997); DeVaughn v. Commissioner,

T.C. Memo. 1983-712; Hanhauser v. Commissioner, T.C. 1978-504.

These cases bear some factual similarities to the instant cases.

Factors Indicative of Fraudulent Intent

Courts have relied on a number of indicia of fraud in

deciding fraud cases. The existence of several indicia is

persuasive circumstantial evidence of fraud.. See Solomon v.

Commissioner, 732 F.2d 1459, 1461 (6th Cir. 1984), affg. per

curiam T.C. Memo. 1982-603. A non-exclusive list of

circumstantial evidence which gives rise to a finding of

fraudulent intent includes: (1) a pattern of understating income

over an extended period of time; see Foster v. Commissioner, 391

F.2d 727, 733 (4th Cir. 1968), affg. in part, revg. in part T.C.

Memo. 1965-246); (2) implausible or inconsistent explanations of

behavior; see Bahoric v. Commissioner, 363 F.2d 151, 153 (9th

Cir. 1966); Factor v. Commissioner, 281 F.2d 100 (9th Cir. 1960),

affg. T.C. Memo. 1958-94; (3) failure to cooperate with tax
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authorities; see McCullough v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1993-70;

(4) failure to produce records during discovery, see Scallen v.

Commissioner, 877 F.2d 1364, 1370 (8th Cir. 1909), affg. T.C.

Memo. 1987-412; (5) destruction of records, see Estate of Beck v.

Commissioner, 56 T.C. 297 (1971); (6) misleading statements or

actions, see McManus v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1972-200, affd.

without published opinion 486 F.2d 1399 (4th Ci . 1973), (7)

commingling of personal assets with those of the taxpayer's

corporation in an attempt to avcid tax, see United States v.

Walton, 909 F.2d 915 (6th Cir 1990); (8) diversion of income to

third parties, see Lewis v. Commissioner, T.C. emo. 1983-547;

(9) reporting income from property beneficially owned by the

taxpayer on the returns of family members, see Lang v.

Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1961-134; (10) structuring of a business

and use of cash management techniques which made difficult the

tracing of income, see Scallen v. Commissioner, supra at 1370-

1371; (11) banking devices used to conceal earnings, see Maddas

v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 548 (3d Cir. 1940), a fg. 40 B.T.A. 572

(1939); (12) concealing income under the names of other persons

who reported such income, see Hecht v. Commissioner, 16 T.C. 981

(1951); and (13) omission of income from the taipayer's property,

title to which was held in names of others who reported the

income therefrom, see Furnish v. Commissioner, 262 F.2d 727 (9th

Cir. 1958). In addition, the taxpayer's educational background
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and experience are relevant. See Scallen v. Commissioner, supra

at 1371; United States v. Stein, 437 F.2d 775 (7th Cir. 1971).

1. Lisle's Fraud

Respondent has proven by clear and convincing evidence that

Lisle underpaid his taxes for each of the years at issue

attributable to omitted income from transactions related to the

Five.

Respondent has also proven by clear and convincing evidence

that Lisle intended to evade taxes known to be owing on that

income by conduct designed to conceal, mislead, or otherwise

prevent the collection of such taxes. The record contains

several indicia of Lisle's fraud with intent to evade tax.

In determining the presence or absence of fraud, we consider

the training and experience of the taxpayer. See Iley v.

Commissioner, 19 T.C. 631, 635 (1952). Lisle graduated from the

University of Missouri with a B.S. degree in public

administration. He attended law school at the University of

Missouri, graduate schools of management and business at Columbia

University, and the graduate school of management at Princeton

University. Lisle was an experienced and sophisticated

businessman who held high executive positions at Prudential and

later at Travelers. As such, he obviously understood and fully

appreciated his obligation to report income correctlý and to pay

taxes on that income. Nevertheless, he disregarded this
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obligation by participating in various schemes do collect

kickbacks from the Five and misdirect income through Kanter's

maze of entities.

Consistent and substantial understatements of income are

strong evidence of fraud. See Marcus v. Commissioner, 70 T.C.

562, 577 (1978), affd. without published opinion 621 F.2d 439

(5th Cir. 1980). Moreover, a pattern of consistent

underreporting of income, when accompanied by other circumstances

indicating an intent to conceal income justifies the inference of

fraud. See Holland v. United States, 348 U.S. 121, 137 (1954).

Lisle omitted income received from transactions with the Five

during the years 1984 and 1987 through 1989 in the total amount

of $1,280,547. Additionally, for the years 1978 through 1983,

1984, and 1985, years not before us here, he omitted $2,734,7Ó7.

Lisle allowed Kanter to commin le his share of the kickback

moneys. in the laundering mechanism anter created to conceal the

true nature of the income and the identity of the earner of the

income. Lisle's use of the various Kanter sham antities

(including among others, IRA, Carlco, KWJ Corp., KWJ Co., Essex,

Zeus, Holding Co., Int'l Films, HELO, Administration Co., and

Principal Services) made it difficult and sometimes impossible to

trace the cash-flow and is substantial evidence of Lisle's intent

to evade tax. See Scallen v. Commissioner, supra at 1371.

Commingling by laundering is an indication of fraudulent intent.
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See United States v. Jackson, 983 F.2d 757 (7th Cir. 1993).

.Commingling of the kickbacks in the accounts of the conduit

entities, together with other unrelated income, was a device to

hide the kickbacks from Prudential and the IRS, and is evidence

of fraud. See Maddas v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 548 (3d Cir.

1940).

There is fraud where there is a scheme to "thwart the

effective functioning of the IRS" and where there is an attempt

to disguise the source of income. See United States v. Browning,

723 F.2d 1544, 1547 (11th Cir. 1984). Lisle plainly attempted to

disguise the source of the kickback funds by the manner employed

in sending the moneys through a roundabout method over a period

of many years through Kanter's conduit entities. To be sure, the

movement of the moneys had no legitimate business purpose, as

demonstrated by the evidence.

The use of nominees, placing money or property in the name

of another, is indicative of fraud. See United States v.

Peterson, 338 F.2d 595 (7th Cir. 1964); Furnish v. Commissionerr

supra, where the Court of Appeals stated that "Concealment by

itself is indicative of a willful intent to evade income taxes."

Lisle used IRA and later Carlco as a nominee to receive and hold

and conceal the kickback payments he received for his services.

Failure to cooperate with revenue agents during an audit

examination is indicative of fraud. See Bradford v.
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Commissioner, 796 F.2d 303 (9th Cir. 1986), affe. T.C. Memo.

1984-601. As reflected in our findings of fact, Lisle did not

cooperate with respondent's agents at various stages of their

investigation of his tax returns. He withheld relevant documents

and information involving transactions with the Five.

Destruction of records and attempts to place records beyond

the reach of the revenue agents are evidence of fraud. See

Prokop v. Commissioner, 254 F.2d 544 (7th Cir. 1|958), affg. T.C.

Memo. 1957-75; Estate of Beck v. Commissioner, 56 T.C. 297

(1971). We find that Lisle -discarded and permitted others,

including Kanter, Gallenberger, and Weisgal, to discard

supporting income documentation, which was an intentional act

designed to conceal and evade the reporting and payment of

Federal income tax.

Misleading statements or actions are evidence of fraud. See

McManus v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1972-20.0, affd. without

published opinion 486 F.2d 1399 (4th Cir. 1973). Lisle made the

following misleading statements to the IRS agents who interviewed

him during their examination of Kanter's returns:

(1) Lisle told the agents that Schaffel had transacted

business with Prudential prior to Kanter's intrcduction of

Schaffel to Lisle;
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(2) he told the agents that he was not aware of the dispute

between Kanter and Schaffel regarding kickbacks for Travelers'

deals;

(3) he told the agents that he was not aware of any

agreement between Schaffel and Kanter to share commissions

Schaffel earned from the introduction to Ballard and Lisle.

(4) he told the agents that Kanter mainly dealt with the

field offices when introducing people to Prudential for business;

(5) he denied any knowledge of the Christie Trust

established for the benefit of his children;

(6) he denied any knowledge of the Christie Trust's

ownership of Carlco stock; and

(7) he claimed that he had only recently learned about

loans made by the Kanter entities to his family trusts and denied

that any loans had been made to him.

Lisle's pattern of consistent and substantial underreporting

of income, along with other indicia indicating an intent to

conceal income, justifies our finding that Lisle's underpayment

of tax attributable to the income he omitted from transactions

involving the Five is attributable to fraud.

2. Ballard's Fraud

Respondent has proven by clear and convincing evidence that

Ballard underpaid his taxes for each of the years at issue

attributable to omitted income from transactions related to the
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Five. Respondent has also proven by clear and convincing

evidence that Ballard intended to evade taxes k own to be owing

on that income by conduct designed to conceal, islead, or

otherwise prevent the collection of such taxes. There are

several indicia of Ballard's fraud with intent to evade tax.

Although Ballard's educational background s not in the

record, he was a sophisticated and experienced businessman who

held high executive positions at Prudential, and later at Goldman

Sachs. As such, he obviously understood and fu]ly appreciated

his obligation to report income correctly and to pay taxes on

that income. Nevertheless, he disregarded this obligation by

participating in various schemes to collect kickbacks from the

Five and misdirect income through Kanter's maze of entities.

As our findings show, Ballard omitted income received from

transactions with the Five during the years 197 through 1982,

1984, and 1987 through 1989 in the total amount of $3,054,093.

Additionally, for the years 1983, 1985, and 1986, years not

before us here, he omitted $961,161.

Ballard used IRA and later TMT as a nominee to receive and

hold the kickback payments he received for his services.

Ballard did not cooperate with respondent' agents at

various stages of their investigation of his tax returns. He

withheld relevant documents and information inv lving

transactions with the Five.
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Ballard discarded and permitted others, including Kanter,

Gallenberger, and Weisgal, to discard supporting income

documentation, an intentional act designed to conceal and evade

the reporting and payment of Federal income tax.

Ballard allowed Kanter to commingle his share of the

kickback moneys in the laundering mechanism Kanter used to

conceal its identity. Ballard's use of the various Kanter sham

entities (including among others, IRA, TMT, KWJ Corp., KWJ Co.,

Essex, Zeus, Holding Co., Int'l Films, HELO, Administration Co.,

and Principal Services) made it difficult and sometimes

impossible to trace the cash-flow and is substantial evidence of

Ballard's intent to evade tax. Commingling the kickbacks in the

accounts of the conduit entities, together with other unrelated

income, was a device to hide the kickbacks from Prudential and

the IRS, and is evidence of Ballard's fraud.

Ballard plainly attempted to disguise the source of the

kickback funds by funneling money in the roundabout method

through the conduit entities over a period of many years.

Ballard made the following misleading and false statements:

(1) He testified that at the dinner meeting where Kanter

introduced Schaffel to Ballard and Lisle, they only discussed

politics, football, and religion, and that no business was

discussed;
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(2) he testified that he did not know whe her Walters had

transacted any business with Prudential when BaÏlard was at

Prudential and that he was not involved with th Ramada

Renaissance property; yet he met with Schaffel ànd Walters to

finalize the financing of the Cherry Creek Plac II and the

Ramada Renaissance properties;

(3) he testified that Prudential did not urchase the

Schnitzer-PMS stock because, apart from the potential conflict of

interest, Prudential did not have any business to give to

Schnitzer-PMS; yet Prudential started giving Scinitzer-PMS

substantial business;

(4) he testified that he had no involvement and no meetings

with Connolly other than seeing him at the Gate ay hotel; yet he

is the person who introduced Connolly to Eulich for purposes of

setting up the Essex arrangement.

Finally, we find Ballard's testimony vague, evasive, and

unreliable as to the kickback payments in the face of

overwhelming evidence to the contrary.

Ballard's pattern of consistent and substantial

underreporting of income, when acco panied by the other indicia

indicating an intent to conceal inc6me, justifi s our finding

that Ballard's underpayment of tax attributable to income he

omitted from transactions involving the Five is attributable to

fraud. |
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3. Kanter's Fraud

Kanter was the architect who planned and executed the

elaborate scheme with respect to the kickback income payments

received from the transactions involving the Five. Ballard and

Lisle participated with him, shared in the payments, and

cooperated in the diversions. In our view, what we have here,

purely and simply, is a concerted effort by an experienced tax

lawyer and two corporate executives to defeat. and evade the

payment of taxes and to cover up their illegal acts so that the

corporations, Prudential and Travelers, and the Federal

Government would be unable to discover them.

Respondent has proven by clear and convincing evidence that

Kanter underpaid his taxes for each of the years at issue

attributable to transactions related to the Five. Respondent has

also proven by clear and convincing evidence that Kanter intended

to evade taxes known to be owing on that income by conduct

designed to conceal, mislead, or otherwise prevent the collection

of such taxes.

The record is replete with several indicia of Kanter's

fraud. They are:

First, Kanter has a legal education. He has been a

practicing tax attorney since 1956. He has taught courses in

estate and gift taxation and estate planning at the University of

Chicago Law School. He has lectured and written extensively in
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the area of Federal tax law. For a number of years, he has been

a writer and contributor to the Journal of Taxation, a national

monthly publication devoted exclusively to Federal taxation.

Kanter, as an experienced tax attorhey, obviously understood and

fully appreciated his legal obligations to report income

correctly and to pay taxes on that income. Nevertheless, he

disregarded these obligations by co ceiving and carrying out

various schemes to misdirect income Furthermore, he was or

oshould have been aware that his Federal income tax liabilities

were substantially underreported fo each of the years in issue.

Second, as we have previously found, Kanter reported

adjusted gross losses on his Federa income tax returns for every

year from 1978 through 1989. For 11 of those years he paid no

Federal income taxes, and only minimum tax of $1,671 in 1978.

Kanter omitted income received from transactions with the Five

during the years 1978 through 1989 (except for 1985) in the total e
amount of $3,422,469. Even for 1985, a year not before us here,

he omitted $1,592,939.

Third, Kanter created a complex laundering mechanism made up

of sham corporations and entities (including amcng others, IRA,

Carlco, TMT, BWK, Inc., KWJ Corp., KWJ Co., Essex, Zeus, Holding

Co., Int'l Films, HELO, Administration Co., and Principal

Services) to receive, distribute, and conceal his income, as well

as Ballard's and Lisle's income. Payments made for their
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services were paid to IRA and Holding Co. or one of their

subsidiaries. The payments were commingled with funds from other

entities in Administration Co.'s accounts and later Principal

Service's accounts. Large amounts of money were distributed to

various entities and individuals, including Kanter, Ballard, and

Lisle, through IRA, Holding Co., HELO, Int'l Films, and the Bea

Ritch trusts. The distributions were disguised as loans and

recorded as receivables. The receivables were shuffled (through

book entries) between the various entities and eventually written

off. Kanter's use of the various sham entities made it difficult

and sometimes impossible to trace the flow of the money and is

substantial evidence of his intent to evade tax. See Scallen v.

Commissioner, 877 F.2d 1364, 1370-1271 (8th Cir. 1989).

Fourth, as reflected in our findings of fact, Kanter did not

cooperate with respondent's agents at various stages of their

investigation of his tax returns. He withheld relevant documents

and information involving transactions with the Five and the

movement of moneys through the conduit entities such as

Administration Co., IRA, Holding Co., and others.

Kanter caused some records to be destroyed and attempted to

place other records beyond the reach of the revenue agents

conducting the investigation. We find in particular that

destruction of records that were the subject of the IRS summonses

after the issuance of the summonses to be a strong indication of
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fraud. "The summons had no time limit, was never withdrawn, and

* * * required the recipient to retain--indefinitely--the

documents within its scope." United States v. Administrative

Enters.r Inc., 46 F.3d at 673.

Gallenberger and Weisgal claim that recorde had been

discarded pursuant to a 3-year retention policy based on the

normal 3-year statute of limitations for assessing tax

deficiencies. Yet the records they destroyed related to returns

that were being audited and were the subject of IRS

administrative summonses. We think that such a 3-year retention

policy could not justify the destruction of corporate minutes,

stock ownership records, or resolutions by the hoards of

directors. Moreover, some of the entities involved were trusts

or corporations owned by trusts. Corporate officers and

directors, as well as trustees of trusts, are often required to

account to shareholders and beneficiaries for periods greater

than 3 years. None of the individuals involved with the various

entities (Gallenberger, Weisgal, Meyers, and Schott) acted in any

independent manner. They all acted as directed by Kanter. It is

clear that they destroyed the records at Kanter's direction.

Kanter, a tax professional who represents clients before the

IRS and this Court, is aware of the need for documentation and

records to support the items reported on tax returns. In light

of that knowledge, coupled with other evidence, we find that his
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discarding of his supporting income documentation was an

intentional act designed to conceal and evade the reporting and

payment of Federal income tax.

Fifth, Kanter's commingling of his income with the moneys of

others is an indication of fraud in an attempt to avoid tax.

United States v. Walton, 909 F.2d 915 (6th Cir. 1990). The use

of IRA and the other entities by Kanter and the commingling of

the kickback moneys were part of the laundering mechanism

�042designed by Kanter. All of the commingling of Kanter's income,

as well as that of Ballard and Lisle, was done at his direction.

Commingling of the kickbacks in Administration Co.'s accounts,

together with other unrelated income, was designed to conceal the

kickbacks. The commingling and laundering are evidence of fraud.

Maddas v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 548 (3d Cir. 1940); United

States v. Jackson, supra.

Sixth, Kanter's scheme was intended to "thwart the effective

functioning of the IRS" and was an attempt to disguise the source

of income. Kanter plainly attempted to disguise the source of

the kickback funds by the manner employed in sending the moneys

through conduit entities in a roundabout method over a period of

many years. Obviously, he, as well as Ballard and Lisle, did not

want Prudential and Travelers to know about the kickback

payments. Certainly, the movement of the moneys had no

legitimate business purpose.
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Seventh, Kanter's reporting of the kickback moneys on the

returns of IRA and Holding Co. was designed to conceal the

scheme, and is another strong indication of Kan er's fraud. See

Lang v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1961-134, wherd the reporting of

income from property beneficially owned by the axpayer!on the

returns of family members was held to be fraudulent. It is clear

that Kanter used the sham corporations to give he appeÀrance

that the kickback income was earned by them, ra her than Ballard,

Lisle, and himself, and that there was no tax d e by the

corporations because there were claimed losses dufficient to

offset the income. Moneys were distributed fron IRA and Holding

Co. at Kanter's direction to other entities tha were created to

conceal further the true nature of the payments. Three of those

entities, TMT, Carlco, and BWK Inc., were contrclled respectively

by. Ballard, Lisle, and Kanter, and were the repcsitories of the

kickback moneys distributed from IRA. .

Eighth, Kanter routinely used the various donduit entities

as nominees, placing money and property in the names of the

entities to conceal the transactions. In fact, when it was

convenient, he would assert that the entity hel an asset merely

as nominee.

Ninth, Kanter created phony loans to disguise the

distributions of the income to himself and others and to evade

the income tax due on the income. He later arranged for sales of
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the receivables for nominal amounts in order to claim false bad

debt deduction losses and offset additional income reported on

his returns and the returns of the conduit entities.

Tenth, as discussed previously, Kanter's testimony at trial

was implausible, unreliable, and sometimes contradictory. We did

not find it credible.

Finally, other factors that support a finding of Kanter's

fraud include, but are not limited to, manipulations of

deductions and income between various corporate, partnership, and .

trust entities to conceal not only his income but the income of

others; failure to account for payments for services; and the use

of the various artifices to divert the payments to his children

and trusts benefiting his family.

Kanter's substantial understatements of income over an

11-year period, his intentional misdirection of income, and his

deliberate mischaracterizations of the transactions are clear and

convincing evidence of his fraudulent intent to evade taxes,

particularly in light of his legal education and experience and

overall tax sophistication. See Scallen v. Commissioner, 877

F.2d 1364, 1370-1371 (8th Cir. 1989); Sisson v. Commissioner,

T.C. Memo. 1994-545, affd. without published opinion 108 F.3d 339

(9th Cir. 1996); Wheadon v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1992-633.

The transactions involved here were masquerades, concealing

the true character of the payments. In reality, an attorney and
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two highly successful businessmen conspired to yonceal millions

of dollars of kickbacks, using a multitude of entities with

friends and employees serving as officers of convenience, in an

attempt to defraud the employers of Ballard and Lisle and evade

taxes properly owed to the Government.

As each layer of Kanter's complex organization is removed,

and the flow of the money is followed, the magnjtude of the fraud

is revealed. Kanter's explanations are mere plastitudes and

rationalized rhetoric intended to obfuscate the true character of

the transactions and his wrongdoing.

F. Summary and Conclusions as to Fraud

The addition to tax or penalty in the case of fraud is a

civil sanction provided primarily as a safeguard for the

prote.ction of the revenue and to reimburse the Government for the

heavy expense of investigation and the loss resulting from the

taxpayer's fraud. Helvering v. Mitchell, 303 U.S. 391, 401

(1938). The facts, as we have found in detail, clearly show that

Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle, through the use of various conduit

entities, devised a multifaceted scheme to shield kickback

payments they received from transactions involving the Five.

Their fraud resulted in the Federall Government not being paid

several millions in income taxes due and owing. Clearly, the

Government incurred great expense investigating petitioners'
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returns. The investigation took years and involved the efforts

of dozens of IRS agents and several Government attorneys.

Petitioners created profitable business deals between the

Five and Prudential and Travelers. The large sums of money they

received as kickbacks were diverted at Kanter's direction to

their controlled conduit entities. To effectuate the part of the

scheme involving the Prudential transactions, Kanter through his

related entities (IRA and its subsidiaries), retained the moneys

for a period of time until they were distributed directly or

indirectly to Ballard, Lisle, and himself in a 45-45-10 percent

split. To effectuate the remaining part of the scheme involving

the payments for Kanter's services, including payments from the

Schaffel/Travelers transactions, Kanter caused the moneys to be

paid to Holding Co., which he controlled.

As a result of the overall scheme, over $13 million of

�042kickback and other income was omitted by petitioners

collectively. The evidence is clear and convincing that they

intended to evade the payment of their taxes on such omitted

income. Accordingly, after considering all the facts and

circumstances contained in the massive record of these cases, we

hold that Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle are liable for the fraud

additions to tax and penalties for each of the years at issue.
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Issue 2. Whether Certain Commitment Fees Paid to Century
Industries, Ltd., Are Includable in Kanter's Income for 1981,
1982, 1983, 1984, and 1986

FINDINGS OF FACT

Century Industries, a partnership,. was organized in 1979.

Its partners were the Bea Ritch trusts, Weisgal individually

(rather than as trustee of the Bea Ritch trusts), and a third

individual. The 25 trusts (collectively), Weisgal, and the other

individual each held one-third interests in the partnership. The

partnership's objective was to engage in highly leveraged

investments in which the partners would contribute relatively

minimal amounts of their own capital. The partnership was

ultimately unsuccessful in such investments.

In early 1980, the partnership was reconstituted. The third

individual referred to above withdrew from the partnership, new

partners were admitted, and the partnership's investment focus

was changed. The new partners included Kanter, four family �042
trusts for the benefit of Weisgal's family members (the James

Children's Trust, the Lawrence Children's Trust, the Lee

Children's Trust, and the Richard Children's Trust), and another

investment partnership composed of irrevocable trusts for the

benefit of Weisgal's family called Atlay Valley Investments

General Partnership (Atlay partnership).
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During 1980 and 1981, the partners in Century Industries,

their capital interests, and their initial capital contributions

were as follows:

Partners Partnership Int. Capital Contrib.

Atlay partnership 29 percent $290
Bea Ritch trusts 49 percent 490
James Children's trust 5 percent 50
Lawrence Children's trust 5 percent 50
Lee Children's trust 5 percent 50
Richard Children's trust 5 percent . 50
Kanter 1 percent 10
Weisgal 1 percent 10

In 1984, Cypress Lane Investment (a general partnership

consisted of 30 irrevocable trusts for the benefit of Weisgal's

family) replaced Atlay partnership as a 29-percent partner in

Century Industries.

Century Industries had no office or employees of its own and

operated out of the accounting firm offices of Weisgal. Although

Century Industries considered and evaluated a number of potential

investments from.1981 through about 1988, it made only a

relatively small number of investments until about 1987. After

1981, its partners were not required to make additional capital

contributions until 1986. During 1986 and 1987, its partners

made the following additional capital contributions:
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1986 Capital 1987 Capital
Partner Contrib. Contrib.

Bea Ritch trusts $29,900 $53,400
Cypress Lane Inv. 17,900 31,900
James Children's trust 3,000 5,500
Lawrence Children's trust 3,000 5,500
Lee Children's trust 3,000 5,500
Richard Children's trust 3,000 . 5,500
Kanter 6,100 3,600
Weisgal Revocable trust 6 100 3,600

From 1981 through 1986, Century Industries received "standby

commitment fees" from the following entities in the amounts

indicated:

Payer 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
Bayshore Marina -- -- -- -- -- $50,000
Century Capital -- $3,000 -- -- -- --
City & Suburban -- -- -- -- 3,000 --

Dist.
Computer Place- $13,500 7,000 -- -- -- --

ment Services
CPS Inv. -- -- $500 $2,000 3,500
Delphi Indus. -- -- -- -- 3,000
IRA 4, 000 3, 000 -- -- 4, 000
James Ins. Tr. -- -- 5,000 -- --
Ry. Placement -- -- 4,500 -- --

Services
Satcorp -- -- -- 75,000 --
SiLite, Inc. 17,500 7,000 18,000 13,000 11,000
Stockholder. -- -- -- 3,000 --
TAC -- -- -- -- 4, 500
Holding Co. -- -- 1,000 -- --
Waco Capital -- -- -- -- 1,000
Zion -- -- 4,000 -- --

35, 500 20, 000 33, 000 m 93, 000 30, 000

One of the entities paying commitment fees SiLite,

12, 000

62, 000

Inc.

(SiLite), had a history of acquiring other compÂnies. During the

years at issue, SiLite paid a monthly retainer 6f $1,000 to

Century Industries for evaluation of investment opportunities.

In addition to the monthly retainer, SiLite occásionally paid

additional amounts for the analysis of investme t opportunities.
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Kanter and Weisgal performed the analyses for which payments were

made to Century Industries.

On February 1, 1984, Century Industries billed Satcorp

$100,000 for consultation, analysis, and recommendations

regarding the financing and structuring of investment

opportunities, specifically the structuring of a limited

partnership and the sale of units in the partnership. A letter

agreement dated September 12, 1984, sets forth the purpose of the

payments made by Satcorp to Century Industries. The letter

agreement provides:

This letter will briefly outline the relationship
between [sic] Satcorp, Inc. ("Satcorp") and Century
Industries, Ltd. ("Century") so as to encompass Burton
Kanter and Solomon Weisgal serving as so-called
"financial engineers" for Satcorp and its existing
operating companies and other projects it may
.undertake. The scope of involvement will be
principally planning and structuring of transactions
for financings for Satcorp, its operating companies and
its future projects. It is intended that Century will
consider participating in the actual process of raising
financings, subject- to fee arrangements to be agreed
upon in connection therewith, but will not be routinely
responsible for any such activities.

To accommodate the foregoing and the overall
relationship as it has been discussed, Century will
bill fees in addition to those outlined below for
services performed in connection with specific
ventures, provided all conflicts are disclosed and the
decision with respect to building in such fees has
carefully and conscientiously [sic] taken into account
any impact on successful fund raising.

The specific current engagement will be compensated as
follows:
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1. Fees

a) Century will be guaranteed payment of $100,000 to
be paid over a period of 18 months from January 1,
1984; specifically, $25,000 to initiate the
engagement (already receiued), $25,000 90 days
thereafter (already received), and the balance to
be paid in equal monthly increments over the 12
months commencing July 1,!1984.

b) In addition, Century will maintain records of the
billings and time allocated so that if it "runs
over" within the first 12 months, based on usual
hourly rates, Century will be paid the difference
as billed.

Whenever possible Century will apply its fees to
individual offerings of finance, so as to spread the
burden to various projects.

2. Equity

a) Century will vest to an amount of shale equivalent
to 7.5% of the outstanding common stock of Satcorp
as computed on December 8 ¼ 1983 to be issued * * *
[during 1984 and 1985].

b) It is to be understood thàt in the event of death
or permanent disability of either Burton Kanter or
Solomon Weisgal, at Satcorps [sic] option it may
request that the aforementioned sharet be
redelivered and exchanged for non-voting shares
representing in all other respects the same equity
interest as represented prior to the exchange.
The purpose of this option is to acconamodate
Century's desire to maintäin a continting equity
interest without being subject to redemption or
other call, but at the same time to be certain
that Satcorp is completely comfortable with those
persons or entities who may succeed tc the
stockholdings in those circumstances nientioned.

In a letter dated November 20, 1984, to John Geocaris, City

& Suburban Distributors, Inc., written by Weisgal on Century

Industries letterhead, Weisgal stated:

*
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Burt [Kanter] and I have gotten our thoughts together
and reviewed all of our records regarding the time that
we have spent from inception of our conversations
through October 31, 1984.

The enclosed bill for $6,000 represents the dollar
reflection of the time involved. We have addressed
this bill to City & Suburban Distributors, Inc. and I
presume that this is the correct entity.

If for some reason you would prefer this charge billed
to a different company, please let me know.

The referenced bill indicates that the $6,000 charge was for

special tax and consulting services. A second letter to

Geocaris, dated December 26, 1984, describes the work performed

as overall financial planning, consideration of leveraged debt

financing, considerations and evaluation of debt financing

coupled with additional equity, review and identification of

sources of bank financing, conference with lenders, review

identification of potential equity sources, and various meetings

and updates with Angelo and John Geocaris.

Century Industries issued an invoice dated February 24,

1986, to Bayshore Marina, Ltd., for $50,000 for various

consulting services rendered from 1983 through 1985.

From 1983 through 1986, Kanter and Weisgal received the

following guaranteed payments from Century Industries:

Year Kanter Weisgal

1983 $2,000 $2,000
1984 12,000 --
1985 7,500 --
1986 6,000 6,000
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Beginning in about 1987, Century Industries made certain

investments that required additional capital contributions from

its partners. Some of these investments proved to be

unsuccessful. Ultimately, in 1988 or 1989, the partnership was

dissolved. Its affairs were wound up, and its remaining

investments with any value were distributed to t,he partners.

During the years at issue, Century Industries reported its

income on the calendar year and filed Forms 1065; U.S. Partnership

Returns, for each of its taxable years.

In notices of deficiency issued to the Kanters for 1981,

1982, 1983, 1984, and 1986, respondent determined that the

commitment fees paid to Century Industries constituted Kanter's

income for those years. Respondent issued a nohice of final

partnership administrative adjustment (FPAA) to Century

Industries reallocating some of the partnership's 1986 income to

Kanter.5¹ No FPAA was issued to Century Industries for 1983 and

1984.

OPINION

The issue we decide is whether the commitment fees paid to

Century Industries are includable in Kanter's income for taxable

years 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984,. and 1986. Respondent determined

A petition has been filed with this Court ;hallenging the
FPAA with respect to Century Industries' 1986 tax year. Century
Indus. Ltd., Solomon A. Weisgal Revocable Trusth Solomon A.
Weisgal, Co-Trustee, Tax Matters Partner v. Combissioner, .docket
No. 11559-90.
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that the commitment fees paid to Century Industries were actually

earned by Kanter and assigned by him to Century Industries.

Respondent now concedes that half the fees were for services

provided by Weisgal. Kanter contends that before Century

Industries would consider investing in a propósed venture,

Century Industries charged commitment fees for evaluating the

proposed investment, and, thus, the fees are income of the

partnership. Additionally, for the 1983, 1984,.and 1986 taxable

�042years, Kanter maintains that the Court does not have subject-

matter jurisdiction to decide the deficiencies related to the

commitment fees determined in the notices of deficiencies because

he contends for those years Century Industries is subject to the

partnership audit and litigatioñ provisions found in subchapter C

of chapter 63 of subtitle F of the Internal Revenue Code. These

provisions, sections 6221 through 6233 (collectively referred to

for convenience as the TEFRA partnership provisions), are

generally applicable to specified partnerships and other entities

filing partnership returns for taxable years beginning after

September 4, 1982. Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of

1982 (TEFRA), Pub. L. 97-248, sec. 407(a)(1), (3), 96 Stat. 324,

648.

Under the TEFRA partnership provisions, the tax treatment of

partnership items must be determined at the partnership level.

Sec. 6221. A partnership item must be considered solely in the
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partnership proceeding and cannot be considered in the partner's

personal or individual case. Disputes relating to

"nonpartnership items", however, continue to be resolved at the

individual partner level.

Section 6231(a)(3) provides that a "partnership item" means

any item required to be taken into account for the partnership's

taxable year to the extent prescribed by regulations as an item

that "is more appropriately determined at the pErtnership level

than at the partner level." The regulations prcvide that

partnership items include the partnership's aggregate and each

partner's share of items of income.

If the commitment fees were Kanter's income .that he assigned

to the partnership, then the asserted deficiency against him from

the adjustment would not be attributable to a partnership item,

and consideration of the adjustment in the instcnt cases will not

be enjoinable pursuant to section 6225(b). See sec. 6225(a) and

(b). The adjustment to Kanter's income further would not be an

"affected item". Sec. 6231(a)(5); NCF Energy Partners v.

Commissioner, 89 T.C. 741, 743-746 (1987); Maxwell v.

Commissioner, 87 T.C. 783, 792-793 (1986). Con ersely, if the

fees are the partnership's income, the determinétion of a

partner's share of the income is a partnership item and must be

made at the partnership level. See sec. 6231(a)(1), (3); Rule

240(b)(2); see also Maxwell v. Commissioner, supra at 787-788.
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Thus, we must first determine whether the fees are Kanter's

income. We must consider all the facts and circumstances to

determine the actual earner of income. See Leavell v.

Commissioner, 104 T.C. 140, 155 (1995). From 1981 through 1986,

a number of entities paid substantial commitment fees to Century

Industries. The Kanters contend that Century Industries required

the entities to pay the partnership the commitment fees for the

partnership to consider investing in a proposed transaction. The

evidence, however, shows that the payments made by the entities

were for services provided by Kanter and Weisgal to the entities

and that the services were unrelated to any investments made by

Century Industries. For example, Satcorp agreed to pay Century

Industries $100,000 plus stock in Satcorp to acquire Kanter's and

Weisgal's services as "so-called financial engineers" to assist

in the structuring of a limited partnership and the sale of the

units in the partnership.

The evidence shows that the commitment fees were paid for

professional and promotional services rendered by Kanter and

Weisgal to the entities that paid the fees. The November 20,

1984, letter from Weisgal to John Geocaris requests that the fees

were for special tax and consulting services. The letter states

that "Burt and I have gotten our thoughts together and reviewed

all of our records regarding the time that we have spent from

inception of our conversations through October 31, 1984." Kanter
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and Weisgal were required to account for their 1me and the

$6, 000 fee was based on that time. Although some of the

commitment fees were paid by entities related to Kanter or

Weisgal, the Kanters have provided no documents to show that the

commitment fees paid by those entities were for Century

Industries' consideration whether to purchase investments offered

by those entities.

Century Industries was not a partnership fbrmed by a group

of professionals, such as doctors, lawyers, or ccountants,

through which the professionals practice togethar. Kanter (an

attorney) and Weisgal (an accountant) were the bnly partners in

Century Industries who were professionals. Eac individually

owned only 1 percent of the partnership interes s. Their family

trusts owned the remaining 98 percent. Kanter bnd Weis'gal used

Century Industries to assign to the family trus s the fees they

received for professional and promotional servi es.

We find that the commitment fees were for professional and

promotional services provided by Kanter and Weisgal and that they

are the true earners of the income. Therefore, the income is not

the income of Century Industries, and this Court has jurisdiction

over the adjustments made in the notices of deficiencies.

Respondent concedes that only half of the fees are Kanter's

income. Kanter has not provided time records or any other

evidence to establish that he may have providec less than half of
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evidence .to establish that he may have provided less than half of

the services or that less than half of the fees is his income.

We hold, therefore, that one half of the commitment fees received

by Century Industries for the taxable years 1981, 1982, 1983,

1984, and 1986 are includable in Kanter's income for those years.

Issue 3. Whether Kanter Received Unreported Income From Hi-
Chicago Trust for 1981, 1982, and 1983

FINDINGS OF FACT

In notices of deficiency for 1981, 1982, and 1983,

respondent determined·that Kanter failed to report income

received from the Hi-Chicago Trust (HCT) in the amounts of

$42,720, $19,247, and $109,399, respectively.

At trial and in a stipulation of settled issues, Kanter

conceded the unreported income adjustment for 1981 but did not

concede the adjustments for 1982 and 1983 or the additions to tax

for 1981, 1982, and 1983 relating thereto.

HCT was established on March 6, 1972, by and between

Benjamin Markowe, as grantor, and Kanter, as trustee. The

beneficiaries of HCT were Sylvia Federman (the wife of Hyman L.

Federman (Federman)) and the children of Federman and Sylvia

Federman; namely Miles Federman, Ruth Silverstone, and Joan

Priver. The HCT agreement conferred broad powers upon the

trustee, including, but not limited to, the power to buy and sell

property and pay any reasonable compensation to the trustees.

Kanter served as trustee from the inception of the HCT through at
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least 1989. By its terms, HCT was governed by he laws of the

State of Illinois.

Neither Kanter nor members of his family were beneficiaries

of HCT. Kanter is not related to Federman but .s a friend of

Federman and the trustee of HCT.

At the inception of HCT, Federman and the eneficiaries of

HCT orally agreed with Kanter that kanter (or h.s designee) would

at all times during the continuance of HCT be e titled to

participate in the investments of HCT by way of a so-called

carried interest to the extent of 10 percent of any and all

profits realized from time to time by HCT on it individual

investments. Such profits were to be payable uhon disposition of

any specific investment, whether an investment as in the form of

a note, stock, securities, partnership interest or other forms

of property but excluding any interest income rëalized on

deposits, such as savings accounts, certificate of deposit, time

deposits or debt instruments. Kanter had the ohtion to exercise.

his right to the carried interest by electing a distribution in

kind of any investment held by the ;trust to which the carried

interest applied. If Kanter elected a distribu:ion in kind, HCT

made a distribution to Kanter or his designee o: a 10-percent

interest in the investment in consideration for a payment by

Kanter or his designee to HCT ·of 10 percent of NCT's cost of the
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investment. Kanter did not otherwise pay a fee to HCT for this

carried interest.

During the years in question, Kanter, as trustee, performed

various services for HCT. He determined whether investments by

HCT would be made and whether and when they would be sold. His

decisions on these matters were final. Kanter made the decisions

as to whether or not distributions would be made to the

beneficiaries; he directed people who worked for him at his law

firm and then later at Administration Co. and Principal Services

to perform various administrative services for HCT; he supervised

them in the performance of these services and, as trustee, he was

responsible for the performance or non performance of these

services. Kanter signed the tax returns of HCT; he hired the

accounting firm of Oppenheim, Appel & Dixson to prepare some of

the tax returns of HCT; and he subjected himself to liability

�042under VIII, paragraph 8.3 of the HCT agreement for any willful

default, wrongdoing, or gross negligence in connection with his

duties as trustee of HCT.

On December 22, 1980, Kanter sent a letter to Federman

enclosing a document entitled "Agreement and Indemnification".

As stated in the letter, the enclosed Agreement and

Indemnification reflected the agreement concerning the carried

interest. The Agreement and Indemnification document was not

executed at that time.
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In order to induce Kanter to e ntinue to s rve as trustee

and to reduce to writing the agreement concernidg the carried

interest, the Agreement and Indemnification was entered into on

July 26, 1984, by and among (1) Kanter, as trus ee of HCT, (2)

the beneficiaries of HCT, and (3) Hyman L. Fede man. The

Agreement and Indemnification statecl, in pertin nt part, as

follows:

WHEREAS, BWK is currently.acting as Trustee of the
Hi-Chicago Trust and so acted from its incdption at the
time of creation; and

WHEREAS, the Beneficiaries of the Tru t desire
that BWK continue to serve as Trustee of the Trust; and

WHEREAS, BWK is willing to so serve, upon receipt
of a satisfactory release and indemnificat on as
contained herein from the Beneficiaries and. from HLF,
with respect to any and all claims and liabilities
which might be asserted concerning prior cÜnduct by BWK
as Trustee in the operations of the Trust, and for
acting or choosing not to act upon advice. provided by
HLF; and

WHEREAS, all of the undersigned hpve expressed a
willingness to execute this Agreement and
Indemnification in order to induce BWK to ontinue to
serve as Trustee of the Trust without seeking prior
judicial approval for his past or future adts or
failure to act as Trustee; and

WHEREAS, to provide the beneficiaries of the Trust
a current financial account there is attached hereto as
"Exhibit A" a balance sheet and profit and loss
statement as of the Trust year ended Febru ry 29, 1984,
and a further such balance sheet and profitis and loss
statement as of June 30, 1984, attached as IExhibit B.

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto ag�041eeas
follows:
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1. BWK shall hereafter continue to act as the
sole Trustee of the Hi-Chicago Trust.

2. The Trustee may, at his option, at any time,
and from time to time, seek professional investment
advice from HLF and, to the extent the Trustee may act
upon such advice, or shall choose not to act upon such
advice, he shall be exculpated from and held harmless
from and otherwise indemnified with respect to any and
all claims, demands, suits, actions, liabilities and
responsibilities arising out of or connected with
following or failing to follow such advice.

3. It is understood that at the inception of the
Trust an agreement was reached that BWK, individually,
or his designee, would at all times during the
continuance of the trust be entitled to participate in
the investments thereof by way of a so-called "carried"
interest to the extent of ten percent (10%) of any and
all profits realized from time to time by the Trust on
its individual investments, said profits interest to be
payable upon the disposition of any specific
investment, whether said investment was in the form of
a note, stock, securities, partnership interest, or
other form of property, excluding participation in any
interest realized upon deposits of the trust held for
interest only, such as savings accounts, certificates
of deposits, time deposits, or debt instruments, but
excluding any related equity property interest, subject
to the right of BWK, or his designee, at his election
with respect to any specific investment of the Trust to
which the aforesaid carried interest applies, to obtain
a distribution of a ten percent (10%) interest in said
investment in kind by payment to the Trust of ten.(10%)
of the Trust's cost thereof; it is further understood
that the aforesaid agreement has heretofore, and does
presently, represent an integral part of the investment
program of the Trust; accordingly, the undersigned do
hereby ratify and consent to said agreement as
heretofore implemented and applied, and as will
hereafter be implemented and applied, in such manner as
the Trustee shall determine in accordance with
generally accepted accounting concepts of realization
of profit from each specific investment upon its
disposition for cash or other property.

4. There is attached hereto as "Exhibit A" and
"Exhibit B" a financial statement for the Trust for the
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period ending February 29, 198 , and June 30, 1984
including therein a balance sheet and prof t and loss
statement. The undersigned hereby acknowl dge that
each of them has received a copy of said E hibits A.and
B, has examined same, and is satisfied tha it
represents a substantially true and correcd statement
of the financial condition of the trust, add do hereby
accept and approve the contents of said Exiibits A and
B.

5. The undersigned, jointly and severally, each
for himself or herself, his or her heirs, hevisees,
legatees, appointees, executors, administrátors and
assigns, in consideration of Burton W. Kan er
continuing to serve as Trustee of the Hi-C icago Trust,
without seeking judicial approval for his ctions or
failures to act as Trustee, and in conside ation of
Burton W. Kanter·making certain investmentd and
undertaking commitments hereinbefore referred to, and
otherwise acting upon or choosing not to a¢t upon the
advice of Hyman L. Federman, currently and
prospectively, for and on behalf of the Trúst, and
other good and valuable consideration, recdipt of which
is hereby acknowledged, do hereby irrevoca ly
indemnify, release, discharge and hold harbless Burton
W. Kanter, both individually and as Trustee aforesaid,
and his heirs, devisees, legatees, .appointdes,
executors, administrators and assigns, of Ånd from any
and all claims, demands, suits, actions, liabilities
and responsibilities for any act or failurd to act as
Trustee of the Trust, since the inception df the Trust,
and without limiting the generality of the preceding,
do hereby specifically ratify, approve and confirm all
actions of said Trustee relating to investnent advice
from Hyman L. Federman, previously, currently and
prospectively with respect to the administration of the
Trust * * *

Kanter designated Holding Co. to receive the payments of the

carried interest. Pursuant to the agreement between Kanter and

the beneficiaries of HCT, HCT paid to Holding Co. the following

amounts on the following dates:
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Date of Amount of
Payment Payment

12/16/80 $80,000
1980 total 80,000

08/11/81 33,925
10/23/81 8,795
1981 total 42,720

10/13/82 19,247
1982 total 19,247

02/18/83 50,000
03/15/83 . 22,224
05/11/83 6,199
09/14/83 1,227
09/14/83 29,749
1983 total 109,399

HCT, Kanter as Trustee, filed Forms 1041, U.S. Fiduciary

Income Tax Returns, for its taxable years ended February 28,

1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984. Each of these returns was signed by

Kanter. On its returns for the taxable years ended February 28,

1981 through 1984, HCT claimed the following deductions for its

payments to Holding Co. pursuant to the carried interest:

Description Taxable Amount of
of Deduction Year Ended Deduction

Fiduciary fees 2/28/81 $80,000
Participation fees 2/28/82 42,720
Commissions 2/28/83 88,203
Commission expense 2/28/84 56,921

On its return for the taxable years ended February 28, 1982,

1983, and 1984, HCT did not claim any deduction for fiduciary

fees. Each of the returns of HCT for the taxable years ended
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February 28, 1981 through 1984 was handwritten and not computer

prepared.

On his Federal income tax return for 1988, Kanter reported

as miscellaneous income trustee fees from HCT in the amount of

$29,000. At the time Kanter reported income f om HCT as trustee

fees on his 1988 return, Kanter knew that resp ndent had

determined in notices of deficiency for 1981 and 1982 that the

amounts paid by HCT to Holding Co. during those years, pursuant

to the carried interest, were taxable to him. On his Federal

income tax returns for 1980 through 1987, Kanter did not report

any income from trustee fees from HCT.

For the taxable years ended August 31, 1978 through 1987,

Holding Co. had negative taxable income and paid no Federal

income taxes. During the taxable years in quention, Holding Co.

was owned by Kanter and/or trusts for the benefit of Kanter's

family.

OPINION

Under section 61, gross income includes all income from

whatever source derived, including (but not li ited to)

compensation for services, including fees, comnissions, and

similar items.

During the years 1981, 1982, and 1983, HCC paid to Holding

Co. $42,720, $19,247, and $109,399, respective.1y. The amounts

paid by HCT to Holding Co. for 1981, 1982, and 1983 equal the
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unreported income adjustments in the notices of deficiency mailed

to Kanter for those years. The amounts paid by HCT to Holding

Co. for 1981, 1982, and 1983 were paid pursuant to an oral

agreement between Kanter, Hyman L. Federman, and the

beneficiaries of HCT by which Kanter or his designee was entitled

to receive 10 percent of the profits from the sale of assets of

HCT (the carried interest). Kanter does not dispute that the

amounts set forth in the notices of deficiency for 1981, 1982,

and 1983 were paid by HCT to Holding Co. pursuant to the carried

interest. Kanter claims that the amounts are not taxable to him

because, prior to the years in question, he allegedly assigned

the carried interest to Holding Co.

To the contrary, respondent contends that the evidence shows

that the payments from HCT to Holding Co. were in substance

compensation to Kanter for his services as trustee of HCT.

Kanter became trustee of HCT in 1972. He served as trustee of

HCT from 1972 through at least 1989. During the years in

question, Kanter, as trustee, performed substantial services for

HCT, as set forth in our findings of fact.

Because Kanter was not related to the Federmans and Kanter's

family members were not beneficiaries of HCT, we think it is

unlikely that Kanter would have performed the various services on

behalf of the trust without compensation. Kanter could not

establish that he received any trustee fees from HCT (other than
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the carried interest) during the yhars 1982 anck 1983, and/or

whether he reported any such fees on his retur s for those years.

The fact that Kanter did not receive any trustce fees from HCT

(other than the carried interest) is affirmatively shown by the .

HCT fiduciary income tax returns for the taxable years ended

February 28, 1982, and 1983. On those HCT retdrns, other than

the deduction for the carried interest payment to Holding Co.,

HCT deducted no other payments as fiduciary feës. Had HCT made

any other payment for fiduciary fees, HCT prestmably would have

deducted them on its returns. Therefore, the act that HCT

deducted no other payments as fiduciary fees f r those taxable

years indicates that HCT paid no other fiducia y fees to Kanter

during those years. Except for trustee fees ofË $29, 000 for 1988

and $3,000 for 1989, Kanter did not establish hat he received or

reported on his tax returns any trustee fees from HCT (other than

the carried interest) from the inception of HC in 1972 through

1989. In our opinion the evidence shows that he carried

interest payments were in fact compensation fo Kanter's services

as trustee of HCT.

With respect to the trustee fees from HCT that Kanter

reported as income on his 1988 and 1989 returns, at the time

Kanter received those fees, he knew that respo dent had

previously determined in notices of deficiency for the taxable

years 1981 and 1982 that the amounts paid by H T to Holding Co.
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during those years, pursuant to the carried interest, were

taxable to him. Respondent contends that Kanter reported trustee

fees in 1988 and 1989 in a belated attempt to lend credence to

his position that the carried interest payments were independent

of any trustee fees in order to counter respondent's

determination for prior years that the carried interest pa'yments

from HCT to Holding Co. were in substance compensation for his

services as trustee. We agree.

On the HCT fiduciary returns for the taxable years ended

February 28, 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984, the deductions for the

carried interest payments from HCT to Holding Co. are labeled

"Fiduciary Fees", "Participation Fee", "Commissions", and

"Commission Expense", respectively. These HCT fiduciary returns

are all signed by Kanter in his capacity as trustee of HCT. The

fact that the deduction for the payment from HCT to Holding Co.

�042for the taxable year ended February 28, 1981, was labeled

"Fiduciary Fees" and that the deductions labeled "Participation

Fee", "Commissions", and "Commission Expense" for the subsequent

3 years were also for the carried interest payments from HCT to

Holding Co. is further evidence that the carried interest

payments from HCT to Holding Co. were in fact fiduciary fees for

services rendered by Kanter. The fact that the payments are

labeled "Participation Fee", "Commissions", and "Commissioner

Expense", is, in any event, evidence that the payments were made
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for services rendered by Kanter. Kanter's sigr_ature on these

returns indicates that, under penalties of perjury, he believed

that these characterizations were true and correct.

Concerning his acquisition of the carried interest, Kanter

testified that he had invested moneys with Hyman Federman and

sustained a number of losses, and that he negotiated to receive

the carried interest as "a way to allow recoup ent of losses that

I had sustained in earlier years from.other investments" and that

an understanding was reached that he would recéive that carried

interest "at some point in time after this tru t was created and

not in conjunction with its initial creation." Kanter's

testimony pertaining to his acquisition of the carried interest

was not corroborated by any other witness. He introduced no

evidence to establish the losses he allegedly sustained. His

testimony is specifically contradicted by the greement and

Indemnification Agreement, which states on pagé 2 that "It is

understood that at the inception of the Trust n agreement was

reached that Kanter" would receivel the carried interest.

Kanter testified that he always considere d the carried

interest as "something independent of any trus ee fee." This

statement is contradicted by the HCT fiduciary income tax return

for the taxable year ended February 28, 1980. On that return,

the deduction claimed for the carried interest payment from HCT

to Holding Co. was labeled "Fiduciary Fees". he return was
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signed by Kanter as trustee of HCT. His signature on the return

indicates that, under penalties of perjury, he believed that the

characterization of the carried interest payment as a fiduciary

fee was true and correct. Therefore, his statement at trial that

he considered the carried interest to be "something independent

of any trustee fee" was not credible.

Kanter's testimony that the carried interest was "something

independent of any trustee fee" is further contradicted by the

fact that the agreement entitling Kanter to receive the carried

interest was embodied in the Agreement and Indemnification

Agreement to induce Kanter to continue as trustee. The fact that

the carried interest was embodied in the Agreement and

Indemnification Agreement shows that the carried interest was

part of the consideration received by Kanter to serve as trustee.

Kanter's testimony that the carried interest was not

4 compensation for his services as trustee is also inconsistent

with his response to the Court's questioning concerning about how

often he was paid a trustee fee. When Kanter was asked about how

often he was paid a trustee fee, he responded as to how often the

carried interest was paid. That response indicates that Kanter

believed that the carried interest payments were made as

compensation to him for his services as trustee.

Kanter failed to establish that he validly assigned the

carried interest to Holding Co. He could not specifically
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identify when he assigned the interest to Holding Co. except to

say that it was "sometime in the 1970's." He provided no written

assignment document, and no other witness corroborated his

testimony. He also could not remember whether Holding Co. paid

anything for the interest or how much it paid, if any. Other

than Kanter's vague and uncorroborated testimory, the only

evidence of a possible assignment is the fact dhat the payments

were in fact made to Holding Co. rather than K2nter. The fact

that the payments were made to Holding Co. does not establish

that the underlying contractual right to the carried interest was

assigned by Kanter to Holding Co. but only establishes that

payments were made to Holding Co. rather than do Kanter. The

Agreement and Indemnification Agreement that w s executed on July

26, 1984, recites that Kanter individually or his designee was

entitled to receive the carried interest payments. If Kanter had

assigned the contractual right to the carried interest payments

to Holding Co. in the 1970's, that fact should have been

acknowledged in the Agreement and Indemnification Agreement that

was executed in 1984, long after the purported assignment to

Holding Co. In addition, Kanter admitted that he controlled when

the carried interest payments would be made when he stated that

he would not always pay the amounts due at the time a gain was

realized as called for by the agre-ement but would sometimes delay

the payment. Such control by Kanter is inconsistent with a valid
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assignment to Holding Co. He failed to show a clear

manifestation of an intention to assign the underlying

contractual right, as opposed to the payments, to Holding Co. and

also failed to show that Holding Co. paid any valuable

consideration for the claimed assignment. Moreover, even if

there had been a valid assignment of the carried interest, it was

Kanter who was the "tree" (not the carried interest) and the

payments to Holding Co. were the "fruit" of Kanter's services to

the trust. Thus, the alleged assignment by Kanter of the "fruit"

of the "tree" to Holding Co. would have been ineffective to shift

from him to Holding Co. the income tax liability on the payments.

Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111 (1930).

We conclude that Kanter failed to establish that respondent

erred in determining that he was taxable on the carried interest

payments made by HCT to Holding Co. during the years 1981, 1982,

and 1983. The facts clearly establish that the payments were

made as compensation for his services rendered to HCT. Kanter's

treatment of the carried interest is merely another attempt by

Kanter to disguise and shift his income.
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Issue 4. Whether Kanter is Taxable on the Incóme of the Bea
Ritch Trusts for 1986 and 1987

FINDINGS OF FACT

In the notice of deficiency for 1987, res ondent determined

that Kanter failed to report certain income, ddductions, and

losses of the Bea Ritch Trusts (sometimes BRT) which were

reportable by him as the owner of BRT. Included in the income of

BRT was 1986 net long-term capitaligain from the partnerships

Hempstead-Babylon (HB), Bergen-Westchester (BW), and Yorkshire

Partners (YP) in the amounts of $1,143,248, $274,660.and

$615,460, respectively, that had been reported on BRT returns for

the fiscal year ended September 30, 1987. The capital.gains of

HB, BW, and YP were attributable tó the sale by those

partnerships of their interests in Long Island Cable

Communications Development Co.. (LICCDC), subsequently known as

Cablevisfon Systems Development Co. (Cablevision). BRT

originally became a partner of HB, BW, and YP through dyster Bay

Associates (OBA). OBA eventually distributed its interest in HB,

BW, and YP to its partners, including BRT.

The trust agreement dated January 1, 1969, established the

Bea Ritch Trusts, Beatrice K. Ritch, Grantor, as a group of 25

trusts for the benefit of members of Kanter's family. Beatrice

K. Ritch is Kanter's mother. Joel Kanter, Janis Kanter, and

Joshua Kanter are the Kanters' children. Solombn Weisgal

(Weisgal), was named trustee of each trust.
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Each of the 25 Bea Ritch Trusts had an employer

identification number and filed tax returns. There is no single

or individual trust or partnership named "Bea Ritch". Bea Ritch

Trusts or BRT is a reference name used to refer collectively to

the 25 trusts created by the trust agreement.

Kanter was originally a beneficiary of each of the 25 BRT

trusts. He partially renounced and disclaimed his interest in

BRT on January 6, 1971, and renounced the remainder of his

beneficial interest in BRT on January 20, 1977. He further

signed a renunciation and disclaimer, of his beneficial interests

in BRT on September 15, 1978.

The original beneficiaries of BRT also included Kanter's

wife, Naomi, and their children. The original beneficiaries were

all individuals. Kanter's wife was originally a beneficiary in

nine of the trusts.

�042Article III of the trust agreement establishing Bea Ritch

Trusts, Beatrice K. Ritch, Grantor, provides in pertinent part as

follows:

3.1 Income and Principal. The Trustee is hereby
authorized to distribute all or as much of the net
income or principal or both of a separate trust to the
beneficiary or to any one or more of the beneficiaries
of such trust as the Trustee deems to be in the best
interests of said beneficiary or beneficiaries.

3.2 Limited Powers of Appointment. The Grantor's son
may, during his lifetime and upon his death, appoint
all or any part of the trust estate of each separate
trust of which he shall be a beneficiary to or for the
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benefit of any person,.persons or charitable
organization[.]

Sometime prior to 1987, 60 trust benefici ries (the various

JSK Trusts) were added to each of the 25 trusts of BRT. The

original and additional beneficiaries of each df the 25 trusts of

BRT are as follows:

Original Additional
Trust Name Beneficiaries Beneficiaries

BWK Burton Kanter JSK 1st Trust #5
JSK 2d Trust #5
JSK 3d Trust #5

Naomi Trust Naomi Kanter JSK 3d Trust #19
JSK 1st Trust #20

BN Trust Burton & Naomi JSK 1st Trust #4
JSK 2d Trust #4
JSK 3d Trust #4

Joel Trust Burton & Joel JSK 1st Trust #17
Kanter JSK 2d Trust #17

Janis Trust Burton & Janis JSK 3d Trust #15
Kanter JSK 1st Trust #16

Joshua Trust. Burton & Joshua JSK 2d Trust #18
Kanter JSK 3d Trust #18

Joel Children's Burton, Ndomi JSK 3d Trust #17
Trust Joel & Joel's USK 1st Trust #18

Children living
from time to time

Janis Children's Burton, Naomi fSK 2d Trust #16
Trust Janis & Janis's JSK 3d Trust #16

Children living
from time to time .

Joshua Children's Burton, Naomi #SK 1st Trust #19
Trust Joshua & Joshua's dTSK 2d Trust #19

Children living
from time to time
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Original Additional
Trust Name Beneficiaries Beneficiaries

JL-1 Trust Burton, Joel JSK 3d Trust #11
Harriet Blum & JSK 1st Trust #12
Joel's 1st child

JL-2 Trust Burton, Joel JSK 2d Trust #12
Debbie Blum & JSK 3d Trust #12
Joel's 2nd child

JL-3 Trust Burton, Joel JSK 1st Trust #13
Jeff Blum & JSK 2d Trust #13
Joel's 3d child

JA-1 Trust Burton, Janis JSK 1st Trust #9
Henry Krakow & JSK 2d Trust #9
Janis' 1st child JSK 3d Trust #9

JA-2 Trust Burton, Janis JSK 1st Trust #10
Helen Krakow & JSK 2d Trust #10
Janis' 3d child JSK 3d Trust #10

JA-3 Trust Burton, Janis JSK 1st Trust #11
Evelyn Krakow & JSK 2d Trust #11
Janis' 3d child

JS-1 Trust Burton, Joshua JSK 3d Trust #13
Gerald L. Kanter & JSK 1st Trust #14
Joshua's 1st child

JS-2 Trust Burton, Joshua JSK 2d Trust #14
Ruth Kanter & JSK 3d Trust #14
Joshua's 2nd child

JS-3 Trust Burton, Joshua JSK 1st Trust #15
Joshua's 3d child JSK 2d Trust #15
& all of the children
of Gerald L. Kanter
living from time to time

BK Children's Burton, Naomi and JSK 1st Trust #1
Trust all of the children JSK 2d Trust #1

of Grantor's son JSK 3d Trust #1
living from time to time
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Original Additional
Trust Name Beneficiaries Beneficiaries

BK Descendant's Burton, Naomi and JSK lst Trust #2
Trust all of the JSK 2d Trust #2

descendants of ¡JSK 3d Trust #2
Grantor's son living
from timë to time

BK Grand Children's Burton, Naomi and JSK lst Trust #3
Trust Burton's Grand ¡JSK 2d Trust #3

children living JSK 3d Trust #3
from time to time

Lillian Trust

J-l Wife's Trust

Burton, Naomi and 'JSK 2d Trust #20
Lillian Wilsker JSK 3d Trust #20

Burton, Joel's JSK lst Trust #6
Wife and the JSK 2d Trust #6
children of JSK 3d Trust #6
Carl I. Kanter living
.from time to time

J-2 Husband's Trust Burton, Janis' JSK lst Trust #7
husband and the JSK 2d Trust #7
children of SK 3d Trust #7
Aloysius B. and
Helen M. Osowski

J-3 Wife's Trust Burton, Joshua's JSK lst Trust #8
wife and Ruth & JSK 2d Trust #8
Philip Loshin SK 3d Trust #8

Kanter was the trustee for all of the 60 additional trusts

which became the beneficiaries of the 25 trusts of BRT. No

evidence was introduced as to terms of, or the identity of the

beneficiaries of, the 60 additional trusts that became

beneficiaries of the 25 trusts of BRT.

The address of the original 25 trusts of BRT was Solomon A.

Weisgal, .Trustee, C/O CMB & CO., P.O. Box 560068, Miami, FL

33156. The address for each of the 60 addition 1 Trust
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beneficiaries was Burton W. Kanter, Trustee, P.O. Box 560068,

Miami, FL 33156.

During the entire existence of BRT, the named trustee has

been Weisgal. He has been a close friend and business associate

of Kanter for 30 years. He is a certified public accountant.

Weisgal has never had any beneficial interest in BRT.

The BRT agreement recites that the grantor, Bea Ritch,

contributed $100 to each of the 25 trusts. Kanter introduced no

evidence that the amount recited as having been contributed by

Bea Ritch was actually contributed by her. Kanter presented no

evidence of any other contributions by Bea Ritch.

Prior to 1987, Kanter borrowed money from BRT. As of

January 1, 1987, Kanter owed $287,030 to BRT. As of October 31,

1987., Kanter still owed $287,030 to BRT. As of January 1, 1989,

Kanter owed $1,311,430 to BRT. As of December 31, 1989, Kanter

owed $34,971 to BRT. The amount Kanter owed to BRT was not

6
repaid by Kanter, but his debt to BRT was transferred to Northern

Fin. Assoc. and Astor Holding Co. As of December 31, 1989,

Kanter owed $523,030 to North Fin. Assoc. and owed $750,000 to

Astor Holding Co.

Prior to 1987, Kanter also borrowed money from Holding Co.

As of January 1 and October 31, 1987, Kanter owed $300,000 to

Holding Co. As of January 1 and December 31, 1989, Kanter owed
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$500,841 and $549,841 to Holding Co., respectively. As of

December 31, 1989, Kanter owed $600, 000 to IRA

BRT contributed its interests in Ever Ritch Partners and

Broadway Properties to Northern Financial Corp pursuant to a

section 351 transfer. Kanter acted as agent o nominee for BRT.

Respondent subpoenaed both Weisgal, as trustee of BRT, and

Kanter for the books and records of BRT. Othe than tax returns

of BRT, neither Weisgal nor Kanter produced thd documents

requested by the subpoenas.

In the early days of the law firm of Levedfeld and Kanter or

Levenfeld, Kanter, Baskes, and Lippitz (LK), Kdnter began a

practice within LK that, to the extent there were "investment

opportunities", the partners of the law firm w uld be advised of

them and would be offered the opportunity to pdrticipate to the

extent of their then existent partnership interests in the law

firm. The partners could choose t participat on behalf of a
themselves, their family members, . extended family, and/or through

entities such as trusts, partnerships, or corporations for the

benefit of their family. Under this policy, if a partner did not

participate, his percentage was offered to the other partners.

In 1973, Charles F. Dolan (Dolan) was negotiating to

purchase franchises for cable television from ime, Inc. He had

met Kanter in the late ~1960's. At the directi6n of Kanter, Roger

S. Baskes (Baskes) attended a meeting with Dolan and Time, Inc.
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Baskes was there for the purpose of explaining the process

involved in raising funds for the sale of limited partnerships.

From January of 1965 to May of 1978, Baskes was a partner in LK.

On September 1, 1973, LK formed a partnership known as

Oyster Bay Associates (OBA). The partners of OBA included

members of LK, or entities owned by themselves or members of

their families. Each LK partner or his family entity that became

a partner of OBA shared in the profits and losses of OBA in the .

same percentage that such partner shared in the profits and

losses of LK. The partners of OBA contributed total capital to

OBA of $100,000. The partners of OBA received back distributions

in excess of their capital contributions during 1974.

Kanter chose to participate in OBA. He could have

participated personally in OBA but designated BRT to participate

in OBA up to his 18 percent interest in LK.

On the same day that OBA was formed, September 1, 1973, an

Illinois general partnership, Long Island Cable Communications

Development Co. (Long Island Cable), was formed. The partners of

Long Island Cable included "class A" partners and one "class B"

partner, OBA.

The Long Island Cable partnership agreement recited that the

purpose of Long Island Cable was to negotiate for the purchase of

certain existing franchise rights and equipment collectively

constituting a cable television system in Nassau County, New
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York, and thereafter to operate such franchise rights by the

construction of additional cable communication facilities and

marketing such facilities in New York or Illin is.

The class A partners, their percentage interests in Long

Island Cable, and their capital contributed wed:e as follows:

Partner Percentage Capita Contributed
Charles F. Dolan 60 $ 00, 000
Steven Miller 25 40,000
Peter Strauss 15 25, 000

Total 100 . 65, 000

The Long Island Cable partnership agreemeht provided that

the class B partner, OBA, agreed. to contribute or secure

additional partners to contribute all addition al cash required by

way of capital to advance the business of Long Island Cable.

The Long Island Cable partnership agreemeht provided that

the profits and losses of Long Island Cable we e to be shared by

the class A Partners in their percentage capit 1 interests until

January 1, 1977, or the first date the class B partner, OBA, was

called upon to contribute capital to Long Islahd Cable, whichever

date occurred earlier and, thereafter, the profits and losses

were to be shared 7/8 by the class A partners and 1/8 by the

class B partner, OBA.

On January 25, 1974, a New York limited partnership, also

called Long Island Cable Communications Develdpment Co. (LICCDC)

was formed by and among Communications Development Long Island

Corp. a New York corporation (CDLIC), Communications Management
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Corp. a Delaware corporation (CMC), and Charles F. Dolan and

Limited Partners (Limited Partners).

All of the stock of CMC was owned by OBA. Kanter was the

president of CMC, and Baskes was the vice president of CMC.

The LICCDC partnership agreement provided that the purpose

of LICCDC was to carry on the business of constructing, owning,

altering, repairing, financing, operating, promoting, and

otherwise exploiting one or more cable television systems in

Nassau and Suffolk Counties in the State of New York.

The Limited Partners of LICCDC included two classes, "class

A participants" and "class B participants". The class A

participants consisted of various persons that contributed cash

of $1,015,000 and $485,000 in 1974 and 1975, respectively.

The class B participants consisted of OBA and Eagle

Ventures, Inc. (EV). The LICCDC partnership agreement provided:

"Any additional cash required to complete the equity portion of

the 450 mile addition of the Oyster Bay system which cannot now.

be borrowed by the Partnership shall be contributed half by the

General Partners and half by the class B Participants, provided,

however, that neither the General Partner nor the class B

Participants shall be required to make capital contributions

after June 30, 1976."

Article 6.4 of the LICCDC partnership agreement provided

that "payment from the General Partner or from the class B
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participants is due and payable within forty-five (45) days of

any call therefor by the General.Partner". The general partner,

as defined in the agreement, included Dolan, CDLIC, and CMC, a

corporation owned by OBA.

The LICCDC partnership agreement provided phat profits and

losses would be shared as follows: 99 percent by the class A

participants and 1 percent by Dolan until January 1, 1977; if

Payout had not occurred by January 1, 1977, 5.5 percent, 83.5

percent, and 11 percent by Dolan and CDLIC, the class A

Participants and the class B Participants, respectively; and 64

percent, 1 percent, 22.5 percent, and 12.5 percent by Dolan and

CDLIC, CMC, the class A Participants, and the class B

Participants, respectively after Payout or Januáry 1, 1977,

whichever occurred later. Payout was defined to refer to the

date on which the aggregate cumulative cash-flo distributed to

the partners after the inception of the partnership equaled or

exceeded $1,500,000.

Class C and class D interests in LICCDC we e created by
I

amendment to the LICCDC partnership agreement on January 1, 1975.

On the same day, Dolan and OBA formed the Hemps ead Babylon

partnership to acquire the class C and class D interests. Within

10 days, on January 10, 1975, the C interests w re sold to

Nassau/Suffolk Cablevision Investors for $4,500,.000.
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In addition to providing legal services, Kanter's law firm,

LK, raised capital for investments from clients of the firm.

Kanter and other partners of LK that participated in OBA

solicited and obtained from various investors the funds that were

provided to LICCDC that had been purportedly promised to LICCDC

by OBA. Kanter and other partners of LK solicited and obtained

from various partners, as investors, the funds that were provided

to LICCDC that had been purportedly promised by OBA. As noted

earlier, BRT was an indirect partner in OBA through the HB, BW,

and YP partnerships. Kanter personally solicited investors for

LICCDC including, but not limited to, Genesis Ventures and Hugh

Hefner. As a result of the funds raised by Kanter and other

partners of LK for LICCDC, OBA never contributed cash or property

to LICCDC in excess of $200.

In exchange for the funds raised by Kanter and other

partners of LK for LICCDC, OBA received its interest in LICCDC

and additional interests in LICCDC through the partnerships HB,

BW, and YP for which OBA paid no cash or other property other

than $200.

By an amendment to its partnership agreement, as of June 13,

1978, LICCDC changed its name to Cablevision Systems Development

Co. (Cablevision).
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Kanter was the owner of the interests of BRT in LICCDC (or

Cablevision), including, but not limited to, BRT's interests in

OBA, HB, BW, and YP.

During the years 1981 to 1986, certain income that Kanter

earned was credited to BRT's capital account with Century

Industries. (See Century Industries Findings of Fact). Century

Industries distributed $4,900 to BRT in each of the years 1982,

1983, and 1984.

Kanter earned half the income distributed by Century

Industries to BRT. (See Century Industries Findings of Fact).

IRA, Holding Co., and Windy City were three of Kanter's sham

corporations used by Kanter to conceal and shift his income. BRT

was the sole shareholder of IRA and Windy City and was a

substantial shareholder of Holding Co.

Kanter assigned substantial amounts of his income to IRA and

Holding Co. Kanter transferred asäets to Windy City for less

than adequate consideration, thereby increasing the value of

BRT's stock in Windy City. Kanter sold "notes receivable" or

stock to Windy City for nominal consideration and claimed a loss

on the transfer. The receivables, however, had value. The

transfers of stock and receivables increased the value of BRT's

stock in Windy City to the extent the,value of the notes

receivable or stock exceeded the nominal consideration paid by

Windy City.
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OPINION

At the outset we reject Kanter's contention that respondent

had raised "new matter" on which respondent bore the burden of

proof in asserting that the income from the various partnerships

was Kanter's income in 1986 rather than 1987. A.notice of

deficiency was issued to Kanter for 1986, and a petition was

filed. That year is before the Court. Therefore, a reallocation

of the partnerships' income between 1986 and 1987 is permissible

for the reasons stated in our findings of fact.

The pivotal question here is whether the Bea Ritch Trusts

should be recognized in 1986 and 1987 as separate taxable

entities, apart from Kanter, or whether Kanter should be treated

as the true owner of the trusts and thus taxable on BRT's income

. for those years.

Kanter contends that the Bea Ritch Trusts were valid grantor

trusts that correctly reported income, deductions, and losses in

1986 and 1987. He asserts that his mother, not himself, was both

the nominal and true grantor of BRT, and that Weisgal, as

trustee, made the decisions to invest or not to invest for the

trusts. To the contrary, re.spondent contends that Kanter was the

true owner of the Bea Ritch Trusts, and the trusts' income for

1986 and 1987 is taxable to him.

We agree with respondent. Although a trust may be valid

under State law, the trust will not necessarily be recognized for
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tax purposes. See Furman v. Commissioner, 45 T.C. 360, 364

(1966). Trusts lacking in economic substance created to avoid

taxes have been disregarded by the Court. See Zmuda v.

Commissioner, 79 T.C. 714 (1982); Markosian v. Commissioner, 73

T.C. 1235 (1980); Furman v. Commissioner, supr at 366; Sandvall

v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1989-189.

In considering and weighing.the facts with respect to this

issue, we note that the principle bf substance over form is

peculiarly applicable to trusts because they a e easily

manipulated so as to create illusion. See Laz rus v.

Commissioner, 58 T.C. 854, 864 (1972), affd. 5.3 F.2d 824 (9th

Cir. 1975), where we stated (citing Helvering v. Clifford, 309

U.S. 331, 334 (1940)): "Technical consideratións, niceties of

the law of trusts or conveyances, or the legal paraphernalia

which inventive genius may construct must not drustrate an

examination of the facts in the light of the economic realities."

While the named grantor of BRT was Kanter s mother, the

evidence shows that Kanter funded all or subst ntially all of BRT

by assigning his earned income or assets earned by his personal

services to BRT. In this manner, Kanter attempted to circumvent

the progressive rate structure of the Federal Income tax system

and eliminate or substantially reduce his incoae tax by diverting

his income to 25 trusts (eventually 85) for the benefit of his

family. At the same time he attempted to tran fer his personal
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service income or assets earned by his personal services out of

his estate to BRT, thereby avoiding potential gift and estate

taxes.

The evidence shows that Kanter funded all or a substantial

portion of BRT. Kanter and his law partners acquired interests

in Cablevision by soliciting investors to finance the purchase of

franchise rights and to finance the construction and expansion of

the cable system. Kanter funded BRT by transferring those

partnership interests to BRT for no consideration. He earned

income for providing investment counseling services that he

credited to the Century Industries capital account of BRT,

thereby funding BRT's interest in Century Industries as well as

funding the income distributions from Century Industries to BRT.

He funded BRT's stock interests in IRA and Holding Co. by

assigning his personal service income to those entities. He also

funded BRT's stock interest in Windy City by transferring assets

to Windy City for less than adequate consideration.

Section 671 provides that the grantor is taxable on the

income attributable to any portion of the trusts for which he is

treated as the owner under subpart E of the Code. The grantor is

not necessarily the grantor named in the trust instrument. For

income tax purposes, the grantor may be the person who funds the

trust. Bixby v. Commissioner, 58 T.C. 757, 791 (1972). This

Court has held that the true grantor is not the one named in the
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trust instrument where the named grantor made nly nominal

contributions, another person funds the trust ånd the named

beneficiaries reflect the true grantor's (the person who funds

the trust) desires as to lifetime and testamen ary dispositions

of their property. In such case, the nominal contributions of

the named grantor are disregarded, and the per on who funded the

trust is treated as the true grantor. Bixby vl Commissioner,

supra; Smith v. Commissioner, 56 T.C. 263, 290 (1971) .

Kanter failed to establish that he did no fund BRT. Other

than the BRT agreement, which recites that Bea, Ritch, Kanter's

mother, contributed $100 to each of the 25 tru ts, Kanter

introduced no evidence (such as canceled checks, balance sheets,

or other books and records of BRT) to substant .ate that Ritch

actually contributed to BRT the amounts recite in the agreement

or that she made any other contributions to BRT. Despite the

fact that respondent subpoenaed both Weisgal, ;he named trustee

of BRT, and Kanter for the books and records of BRT, with the

exception of tax returns and certain records related to BRT's

interest in Cablevision, the books and records of BRT were not

produced. The inference we draw from this is that if the records

had been produced and introduced into evidence they would have

revealed evidence unfavorable to Kanter; namel , that he made

substantial contributions directly or indirect y to BRT.
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In any event, Kanter failed to prove that he was not the

true grantor of BRT in 1986 and 1987. As indicated by the 1987,

1988, and 1989 BRT returns and other evidence, BRT had

substantial assets that generated millions of dollars of gross

income. These assets were not generated solely from the $2,500

allegedly contributed by Ritch at the inception of BRT. Rather,

the evidence shows that Kanter funded BRT with his personal

service income or assets earned by his personal services.

We think Kanter, not the named trustee, Weisgal, controlled

the administration of the Bea Ritch Trusts. Weisgal was an

officer of convenience for various Kanter-related entities. He

signed transactional documents without knowledge of the

underlying transactions. In our view, Weisgal was also a trustee

of convenience with respect to BRT. He was not an independent

trustee but was subservient to the wishes, control, and

domination of Kanter.

Although Weisgal testified that Kanter did not have the

final say on investments of BRT, the fact that BRT primarily

invested in entities, such as OBA, Century Industries, Holding

Co., IRA, and Windy City, which enabled Kanter to assign his

income or assets for the benefit of BRT, shows that Kanter did

more than recommend investments.

Furthermore, IRA and Holding Co. (and their subsidiaries)

distributed millions of dollars of their funds to various
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entities and individuals that were recorded as loans receivable.

There were never any notes evidencing the loand, the loans were

never secured, and substantial amounts were written off as

worthless. We do not think that an independen trustee would

have permitted corporations in which the trust was either the

sole shareholder or the majority shareholder t have made such

"loans". A truly independent trustee of a val d trust (who often

also served as an officer or director of the c6rporations) could

not permit such transactions without breaching his fiduciary

duties to the trust and the corporations. If Weisgal had been

an independent trustee, we do not think that h would have risked

being held liable for such breach. The "loans' were made and

written off as part of Kanter's income diversión and laundering

scheme at Kanter' s behest. The corporations a d trusts merely

served as part of the scheme.

Kanter's control over the administration f BRT is also

shown by the fact that BRT was a client of Adm nistration Co.,

Administrative Enterprises, and Principal Serv ces, which.were

all entities controlled by Kanter.

Weisgal did not maintain the books and records of BRT. They

were maintained by Kanter, Administration Co., Administrative

Enterprises, or Principal Services. When resp >ndent served a

subpoena on Weisgal for the books and records 6f BRT, no records

were produced. Although he was the named BRT trustee, Weisgal
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did not know who possessed the books and records. When

respondent served a subpoena on Kanter for records of BRT, Kanter

produced various tax returns but did not produce requested

records related to the basis of assets. Weisgal testified that

he had a 3-year retention policy except that records related to

basis were kept until the applicable asset was sold. However,

neither Kanter nor Weisgal produced records related to basis that

were sought by respondent even though, under Weisgal's stated

policy, such records should have been available. The fact that

Weisgal did not maintain the books and records of BRT and the

fact that Kanter, rather than Weisgal, produced records is also

indicative of Kanter's control over BRT.

Kanter received loans from BRT. He owed $287,030 and

$1,311,430 to BRT in 1987 and 1989, respectively. Kanter did not

establish that these loans were for adequate consideration, that

the loans were adequately secured or that the loans were ever

repaid. He also indirectly borrowed money from BRT by borrowing

money from IRA and Holding Co., the stock of which corporations

was in whole or in part owned by BRT.

Section 674(a) provides that the grantor of a trust will be

treated as the owner of any portion of the trust whose income,

without the approval of an adverse party, is subject to a power

of disposition, exercisable by the grantor or a nonadverse party,

or both, without the approval or consent of any adverse party.
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Section 674(b) provides that subsection (a) doës not apply to

certain powers. A power held by any person to add to the

beneficiaries or to a class of beneficiaries designated to

receive the income or corpus, except where such action is to

provide for after-born or after-adopted childrën, does not fall

within the powers excepted from the application of section

674(a). Section 672 provides that an adverse arty is a party

that has a substantial beneficial interest that could be

adversely affected by the exercise or nonexercise of a power he

possesses respecting the trust.

Section 1.674(a)-1, Income Tax Regs., def nes the scope of

the power of disposition which will require ta ation of trust

income to the grantor. In general a power that can affect

beneficial enjoyment of a trust or a portion df a trust is a

power to dispose of the beneficial enjoyment, even if it is held

in a fiduciary capacity. Section 1.674(a)-1( ), Income Tax

Regs., provides:

Under section 674, the grantor is treated as the
owner of a portion of a trust if the gradtor or a
nonadverse party has a power, beyond spe(ified limits,
to dispose of the beneficial enjoyment of the income or
corpus, whether the power is a fiduciarylpower, a power
of appointment, or any other power.

Section 3.2 of article III of the trust agree ent gives Kanter a

power of appointment over all but one of the original trusts.

That power could be exercised during his lifetime or as a

testamentary power.
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The BRT originally consisted of 25 trusts, the beneficiaries

of which were all individuals. Most of the beneficiaries of BRT

were members of Kanter's family. As shown by the BRT agreement,

Kanter's 1978 renunciation, and the Forms K-1 attached to the

1988, 1987, and 1988 BRT returns, sometime after Kanter

purportedly renounced his interest in BRT and during or before

1987, 60 new trust beneficiaries (the JSK trusts) were added to

the 25 trusts of BRT. Although Kanter purportedly renounced his

interest in BRT in 1978, including his power of appointment, he

nonetheless added 60 new trust beneficiaries to BRT.' According

to the BRT agreement, only Kanter, through exercise of his power

of appointment, could have created these new trust beneficiaries.

Because the power of appointment vested in him the power to add

new beneficiaries other than after-born children, the power of

appointment was a power of disposition. See sec. 1.674(a)-1,

Income Tax Regs. Because we regard Kanter.as the true grantor,

his possession of the power of appointment (a power of

disposition) makes the trust income taxable to him in 1986 and

1987.

Weisgal, the named trustee, had no beneficial interest in

BRT. Since Weisgal had no beneficial interest in BRT, he is a

nonadverse party. See sec. 672. Thus, even if the 60 new trust

beneficiaries were added pursuant to a power held by Weisgal, a
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nonadverse trustee, Kanter, as thel true grantor, would also be

taxable on the income of BRT.

We think Kanter failed to establish that e was not the true

grantor of BRT in 1986 and 1987. iBecause of this and his failure

to establish that the beneficial enjoyment of ny portion of BRT

was not subject to a power of disposition, within the meaning of

section 674, we agree with respondent that he should be treated

as the owner of BRT and taxable on the income f the trusts in

those years. See Schulz v. Commissioner, 686 E.2d 490 (7th Cir.

1982) .

Moreover, under section 3.1 of the trust agreement, Weisgal,

a nonadverse trustee, had the power to distrib2te the income or

principal among the trust beneficiaries as he deemed in their

best interests. The power to dispose of incom is the equivalent

of ownership of it. The power to allocate inc me among trust

beneficiaries is a power of disposition over beneficial

enjoyment. The power to determine which beneficiary will receive

trust income is the power to affect beneficial enjoyment. A

power exercisable by the grantor or by a nonadverse party to vary

or "sprinkle" income between beneficiaries will result in

taxation of the trust income to the grantor urdless one of the

exceptions provided in section 674(b), (c), or (d) applies.

Section 675(3) provides that the grantor is treated as the

owner of any portion of a trust in respect of which the grantor
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has directly or indirectly borrowed the corpus or income of the

trust and has not completely repaid the loan, including any

interest, before the beginning of the taxable year. However,

this section does not apply to a loan which provides for adequate

interest and adequate security if such loan is made by a trustee

other than the grantor and other than a related or subordinate

trustee subservient to the grantor.

Prior to 1987, Kanter borrowed money from BRT. As of

January 1, 1987, he owed $287,030 to BRT. As of October 21,

1987, he still owed $287,030 to BRT. As of January 1, 1989, he

owed $1,311,430 to BRT. Kanter introduced no evidence that this

loan provided for adequate interest and adequate security.

Because we conclude that Kanter was the true grantor of BRT

and that sections 674 and 675(3) apply, we hold that he is

taxable on the income of the trusts in 1986 and 1987. To the

extent that the income, set forth in the notice of deficiency for

1987, was earned by partnerships in 1986, such.income is taxable

to Kanter for 1986. With respect to the years involved in this

issue which coincide with or involve the same year or years that

are involved with Century Industries (Issue 2), to the extent

certain payments to Century Industries have been determined to

constitute Kanter's income, such income should not be considered

in determining BRT's allocable share of income as a partner in
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Century Industries to avoid.the double inclusion of such income

to Kanter.

Issue 5. Whether Kanter Had Unreported Income for 1982, 1983,
1984, 1987, 1988, and 1989 From the CMS Invest rs Partnership

FINDINGS OF FACT

Certain "bonus payments" were made by two partnerships,

Shelburne and Century, to Delta and Alpha Part erships. CMS

Investors, a partnership, was a partner in both Delta and Alpha

partnerships, and, therefore, CMS Investors repeived from Delta

and Alpha the distributable share of the bonus payments that

originated from Shelburne and Century. Holding Co. was one of

I

the partners in CMS Investors, and.Holding Co. received its

distributable share of these bonus payments as a partner in CMS

Investors. Holding Co. reported these payments as income on its

Federal income tax returns.

In notices of deficiency, respondent determined that Kanter

failed to report income earned by him in the alounts of $191,461,

$232,900, $290,785, $29,998, $127,249, and $279,596 for the years

1982, 1983, 1984, 1987, 1988, and 1989, respectively, that was

reported by Holding Co. as its share of the ordinary income of

the CMS Investors partnership.

OPINION

This Court, in Durkin v. Commissioner, 87 T.C. 1329 (1986),

affd. 872 F.2d 1271 (7th Cir. 1989), made certain factual

conclusions regarding the loan by Delta to Sheilburne and the loan
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by Alpha to Century under which loans these bonus payments were

made. Under the terms of both loans, Shelburne and Century, as

the debtors, were required not only to pay principal and interest

to Delta and Alpha, but Shelburne and Century were also required,

under certain conditions, to pay Delta and Alpha certain amounts

referred to as "bonus payments". These bonus payments were in

fact paid, and both Shelburne and Century treated the bonus

payments as interest and claimed deductions of such payments for

income tax purposes. In Durkin v. Commissioner, supra, this

Court held that the bonus payments did not constitute

compensation for the use of money and, therefore, were not

deductible as interest. We further found that the bonus payments

essentially were nothing more than a "mechanism" to divert funds

from Shelburne and Century to the partnerships, "thereby

increasing the income of the partnership and trust associated

with or established for the benefit of the members of the law

firm or their immediate families." Id. at 1400. Our holding

that the bonus payments were not deductible as interest was

affirmed by the Seventh Circuit. See Durkin v. Commissioner, 872

F.2d at 1278-1279.

The parties here do not dispute the factual findings or the

holding in Durkin v. Commissioner, supra. Nor do they deny that

the bonus payments constitute income to the recipient

partnerships. Respondent, however, on the basis of the language
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of the Court in Durkin that the bonus payments were used by

Shelburne and Century as a mechanism to divert funds "for the

benefit of the members of the law ,firm or thei immediate

families", determined that Kanter realized inc me from these

bonus payments as a member of the law firm of sevenfeld and

Kanter.

On brief, respondent acknowledges that Durkin did not

address the question of whether the family entities or the LK

partners (the partners of the Levenfeld and Kanter law firm),

individually, were taxable on the bonus payme ts paid by

Shelburne to Delta. Respondent, nevertheless, argues that Kanter

is taxable on his share of the bohus payments paid by Shelburne

and Century to Alpha and Delta. As noted earlier, CMS Investors

was a partner in Alpha and Delta. l Respondent determined that

Kanter, and not Holding Co., was the partner n CMS Investors,

and, accordingly, the bonus payments that .wer . allocable to

Holding Co. as a partner in CMS Investors wer ., instead,

allocable to Kanter individually.

Kanter contends that this Court lacks su ject matter

jurisdiction because the Levenfeld and Kanter law firm was a

TEFRA partnership during each of the years at issue, and, in

fact, respondent issued an FPAA to the law pa tnership, which

included the subject adjustment for the year 1994. He also

contends that respondent is collaterally estopped from
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attributing the income at issue to him by virtue of the opinion

in Durkin v. Commissioner, supra. Finally, he contends that the

loans, upon which the bonus payments were made, constituted

income to the partnership that made the loans, and, therefore,

such income from the bonus payments should be attributable to the

partnerships involved, Delta and Alpha, and would flow through to

CMS Investors, in which latter partnership Holding Co. was a

partner, and that he was never a partner in either CMS Investors,

Delta, or Alpha.

Respondent argues that, with respect to the bonus payments

flowing through to CMS Investors, such income was earned

individually by Kanter and not by Holding Co. under the

assignment of income principle. See Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111

(1930). Respondent argues that the loans by Delta and Alpha were

not by these entities, and, therefore, Delta and Alpha were not

the "trees" that bore the fruit; i.e., the bonus payments.

Respondent appears to base this contention on the Court's finding

in Durkin v. Commissioner, supra, that the bonus payments were

not made for the "use" of money but were used as a mechanism to

divert funds to the various entities that were "established for

the benefit of the LK partners and/or their immediate families".

Respondent further contends that there was no need for the loans

to Shelburne and Century because Shelburne and Century would, in

due course, realize funds from movie revenues that would have
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alleviated the need for such financing. Conse uently, respondent

argues that the loans were structured to create purported

payments of interest which were, in effect, pahments to Kanter

and his law firm for legal services the Levenf¢ld and Kanter law

firm provided in connection with the movie syn ications.

On brief, respondent argued:

Under the practice of LK (Levenfeld/Kanter) that
was established by Kanter, the opportunit to
participate in Delta and Alpha through CM was offered
solely to.the partners of LK to the extent of their
then existent partnership interests. In the case of
CMS, none of the LK partners took their interest
individually, but instead designated variqus entities
for the benefit of their families to take interest in
CMS that they themselves were otherwise edtitled to.
Kanter made the decision to participate in CMS.
Although Kanter could have taken his inte est in CMS
individually, Kanter directed¡that THC [H lding Co.)
take his interest in CMS.

Respondent further points out that the purpose of diverting

the bonus payments to CMS Investors, which flowed through to

Holding Co. and other entities, was the "improper avoidance of

income, gift and estate taxes" because Holding o. had large

operating losses and, therefore, paid no income taxes on the

bonus payments received. It is also argued that, with respect to

all of the partners in Levenfeld and Kanter who participated in

the investment, 147 trusts were used as partners in CMS, all of

which, for one reason or another, avoided taxes the partners

individually would have been required to pay.
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I. Subject Matter Jurisdiction This Court has jurisdiction to

determine its own jurisdiction. See Normac, Inc. v.

Commissioner, 90 T.C. 142, 146 (1988). The jurisdictional

question presented here turns on whether the bonus payments, in

fact, were income of Kanter's law firm partnership.

Kanter and his law partner, Calvin Eisenberg, testified

that, pursuant to a longstanding practice existing at their law

firm, investments in. Delta and Alpha were voluntary and were made

by a law firm member, a member's immediate family, and/or the

members' entities on an entirely non-law-firm-partnership basis.

They stated that not all of the law firm members participated in

Delta and Alpha. They further stated that the law firm

partnership did not have any interest or rights to the income

Delta and Alpha would earn from their respective loans to

Shelburne and Century.

Delta's and Alpha's respective interim loans to Shelburne

and Century were not investment activities of Kanter's law firm

partnership. The law firm members who participated in these

ventures had no intention to invest on their law firm's behalf.

More importantly, the alleged diversions of funds from Shelburne

and Century were not joint business endeavors of the law firm

partnership's partners, as only those members of the law firm

and/or their families who invested in Delta and Alpha would

benefit from the "bonus payments". We conclude that the "bonus"
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funds allegedly diverted to Delta and Alpha we e not income of

Kanter's law firm partnership. As a result, wd further conclude

that we have subject matter jurisdiction over hhe CMS Investors

income adjustments at issue here because the adjustments are not

partnership items of a TEFRA partnership. We therefore reject

Kanter's contention that the Court lacks subject matter

jurisdiction over this issue.

The Court finds that it is not necessary to address Kanter's

claim that respondent is collaterally estopped as to this issue

by virtue of Durkin v. Commissioner, 87 T.C. 1329 (1986).

II. Whether the CMS Income Constitutes Kanter' Income

The Shelburne and Century movie partnerships made "bonus

payments" to Delta and Alpha pursuant to interi¢ loans that had

been made by Delta to Shelburne and by Alpha to Century.

Respondent does not dispute that, under these loan arrangements,

Delta and Alpha lent millions of dollars that this Court, in

Durkin, stated were debts recognizable for tax purposes. Rather,

respondent contends that the portion of these "bonus payments"

otherwise allocable to Holding Co. is taxable i come to Kanter

because he and other members of his law firm wete the true

investors and the true lenders. The Court rejects that argument.

Respondent goes well beyond the holding of Durkin v.

Commissioner, supra. Based on the Court's statement in Durkin

that the bonus payments were a "diversion" of fùnds for the
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benefit of the Levenfeld and Kanter law firm, respondent asserts

that the loans giving rise to the bonus payments were, in effect,

loans made by Kanter and his law partners. The Court, in Durkin,

made no such finding and, moreover, that was not a question for

us to decide in that case. In Durkin, the Court held that the

bonus payments did not constitute interest and, therefore, were

not deductible. · The bonus payments were in the amount of 10

percent of the borrowers' worldwide nontheatrical gross receipts.

They were not "compensation for the use or forbearance of money".

The bonus payments were not deductible because they were

distributions of profits disguised as interest. Distributions of

profits are not deductible. To conclude from such holding that

the loans were made by Kanter and his law firm partners (and not

Holding .Co. and the other partners in CMS Investors) is a

misinterpretation of. Durkin. Similarly, the payments were not

�042made for Kanter's services. If they had been, they would have

been deductible. There is no evidence to support respondent's

contention, as to this issue, that the true party- at interest was

Kanter and not Holding Co. Therefore, we sustain Kanter on this

issue.

Issue 6. Whether Kanter had Unreported Income in 1983 From
Equitable Leasing Co.r Inc.

FINDINGS OF FACT

In the notice of deficiency issued to the Kanters for 1983,

respondent determined that Kanter did not report income of
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$635,250 from Equitable Leasing Co., Inc. (Equitable Leasing).

The notice stated that the income "represents fee income which

was assigned to a related entity or the true nature otherwise

disguised".

Equitable Leasing made the following payments to Holding Co.

and Zion, a subsidiary of Holding Co.:

Form of
Date Payment Payee Amount

1-8-83 Bank transfer Zion $317,250
1-24-83 Check Holding Co. 9,500
6-1-83 Check Zion 6,500
6-30-83 Bank transfer Holding Co. 302,000

Total 635,250

The check dated January 24, 1983, to Holding Co bore the

notation "commission". Holding Co.'s adjusting journal entries

identify the bank transfer of January 8, 1983, .o Zion as

"commission income" for "commiss. from Eq Leasi g". The record

does not·show what the other two payments were or.

Equitable Leasing was the wholly owned company of Joel

Mallin (Mallin), who was a tax attorney, a form r partner, and a

friend of.Kanter. He was engaged in the business of selling and

promoting equipment leasing deals.

Kanter introduced investors to Mallin so that Mallin could

complete or close certain transactions. Kanter permitted Mallin

to use Zion as an investor and to make payments ito Zion or

Holding Co.
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The transfers of funds by Equitable Leasing to Holding Co.

and Zion were not done as an accommodation to Equitable Leasing

to allow Equitable Leasing to complete investment offerings and

to close transactions in compliance with Federal and State

securities laws.

OPINION

Kanter has the burden of proving that he did not receive

commission or fee income from Equitable Leasing in 1983 as

determined by respondent in the notice of deficiency. He has

failed to do so. We conclude that the funds paid by Equitable

Leasing to Holding Co. and Zion in 1983 were generated by

Kanter's activity in providing investors. That these funds were

paid for services personally rendered by Kanter is supported by

Mallin's testimony that he paid Kanter through Equitable Leasing

commission fees to find investors for his deals. The earned

income was simply directed by Kanter to be paid by Equitable

Leasing to Holding Co. and Zion, both being Kanter's controlled

entities. Such anticipatory assignments.of income were

ineffective to divest Kanter of income he earned in the

transactions.

We reject Kanter's uncorroborated, self-serving testimony

that Holding Co. and Zion were only providing an "accommodation"

to Equitable Leasing by accepting the funds in question.
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It is noted that the arrangements pertaining to Equitable

Leasing are similar to Kanter's method of operations for many

other investments involved in these cases, such as Prudential and

Century Industries. Payments were made to different affiliated

entities of Kanter. Often the records were confusing. However,

the only individual performing substantial ser ices was Kanter.

Accounting records sometimes showed that anoth r entity reported

the transaction for tax purposes. In other ins{tances, accounting

records were destroyed, purportedly pursuant t a 3-year records

destruction policy. The records destruction p licy was an

intentional means of preventing detection of Kanter's planning

devices. There was frequently a lack of supporting documentation

which we think must be held against Kanter and in favor of

respondent. This is especially true in view of Kanter's

background, training, experience, knowledge, and his failure to

explain the accounting for the services he rendered.

Accordingly, we sustain respondent's deternination on this

issue.

Issue 7. Whether Kanter Had Unreported Income in 1982 Based on
the Bank Deposit Analysis Method

FINDINGS OF FACT

In the notice of deficiency for 1982, respondent determined

that $2,800,410 in deposits to Kanter's financial accounts with

American National Bank of Chicago during 1982 c nstituted

unreported,gross income for the reason that Kanter did not
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maintain and did not provide books and records that would explain

the nature of these deposits. Ön brief, respondent conceded a

portion of the adjustment, but maintained that $1,303,207,

identified by payor or source in the following table, constituted

unreported gross income:

Payor or Source Deposit Amount
Holding Co. $787,129.17
Computer Placement Services 40,000.00
Administration Co. Special E 190,077.83
Administration Co. Special 286,000.00

Total 1,303,207.00

Other than notations in his check register that these

deposits were loan proceeds, Kanter provided no documentation

such as promissory notes or evidence of repayments of loans to

support his contention. Kanter's accountant, Gallenberger,

provided no corroborating testimony to show that the deposits in

question constituted loans or that the loans were ever repaid.

OPINION

Where a taxpayer fails to maintain or produce adequate books

and records, the Commissioner is authorized under section 446 to

compute the taxpayer's taxable income by any method which, in the

Commissioner's opinion, clearly reflects income. See Holland v.

United States, 348 U.S. 121, 130-132 (1954); Menequzzo v.

Commissioner, 43 T.C. 824, 831 (1965); Sutherland v.

Commissioner, 32 T..C. 862 (1959). The Commissioner has latitude

in selecting a method for reconstructing a taxpayer's income, and
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the method need only be reasonable in light of all the

surrounding circumstances.

This Court has long accepted the bank deposits method of

income reconstruction. See Nicholas v. Commissioner, 70 T.C.

1057, 1065 (1978); Estate of Mason v. Commissiober, 64 T.C. 651,

653 (1975), affd. 566 F.2d 2 (6th Cir. 1977). While not

. conclusive, bank deposits are prima facie evidence of income.

See Boyett v. Commissioner, 204 F.2d 205 (5th C r. 1953), affg.

T.C. Memo. 1951-67; Hague Estate v. Commissione , 132 F.2d 775

(2d Cir. 1943), affg. 45 B.T.A. 104 (1941).

Kanter contends that respondent's determinátion and

reconstruction of his 1982 income under the ban deposits method

was arbitrary and excessive. He claims that he maintained

adequate records (i.e., his check register) idedtifying'the

taxable and nontaxable deposits to his bank acc unts. He argues

that respondent's determination should not be a corded its normal

presumption of correctness, and that respondent should either (1)

have the burden of proving that he, in fact, ha taxable

deposits, or (2) have the burden of going forwa d with the

evidence.

Respondent, on the other hand,.contends that Kanter did not

meet his burden of proof in establishing that the disputed

deposits had a nontaxable source. Respondent argues that the

evidence Kanter offered is insufficient. Besides the check
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register, respondent asserts, Kanter offered no other

documentation showing the nontaxable nature of the $1,303,207 of

the deposits at issue. Respondent notes that a substantial

portion of the disputed deposits was attributable to funds Kanter

received from the Administration Co. accounts which were

controlled by him.

We agree with respondent. Unlike Weimerskirch v.

Commissioner, 596 F.2d 358 (9th Cir. 1979), respondent here

provided direct evidence linking Kanter to an income producing

activity. This was not a naked determination. Kanter engaged in

many activities and received significant remunerations. Unlike

Weimerskirch, there are uncontradicted deposits to Kanter's bank

account. It was Kanter's burden to prove that the deposits did

not constitute income. It was he who had to show the true nature

of the deposits. He.failed to do so.

Moreover, we view Kanter's conduct on this issue in the

context of all of his business and financial dealings, as

portrayed in these cases. The accounting for the transactions

was done by the same accounting entity (Administration Co.) that

provided services for the controlled Kanter entities.

Respondent's bank deposits determination clearly comports

with the opinion in United States v. Esser, 520 F.2d 213, 217

(7th Cir. 1975). In,Esser, the Court of Appeals stated that the

Government has the burden of proving that the taxpayer was (1)
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engaged in an income-producing business, and (2) that regular

deposits of funds having the appearance of income were made to

bank accounts during the course of business. After the

Government has made this showing and given the taxpayer credit in

the income computation for any clearly identified nontaxable

sources, the taxpayer has the burden to explain "as far as

possible" the nature of the deposits.

No credible evidence was introduced to sup>ort Kanter's

assertion that the deposits were loans. The ba k deposit slips

did not indicate the source and nature of the p.tyments. Although

Kanter produced a summary analysis regarding thê deposits and his

check register containing notations that certail deposits were

loans, the underlying documents pertaining to the purported loans

were.not provided. No promissory notes and no journals or

ledgers with respect to interest payments are extant. Kanter's

self-serving testimony is not persuasive in viev of the dubious

accounting techniques used by Administration Co and Kanter's

failure to produce the necessary documents to establish that

there were loans. We find the testimony of the accountant,

Gallenberger, unreliable and her analysis fatally flawed because

she did not rely on the source documents for th purported loans.

She did not review the records of any entities to or by which the

purported loans were made. Moreover, the use of schedules and a

summary analysis prepared for trial further lac ed credibility in
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light of Gallenberger's regular practice of record destruction,

and the failure to respond to summonses issued by respondent.

See United States v. Administrative Enterprisesr Inc., 46 F.3d

670 (7th Cir. 1995).

As to the funds Kanter received from Computer Placement

Services, one of the sources listed above, Mallin testified that

Kanter consulted with him and his company and Kanter was paid for

those services. Kanter's summary analysis relating to his

purported repayment of a loan from Computer Placement Services is

.not supported by any underlying documentation.

Likewise, there is no convincing evidence that the funds

received by Kanter from the Administration Co. accounts were

loans. Again there is insufficient underlying documentation.

Accordingly, we hold that Kanter failed to prove that the

deposits in question were from nontaxable sources. Thus we

sustain respondent on this issue.

Issue 8. Whether Kanter Received Barter Income From Principal
Services in 1988 and 1989

FINDINGS OF FACT

In a notice of deficiency, respondent determined that Kanter

received and failed to report barter income from Principal

Services of $453,656 in 1988 and $581,530 in 1989. This

determination was made "in order to protect the revenue". There

was little or no evidence to support the determination at the

time the deficiency notice was issued. The determination was
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made as a protective measure "just in case" the agent

subsequently discovered evidence to support it.

Principal Services provided administrative and accounting

services to clients of Administrative Co. follo¡wing

Administration Co.'s financial difficulties and bankruptcy in

February 1988.

Sometime in 1987, prior to Administration Co.'s fi!1ing for
I

bankruptcy, Administration Co. transferred to Principal' Services

(which at that time had the name Administrative Enterprises)

funds held in Administration Co.'s accounts,.which contained

funds of its clients. Principal Services then Østablished

accounts similar to the Administration Co. spec.al E and special

accounts. The funds held in these accounts wer considered to be

owned by clients of Principal Services.

Kanter performed minimal legal services fo Principal

Services in 1988 and 1989. He did represent Principal Services

in litigation before this Court, but that did n¢t begin until

1991. There is no proof that the funds constit ted barter income

to Kanter in 1988 and 1989.

OPINION

Kanter contends that he received no barter income from

Principal Services during 1988 and 1989. He asserts that he did

not render any substantial services to Principal Services in

those years and did not receive income from Principal Services.
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To the contrary, respondent argues that Kanter received barter

income from Principal Services's payments of expenses out of

Kanter's special accounts because the expenses were paid in

exchange for substantial legal services performed for Principal

Services.

We agree with Kanter on this issue. There is no proof that

he realized barter income from Principal Services. Any legal

services performed by Kanter for Principal Services in 1988 and

1989 were minimal at best. Respondent's determination with

respect to this income adjustment was erroneous on its face and

lacking in a rational evidentiary foundation. Respondent offered

no evidence to support this income adjustment but relied on the

presumption of correctness of the deficiency notice. We reject

respondent's position and hold that Kanter did not realize barter

income from Principal Services during 1988 and 1989.

Issue 9. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled to Certain Deductions
Claimed on Schedule A and Schedule C for 1986 Through 1989

FINDINGS OF FACT

For 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989, almost all of the expenses

claimed on Schedules A and C of the Kanters' Federal income tax

returns were paid through funds from the Administration Co.

special E, Administration Co. special, Principal Services special

E, and Principal Services special accounts, which funds belonged

to Kanter.
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During those years the Kanters' personal residence was

titled in the Egondale Trust, a grantor trust cf Kanter. Through

the Egondale Trust, Kanter paid the home mortgage interest and

real estate taxes on the personal residence, using funds from his

Administration Co. special E and the Principal Services special

accounts.

On Schedule A of the Kanters' 1986 Federal income tax

return, a deduction of $368,227 was claimed for other interest

expenses.

On the Schedules A and the Schedules C of their respective

1987, 1988, and 1989 Federal income tax returns, the following

deductions were claimed:

Schedule A 1987 1988 1989

Charitable contributions -- $61,555 $23,747
Home mortgage interest $123,936 135,596 173,587
Investment interest 6,500 170,993 309,880
Medical expenses -- . 994 --
Miscellaneous expenses 7,805 36,837 30,378
Real estate taxes 53,031 66,646 57,384
State & local income taxes -- 29 1

Total 191,272 472,650 594,977

Schedule C 1987 988 1989

Bank charges -- -- $48
Dues & publication expenses -- 2,328 | 2,878
Legal & professional expenses $44,476 -- --
Office expenses -- 6,892 --
Utility & telephone expenses -- 4r252 3,343

Total . 44,476 33,472 6,269

In the notice of deficiency for 1986, resp ndent determined

that no deduction was allowable to Kanter for tie $368,227
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claimed interest expense. The notice stated, in part, as

follows:

It is determined that the claimed interest expense
deduction of $368,227 in 1986 is not allowed because
you have not established:

(1) that there was a valid indebtedness;

(2) if there was a valid indebtedness, that the
indebtedness was yours; or

(3) that you actually paid any interest.

During the course of the trial, petitioners began offering

evidence with respect to the claimed deductions and expenses.

Counsel for the parties then requested and received a recess in

order to meet and discuss off the record the various evidentiary

and legal matters pertaining to the deductions and expenses. The

Court did not participate in counsel's deliberations.

Immediately following their conference, counsel for the

parties advised the Court on the record that the Schedule A and

Schedule C claimed deductions and expenses had been

substantiated, except that respondent disputed that the expenses

paid out of funds from the Administration Co. and Principal

Services accounts had been paid by Kanter and questioned whether

the Kanters were entitled to deduct expenses with respect to

property held in trust. Counsel did not specifically mention

whether their agreement included the 1986 interest deduction.

However, counsel for petitioners expressed to the Court their

belief that the parties had narrowed the issues on all of the
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adjustments that were then being heard by the C urt. Counsel for

respondent expressed no disagreement with that assertion.

Following the colloquy between counsel for the parties and the

Court, the trial resumed with respect to the remaining issues as

to which the parties were unable to agree: (1) Whether payment

of the subject expenses out of the Administration Co. special E

and Principal Services special accounts represented payment by

Kanter, and (2) whether the Kanters wére entitled to a deduction

for mortgage interest payments made with respec to property (the

Kanters' personal residence) that was titled in a grantor trust

of which Kanter was the deemed owner.

Respondent also conceded that Kanter's Schédule C expenses

were ordinary and necessary to his business.

The Kanters claimed that the Schedule A and Schedule C

deductions and expenses disallowed by respondent for the years

1986 through 1989 were paid with Kanter's funds

The Kanters are entitled to mortgage interest and real

estate taxes paid on their personal residence titled in Egondale

Trust, which was Kanter's grantor trust.

OPINION

On brief, respondent attempted to retract ral stipulations

made on the record that, for purposes of decidi g respondent's

disallowed Schedule A and C deductions and expenses for the years

involved, this Court need only decide whether the funds used to
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pay them were paid by or on behalf of Kanter. We reject

respondent's attempt to raise additional grounds for

disallowance. Unfortunately for respondent, any additional

grounds were abandoned by the oral stipulations at trial and

cannot be resurrected on brief. See CSI Hydrostatic Testersr

Inc. v. Commissioner, 103 T.C. 398, 399 n.1 (1994), affd. 62 F.3d

136 (5th Cir. 1995); Church of Scientology v. Commissioner, 83

T.C. 381 (1984), affd. 823 F.2d 1310 (9th Cir. 1987).

As reflected in our findings of fact, we hold that the

expenditures paid from the Administration Co. and Principal

Services special E accounts were Kanter's funds, and therefore

the Kanters are entitled to the disallowed Schedule A and C

deductions and expenses claimed for the years 1986 through 1989.

Issue 10. Whether Kanter, in 1983, Realized Capital Gains Under
Section 357(b) and (c) From the Assumption by Cashmere Investment
Associates, Inc., of Partnership Interests Having Neoative
Capital Accounts and Whether, Under Section 453, the Installment
Method was Available for the Reporting of Such Gains

FINDINGS OF FACT

In the notice of deficiency for 1983, respondent made the

following determinations:

Income From Assumption by Cashmere Investment
Associates, Inc. of Liabilities in Excess of Basis

It is determined that you received directly or
indirectly additional capital gain income of $476,889
on the transfer of property to a corporation in 1983.
It is determined that your grantor trusts had a zero
basis and a negative capital account of $476,889 in the
partnership interests transferred. The transfer of
other assets to the corporation by the trusts has no
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bona fide business purpose, was made only to avoid
income tax, and, thus, is ignöred for Fedepal income
tax purposes. Your net capital gain income is,
therefore, increased by $190,756.

capital gain income $476,889
capital gain deduction (286,133)
net long-term capital gain $190,755

Income From Sale of Cashmere Investment Associates, Inc.
Stock.

It is determined that you received additional
capital gain income in the amount of $947,000 from the
sale of stock by grantor trusts.whose income is
reportable on your Federal income tax return in 1983.
The installment sale by the trusts was a sale of
property to a related party (the first disposition.)
The related-party purchaser.disposed of thþ property
(the second disposition) before the grantor trusts
received any payments under the first disp sition. It
is determined, therefore, that the total contract price
for the first disposition is treated as received by the
grantor trusts at the time of the second d5.sposition.
It is further determined that the basis of the grantor
trusts in the stock sold was zero. Accord�041ngly,your
taxable income for 1983 is increased by $398,800 - the
amount of the net long-term capital gain.

capital gain
capital gain deduction
net long-term capital gain

Assumption of liabilities
Sale of stock

Total increase in long-te m
capital gain

$947,000
(568,200)
$3 8,800

$1 0,756
3/8,800

$5 9,556

$5 9,556

During the 1970's, Kanter wa.s involved in number of real

estate developments with a developer named Sam Zell (Zell). One

of Zell's business associates was Robert Lurie (Lurie).
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The properties in question were owned by various

partnerships (collectively known as the Equity Financial Group),

and Kanter's interests were held through the BWK Revocable Trust,

the Everglades Trusts 1-5, the BWK Family Trusts, and Holding Co.

Other interests in the real estate partnerships were held by

members of Kanter's former law firm or their family trusts.

The designated beneficiaries of the BWK Revocable Trust, the

BWK Family Trusts, and the Everglades Trusts 1-5 were members of

Kanter's family. Kanter was the trustee of the BWK Revocable

Trusts, and Roger Baskes was the trustee of Everglades Trusts 1-

5. The BWK Revocable Trust and the Everglades Trusts 1-5 were

grantor trusts for Federal tax purposes whose income was

generally reportable on Kanter's individual Federal income tax

returns, since Kanter was the "deemed owner" of the trusts.

The shareholders of Holding Co. were Kanter family trusts

(i.e., trusts with respect to which the designated beneficiaries

were members of Kanter's family). Weisgal was the president of

Holding Co.

Kanter's 28 real estate partnership interests, the entity

which held each interest, and the percentage of each such

interest at the beginning of 1983 are set forth below:

Entity Partnership Interest Percentage

BWK Revocable Trust Diversified River Bend 18.60
Partnership

BWK Revocable Trust Bajomonte Associates 27.33



Entity

Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5

Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5

Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5

Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5

Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trust 1-5
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Partnership Inter st Percentage

Wayside Partners 5.01
Manderville Partne s 3.86
Shady Crest Investors 8.43
Palo Alto Partners 8.90
Diversified Raintr e 8.269
Partners

Cedar Cove Partners 8.71
Diversified Boot Lake 8.706
Partners

Edgewater Partners 3.53
Kentucky Holdings 9.296
Walnut Creek Group 4.03

Candlelite Apartments 8.8255
. Village Square - Lexington 12.51

Worthman Office Mall 23.75
Kon Tiki Apartments 16.667
J.S. Investors 7.50
Cove Realty Co. 8.00
Diversified Hillsborough 8.27
Partners

Midwest Properties Group 8.44
Washtenew Management Co. 8.17
Tradewinds Shopping Center 5.88

BWK Family Trusts. Centennial Investors 17.02

Holding Co. River Bend Investors 3.40
Holding Co. C & W Investo.rs 30.00
Holding Co. First Commitment & Dev. 42.50
Holding Co. 332 Equity Partnership 18.75
Holding Co. Katy Land Co. 16.67

The River Bend Investors partnership interest owned by

Holding Co. was previously held by the Bea Rite Trusts and was

transferred to Holding Co. on or about January 1, 1983.

Some time during the spring of 1982, Zell hpproached Kanter

about Zell's purchasing all the other partners' interests in the

real estate. Kanter was willing to sell his in erests but was

concerned about the tax consequences. Kanter'.s major concern was
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that most of the partnership interests held by his grantor trusts

had negative capital accounts, and an outright sale would have

realized significant gains (assumption of liabilities in excess

of the partners' bases). Specifically, the aggregate negative

capital accounts for the interests held by the grantor trusts as

of May 15, 1983, was $476,888.60, as follows:

Entity Partnership Interest Cap. Acct.

BWK Rev Trust
BWK Rev Trust

BWK Rev Trust

Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts

Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts

Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts

Bajomonte Associates
Diversified River Bend
Partners
Diversified Stephenson's
Lake Partners
Wayside Partners
Shady Crest Investors
Diversified Raintree
Partners
Edgewater Partners
Kentucky Holdings
Walnut Creek Group
Candlelite Apartments
Village Square Lexington
Wortham Office Mall
Kon-Tiki Apartments
Diversified Hillsborough
Partners
Manderville Partners
Palo Alto Partners
J.S. Investors

($180,270.00)

(37,622.05)

(30,364.70)
(4,806.00)

(36,425.79)

(15,942.00)
_ (24,798.38)

(4,703.19)
(2,095.05)

(77,401.56)
(15,032.32)
(12,751.50)
(25,606.66)

3,979.00
10,353.65
1,219.11
9,305.00

Cove Realty 14,098.00
Midwest Realty 13,834.56
Washtenew Management 2,766.09
Tradewinds Shopping Center 3,107.00

Net capital accounts (476,888.60)

The price (fair market value) allocated to each entity was

as follows:
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Entity Partnership Interest Price (FMV)
BWK Rev Trust Bajomonte Associates --
BWK Rev Trust Diversified River Bend --

Partners
BWK Rev Trust Diversified Stephenson's --

Lake Partners
Total FMV-BWK Revocable Trust $12,321.64

Entity Partnership.Interest Price (FMV)

Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts

Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts

Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts

Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts
Everglades Trusts

Wayside Partners
Shady Crest Investors
Diversified Raintree
Partners
Cedar Cove Partners
Diversified Boot Lake
Partners
Edgewater Partners
Kentucky Holdings
Walnut. Creek Group
Candlelite Apartments
Village Square Lexington
Wortham Office Mall
Kon-Tiki Apartments
Diversified Hillsborough
Partners
Manderville Partners
Palo Alto Partners
J.S. Investors

Everglades Trusts Cove Realty
Everglades Trusts Midwest Realty
Everglades Trusts Washtenew Management
Everglades Trusts Tradewinds Shopping Center
Total FMV-Everglades Trusts 657,000

BWK Family Trusts Centennial Investors 30,000

Holding Co. River Bend Investors --
Holding Co. C & W Investors --
Holding Co. First Commitment & Dev. --
Holding Co. 332 Equity Partnership --
Holding Co. Katy Land Co ¼ -
Total FMV-Holding Co. 520,000
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1. The I.R.C. Section 351 Exchange and Related Transactions

In order to avoid the realization (or recapture) of gains

resulting from the sale of the real estate partnership interests,

Kanter utilized Cashmere Investment Associates, Inc. (Cashmere),

a shell corporation and, on or about May 15, 1983, directed the

trusts to transfer their partnership interests into Cashmere in a

section 351 nontaxable exchange for stock.

Cashmere was incorporated on February 2, 1982, in Delaware

but had never been activated until the aforesaid transaction.

Cashmere's board of directors consisted of Meyers and Weisgal.

Cashmere's president was Weisgal, its secretary was Sharon

Bayers, and its treasurer was Meyers.

The number of shares and classes of Cashmere's stock

received by the trusts in exchange for their partnership

interests were as follows:

Shares of Stock
Shareholder Common Stock Class A Preferred

BWK Revocable Trust 50 241.274
Everglades Trusts 1-5 400 257.226
BWK Family Trusts 30 --
Holding Co. 520 --

In order to offset the negative capital accounts of the

partnership interests and to avoid the realization of taxable

gains that would result from Cashmere assuming liabilities (the

negative capital accounts), Kanter caused the trusts to transfer

to Cashmere on May 15, 1983, eight notes receivable (assets) held
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by the trusts or recently transferred to them by or at the

direction of Kanter.

The specific notes receivable transferred to Cashmere along

with the partnership interests were as follows:

Maker Payee Amount

Holding Co.
Burton W. Kanter
Beach Trust
HELO
GO's Associates
ARO Trusts
Baroque Trusts
BWK Children's Trust

Total

Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Burton W. Kanter
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Everglades Trusts 1-5
Burton W. Kanter
Burton W. Kanter
Burton W. Kanter

$90,000
34,230

128,725
94,800
38,000
25,045
66,000

- 21,700
498,500

Each note was dated May 1, 1983, and was, oy its terms, due

and payable on August 31, 1983. Each of the notes from the Beach

Trust ($128,725), Baroque Trusts ($66,000), BWK Children's Trusts

($21,700), and ARO Trusts ($25,045) stated that they were

transferred, sold, and assigned to the BWK Revocable Trust as of

May 1, 1983. However, the Beach Trust note was not actually

"transferred sold and assigned to the BWK Revoc ble Trust" prior

to August 31, 1983.

The trustee of the Beach Trust was Albert Morrison

(Morrison), the grantor was Kanter, and the beneficiaries were

members of Kanter's family. The trustee of the Baroque Trusts

was Grogan, the grantor was Kanter, and the beneficiaries were

members of Kanter's family. For Federal tax puyposes, Kanter was

the "deemed owner" of the Baroque Trusts, and ircome of these
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trusts was generally reportable on Kanter's individual Federal

income tax returns.

Kanter did not present any evidence to establish the

genuineness of the alleged indebtedness represented by the notes.

No true debtor-creditor relationship existed; there was no

intention to repay, and there was no business purpose for any of

the notes.

2. Sale of Cashmere Stock to Waco

On July 12, 1983, the BWK Revocable Trust and the Everglades

Trusts 1-5 sold all of their respective stock (common and

preferred shares) in Cashmere to Waco Capital Corp. (Waco). Waco

was a corporation organized under the laws of Delaware, and

Meyers was its president. The sole shareholder of Waco was the

Bea Ritch Trusts. Waco later changed its name to Windy City,

Inc., and continued to be owned (in.whole or in part) by the Bea

Ritch Trusts. .

The BWK Revocable Trust entered into an agreement with Waco

whereby the trust agreed to sell its 50 shares of common and

241.274 shares of class A preferred stock of Cashmere for a

promissory installment note in the amount of $290,000.

Similarly, the Everglades Trusts 1-5 entered into an agreement

with Waco whereby the trusts agreed to sell their 400 shares of

common and 257.226 shares of class A preferred stock of Cashmere

for a promissory installment note in the amount of $657,000.
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Pursuant to the parties' agreements, the promissory

installment notes had payment terms as follows:

Due Date BWK Revocable Trust Everglades Trusts 1-5

1/15/84 $50,000 --
2/15/84 -- $130,000
1/15/86 50,000 --
7/11/93 190,000 537,000

Total 290,000 657,000

In addition, and on the same day, Holding Co. and the BWK

Family Trusts sold their shares of Cashmere common stock to WACO

for promissory installment notes in the amounts of $520,000 and

$30,000 respectively.

The promissory installment notes given to che trusts by WACO

were secured by the Cashmere stock, subject to Raco's option to

substitute as collateral the guaranties of the sole shareholder

of Waco and pledges of various partnership interests (known in

the aggregate as Cablevision). This option to substitute

collateral was subsequently exercised by Me.yers, on behalf of

WACO's sole shareholder, The Bea Ritch Trusts.

Kanter did not present any evidence to establish that WACO

made any payments on the installment promissory notes, including

the balloon installment payments due on July 11, 1993. Kanter's

records reflect an inconsistent reporting.of the installment sale

to Waco.

Kanter then negotiated the sale of the Cashmere stock held

by Waco to Equity Financial Management Co. (Equity Financial),
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which was owned and operated by Zell and Lurie. Zell and Lurie,

however, did not want, and would not accept, the notes receivable

held by Cashmere along with the partnership interests.

Therefore, the notes were paid off by checks drafted on

Administration Co. Inc.'s Special E Account, purportedly on

behalf of the Bea Ritch Trusts, on August 31, 1983, prior to the

sale of the Cashmere stock to Equity Financial. After the notes

were paid off, Cashmere had assets consisting of the partnership

interests and $498,500 in cash.

The checks written on August 31, 1983, by Administration Co.

in payment of the notes are as follows:

Ck No. Payee Amount

1315 Holding Co. $90,000
"For BRT"

1316 BWK Revocable Trust 34,230
"For BRT"

1317 Beach Trust 128,725
"For Trust (BRT)"

1318 Cashmere 94,800
"For HELO"

1319 Cashmere 38,000
"For GLS Assoc"

1320 Cashmere 25,045
"For ARO"

1321 Cashmere 66,000
"For Baroque Tr."

1322 Cashmere 21,700
Total 498,500

Each check was signed on behalf of Administration Co. by

Meyers. None of the checks written by Administration Co. in

payment of the notes was reflected on Administrative Co.'s

general ledger for the period ending June 30, 1984.
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Kanter presented no evidence as to whether the funds for

payment of the notes were in fact the funds of he Bea Ritch

Trusts and, if so, why the payments were made b the Bea Ritch

Trusts since the Bea Ritch Trusts were not the makers of the

notes.

With respect to those checks that were not specifically made

out to Cashmere for payment of the notes, the débtors on the

notes (the Beach Trust, the BWK Revocable Trust and Holding Co.)

were instructed to transmit checks themselves d afted on their

own accounts to Cashmere. Administration Co., n turn, provided

these entities with the funds for payment of the notes, which

funds are represented by three checks.

There is no documentary evidence (promissory notes, payment

schedules, canceled checks representing interesd or principal

payments, or other records) in the record to substantiate that

the amounts provided to the Beach Trust, the BWE Revocable Trust,

and Holding Co. by Administration Co. for the payment of the

notes held by Cashmere were "loans" from the Be Ritch Trusts, or

that such "loans" were paid back. No interest or principal was

ever paid in connection with any of the so-called "loans" made by

the Bea Ritch Trusts in exchange for payment of the notes held by

Cashmere.
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3. Sale of Cashmere Stock by WACO to Equity Financial

Kanter provided a legal opinion, dated September 1, 1983, to

Equity Financial regarding "certain matters in conjunction with

the purchase * * * of Cashmere Investments Associates, Inc."

On September 2, 1983, Waco sold the Cashmere stock to Equity

Financial for $1,647,500, which was paid by check. Cashmere had,

as assets, cash of $498,500, consequently the remainder of the

consideration, $1,149,000 related to the acquisition costs of the

partnership interests. Zell and Lurie were not interested in the

Cashmere stock. Their sole interest was to buy the partnership

interests outright, but this was the only way that Kanter would

permit the sale.

Immediately after the sale, Zell and Lurie liquidated

Cashmere because its limited purpose was fulfilled.

4. How Sale of Cashmere Stock Was Reported on Tax Returns

Kanter did not report any income from, nor in any way

reflect, the installment sale of Cashmere stock on his 1983 and

1986 Federal tax returns.

Kanter reported installment sale income on Forms 6252

attached to his 1984 and 1985 Federal tax returns, as follows:
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1.984 . .

Description of property: "via BWK Revocable Trust, 50 shs
common, 241.274 shs Class A Pfd. - Cashmere Investment
Associates, Inc."

Date Acquired: "5/15/83" Date sold: "7/11/83"

Was property sold to a related party after May 14, 1980?
"no"

Gross profit ratio: "104.25"

Payments received during year: "50,000"

Taxable part of installment sale: "52,125"

1984

Description of property: "via Everglades Trusts, 400 shs
common, 257.266 shs Class A Pfd. - Cashmera Investment
Associates, Inc."

Date Acquired: "5/15/83" Date sold: "7/12/83"

Was property sold to a related party after May 14, 1980?
"no"

Gross profit ratio: "95.6776"

Payments received during year: "100,000"

Taxable part of installment sale: "95,680"

1985

Description of property: "via BWK Revocable Trust, 50 shs
common, 241.274 shs Class A Pfd. 2 Cashmere Investment
Associates, Inc."

Date Acquired: "5/15/83" Date sold: "7/11/83"

Was property sold to a related party after May 14, 1980?
"no"

Gross profit ratio: "104.25"

Payments received during year: "50,000"
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Taxable part of installment sale: "52,125"

Kanter's use of Cashmere and his manipulation and transfer

of promissory notes to Cashmere for the purpose of offsetting the

negative capital accounts of the trusts' partnership interests

served no bona fide business purpose. His attempt to structure a

nontaxable section 351 transaction was done only to avoid the

realization of taxable capital gains.

Similarly, the utilization of WACO as an intermediary in the

sale of the trusts' real estate partnership interests to Equity

Financial served no bona fide business purpose. It was done only

to avoid taxation.

Waco was a related party to both the BWK Revocable Trust and

Everglades Trusts 1-5.

OPINION

Although the parties disagree as to whether or not the

transfer of the promissory notes and the partnership interests by

Kanter's grantor trusts to Cashmere constituted a valid transfer

under section 351, we find it unnecessary to decide the issue on

that basis. However, we reject Kanter's contention that the

issue was not challenged by respondent under section 357(b). The

language in the notice of deficiency quoted above clearly shows

that respondent challenged the series of transactions under

section 357(b) even though section 357(b) is not cited.
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It is our view that Kanter's transfer of his grantor trusts'

real estate partnership interests to Cashmere and the series of

transactions which followed thereafter constituted a tax
I

avoidance purpose under section 357(b).

The parties agree that the trusts were grantor trusts with

respect to which Kanter was the "deemed owner". The grantor

trust rules generally provide that any taxpayer treated as the

deemed owner of any portion of a trust will inc ude in the

computation of his own taxable income those itens of income,

deductions and credits against tax öf the trust which are

attributable to the taxpayer's portion of the trust. See secs.

671-679.

Section 1001 provides the general rules regarding the

computation and recognition of gain or loss from the sale or

other disposition of property. Section 1001(c) provides that

"except as otherwise provided in this subtitle, the entire amount

of the gain or loss on the sale or exchange of property * * *

shall be recognized."

Section 351 sets forth a significant exception to the

recognition provisions. It provides that no gain or loss is

recognized when a taxpayer transfers propeyty to a controlled

corporation solely in exchange for the corporation's stock. See

Sec. 351(a). Property, for the purposes of section 351, includes

partnership interests. The purpose for the nonrecognition
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exception for transfers to controlled corporations is to

encourage the capitalization of businesses by granting beneficial

tax treatment to the transfer of appreciated property to

corporations controlled by the transferor.

Section 357(a) provides generally that if the taxpayer

receives property which would be permitted under section 351

without the recognition of gain, and another party, as part of

the consideration, assumes a liability of the taxpayer or

acquires from the taxpayer property subject to a liability, then

such assumption shall not be treated as money or other property

and the exchange of property is valid under section 351.

However, section 357(b)(1) provides generally that if,

considering the nature of the liability and the circumstances in

which the arrangement for assumption or acquisition of the

liability was made, it appears that the principal purpose of the

taxpayer with respect to the assumption was to avoid Federal

income tax on the exchange or was not for a bona fide business

purpose, then such assumption shall, for purposes of section 351,

be considered as money received by the taxpayer on the exchange.

The clear objective desired by the real parties in interest

(Kanter, Zell, and Lurie) was to sell the real estate partnership

interests held by the trusts for cash. Hence, viewing the

transactions as a whole, and in the context of the parties'

motivations, it is clear that there was no business purpose for
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the convoluted series of exchanges in which these entities

participated and in particular, the purported transfer of notes

receivables to the grantor trusts prior to the s.ction 351

exchange with Cashmere. The primary reason for tctivating

Cashmere and utilizing its stock was to avoid th. taxation of

capital gains realized by a purchaser's assumpti n of partnership

interests which had negative capital accounts (r presenting money

owed to the partnerships by the partners). Addi ional tax

motivations are also apparent, namely, in Kanter s attempted

deferral of the recognition of gain by applying the installment

sale provisions, while at the same time receiving immediate cash

payment for the interests (in excess of $1 million paid to his

controlled entity, Waco).

The entire plan for selling the partnership interests to

Zell and Lurie took place between May 15 and September 2, 1983.

In that "3½-month period," the Cashmere stock wa transferred

three times (to Kanter's grantor trusts, to Waco and to Equity

Financial). With the exception of Equity Financ.al, each of the

entities involved was controlled by Kanter. Cas mere engaged in

no other activities before, during, or after tha limited period

of time.

Equity Financial purchased the stock of Cashmere from Waco.

Cashmere's assets consisted of $498,000 cash whi di Cashmere

acquired from the purported payments of the notes by
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Administration Co. and the Bea Ritch Trusts. The only other

assets of Cashmere were the partnership interests--which were the

only assets Zell and Lurie wanted.

With respect to the notes transferred by the trusts to

Cashmere, Kanter was acting in some instances as both the debtor

and the creditor (i.e., notes from the Beach Trust, the BWK

Family Trust and the Baroque Trusts, with respect to which

entities Kanter was the grantor and deemed owner as well as the

original payee on the note and on one note in which Kanter was

the maker). There was an absence of regular business records

maintained or presented in connection with all of the alleged

notes, and at least one of the notes (GO's Associates) related to

indebtedness incurred in connection with a bogus computer leasing

transaction.

The makers of each of these notes were Kanter individually

or his controlled entities. Four of the notes were transferred,

sold, and assigned to the BWK Revocable Trust as of May 1, 1983,

although it is clear that, in at least one case, the assignment

did not take place before August 31, 1983. The total principal

amount of the notes transferred to Cashmere almost exactly offset

the aggregate negative capital accounts of the partnership

interests. The notes were all payable on August 31, 1983, and

were purportedly paid by checks drafted on Administration Co.'s

special E account.
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The checks written by Administration Co. (ptrportedly on

behalf of the Bea Ritch Trusts) in payment of the notes were not

reflected on Administrative Co's. general ledger for the period

ending June 30, 1984. No evidence was presented to establish

that the Bea Ritch Trusts used their own funds to pay off the

notes.

In short, no evidence of any business purposes for any of

the notes was presented by Kanter or that the no es represented

valid debts. Rather, the notes and cash transfe red constituted

a circular flow between and among Kanter-controlled entities with

the purpose being to avoid immediate taxable gains. Given the

complex series of transactions employed to achieve a simple sale

of partnership real estate interests for cash, we think that the

integral aspect of the plan was to avoid Federal income tax on

the exchange and the inclusion of promissory notes purportedly

held by the trusts and made part of the section 351 exchange

lacked a bona fide business purpose.

The policy behind section 351 is to encourage the formation

and/or capitalization of corporations by providing tax relief in

those instances where individuals would be hesitant to transfer

appreciated property because of the taxable gains that otherwise

would be realized and recognized. The tax-free exchange rules

are not intended to provide a loophole; i.e., the transfer of
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fictitious assets for avoiding the taxation of such gains. Such

policy is borne out by the provisions of section 357(b).

We conclude that Cashmere's assumption of the partnership

interests subject to liabilities (the aggregate of the negative

capital accounts) was principally for a tax avoidance purpose.

Consequently, gain equal to the liabilities is recognized by the

trusts, and thus by Kanter as their grantor, under section

357(b). The burden was on Kanter to prove by a clear

preponderance of the evidence that tax avoidance was not his

principal purpose or that he had a valid business purpose. See

sec. 357(b)(2). He has not done so. As we have previously

indicated, we believe the entire series of transactions was

structured by Kanter to avoid taxation on otherwise recognizable

gains. We find that his principal purpose in having Cashmere

acquire the partnership interests subject to the liabilities was

to avoid tax; it served no business purpose, and it thus

generated gain to him equal to the amount of the liabilities to

which the partnership interests were subject at the time of the

exchange; i.e., the amounts of their negative capital accounts.

See sec. 357(b)(1).

Alternatively, section 357(c) provides that, in the case of

a section 351 exchange to which section 357(b) does not apply, if

the total liabilities assumed together with the total liabilities

to which the property transferred is subject to exceed the
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adjusted basis of all the property transferred, the excess is

treated as gain from the sale or exchange of the property

transferred. Kanter admittedly was attempting to avoid section

357(c) by transferring eight artificial notes receivable in a

total amount to offset exactly the aggregate negative capital

accounts of the partnership interests. These artificial

receivables do not constitute bona fide assets in which the

trusts had any basis. Accordingly, the amount c'f the liabilities

assumed ($476,889) is treated as gain on the sale or exchange of

the property transferred and therefore is taxable to Kanter as

the deemed owner of the trusts.

The second part of respondent's adjustment ($378,800)

relates to Kanter's use of the installment sale method to report

gain from his grantor trusts' sale of stock.

The Cashmere stock was sold to Waco in an installment sale

on July 12, 1983. The terms of the sale provided for the

payments to be made to the trusts from January 5, 1984, through

July 11, 1993. Waco subsequently resold the stock to Equity

Financial on September 2, 1983, clearly within years of its

purchase from the trusts and almost 10 years prior to the date

the final balloon payments were scheduled to be made in

connection with the initial installment sale.

Section 453(e)(1) provides that if a persor sells property

to a related party (the first disposition) under the installment
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method and the related party purchaser then resells the property

(the second disposition) within 2 years after the first

disposition and before the original seller has received all

payments due with respect to the first disposition, the amount

realized by the related party on the second disposition is

treated as a payment received at that time by the original

seller. Thus, the installment method of reporting the sale of

Cashmere stock to Waco was not available because Waco was a

related party under the attribution rules of sections 318(a) and

267(b). Waco's stock was owned by BRT, the beneficiaries of

which were members of Kanter's family who were also beneficiaries

of the trusts selling the stock. The subsequent disposition of

the stock by Waco took place within 2 years of the original sale

when all payments under the installment sale had not been made to

the grantor trusts. Therefore, the entire price of $947,000 for

which the grantor trusts sold their Cashmere stock to Waco was

deemed realized in 1983, the year of the sale.

It is noted that Kanter did not correctly report the

installment sale on his Federal income tax returns. Although he

was not to receive any payments until 1984, he did not disclose

the existence of the sale, as required, on his 1983 tax return,

that being the tax year in which the sale occurred. Furthermore,

when he did report the sale on Form 6252 attached to his 1984 tax

return, he answered "no" to the question on line D ("Was property
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sold to a related party after May 14, 1980?). And there is no

evidence as to whether the balloon payments due Jn July 11, 1993

(representing $747,000 of the total $947,000 salps price), were

ever made, received or reported.

Accordingly, we sustain respondent's determination that

Kanter had an additional net long-term capital gain of $378,800

in 1983 resulting from the installment sale of stock by the

grantor trusts.

Issue 11. Whether Kanter Is Entitled to Researc and Development
and Business Expense Deductions From Immunologichl Research
Corporation for 1979

FINDINGS OF FACT

On their Federal income tax returns for 1979 through 1982,

the Kanters claimed $311,478, $10,962, $711, and $1,590 as

Kanter's distributive share of losses from Immunological Research

Corp. (IRC), an S corporation, allocable to thres grantor trusts,

for which Kanter was the deemed owner; namely, Tablet Trust,

Capsule Trust, and Liquid Trust.

Although respondent issued notices of deficiency to Kanter

for the years 1979 through 1982, respondent did not disallow the

losses claimed by Kanter from IRC in the notices of deficiency.

However, in an Amendment to Answer in docket No. 3456-88,

respondent affirmatively alleged that Kanter's claimed loss in

the amount of $311,478 for 1979 was not allowablje. Respondent

also asserted that any underpayment from the claimed loss from
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IRC was a substantial underpayment due to tax-motivated

transactions under section 6621(c). Leave to file respondent's

Amendment to Answer was granted by the Court.

The facts relating to this issue were considered and found

by this Court in Estate of Cook v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1993-

581, which involved another shareholder in IRC. In that case, we

sustained respondent's disallowance of such expenses as research

and experimentation expenses under section 174(a), as well as

respondent's disallowance of similar expenses claimed by two

other S corporations that were engaged in the same activity,

Antiviral Research Corp. (ARC) and Biological Research Corp.

(BRC). Kanter was not a stockholder in the other two

corporations. The parties herein stipulated to the record of

Estate of Cook v. Commissioner, supra, except as to those

portions of the record relating only to the other two S

corporations.

During 1979, Kanter and three other individuals (including

George B. Cook, whose estate was the taxpayer in Estate of Cook

v. Commissioner, supra), invested in IRC, an S corporation that

they had organized. None of the stockholders in IRC, including

Kanter, had any formal educational background or experience in

the field of pharmaceutical. compounds, which was the business IRC

was ostensibly to engage in. Shortly after IRC was organized,

IRC entered into a Research, Development, and License Agreement
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(the.research or licensing agreement) with Newpo#t Pharmaceutical

International, Inc. (Newport). Newport was then 'engaged in the

manufacture, marketing, research, and development of

pharmaceutical compounds. One of the compounds c.wned by Newport

was identified as the NPT-15000 series, in which Newport owned an

undivided one-half interest that it had acquired from the

discoverer of the compound, the Sloan-Kettering hemorial

Institute for Cancer Research (Sloan-Kettering), in 1978. At

that time, this particular compound was still in the experimental

stage of development. In the 1978 transaction, the transfer of

the one-half interest in the subject compound to Newport included

the transfer of one-half of the "Patent Rights [cf the compound],

and the inventions and improvements covered therèby, throughout

the world." The term "Patent Rights" was comprehensively defined

elsewhere in the 1978 sale agreement. In the 1998 sale

agreement, Newport was given the exclusive right to exploit the

patent rights to the subject compound on a worldwide basis, as to

which Newport agreed to use its best efforts to èxploit the

patent rights for the mutual benefit of itself a.d Sloan-

Kettering. The agreement further allowed Newport to license

third parties in connection with the exploitation of the subject

compound; however, such licensing agreements, among other things,

had to be agreed to by Sloan-Kettering.
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The ostensible purpose in organizing IRC was for IRC to

enter into a licensing agreement with Newport for exploitation of

the NPT-15000 series compound in which Newport held a one-half

interest. IRC and Newport entered into such an agreement in 1979

for the compound identified as NPT-15392, which was within the

NPT-15000 series. However, the licensing agreement IRC entered

into was only with Newport. Sloan-Kettering was not a party to

the agreement and did not sign the agreement, and there is no

evidence that Sloan-Kettering ever acquiesced in the agreement.

Newport and IRC were cognizant of Sloan-Kettering's reservation

of patent rights, and, accordingly, the licensing agreement

between IRC and Newport was structured with the intent that

exploitation of the subject compound by IRC or its licensees

would not violate Sloan-Kettering's rights. With that in mind,

the research agreement between IRC and Newport contained the

�042following provisions:

2. Ownership of Project Results.
Any and all products, processes, compounds,

inventions, ideas, patents, patent rights, technical
information, data and other proprietary know-how
resulting or deriving from the Project, including all
improvements thereto, and any other rights to
commercially exploit the Project and the products and
results thereof, including but not limited to,
licensing and distribution rights, shall be the sole
and exclusive property of the corporation [i.e., IRC];
provided, howeverr the Corporation shall have no
ownership rights or rights which may be deemed to be
a sub-license to the extent that any of the foregoing
constitutes a "Patent Right" or an invention or
improvement covered thereby as defined in the agreement
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dated March 28, 1978 between Newport and Sloan-
Kettering Institute * * *. [Emphasis added.]

Pursuant to this licensing agreement, IRC paid Newport,

during 1979, $980,000 for Newport's services for the research,

experimentation, and further development of the compound NPT-

15392. On his 1979 Federal income tax returns, anter claimed a

deduction for his portion of the $980,000 resear h and

experimentation expense. ·In amended pleadings, espondent

affirmatively alleged that the $311,478 loss claimed by Kanter

from this activity should be disallowed.

OPINION

In Estate of Cook v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1993-581, this

Court sustained respondent's disallowance for the portion of the

$980,000 expense that George Cook had claimed as a section 174(a)

deduction. The parties agreed in Estate of Cook that IRC was not

engaged in a trade or business within the meaning of section

162(a). Kanter here does not contend otherwise. However, he

argues that the expense nevertheless qualified an a deduction

under section 174(a) as a research or experiment tion expense.

This Court held in Estate of Cook that the c xpense was not a

res.earch or experimentation expense within the meaning of section

174(a) based on the premise that, to qualify under section

174(a), two requirements must be satisfied: (1) The taxpayer

must be legally entitled to enter into a trade or business

exploiting research and (2) the taxpayer must demonstrate a
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realistic prospect that it would do so. It was decided that IRC

failed to meet both of these tests. Significant was the fact

that the taxpayers had not established that IRC had obtained any

ownership rights in any technology to be developed by Newport

because Sloan-Kettering was not a party to and had not consented

to the licensing agreement (as required in the 1978 sale by

Sloan-Kettering to Newport). Moreover, the license agreement

between Newport and IRC expressly provided that no ownership

rights in the technology to be developed by Newport would inure

to IRC to the extent that such technology or rights envisioned by

the agreement came within the definition of "Patent Rights" as

reserved by Sloan-Kettering in the 1978 sale to Newport.

This Court held in Estate of Cook that the reservation in

the agreement between IRC and Newport, taken together with the

broad definition of "Patent Rights" in the agreement between

Newport and Sloan-Kettering, left very little, if anything, to be

acquired by IRC in the 1979 licensing agreement between Newport

and IRC. The Court stated: "In light of this definition, it is

hard to visualize that [IRC] obtained ownership of anything that

could be commercially exploited in a trade or business." The

Court surmised that virtually anything Newport developed would.

constitute a "Patent Right", and, if so, the ownership of such

improvement or technology would not belong to IRC.
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There were other facts of the case that the Court discussed

to support the conclusion that IRC was not engaged in a trade or

business and did not have the capacity to engage in a trade or

business. The other findings were not seriously challenged by

Kanter in the instant cases, and the Court does not consider it

necessary to discuss those facts here.

Kanter was the only witness to testify in the present case

with respect to this issue. No documentary evidence was

presented to corroborate his testimony, which was directed toward

establishing that there were certain 'rights to ownership of

technology that IRC could acquire from the licensing agreement

with Newport that would not fall within the umbrella of the

"Patent Rights" exception existing in favor of Sloan-Kettering.

Section 174(a)(1) generally provides:

A taxpayer may treat research or experimental
expenditures which are paid or incurred by him during
the taxable period in connection with his trade or
business as expenses which are not chargeable to
capital account. The expenditures so treated shall.be
allowed as a deduction. I

Section 174(a)(1) applies to expenditures paid or incurred by a

taxpayer for research or experimentation underta en directly by a

taxpayer or to expenditures paid or incurred by a taxpayer for

research or experimentation carried on by anothe person or

entity on the taxpayer's behalf. See sec. 1.174-2(a)(8), Income

Tax Regs.
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To be entitled to deductions for research and experimental

expenditures, a taxpayer is not required currently to produce or

sell any product. Moreover, a taxpayer need not be currently

engaged in a trade or business in order to qualify for such

deductions. See Snow v. Commissioner, 416 U.S. 500, 503-504

(1974). Nevertheless, in Green v. Commissioner, 83 T.C. 667,

686-687 (1984), this Court stated:

For section 174 to apply, the taxpayer must still be
engaged in a trade or business at some time, and * * *
[the Court] must still determine, through an
examination of the facts of each case, whether the
taxpayer's activities in connection with a product are
sufficiently substantial and regular to constitute a
trade or business for purposes of such section. [Fn.
ref. and citations omitted.]

A taxpayer must be more than a mere investor to be entitled

to deductions for research and experimental expenditures under

section 174. See id. at 688-689, see also Levin v. Commissioner,

�04287 T.C. 698, 725-726 (1986), affd. 832 F.2d 403 (7th Cir. 1987).

In the case of an entity that claims deductions under

section 174, the relevant inquiry is whether the entity has any

realistic prospect of entering into a trade or business involving

the technology under development. See Spellman v. Commissioner,

845 F.2d 148, 151 (7th Cir. 1988), affg. T.C. Memo. 1986-403;

Diamond v. Commissioner, 92 T.C. 423, 439 (1989), affd. 930 F.2d

372 (4th Cir. 1991).

As these cases demonstrate, when an entity contracts out the

performance of the research and development in which it intends
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to engage, all of the surrounding facts and circ mstances are

relevant to the inquiry into whether such entity has any

realistic prospect of entering into (a trade or business with

respect to the technology under development. The inquiry

includes consideration of the intentions of the parties to the

contract for the performance of the research anc development, the

amount of capitalization retained bý the entity during the

research and development contract period, the e ercise of control

by the entity over the person or organization doing the research,

the existence of an option to acquire the techndlogy developed by

the organization conducting the research and the likelihood of

its exercise, the business activities of the en .ity during the

period in question, and the experience of the i vestors in the

entity. Absent a realistic prospect that the e tity will enter a

trade or business with respect to the technology, the entity will

be treated as a passive investor, not eligible for deductions

under section 174.

As indicated previously, in Estate of Cook v. Commissioner,

T.C. Memo. 1993-581, the Court dealt with, among other things,

the entitlement of another IRC shareholder (nam.ly, George Cook)

to a deduction for IRC's claimed 1979 research and development

expense. The Court rejected the taxpayers' con ention that a

realistic prospect existed of IRC's entering in.o a trade or
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business to exploit the results of the research and

experimentation undertaken by Newport.

Respondent has the burden of proof on this issue.

Respondent points out that the identical 1979 IRC research and

development and business expense issues were previously presented

to and decided by this Court in Estate of Cook and contends that

the Court's reasoning and conclusions in that case are equally

applicable here.

Kanter, on the other hand, contends that the issues are

purely factual, and that the following distinctions from Estate

of Cook are present in the instant cases: (1) Respondent, not

Kanter, bears the burden of proof; (2) Kanter's testimony was

entered in evidence here, unlike in Estate of Cook; and (3) the

Court's conclusions here with respect to IRC should not be based

upon certain "irrelevant" facts concerning ARC and BRC, as Kanter

implies happened in Estate of Cook. Kanter maintains that almost

all of the facts concerning ARC and BRC that were discussed in

the Estate of Cook opinion are irrelevant here because (1) he was

not a shareholder of either ARC or BRC, and (2) all events

relating to ARC and BRC occurred after 1979. In particular, he

asserts that much of the documentation cited and relied upon by

respondent in respondent's proposed findings of fact is not

actually in evidence in the instant cases, in light of the
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specific exclusion in the parties' written stipu..ation of those

portions of the Estate of Cook record regarding only ARC and BRC.

Preliminarily, we note that the parties, for purposes of the

instant cases, generally stipulated in evidence the Estate of

Cook record, except for such evidence that related only to ARC

and BRC. Thus, as we interpret the parties' stipulation, the

evidence presented in Estate of Cook that would e relevant to

ARC, BRC and IRC alike (not including perhaps the testimony of

Dr. Charles Altschuler, on which the Court does uot rely) would

be considered as evidence in the instant cases and could be

considered in resolving the IRC issues for 1979. We do not

construe the parties' stipulation to limit the etidence here to

only those portions of the Estate of Cook case's evidentiary

record that Kanter considers "relevant" to IRC alid himself.

On this record, we conclude that respondent has established

that Kanter was not entitled to deduct the claimed 1979 IRC

research and development expenses under section .74(a). The

evidence shows that there was no realistic prospect of IRC's

entering into a trade or business to exploit the technology
I

relating to the NPT-15392 compound being developed under the IRC-

Newport R&D and License Agreement because there Ôas essentially

nothing that IRC could acquire. Virtually anything that Newport

developed would almost certainly be a patentable property right

that ipso facto could not be owned by IRC. In Estate of Cook
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this Court previously noted: (1) In view of the broad definition

of the term "Patent Rights", as defined in the March 28, 1978,

agreement between Newport and Sloan-Kettering, it is difficult to

see that IRC acquired ownership of anything that could be

commercially exploited in a trade or business; (2) the existence

of the IRC Shareholders-Newport Put/Call Agreement made it

extremely unlikely IRC would ever exploit the research Newport

conducted in a trade or business because (a) if the research were

sufficiently successful to require the payment of royalties, then

Newport likely would exercise its call option and, (b) if the

research were not sufficiently successful to require the payment

of royalties, then IRC's shareholders would be motivated to put

their IRC shares to Newport in return for Newport common stock;

(3) after its initial capital was expended, IRC had no further

capital to conduct or finance further research, and the existence

of the put and call agreements gave IRC's shareholders no

incentive to contribute additional capital to IRC; and (4) some

of IRC's shareholders apparently had always wanted to acquire

Newport stock and such investment was structured as a research

and development activity in the hope of allowing the investors a

deduction for their investment.

Although Kanter testified in the instant cases, we find his

testimony unconvincing and view it as more in the nature of

advocacy than the presentation of substantive evidence. It does
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not show that our conclusions in Estate of Cook were in error,

nor does it warrant a different result. Essentially, Kanter

misunderstands this Court's reasoning in Estate f Cook. He

argues that we incorrectly assumed that IRC held no ownership

rights in any research developed under the research project.

Kanter contends that IRC did hold "other valuabl rights" outside

of any existing and derivative future "Patent Ri hts" in the NPT-

1500 series of compounds retained by Newport and Sloan-Kettering.

However, Kanter was unable to explain or describ what those

rights might be, nor was any other evidence pres nted that would

establish or support his contention. Kanter tes ified:

[Kanter) : * * * But it was my underst nding and
my belief that there is a body of rights thdt, unless
encompassed by a specific patent that would be issued *
* * to Sloan-Kettering and Newport, under which they
could theoretically preclude the exploitati n of that
limited right, all other rights that might result from
this particular research project did belong to IRC and
that they were broad enough in--as we under tood it to
allow for exploitation of a profitable product or to
move to the next stpge of possible licensind, if in
fact there was something.developed.

The Court: So this body of rights that you are
referring to--would these be rights that would be
considered research and development.

[Kanter] : Well, actually my recollection is--and
the [Cook] record will disclose it more accurately--Dr.
Glasky tried to point out to the Court at tÉat time
that there is in this pharmaceutical field not the
necessity at any given time for a research and
development project that you develop a marketable
product that can go on the shelf in a drugs ore, but
that in this field it is common to bring re$earch to a
point where you can license what you have developed to
a large pharmaceutical manufacturer, who wihl take it
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to another stage to bring it to a commercial product
that will be put on the shelf.

And I can't tell you now what might have
conceivably been developed were this product research
and development to have been successful or gone far
enough, but it was our impression and understanding at
this time that it either would--or could produce
something significant and allow for future research and
licensing or something significant enough to be an
actual product that could be commercial manufactured.
[Emphasis added.]

The Court: But there have been no developments of
these other rights that you are talking about?

[Kanter]: Well, those rights existed. There was
no preclusion of the rights as far as I know, that
nobody took them away in the form of defined patent
rights.

It remains unclear to the Court just what those "rights"

might be. The Court is skeptical that, in the everyday world, an

investor would pay $980,000 for a bundle of ambiguous property

rights, as to which there is no persuasive indication that such

�042rights could be exploited or developed.

Moreover, this Court's holding in Estate of Cook was not

premised upon IRC's holding no ownership rights whatsoever in the

research, as Kanter implies. Rather in Estate of Cook, this

Court concluded, after considering the totality of the facts and

circumstances, including certain highly relevant factors, that

there was no realistic prospect of IRC's entering into a trade or

business to exploit the technology being developed under the IRC-

Newport R&D and License Agreement.
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Indeed, in his testimony, Kante could not elaborate or

describe what realistic prospects IRC would have of exploiting

commercially the technology being developed. In view of the

broad scope of the existing and potential patent rights Newport

and Sloan-Kettering held, it is difficult to believe that a third

party, such as a major pharmaceutical company, w uld risk a

license from IRC on technology that Newport and Sloan-Kettering

might have rights to.

Accordingly, we hold that Kanter is not entitled to a

deduction under section 174 for 1979 with respect to IRC's

claimed research and development expense. See Sbellman v.

Commissioner, 845 F.2d 148 (7th Cir. 1988), affg. T.C. Memo.

1986-403; Diamond v. Commissioner, 92 T.C. 423 (1989); Estate of

Cook v. Commissioner, T. C. Memo. 1993-581.

We further hold that Kanter is not entitled to deductions

under section 162 for 1979 with respect to IRC's claimed business

deductions. IRC was not engaged in an active trade or business

during 1979 because its activities fail to ,satisfy even the "in

connection with" a trade or business standard of section 174.

See Estate of Cook v. Commissioner, supra.
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Issue 12. Whether Kanter had Unreported Partnership Income for
1978

OPINION

In the notice of deficiency for 1978, respondent determined

that the Kanters failed to report partnership income (loss) in

the net amount of $4,953 from the following sources:

T.C. Family Trust ($512)
Everglades Trust No. 1 1,093
Everglades Trust No. .2 1,093
Everglades Trust No. 3 1,093
Everglades Trust No. 4 1,093
Everglades Trust No. 5 1,093

Total 4,953

Kanter did not introduce any evidence on this issue.

Therefore, respondent's determination is sustained.

Issue 13. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled to a Loss From GLS
Associates for 1981

OPINION

On their Federal income tax return for 1981, the Kanters

claimed a loss of $4,283 on Schedule E relating to an entity

referred to as GLS Associates. Respondent disallowed the claimed

loss because the Kanters did not prove that GLS Associates was

engaged in an activity entered into for profit and that

deductible expenses were incurred by it in excess of income. The

Kanters introduced no evidence on the issue. Therefore,

respondent's determination is sustained.
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Issue 14. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled to a Loss From
Computer Leasing Transactions Involv!i.nq Equitec or 1983 and 1984

OPINION

The Kanters claimed on their Federal income tax returns for

1983 and 1984 losses of $83, 333 and $161, 727, respectively, from

computer leasing transactions involving E·quitec.

In notices of deficiency for 1983 and 1984, respondent

disallowed the losses. The Kanters introduced nb evidence at

trial on this issue. They failed to carry their burden of proof.

Accordingly, we sustain respondent's determinati n.

Issue 15. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled to Ihvestment
Interest Expense Deductions for 1981

OPINION

In the notice of deficiency for 1981, respoadent determined

that the Kanters were not entitled to deduct claimed investment

interest expenses from K&D Associates, SLG Partners, and GLS

Associates in the amounts of $21,521, $23,292, and $45,095,

respectively. SLG Partners, GLS Associates, and K&D Associates

were purportedly engaged in the business of purchasing and

leasing computer equipment. The Kanters claimed deductions for

investment interest expenses from those entities in 1981.

The Kanters introduced no evidence on this issue. Therefore,

respondent ' s determination is sustained.
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Issue 16. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled to an Investment Tax
Credit Carryover for 1978

OPINION

On their 1978 income tax return, the Kanters claimed a

$120,566 investment tax credit carryover, which respondent

disallowed in the notice of deficiency.

The Kanters contend that their entitlement to the 1978

investment tax credit carryover is purely "computational" under

Rule 155. The Kanters assert, in pertinent part:

The issue of whether Kanter is entitled to a
carryover of investment tax credit from his 1977 year
to his 1978 year is purely computational. The
resolution of this issue is entirely dependent upon the
resolution of Kanter's Tax Court case involving his
1977 year (docket No. 12282-82), which was previously
docketed and decided by this Court. Although
respondent * * * [in proposed findings) states that
petitioners failed to address this issue, that is not
the case. Respondent's counsel stipulated on the
record that petitioners had addressed all of the issues
raised in respondent's notice of deficiency. * * *
Since this issue is purely computational, and
respondent is well aware of the terms of the resolution
of Kanter's 1977 tax liability, the amount of the
carryover from 1977 to 1978 will be addressed in the
eventual Rule 155 proceeding in this matter, and need
not be addressed by the Court at this time.

The "stipulation" referred to is the discussion that took place

between the Court, petitioners' counsel, and the supervisor of

respondent's counsel concerning the parties' settlement of a

number of other adjustments from the years in issue.

Respondent, on the other hand, contends that Kanter failed

to carry his burden of proof under Rule 142(a).
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The Court agrees with Kanter on this issue. The Kanters'

1977 tax year was the subject of docket No. 12282-82 before this

Court, in which a stipulated decision was entereb on March 12,

1991. That decision was based upon a Stipulatioh of Settled

Issues which was filed with the Court. The Stiphlation of

Settled Issues provided as follows:

Solely for the purpose of narrowing the issues in
[docket no. 12282-82], the Petitioner * * * and the
Respondent have settled issues relating to the
Petitioner's direct or indirect investment in one r
more of the following partnerships, namely, Ambassador
Associates, Empire Properties,.Shelburne A,sociates,
Whitehall Associates, Balmoral Associates, Drake
Associates, FF Associates, Park Lane Assoc ates and
Warwick Associates on the follòwing basis to the extent
applicable to the year(s)'before the Court in this,
case:

1. Except as provided in this agreem nt, no item
of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit arising from
the Petitioner's interest in the partnersh p, shall be
realized and recognized in any taxable yea . It is
understood by the parties that this agreem nt does not
apply to items of income, gain, loss, dedubtion or
credit from Empire Properties' investment hn NST
Investors.

2. The Petitioner's total cash inves ment
actually or constructively paid shall be a lowable as
an ordinary deduction in three equal parts over three
successive years starting with the initiall year for
which the Petitioner first claimed a partnership
deduction, provided that the etitioner idcludes in
income any cash constructively received wSth respect to
such contribution in the year of such constructive
receipt.

3. All partnership distributions fr m the
partnership to the Petitioner shall be in ludable as
ordinary income in the year of receipt.
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4. In the event the Petitioner is contractually
required, by the terms of the original Partnership
Agreement, to make any additional cash contribution in
a year ending subsequent to the date of this agreement,
the Petitioner shall receive an ordinary deduction for
any such cash contribution in the year paid.

5. Tentative investment credit will be allowed
with respect to the partnership, based on qualified
investment equal to the Petitioner's partnership
percentage times two-thirds times the qualified basis
of the partnership as set forth in Exhibit A, which is
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
No other investment credit from the partnership will be
allowed.

6. If any investment credit was claimed by the
Petitioner which is not allowable under paragraph 5.
for any year(s) which was not disallowed by the
Internal Revenue Service and for which the statute of
limitations would bar assessment, the amount of said
credit will be added to the corrected tax in the first
open year.

7. The petitioner's allocable share of any income
from the partnership attributable to the repayment of
the partnership's recourse and non-recourse liabilities
(non-cash income), shall not be includable in income.
In addition, the Petitioner will not realize any income
as a result of the forgiveness of, or other release of
the related recourse and non-recourse liabilities. If
any such non-cash income was reported by the Petitioner
in any year, then a deduction shall be allowed in that
amount. If such deduction is with respect to a year
for which refunds are barred. by reason of the statute
of limitations, such deduction will be allowable in the
first open year.

8. If any losses or deductions attributable to
the partnership were claimed by the Petitioner for any
year(s) which were not disallowed by the Internal
Revenue Service and for which the statute of
limitations would bar assessment, the deduction
allowable pursuant to paragraph 2. will be reduced,
starting with the initial contribution year, by the
amount of loss reported for years closed by the statute
of limitations.
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9. The Petitioner will not be liable for
additional interest under section 6621(c), formerly
(d), penalties or additions to the tax attributable to
the Petitioner's claimed partnership deductlions.

10. The parties agree that this stipulation of
settled issues shall not constitute a sett ement
agreement for years that are not before th Court in
this case.

Paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Stipulation of S ttled Issues

addressed an investment credit. Although the decision and the

Stipulation of Settled Issues did not specify tle dollar amount

of the credit to be.carried forward to Kanter's 1978 return, the

Court is satisfied that the provisions of the s ipulated decision

entered in docket No. 12282-82 permit Kanter to carry forward to

his 1978 year any investment credit allowed for 1977 that was not

utilized to offset 1977 taxes. Accordingly, the Court holds that

the Kanters' entitlement to an investment credit carryover for

1978 is to be taken into account in the Rule 155 computation to

the extent of any carryover from the Kanters' 977 tax'year.

Issue 17. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled to an Interest
Deduction for 1986

OPINION

In the notice of deficiency for 1986, respondent determined

that the Kanters were not entitled to deduct ihterest expenses

claimed on their Federal income tax return in he amount of.

$50,380. The Kanters introduced no evidence on this issue. The

burden of proof was on them and, since no evidence was presented,

respondent's determination is sustained.
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Issue 18. Whether the Kanters Received Unreported Interest
Income from a Bank in 1988

OPINION

In the notice of deficiency for 1988, respondent determined

that the Kanters failed to report $349 interest income from

Merchants Bank and Trust Co.

Kanter's general ledger and audit file for 1988 do not show

that he received interest income from the Merchants Bank and

Trust Co. in 1988. He also testified that no interest was

received from Merchants Bank. There is no evidence that a Form

1099 was issued by Merchants Bank to the Kanters. On this record

we hold for the Kanters.

Issue 19. Whether Kanter Is Entitled to a Business Loss
Deduction in 1980 in Connection With the Sale of a Painting

FINDINGS OF FACT

The Kanters claimed a deduction of $104,231 on Schedule C of

their Federal income tax return for 1980. This deduction arose

out of a transaction involving a painting of George Washington

which was believed to be by the famous artist John Trumbull (the

painting). The painting was located in England. One of the

clients of Kanter's law practice, Richard Feigan (Feigan), was

interested in purchasing the painting but did not have the

resources to do so. Feigan contacted Kanter for Kanter's

assistance in directing him, Feigan, to someone who might be

interested in the painting and who could advance funds for its
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purchase. Kanter directed Feigan to another of his clients, a

Mr. Rappaport (Rappaport), who lived in Switzerland. Feigan and

Rapport thereafter agreed to a joint venture between them and,

through funds advanced by Rappaport, the painting was purchased.

After the purchase, it was discovered that the painting was not

by John Trumbull, and the seller agreed to a re cission'of the

sale. The seller paid back to the joint ventur the amount of

the selling price, but in British currency. Thdt currency had

substantially declined in value against the U.S. dollar. A

dispute arose between Feigan and Rappaport. Ra paport insisted

that he be returned the full value, in U.S. dollars, of the funds

he had advanced, and Feigan, on the other hand, refused to do so.

Kanter was drawn into the dispute ostensibly because of'the role

he had played in putting Feigan and Rappaport t gether. At

Kanter's urging, Feigan agreed to make Rappapor whole, and

Kanter contributed $104,231 toward the cause. :anter claimed

this amount as a trade or business expense on his 1980 income tax

return, which respondent disallowed.

Kanter was not contacted by Feigan for legal services or

legal advice, nor was it contemplated that Kant r would be paid

for his services. Kanter was assisting two clibnts and friends

in a matter unrelated to Kanter's law practice or his activities

as a lawyer. There were no legal services provided by Kanter.

Kanter was not a party to the joint venture betùeen Feigan and
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Rappaport and provided no financing to the venture. Kanter would

not share economically in the exploitation of the painting.

OPINION

Section 162 allows a deduction for all ordinary and

necessary expenses paid or incurred in carrying on a trade or

business. Expenses paid for or on behalf of another are not

deductible. A voluntary assumption of liability is

nondeductible. Polak's Frutal Works, Inc. v. United States, 176

F. Supp. 521 (S.D.N.Y. 1959), affd. 281 F.2d 261 (2d Cir. 1960).

Obligations which do not grow out of a taxpayer's own business

but which are personal in nature are nondeductible. Family

Group, Inc. v. Commissioner, 59 T.C. 660 (1973).

Although Kanter acknowledged that during 1980 he was

practicing law on a full-time basis and was not in the business

of buying and selling art, he contends that he was engaged in the

business of assisting other individuals to locate financing for

investments. He asserts that he "was in the trade or business of

locating financing for investments, whether the investments be in

real estate, securities, or works of art". Thus Kanter argued

that the $104,231 was an ordinary and necessary expense of his

investment financing business and was properly deductible by him.

Alternatively, he contended that, even if the activity was not a

trade or business, a deduction should be allowed under section

212.
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Respondent, on the other hand, argued that the $104,231 was

not an ordinary or necessary busines expense but represented a

voluntary expenditure by Kanter on behalf of a t ird party, which

Kanter was under no legal obligation ( to make. Irí addition,

respondent maintained the payment was not deductible under

section 212 because the painting venture was not an activity

Kanter undertook for profit.

We agree with respondent. Kanter was princ .pally engaged in

the practice of tax law. He acted a) an intermediary between two

clients in arranging the purchase and sale of a urported

authentic painting of George Washington. He did not provide

financing for the transaction. The purchase was rescinded after

it was discovered the painting was not authentic.. The amount

paid by Kanter was to reimburse Rappaport on the loss Rappaport

sustained on the amount that was refunded to him arising from the

devalued British currency.

There is no evidence that Rappaport required Kanter to

perform due diligence on this venture. Kanter testified that

both Feigan and Rappaport were frie ds of his, and he merely

introduced Rappaport to Feigan to consummate th transaction·.

There was no agreement or contract that Kanter Was to be paid for

his services either in the acquisition of the funds for the

painting had the sale not been rescinded, or fo Kanter's efforts
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in resolving the dispute between Feigan and Rappaport when the

deal failed.

The loss which Kanter sustained resulted from his desire to

protect his personal relationship with his friends Feigan and

Rappaport and was not.an ordinary or necessary expense of his

legal practice or to protect his business reputation because no

business of his own was conducted or consummated by this

transaction.

Respondent correctly contends that Kanter's payment of

amounts to settle a putative dispute had no relation to his legal

practice. Kanter's involvement constituted personal rather than

professional conduct, and, thus, the expenditure is

nondeductible. Kanter had no money invested in the deal. He

merely acted as a broker for his clients, who were also his

friends. He was clearly not engaged in a separate business of

selling artwork. See McDonald v. Commissioner, 592 F.2d 635 (2d

Cir. 1978).

In Cochrane v. Commissioner, 23 B.T.A. 202 (1931), cited by

Kanter, the attorney who reimbursed his clients had provided

legal services to them. By contrast, Kanter did not perform any

legal services in connection with the Feigan venture. The only

proof that he made the payment to protect himself from a possible

lawsuit and the exposure of litigation was his own self-serving

and uncorroborated testimony.
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Kanter did not testify that Rappaport would include him as a

party in any litigation. He failed to present a ly proof of

damage to his business reputation. If anything, Kanter was

protecting his personal reputation, not his business reputation.

He reimbursed Rappaport for a portion of the losses as an

accommodation to two friends, after a deal he praffered failed.

Kanter argues that the cases of Milbank v. Commissioner, 51

T. C. 805 (1969) , and Pepper v. Commissioner, 36 T. C. 886 (1961) ,

support the deduction claimed by him. Contrary to the facts

here, the taxpayer in Milbank was in the investntent banking

business and consummated a loan transaction. When the

transaction failed, the taxpayer argued he was a guarantor of the

loan, which payment had a proximate relationship to his trade or

business as a financier or investment banker. Ñanter, in

contrast, is not a banker or financier. In any event, Nie did not

show that he entered into this transaction with the intent of

making a profit. Kanter is a lawyer who was consulted on various

business matters. Kanter was not engaged ih the business of

selling valuable artwork. He was not paid to f nd the investor

but merely directed his friend to another frien . Contrary to

the holding in Milbank, Kanter was not protecting his reputation

as a lawyer or investor but merely protecting hís friendship with

Feigan and Rappaport.
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Unlike the taxpayer in Pepper v. Commissioner, supra, Kanter

did not actively solicit financing for his friend Feigan, nor did

he or his law firm receive fees for services rendered in the

transaction. He merely served as an intermediary to introduce

Feigan to another friend, Rappaport. There was no written

contract between Feigan and Kanter for the sharing of profits.

Accordingly, respondent's determination with respect to this

issue is sustained. We hold that Kanter is not entitled to the

claimed business loss deduction. We also hold that, because

Kanter received no fees and no contract existed therefor, the

expenditure did not bear a reasonable and proximate relationship

to the production of income. Thus, it is not deductible under

section 212.

Issue 20. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled To Deduct a Claimed
Charitable Contribution of $15,000 to the Jewish United Fund in
1982

FINDINGS OF FACT

On their income tax return for 1982, the Kanters listed

$25,182 in charitable contributions, which they were unable to

deduct on Schedule A as itemized deductions for the reason that

the return showed negative gross income of $287,536. The

limitation provisions of section 170(b) precluded any deduction

for charitable contributions. In the notice of deficiency for

1.982, the various adjustments by respondent resulted in the

Kanter's having adjusted gross income for 1982 in such amount
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that the limitation provision of section 170(b) was not

applicable. Respondent allowed the Kanters a deduction for the

charitable contributions listed on their return Âxcept a

contribution of $15,000 to the Jewish United Fund (JUF).

On or about December 17, 1982, Holding Co., by Meyers,

president, executed a promissory note dated Decen6er 17, 1982,

payable to Kanter in the face amount of $15,000 due on March 1,

1983, with interest at 12 percent per annum. Respondent has not

disputed that this indebtedness is bona fide.

On December 27, 1982, Holding Co., by Meyers, president,

sent a letter to JUF enclosing the Holding Co. note and Kanter's

pledge card to JUF for $15,000. This letter sta ed in pertinent

part that Holding Co. "will pay its note to Kant r who will, in

turn, see to providing these funds to JUF". In a letter to

Kanter dated December 30, 1982, JUF acknowledged its receipt of

the Holding Co. promissory note. The December 3C, 1982, letter

further stated that "This note has been assigned by you to * * *

JUF as a charitable contribution, and we are pleased to accept it

as such".

On February 28, 1983, Holding Co. paid to Kanter the $15,000

face amount due on the Holding Co. note plus interest of $370.

Kanter reported the interest paid on the Holding Co. note on his

income tax return for 1983.
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On February 28, 1983, Kanter paid $15,000 to the JUF by a

check on his personal bank account. Neither Holding Co. nor

Kanter paid any interest on the Holding. Co. note to JUF.

Kanter did not establish that he endorsed the Holding Co.

note over to JUF in 1982. Kanter contends he is entitled to a

1982 charitable contribution deduction because the $15,000 note

was delivered to JUF during 1982.

OPINION

Section 170(a) generally provides that a deduction is

allowed for charitable contributions, payment of which is made

within the taxable year. Charitable contributions can be made in

the form of cash or property, including third party promissory

notes. See MacKay v. United States, 503 F.2d 591 (10th Cir.

1974), a case distinguishable from the facts herein.

The Kanters contend that they are entitled to a charitable

contribution deduction for 1982 of at least $14,700, which they

maintain was the Holding Co. promissory note's fair market value

on the date of its contribution to JUF in December 1982. They

assert that "While a small discount for the fact that the note

was not tö be paid until several months after the date of

contribution is perhaps required, there is no basis for

disallowing the entire contribution". The Kanters submit that,

given the interest rates at the time (as reflected in the IRS's

applicable Federal rates, as well as the 12-percent interest rate
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set in the note itself),-the 1982 deduction shou d be discounted

no more than $300.

To the contrary, respondent contends that the Kanters are

not entitled to the claimed charitable deduction for 1982 on

alternative grounds because (1) there was no endorsement of the

Holding Co. promissory note by Kanter to JUF, or (2) the Kanters

failed to establish the note's fair market value on the date of

its purported contribution to JUF in late 1982. On brief,

respondent concedes that the Kanters are entitled to a charitable

contribution deduction for 1983 for the $15,000 because Kanter

paid that amount to JUF in 1983, subject to the adjusted gross

income limitations of section 170(b) for 1983.

Ordinarily, a charitable contribution is made at the time

delivery is effected. If a taxpayer unconditionally delivers or

mails a properly endorsed stock certificate to a charitable donee

or the donee's agent, the gift is completed on the date of

delivery. See sec. 1.170A-1(b), Income Tax Reg . Respondent

argues that, like a stock certificate, a promis ory note is

delivered to a donee only after it has been pro erly endorsed and

unconditionally delivered to the donee. Here K nter failed to

establish that he endorsed the Holding Co. prom ssory note over

to JUF. As evidence that he contributed the no e to JUF, Kanter

introduced a copy of only the front page of the note; a copy of

his pledge card; a copy of a Holding Co. letter reciting delivery
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of the note to JUF; a letter from JUF acknowledging receipt of

the note as a charitable contribution; and his testimony that he

"transferred" the note to JUF. At best, this evidence

establishes that Kanter delivered during 1982 an unendorsed note

to JUF and a promise to pay his 1982 pledge to JUF on March 1,

1983. As indicated in Holding Co.'s letter, dated December 27,

1982, direct payment of the Holding Co. note to JUF was never

contemplated, which would have been the case if Kanter had

properly endorsed the Holding Co. note over to JUF. Rather,

payment of the note was to be made to Kanter who in turn would

pay JUF. Kanter failed to produce the original promissory note

or even a copy of the reverse side of the note that would

indicate whether the note was properly endorsed over to JUF.

We believe respondent's contention that Kanter failed to

contribute the note to JUF is supported by the evidence. When

the note became due in 1983, Holding Co. paid Kanter, rather than

JUF, the $15,000 face amount of the note plus $370 interest, and

Kanter, in 1983, paid $15,000 and no interest to JUF. If a

proper legal transfer of the note had been made so that JUF

became the true owner of the note and Kanter retained no dominion

or control, Holding Co. would have paid JUF directly. More

importantly, if Kanter had legally transferred the note to JUF in

December 1982, and no.longer had any dominion or control over it

thereafter, then JUF, not Kanter, would have been entitled to the
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interest due on the note. The fact that Holding Co. paid the

principal and interest to Kanter, rather than JU , is additional

proof that Kanter never legally transferred the olding Co. note

to JUF. Therefore, we hold that Kanter is not entitled to a

deduction for the claimed contribution to JUF foh 1982, but that

he is entitled to a charitable contribution dedudtion for 1983

for the $15,000 paid to JUF that year, subject to the adjusted

gross income limitations of section 170(b). See Petty v.

Commissioner, 40 T.C. 521, 524-525 (1963); compare Christensen v.

Commissioner, 40 T.C. 563, 574-577 (1963).

Issue 21. Whether the Kanters Are Entitled to Claimed Capital
Gains and Losses for 1987

FINDINGS OF FACT

On their Federal income tax return for 1987J the Kanters

reported the following capital gains and losses:
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Short-Term Capital Gains and Losses

Gross
Date Date Sale Gain

Description Acquired Sold Price Basis or Loss
SHS Brajdas Corp. 4/02/87 5/29/87 $1,780 $1,304 $476
SHS Flex Comp. 5/29/87 10/19/87 40,000 53,600 (13,600)
Rooney Pace Bond 5/29/87 12/29/87 10 5,000 (4,990)
SHS Elec. Missile 5/29/87 10/19/87 41,250 30,000 11,250

Total 83,040 89,904 (6,864)

Long-Term Capital Gains and Losses

Gross
Date Date Sale Gain

Description Acquired Sold Price Basis or Loss
SHS Sun Resorts 6/20/84 12/03/87 $1,300 $250 $1,050
SHS Newport Pharm. 82 12/21/87 84,380 361,143 (276,763)
SHS I.H.O.G. 10/07/86 12/21/87 1 5,000 (4,999)
SHS Lezak Group 3/29/85 12/21/87 -- 1 (1)
N/R Victorian Vill. 85 12/22/87 27,949 311,878 (283,929)
N/R S. Block 1/19/87 12/22/87 1 23,356 (23,355)
N/R Tanglewood 12/15/86 12/22/87 100 10,000 (9,900)
N/R R. Trust 78 12/22/87 1 53,000 (52,999)
N/R D. Anderson 3/31/87 12/22/87 1 195 (194)
N/R Arlington Corp. 3/31/87 12/22/87 1 11,792 (11,791)
N/R Pam Osowski 3/31/87 12/22/87 1 16,625 (16,624)
N/R Classic Cust. 3/31/87 12/22/87 5,000 79,366 (74,366)
Red Pond Beach 1/02/69 12/31/87 1,896 -- 1,896
BK Eagle Prtshp 7/05/72 12/31/87 -- 1 (1)
BK Freedom Prtshp 9/01/73 12/31/87 -- 1 (1)
BK Lioness Prtshp 8/11/72 12/31/87 -- 1 (1)

Total 120,631 872,609 (751,978)
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In the notice of deficiency for 1987, respondent disallowed

the claimed basis in each of the assets reported sold. In

addition, respondent disallowed the claimed losses on the grounds

that the sales were to related taxpayers, the sa es were not at

arm's length, were not entered into for profit, nd the sales

prices were not at fair market value.52 Some of the sales were

to MAF, Inc. (MAF), and others were to Windy Cit , Inc. (Windy

City), except for the Rooney Pace bond, which was sold to Mallin

and the Brajdas Corp. stock, which was sold to att unrelated third

party. The Eagle, Freedom, and Lioness Partners ip interests

were not sold to anyone. Kanter claimed a loss :or these

interests on the basis of abandonment.

MAF was a wholly owned subsidiary of Computer Placement

Services, Inc. (CPS). The record does not show who legally or

beneficially owned CPS. MAF had no offices of i s own and

operated out of the accounting firm office of Mo rison, MAF's

president. Morrison, a certified public accounthnt, was a

longtime friend of Kanter and had accounting cli nts who were

also clients of Kanter. Freeman, who was IRA's president until

about 1988, had asked Morrison to serve as MAF's president.

Morrison received no compensation as MAF's president. MAF

S2 In a Stipulation of Settlement filed by the parties,
respondent conceded adjustments relating to Sun Resorts and the
Lezak Group adjustments. Respondent, on brief, further conceded
the Newport Pharmaceutical and D. Anderson adjustments.
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purchased the notes in question as a favor to Kanter. Kanter

sold the notes to MAF to enable him to realize a loss for tax

purposes. Kanter's testimony at trial as to the reason he "sold"

the notes (as well as the other securities at issue) is

paraphrased in his brief, as follows:

Throughout trial, Kanter candidly admitted that the
purpose of the asset sales was to "establish" a loss
for tax purposes, because of the traditional practice
of Respondent's agents to routinely propose to disallow
Section 165 or Section 166 deductions claimed in IRA's
or Kanter's tax returns.

Thus, by selling the various assets for a nominal amount, Kanter

was attempting to realize a loss by means of a sale or exchange

rather than as a bad debt or worthless security deduction. MAF

neither inquired into nor independently ascertained the value of

the purchased promissory notes. MAF did not look into or

consider a particular note's collectibility or the

�042creditworthiness of its maker or obligor. Specifically, during

1987, MAF purchased the Victorian Village and S. Block notes from

Kanter for $27,949 and $1, respectively, as an accommodation to

Kanter. After 1987 and up to the trial, Morrison continued as

president of MAF, although, since 1989, MAF has not been active

and has not conducted any business.

At all times relevant to this litigation, Windy City was a

corporation solely owned by the 25 Bea Ritch Trusts. Joel

Kanter, Kanter's son, was the president of Windy City. Weisgal,

a longtime friend and business associate of Kanter, was the
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trustee of each of the Bea Ritch Trusts. Specifically, the

assets sold to Windy City were all of the other assets described

in the table above except the Rooney Pace bond, which was sold to

Mallin, and the Brajdas Corp. stock, which was sold to an

unrelated third party.

Mallin was a former law partner of Kanter's who served on

the board of directors of Cedilla. Mallin was extensively

involved in equipment sale/leaseback transactionjs involving IRA

and Cedilla. Those transactions are the subject of discussion in

Issue 22. As noted above, Mallin purchased the Rooney Pace bond.

For the most part, the assets at issue were reflected as

acquisitions by Kanter that were paid for out of Kanter's special

E account with'Administration Co. As of December 31, 1986,

Kanter's special E account balance with Administration Co. was a

negative $79,283.

The Brajdas Corp. stock was purchased on April 20, 1987, for

$1,300 in the exercise of a warrant. Kanter so]d the stock to an

unrelated party on May 29, 1987, for $1,780, reclizing a gain of

$476. The record does not reflect the acquisition history of the

Flexible Computer stock, the Rooney Pace bond, or the Electronic

Missile stock.

The IHOG stock was held by the Nominee Cor )., a corporation

which apparently held assets for the equitable ánd beneficial

interest of Kanter. It appears from the record that IHOG was not
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wholly owned by the Nominee Corp. The IHOG stock at issue was

acquired on October 7, 1986, through a check issued by

Administration Co. out of Kanter's account, payable to IHOG, in

the amount of $10,000. On February 11, 1987, IHOG paid $5,000 to

the Nominee Corp. as a "return of capital". Thus, Kanter claimed

a basis of $5,000 in this stock. In a letter accompanying the

payment of the $5,000 to the Nominee Corp. it was stated that

efforts were continuing to pursue the further development and

sales of IHOG's product, the nature of which was not indicated in

the letter.

Funds were advanced to Victorian Village from the

Administration Co. special E Account, and Victorian Village

issued notes payable to Nominee Corp.

Kanter issued a check to S. Block dated February 14, 1984,

in the amount of $5,000, bearing the notation "loan". Block

�042executed a $16,130.53 note to Kanter, dated July 1, 1985.

Administration Co. special E Account issued a check to Block in

the amount of $3,000, dated December 12, 1984. Block executed a

$10,000 note to Administrative Enterprises special E Account,

dated January 21, 1987. Although the record is not at all clear,

there is apparently no dispute that the balance due on the Block

note or notes was $23,356 on the date of sale, December 22, 1987.

The Tanglewood note receivable is the same note receivable

from Tanglewood to IRA in the amount of $350,000 that Kanter
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purportedly bought from IRA on December 1, 1985 for $10,000.

Kanter paid no cash for this note. His purchase of the note from

IRA was accomplished through an adjusting journal entry on the

books of IRA.

Weisgal was trustee of the R Trust. The R trust issued a

$1,000 note to Holding Co. dated August 29, 1978; a $20,·000 note

to Holding Co. dated November 21, 1979; and a $31,500 note to

Kanter dated February 2, 1978. Through Administration Co.

bookkeeping entries, Kanter acquired the notes r ceivable

totaling $21,000 due from the R Trust to Holding Co. on August

29, 1986. Kanter paid no cash for this note, but his amount due

to Administration Co. was increased by $21,000. In 1988, in

exchange for $10,000 of its $64,000 note payable to HELO, Zeus

acquired a $10,000 note receivable of the R Trus.t from HELO.

Administration Co. wire-transferred $15,000 to Virginia

Arlington F/C Arlington Carpentry, Inc. (Arlington), on November

27, 1985. Administration Co. filed a financing statement that

covered Arlington's equipment and receivables. Administration

Co. wired the funds to Arlington at Kanter's direction. Kanter

did not know the individual at the head of Arlirgton. However,

that individual was a friend of Kanter's son, J el, who was

having some work done by Arlington. Joel asked Kanter to send

the money to Arlington, and Kanter agreed.
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Prior to the years in question, Pamela Osowski (Osowski) was

Kanter's secretary. At some time, she also worked for Film

Writers Corp. Administration Co. transferred money to Osowski

during 1984 and 1985 by check and wire transfer. The checks

contained the notation "loan". A document entitled "WIRE

TRANSFER RECORD" also contained the notation "loan", but did not

indicate from what account the alleged wire transfer was made.

Kanter acquired the Osowski note from Administration Co. on March

31, 1987, for $16,625.

Classic Custom Furniture was owned by Meyers' husband.

Administration Co. transferred funds by check and wire transfer

to the account of Classic during 1984 and 1985, and Classic

transferred funds by check to Administration Co. during 1984

through 1987.

OPINION

�042I. Legal Principles

A. Bona Fides of a Transaction for Tax Purposes

It is a well-settled principle of tax law that labels or

classifications affixed by the parties to a transaction do not

control for tax purposes. If the form of a transaction reflects

its substance, and the sole purpose of the transaction is not tax

avoidance, generally the transaction will be recognized for

Federal tax purposes. See Gregory v. Helvering, 293 U.S. 465

(1935). A transaction that has genuine economic substance and
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conforms with business realities will be respected for tax

purposes. See Frank Lyon Co. v. United States, 135 U.S. 561,

584-585 (1978).

B. Section 267

Section 267 and its predecessors were enact ad to correct

what Congress considered the abusive and frequently employed

practice of creating losses for purposes of avoiding income taxes

through transactions between related persons and groups. Because

of the identity of economic interests of such pa ties and the

control taxpayers had over the persons or entiti s involved, the

transfers were usually not thought to result in economically

genuine realization of loss. See McWilliams v. Commissioner, 331

U.S. 694, 699 (1947); H. Rept. 704, 73d Cong., 2d Sess., 1939-1

C.B. (Part 2) 554, 571. To prevent tax avoidance, Congress, in

section 267 and its statutory predecessors, denied deductions for

losses on all sales or exchanges between specified related

persons, regardless of such persons' subjective intent. Thus,

where section 267 is applicable, it is immaterial whethér the

particular transaction involved is a bona fide, arm's-length

transaction. See McWilliams v. Commissioner, s pra.

Generally, section 267(a) provides that no deduction shall

be allowed for any loss realized from the sale cr exchange of

property between related persons or entities. Included among the

relationships are transactions between members of a family and
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transactions between an individual and a corporation in which

such individual owns, directly or indirectly, more than 50

percent in value of the outstanding stock. Other provisions of

the statute define "related persons", and other rules define what

constitutes direct and indirect ownership of corporate stock.

In Hickman v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1972-208, this Court

stated that section 267(b)(2) and (c)(1) "contemplate valuing the

stock interest owned by or for an individual, whether outright or

in trust for his benefit, without detracting from the value of

the stock because it is indirectly owned rather than directly

owned. If the section is to apply equally to indirect and direct

ownership, this must be the case."

C. Abandonment Loss

To be entitled to an abandonment loss under section 165, a

taxpayer must show: (1) An intention on the part of the owner to

abandon the asset, and (2) an affirmative act of abandonment.

See Citron v. Commissioner, 97 T.C. 200, 208-209 (1991), and

cases cited therein. An affirmative act to abandon must be

ascertained from all the facts and circumstances, see United Cal.

Bank v. Commissioner, 41 T.C. 437, 451 (1964), affd. per curiam

340 F.2d 320 (9th Cir. 1965), and "the Tax Court [is] entitled to

look beyond the taxpayer's formal characterization", Laport v.

Commissioner, 671 F.2d 1028, 1032 (7th Cir. 1982), affg. T.C.

Memo. 1980-355. "The mere intention alone to abandon is not, nor
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is non-use alone, sufficient to accomplish abandohment." Beus v.

Commissioner, 261 F.2d 176, 180 (9th Cir. 1958), affg. 28 T.C.

1133 (1957). Abandonment of a partnership interest should be

accompanied by some express manifestation, and the need to

manifestly express the intent to abandon is especially important.

See Citron v. Commissioner, supra at 209-210.

II. The Parties' Contentions

Kanter contends on brief:

respondent appeared to concede during trial that the
sole remaining grounds supporting respondent's
disallowance of the bad debt and loss deductlions were:

(i) Whether funds disbursed from the
Administration Co. "Speci.al E" account or from other
nominee accounts in fact belonged to Kanter * * * (the
"Special E Issue"); and

(ii) Whether assets which were written1off or sold
were in fact "worthless".

* * * * * * *

Petitioners believe that respondent's concessions
should be interpreted as follows:

(i) where an asset with a substantial cost basis
was sold for $1, $10, or for substantial consideration,
the remaining issue is whether the asset was worth no
more than the selling price; and

(ii) where an asset was written-off as.a bad debt
or worthless security, the remaining issue is whether
the asset was worthless.

Kanter argues further that he substantiated and is entitled to

the basis and capital losses claimed on his 1987 Federal income

tax return. Alternatively, he argues that, if tre Court holds
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that either (1) some of the transactions are not bona fide

transactions for tax purposes, or (2) no loss is allowable

because the sales were to a related party, he is still entitled

to deductions for worthlessness or partial worthlessness with

respect to the assets involved. He also asserts that he is

entitled to deductions under section 165 for abandonment losses

with respect to the BK Eagle, BK Freedom, and BK Lioness

partnership interests.

To the contrary, respondent contends that, except for the

conceded capital losses, Kanter failed to meet his burden of

proof with respect to the determinations in the notice of

deficiency. Specifically, respondent argues that (1) Kanter did

not substantiate the claimed bases in the assets sold; (2) the

sales were to related buyers; (3) the sales were not arm's-length

transactions; or (4) the transactions lacked substance.

III. Analysis

To begin with, the Court disagrees with Kanter's contention

that certain statements by respondent's counsel during the trial

constituted "concessions" whereby respondent abandoned or waived

some of the grounds in the notice of deficiency disallowing the

losses the Kanters claimed. In our view, Kanter is reading the

statements of respondent's counsel out of their proper context.

These statements were made during discussions between the Court

and respondent's counsel as to some of the legal issues
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pertaining to these and other similar adjustments in these cases.

The Court did not understand respondent's counsel, during the

trial, to have abandoned or conceded certain gro nds in the

notice of deficiency disallowing the Kanters' cl.imed loss

deductions for 1987, including the grounds that he transactions

involved (1) were not bona fide transactions, or (2) were sales

made to related parties. Indeed, the Court finds the

"concession" argument surprising considering que tions the Court

raised during Kanter's testimony. Ih its questi ning, the Court

indicated that neither respondent nor the Gourt was necessarily

required for tax purposes to respect, as bona fi e, transactions

labeled as "sales" that Kanter had arranged in o der to claim

losses.

As to the adjusted bases the Kanters claime¢, which

respondent challenged particularly in those situÅtions where a

gain was reported, it was substantiated that Kan:er had such

basis in each of the individual assets. As indicated previously,

funds from the Administration Co. special E and PSAC special E

accounts were Kanter's funds. In some instances Kanter

testified that, although certain assets were acqtlired by him

through various nominees, the funds expended in b.he assets'

acquisition were payments that he made. In othe instances,

Kanter paid ·for acquired assets by reducing the amount of

existing debts owed to him by the seller. Conse uently, the
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Court rejects the basis issue raised by respondent and holds that

the Kanters realized short-term capital gains of $476 and $11,250

from Kanter's respective sales of Brajdas shares and Electronic

Missile shares.

With respect to the Rooney Pace bond sale to Mallin and the

two notes sold to MAF (the Victorian Village and Sam Block

notes), we are not satisfied that these were bona fide sales. In

our view, MAF was not acting at arm's length with Kanter in these

two note transactions. We have similar doubts with respect to

the arm's-length nature of the Rooney Pace bond sold to Mallin

because Kanter originally acquired the bond for $5,000 on May 29,

1987, but later "sold" the bond to Mallin for $10 on December 29,

1987.

More importantly, the totality of the evidence, including.

Kanter's admission that he reported the transactions as sales

solely for the purposes of avoiding the audit process and the

generally more onerous task of establishing worthlessness

satisfies the Court that the transactions were not bona fide

sales and were not at arm's length.53 Among other things, the

Court doubts that MAF and other accommodating parties ultimately

53 Besides the transactions at issue here, IRA also "sold" to
MAF the promissory notes of Ballard and Lisle's respective
grantor trusts, which trusts had invested in movie shelters. As
of the time these trust note transactions took place, the trusts'
movie investments had proved to be unsuccessful, so that for all
practical purposes the trusts held no assets.
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parted with and were actually out of pocket for the funds they

purportedly expended in these "transactions"; it is inferable

that the purported amounts, if paid for more than a nominal

amount, were returned to them in a circular fashion.54 In these

circumstances we conclude that Kanter failed to meet his burden

of proving that the Rooney Pace bond transaction with Mallin and

the two note transactions with MAF were bona fide transactions.

Consequently, we sustain respondent's determinations that the

Kanters are not entitled to loss dedüctions with.respect to those

transactions in 1987. These transactions were not at arm's

length and were not bona fide. See, e.g.-, Estat of Miller v.

Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1968-230, affd. 421 F.2d 1405 (4th Cir.

1970).

On brief, Kanter argues that the Victorian illage note sale

to MAF stands on a different footing, because th note was "sold"

As stated in the Court's findings, the record does not
reflect who owned Computer Placement Services, the corporation
that owned 100 percent of MAF's stock. Althoughl Kanter testified
that he had no interest in Computer Placement Services (see,
however, the discussion infra on petitioners' falilure to
establish the inapplicability of sec. 267 to the Victorian
Village note transaction), he acknowledged perfdrming some legal
work for Computer Placement Services. Moreover, Morrison stated
that MAF had no offices of its own, operated out of his
accounting firm's office, and that Freeman (IRA's president) had
asked Morrison to be MAF's president. Morrison further related
that he is a longtime friend of Kanter, and that he was paid no
compensation by MAF for being MAF's president.
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for more than an insubstantial amount ($27,949).55 In this

regard, he testified how he determined the note's stated purchase

price:

[Petitioner's counsel]: * * * With respect to [the]
Victorian Village [note] * * *, please tell the Court why
that was sold for $27,949 and a loss of $283,929 was taken?
Would you please tell the Court why you would have sold this
note at such a substantial discount?

[Kanter]: Well, at the time, it was my judgment it was
worth no more that the amount that was received. This was a
real estate timeshare project out West. We thought that it
could run very successfully and the units in it were sold on
a timeshare basis effectively.

That did not turn out to be the case, and despite a
series of efforts at refinancing, one of which took place
and the others which did not, the property was at a point--I

SS The Court finds Kanter's arguments with respect to the bona
fides of this transaction and other transactions with MAF
inconsistent and, at times, contradictory. For instance, in
proposed findings on the Victorian Village note transaction,
Kanter, in his opening brief, acknowledges Morrison's (MAF's
president) testimony that MAF purchased various assets from
Kanter as "an accommodation". Yet, on reply brief, he asserts
somewhat differently that Morrison's testimony did not
necessarily refer specifically to the Victorian Village note
transaction. His testimony, it is now asserted, pertained only
to those notes for which MAF "paid" $1. It is argued that "He
did not testify that collectibility of the Victorian Village note
was not a concern * * * [to him] or MAF. Considering the size of
MAF's.investment, $27,949, it would be unreasonable to assume, in
the absence of explicit testimony, that collectibility was not an
issue to MAF when acquiring the Victorian Village note." The
Court notes that there was ample opportunity, during the trial,
to clarify Morrison's testimony on this point. No attempt was
made to ask Morrison whether he had examined and inquired into
the Victorian Village note's collectibility. Considering the
fact the Morrison received no compensation for being MAF's
president, the Court does not believe that he did make such an
examination or inquiry. The Court has determined in its findings
that Morrison and MAF failed to examine and consider the
collectibility of the notes "purchased" from Kanter.
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don't recall whether this exact year or when. The property
was in deep trouble. However, I thought because we had a
position with respect to this note, that there might be some
recovery. My judgment was based--as to value was based on
information that I received from the people jrunning' the
property, as to what they thought might be the recovery in
the event of a foreclosure sale, or might be earned within a
period of time, and it clearly was my judgm nt it was worth
no more than that, and that was the price a which it was
sold.

The Court: Now, you don't have any documentary
evidence about bankruptcy or inability of t tese people to
pay their debts?

[Kanter] : Ultimately the property did get foreclosed.
I don ' t have any handy, and I don ' t have extensive
cumulation of documents, because there was no filing that
would offer an opportunity for reorganization. But it was
foreclosed in the end.

Essentially, Kanter is asking the Court to credi: his testimony,

accept his judgment as to the note's asserted fal.r market value,

and hold the note's "sale" to MAF was a bona fida transaction.

We decline to do so in view of Kanter's unreliable testimony and

other credible evidence of record indicating tha a number of

Kanter's transactions with MAF were not bona fid transactions.

It appears to us that documentary evidence shoul have been and

could have been provided by Kanter to corroborate his testimony

in this regard. Thus, we conclude that Kanter failed to meet his

burden of proving that the Victorian Village note transaction was

bona fide. We also conclude that Kanter failed to show that MAF

was not a related party under section 267 (b) (2) and (c) .

Although Kanter testified that he had no interest in MAF's parent

company, Computer Placement Services, he offere no evidence
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establishing whether he or his family "indirectly" held less than

a 50-percent interest in the parent company. Accordingly, we

sustain respondent's determination that the Kanters are not

entitled to a loss deduction for the Victorian Village note sold

to MAF in 1987.

Similarly, with respect to the Windy City transactions,

involving sales to Windy City of stock ,in Flexible Computer,

IHOG, and notes owing by Arlington Carpentry, Classic Custom

Furniture, Pam Osowski, R Trust, and Tanglewood, we conclude that

Kanter failed to meet his burden of proof to establish deductible

losses. As a threshold matter, Kanter failed to prove that Windy

City was not a related party under section 267(b)(2) and (c)(2).

We note that some of these transactions were for nominal amounts,

and that the Bea Ritch Trusts (which trusts were established by

Kanter's family) owned all of Windy City's shares. Earlier, in

this opinion, we held that Kanter was the deemed grantor of the

Bea Ritch Trusts during 1987, and the beneficiaries were members

of his family. Therefore, Windy City was clearly a related party

to Kanter. Moreover, Kanter failed to prove that each of the

transactions was bona fide. The named trustee of the 25 BRT

trusts was Weisgal, a longtime friend and business associate of

Kanter. Windy City's president was Joel Kanter, Kanter's son.

For the foregoing reasons, we sustain respondent's determination

that the Kanters are not entitled to loss deductions on these
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transactions in 1987. See also Scully v. United1States, 840 F.2d

478 (7th Cir. 1988).

The Court further concludes that Kanter failed to meet his

burden of proving that the Kanters are entitled to abandonment

losses with respect to the BK Eagle, BK Freedom, and BK Lioness

partnership interests. Kanter generally testified that a number

of assets on which the Kanters had claimed capit 1 losses for

1987 were essentially worthless. In our view th it is not

sufficient to establish abandonment. Kanter fai ed to show (1)

an intention on his part to abandon each partner ship interest,

and (2) an affirmative act of abandonment with r spect to each

partnership interest. See Citron v. Commissioner, 97 T.C. at

209-213. Consequently, we sustain respondent's determination

that the Kanters are not entitled to loss deduct Lons on these

partnership interests for 1987.

The Court also rejects the alternative contention that the

Kanters are entitled to deductions for partial w rthlessness of

the promissory notes under section 166 (a) (2) .56 They made no

Although sec. 166 (a) (2) provides that a bad debt deduction
for partial worthlessness of a debt may be allow d, certain
requirements must be met. The taxpayer claiming such a 'deduction
for partial worthlessness generally must have (1) charged off
such portion of the debt for that year, and (2) demonstrated to
the District Director's satisfaction that such portion of the
debt is worthless. See sec. 1.166-3(a), Income Tax Regs.; Austin
Co., Inc. v. Commissioner, 71 T.C. 955, 971 (1979); Findley v.
Commissioner, 25 T.C. 311, 318-319 (1955), affd.: per curiam 236
F.2d 959 (3d Cir. 1956); see also Maye.r Tank Manlufacturing Co.,

( continued . . . )
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claim for partial worthlessness in their pleadings, nor did they

seek leave to amend their pleadings to raise the issue. The

parties never consented to try such issue during the trial. This

alternative argument, therefore, is not properly before the

Court.

Issue 22. Whether Respondent Correctly Made Adiustments to the
Rental Income, Depreciation, Interest Expense, and Investment Tax
Credits Claimed by Investment Research Associates, Ltd. (IRA) in
Connection with Equipment Leasing Transactions for 1979, 1980,
and 1982 Through 1989

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. Background and Adiustments Made in Deficiency Notices

A. IRA and Cedilla Investment

IRA and its subsidiary Cedilla Invest. (hereinafter

sometimes referred to collectively as IRA) engaged in various

equipment leasing transactions involving the sale and leaseback

of computer and related equipment beginning in 1976 and

continuing through 1987. Although the parties disagree on who

owned the various classes of stock in Cedilla Invest., and it

appears the stock ownership in Cedilla Invest. varied over the

years, the parties agree that for the years at issue, IRA held

directly or indirectly at least 80 percent of Cedilla Invest.'s

(...continued)
Inc. v. Commissioner, 126 F.2d 588 (2d Cir. 1942), affg. a
Memorandum Opinion of this Court. On their 1987 return, the
Kanters claimed no bad debt deductions under sec. 166(a)(2) for
partial worthlessness of these various promissory notes. Rather,
they claimed loss deductions under sec. 165 from their sales of
the notes to other parties.
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voting stock and that Cedilla Invest. was included in IRA's

consolidated tax returns for those years.

Kanter was the attorney for IRA and investm nt adviser with

respect to its computer leasing transactions. N one employed by

IRA was responsible for negotiating the equipment leasing deals

except Kanter, who assumed responsibility for th m. IRA did not

utilize the services of experts in computer equipment in

connection with any of the computer equipment le sing

transactions that were consummated during the years in question.

In notices of deficiency to IRA, respondent determined that

IRA was not entitled to deductions and credits w$th respect to

various computer equipment leasing transactions during the years

at issue.

Respondent made the following adjustments to IRA's Federal

income tax returns in connection with its equipmént leasing

transactions:

Year Rent Income Depreciation I terest Expense

1980 ($830,964) $2,353,776 $1,027,510
1983 (2,581,652) 1,632,456 1,732,404
1984 (2,689,177) 1,743,556 1,628,589
1985 (2,689,177) 1,219,280 1,495,916
1986 2,151,377 1,850,912 701,824
1987 2,587,958 -- --
1988 1,633,794 -- --
1989 1,406,784 -- -

Respondent disallowed the following investment tax credits

claimed by IRA relating to the equipment leasing transactions:
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Year Amount
1979 $46,049
1980 13,778
1983 56,280

Respondent disallowed in full the investment tax credit

carryovers claimed by IRA for 1982 through 1987.

1. Schott

Schott was an officer and director of IRA in 1979. Despite

the fact that IRA's Federal income tax returns indicate that

Schott was a 50-percent owner of IRA, she had no knowledge

regarding her participation in that entity as an equity owner.

Previously, Schott had been an officer of Cedilla Invest.

starting in 1974 or 1975. She served as president of Cedilla

Invest., yet did not know what she did for the company.

Schott executed documents on behalf of Cedilla Invest. with

respect to equipment leasing transactions without knowing who

prepared the documents or the purpose of the documents. She did

not recall negotiating any leasing transactions on behalf of

Cedilla Invest.

2. Mallin

Mallin was asked to be a director of Cedilla Invest. by

Kanter, a friend and former law partner, at a time when Mallin

did not know who owned Cedilla Invest. Mallin was generally not

familiar with IRA or Cedilla Invest. or their officers and

directors.
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Mallin negotiated, promoted, and brokered cÂmputer leasing

transactions during the years at issue. His dut es in

negotiating, promoting, and brokering leasing trånsactions did

not include making specific determinations of the values of the

underlying equipment but were limited to personal beliefs of

general values for the purpose of his desire to j'comfortably

represent" transactions. These personal beliefs were based

primarily on his review of some industry publica ions.

Mallin was not an expert on the value of coinputer equipment,

and did not testify as such at the trial of thess cases. In

general, Mallin used and relied upon third party appraisals which

indicated that computer equipment would have no residual value

after 96 months. He did not make any specific valuations of the

underlying equipment represented in any deals he negotiated,

promoted, and brokered. Mallin's commission for brokering an

equipment leasing transaction principally depended on the amount

of cash (including short-term notes) that was involved in the

transaction. The selling price in a sale/lease ack transaction

was set by Mallin as a broker, and generally in luded the sale

price of the equipment, plus 3 percent, which represented

commissions earned by him on the transaction. ith respect to

the computer equipment leasing deals Mallin bro ered on behalf of

IRA, inflation played no factor in the economic analysis as to

whether or not a profit could be made.
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Mallin was a director of Chicago Holdings, Inc., at the time

of trial.

B. Richard Uhl, Funding Systems Corp., and Funding Systems
Asset Management Corp.

Richard Uhl (Uhl) was an officer of Funding Systems

Corp.(FSC), which was the parent company of a subsidiary, Funding

Systems Asset Management Corp. (FSAM) and was involved in the

equipment leasing business during the years at issue.

Uhl did not negotiate the computer leasing transactions

involving the IRA deals on behalf of FSC/FSAM.

During 1981, FSC was involved in an involuntary bankruptcy

of its subsidiary, FSAM. Leasing Services, Inc. (O.P.M.), an

entity engaged in the business of brokering computer leasing

deals, also filed a petition in bankruptcy about the same time

FSAM filed its petition.

�042Uhl was the debtor-in-possession of FSAM, in which capacity

he conducted the operations of FSC. While Uhl was reviewing

leasing transactions as a debtor-in-possession, he discovered

that some of the transactions had documents missing.

After FSAM emerged from bankruptcy in 1985, it split off

from its parent, FSC. FSAM changed its name to Chicago Holdings,

Inc. The directors of Chicago Holdings, Inc. included Mallin and

Weisgal. Uhl was the president. One of the shareholders of

Chicago Holdings, Inc., was a new partnership called FSAM

Partnership.
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C. FSAM Partnership

FSAM Partnership (hereafter FSAM) was organ zed December 30,

1985. Weisgal, BWK, Inc., and BRT/K Associates ere partners.

The Bea Ritch Trusts were partners in BRT/K Asso iates.

II. Equipment Leasing |

A. Equipment Leasing Generally

An investor in computer leasing equipment g nerally looks to

the residual value of the equipment at the end o the lease for

his profit. Because of the importance of residu 1 value, an

investor in a computer leasing transaction would normally use a

qualified appraiser to ascertain the value of e uipment involved

in a leasing activity.

B. General Facts Relative to Lack of Economic Substance, Profit
Motive and Residual Value

To the extent there was economic substance to the IRA sale
I

and leaseback transactions, it would principall depend on the

residual value of the equipment at the end of the lease period

between the investor and the leasing company. or the equipment

leasing transactions, the equipment owner could benefit if he

retained valuable rights to equipment after the end user's lease

and the leasing company's leasehold rights were extinguished..

The residual value, if any, of the equipment af er the 96 or 108-

month lease period was the largest element of what an owner could

look for in terms of economic profit. With respect to each of

the IRA leasing transactions, IRA would make a þrofit on the
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transaction if the value of its rights to the equipment at the

end of the leaseback or leasehold right of the leasing company

(96 or 108 months) had a value in excess of IRA's financial

investment, e.g., cash, short-term notes and long-term notes.

No individuals other than Mallin provided any substantive

information regarding the equipment leasing transactions entered

into by IRA throughout the years 1976 through 1986. Mallin

determined that IRA, as an investor, could make a profit on the

leasing transactions if the residual value of the equipment, on a

date 96 or 108 months after the purchase thereof, was in excess

of the cash originally invested by IRA.

Kanter had only general discussions with Mallin as to

whether to go into a particular deal. He did not discuss in

detail the economics of the equipment leasing transactions before

the transactions were consummated. He did not get involved in

detailed discussions regarding the residual value or economic

prospects of the equipment leasing transactions of IRA and

Cedilla Invest. Kanter never determined whether any computer

leasing transactions of IRA resulted in or could result in a

profit.

IRA did not obtain appraisals as to the values of equipment

to be purchased for any of the equipment leasing deals at issue.

There were no tax spreadsheets, forecasts, projections,

accounting letters, or appraisals presented by IRA to support its
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claim that the transactions had economic substance and were not

shams for Federal tax purposes.

No evidence was introduced by IRA to corrobarate the

financial substance of the equipment leasing trahsactions, such

as a record of rental payments received by IRA, payments made by

IRA on the long-term notes, payments received by IRA on

succeeding leases, and final disposition of the equipment.

In none of the equipment leasing deals entered int by IRA

did the cash-flow enable it to make a profit, absent residual

value in the equipment at the time the original lleases expired.

For each of the equipment leasing deals which ade at issue, there

was no residual value for the equipment at the end of each

leaseback arrangement.

C. General Facts Relating to Invalid Indebted ess and. Financing
Circularity

The equipment involved in the sale and leaseback

transactions was subject at the time of such tr nsactions to

liens held by various lending institutions which had financed the

purchase of the equipment by the.relevant entith and was subject

to the lease of such equipment to various end u ers. The

transactions generally took the form of a sale f equipment by

the leasing company to IRA, or to an intermediary company,

subject to the preexisting liens and leases, after which the

investor or IRA then leased the equipment back to the seller, the

leasing company, for a period of 96 or 108 months.
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The computer leasing transactions were generally structured

with the use of an intermediary company between FSC, the leasing

company, and IRA, the investor/owner/purchaser. The intermediary

company would purportedly buy the equipment from FSC and sell it

to IRA, and IRA would then lease it back to FSC. O.P.M., Horizon

Leasing Corp. (Horizon), Pluto Leasing Corp. (Pluto), and Knight

were corporations purportedly engaged in the buying, selling, and

leasing of computer equipment, both new and used, and served as

intermediaries in some of the subject transactions.

The provisions of the Agreement of Lease between the leasing

entity and any intermediary generally coincide with the

provisions of the Agreement of Lease between IRA and the leasing

company, or IRA and an intermediary, except for minor variations

in the amounts of rent specified in the schedule thereto. With

respect to the equipment leasing transactions entered into by

FSC/FSAM and IRA, the payments made by the leasing company (FSC)

to the owner/purchaser,, IRA, and the payments from the

owner/purchaser, e.g., IRA to the leasing company (FSC), coincide

or may be only slightly different for the 96- or 108-month

duration of the lease obligation between the owner and the

lessee.

The long-term notes in each of the leasing transactions

contained provisions with respect to the manner and amounts of

interest prepayments and amounts of the monthly installments
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which were identical to those contained in IRA's long-term note

to the leasing entity in each instance. IRA did not, generally,

assume the leasing companies' obligations under long-term notes

signed by the leasing companies to lending institutions. The

long-term promissory notes (also known as nonregourse or limited

recourse notes) executed by IRA as the purporte owner/investor

of the equipment in the transactions contained eferral,

provisions triggered by the other party's defau.ts.

The Agreements of Lease, e.g., the leaseba k by the

owner/purchaser to the leasing company, containhd no provisions

that permitted the leasing company to terminatel or defer the

payment.of rent due to the owner/purchaser, if he leasing

company did not receive payments on the long-term notes of the

owner/purchaser. In each instance the leasing company retained

the right to receive all rentals from the end user lessees,

subject to any assignment of such rentals to t e lending

institutions that had financed the purchase of the equipment and

subject to the Agreements of Lease with any intermediary. The

terms of the end user leases were always short r than the 96- or

108-month term of the Agreements of Lease.

The lending institutions that financed th purchase of the

equipment looked solely to the rent from the end user lessees for

the repayment of their loans. These loans were to be paid off in

full at the end of the end user leases. Ther is no evidence
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that the long-term promissory notes executed by IRA in favor of

the leasing companies were fully satisfied. The failure of IRA

to make a payment due on any of its long-term notes used for the

purported purchases of the equipment did not permit the

respective lessees to stop paying rent for the equipment being

leased.

IRA, as owner/investor, could not transfer the equipment

without the prior consent of 0.P.M., the leasing company.

Additionally, IRA could not take any action which would result in

the imposition of a lien on the equipment without first securing

the consent of the senior lienholder.

The sale and leaseback transactions entered into by IRA were

simultaneous, prearranged, and interrelated. IRA's required out-

of-pocket cash investment in its purchase and leaseback

transactions was more than the rents to be received from the

lessees. IRA did not have a bona fide expectation that the

equipment, in which it purportedly acquired an interest, would

have any significant residual value on the relevant deferral

date..

The transactions between IRA, O.P.M., and FSC, including the

intermediaries and IRA, were simultaneous and interrelated. The

intermediaries served ño valid business purpose in IRA's

transactions with FSC and 0.P.M. Horizon, Pluto, Knight, and any

other intermediary were inserted into the transactions for the
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sole purpose of enabling IRA to claim tax deductions. IRA made

use of intermediary companies in an attempt to a ·oid the at-risk

rules of section 465.

D. Miscellaneous Additional Facts Generally Apblicable to the
Transactions

Neither IRA nor its advisers attempted to obtain an opinion

of the fair market value, the residual value, or the useful life

of the equipment from a party unrelated to the proposed

transactions.

Due to. the large number of equity participa tion transactions

previously arranged by Mallin for O.P.M., the transactional

documents were essentially reduced to form doc.uments whose terms

were the subject of little or no negotiation. All of the

transactions at issue fit the same pattern.

There were no third-party records which referred to IRA as

the owner or purchaser of the equipment. By th beginning of the

taxable year ended December 31, 1987, IRA no longer possessed the

right, title, and interest to the equipment for which it claimed

deductions and credits for computer leasing tra sactions for the

years 1977 through 1986.

III. The Specific Leasing Transactions

A. Cedilla Invest.-1976 Domestic (0.P.M. Transaction)

Cedilla Invest. purportedly purchased comp tter leasing

equipment from·O.P.M. and leased. the equipment back to O.P.M. in

a "bill of sale" dated October 14, 1976, and a urchase Agreement
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dated December 1976 by and between Cedilla Invest. and 0.P.M.

O.P.M. had purchased the subject equipment on October 14, 1976,

from Pioneer Computer Corp. for $600,000.

The purchase price stated in the Purchase Agreement between

O.P.M. and Cedilla Invest. for the computer equipment was $1

million of which $40,000 was paid at closing in cash along with a

$970,000 nonrecourse installment promissory note in favor of

0.P.M. Of the $40,000 cash paid, it appears that $10,000

represented prepaid interest. In addition, another promissory

note in the amount of $86,000 was issued, apparently also

relating to interest.

The nonrecourse installment promissory note contained

provisions for deferral and setoff of payments due O.P.M. from

Cedilla Invest. to the extent any amount of rent due Cedilla

Invest. was not paid by O.P.M. The principal sum deferred was

payable on January 1, 1986, only to the extent that O.P.M. had

paid past sums due.

The commissions paid by Cedilla Invest. totaled $55,000.

They were made payable to O.P.M. Leasing Services, Inc., and

Mallin.

With respect to the purported purchase of the equipment by

Cedilla Invest., O.P.M. entered into a collateral assignment of

leases. Mallin signed some of the documents in the Cedilla

Invest./O.P.M. leasing transactions on behalf of Cedilla Invest.
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as a director. Cedilla Invest. and D. P.M. executed a

substitution agreement dated January 23, 1978, w ich permitted

O. P.M. to substitute and exchange ce|rtain equipm nt for the

original leased equipment.

B. Cedilla Invest.-1977 Domestic Transaction MLaster Lease
Transaction)

Cedilla Invest. entered into a purported master purchase

agreement with FSC on November 27, 1977, wherein Cedilla Invest.

purchased certain computer equipment. Some of the equipment was

acquired in 1978. Cedilla Invest. hen leased tÉle equipment back

to FSC for a term of 108 months for each piece of equipment.

Included in this master lease agreement was a master remarketing

agreement.

During the term of the lease, the lessee was respo sible for

maintenance of the equipment and the risk.of lo s from damage

thereto. The lessee had the right to sublet th equipment.

With respect to the purchase of each item d f equipment under

the master agreement, Cedilla Invest. executed limited recourse

promissory note. The limited recourse promisso y note included a

deferral provision which permitted, in the even the lease was

terminated prior to the expiration thereof on a¢count of default,

deferral of payment of the balance due on the n te and any

accrued interest until December 31, 1991. The .imited recourse

promissory note also included a provision autho:izing Cedilla

Invest. to defer payment on its obligation unde c the note if the
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lessee failed to pay the rent due to Cedilla Invest. for a

particular piece of equipment. Under the limited recourse

promissory note, the payee agreed to look solely to the

collateral for the payment of any of the obligations of the payor

under the note. There was no right of the payee to pursue the

payor independently of. the collateral. The note further provided

that the secured interest of the payee was subject to the lien

interests of senior lienholders and end users.

Checks issued by Cedilla Invest. to pay FSC provide no

evidence that FSC ever negotiated the checks.

C. Cedilla Invest.-1979 Foreign Transaction (British Aerospace
Transaction)

On October 31, 1979, a sale and purchase agreement was

effected between Atlantic Computer Leasing, Ltd. (Atlantic),

European Leasing, Ltd..(European), Carena Computers B.V.

�042(Carena), and Funding Systems International Corp. (Funding

International). Under this agreement, Funding International, as

purchaser, executed and delivered to Carena a nonnegotiable,

nonrecourse promissory note dated October 31, 1979, in the amount

of $2,820,501.

The computer equipment, referred to as the British Aerospace

transaction, consisted of IBM computers located in England and

was subject to various leases. The equipment was identified as

follows: (1) British Aerospace 5-year lease for an I.B.M. model

3032 and other equipment; (2) Unichem, Ltd. 6-year lease for an
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I.B.M. model 3031 and other equipment; and (3) Cheshire County

Council 6½-year lease for an I.B.M. model 3031, nd other

equipment. The entities named were the end user of the computer

equipment which had been purchased on or about 0:tober 10, 1979.

Under the agreements between Atlantic, European, Carena, and

Funding International, Atlantic transferred to C rena, and Carena

to Funding International, the interests of Atlan :ic in the

computers used by the end users. Wißh respect to this .

transaction, Funding International executed, in :avor of Carena,

a nonnegotiable, nonrecourse promisspry note in :he amount of

$1,403,601 dated October 31, 1979.

On October 31, 1979, an agreement of lease was executed by

and between Funding International and Carena, leasing the

property back to Carena.

The sale and purchase agreement| between Atlantic, European,

Carena, and Funding International allowed European to sell,

transfer, and assign to Carena all o Atlantic's interest in the

equipment. Atlantic would own the equipment subject to the lease

only upon repayment of the repurchase price spec fied in the

residual agreement. Atlantic, therefore, did no: have legal

title to the property as of October 31, 1979, but agreed to

obtain legal title after the original end user 1 ease expired.

Under the sale and purchase agreements, Atl intic and

European agreed to deliver to Carena the instruments Carena
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needed to assure ownership of and legal title to the equipment

free of any liens, except the lease, after the initial lease term

expired. This was pursuant to the residual agreements.

On October 31, 1979, Funding International and Carena

entered into a purchase agreement regarding other computer

equipment involved as.part of the British Aerospace Transaction.

Under the residual agreement between Atlantic and Willowbrook

International, a leasing company, made with respect to this

transaction, the resale of the equipment to Atlantic had a

repurchase price of one and one-half of its original cost and

would occur 6½ years from the date of the original lease. The

stated value of the equipment was $1,506,099. The equipment was

to be used by the Cheshire County Council.

With respect to this equipment, Funding International

executed a nonnegotiable, nonrecourse promissory note to Carena

in the amount of $1,462,793 dated October 31, 1979. This

promissory note contained deferral and offset provisions allowing

the purchaser/owner of the equipment to defer any payments on the

notes, if the leases were.terminated prior to the expiration or

there was default thereof, and then to offset the deferred

amounts against any payment due under the notes.

On October 31, 1979, Funding International and Carena

entered into an agreement of lease with respect to the Chesire

equipment, leasing the property back to Carena.
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On October 31, 1979, Atlantic, European, Ca ena, and Funding

International executed a sale and purchase agree ent regarding

other equipment which was part of the British Aerospace

transaction. The stated value of the equipment was $3, 042, 338.

Under this agreement, Atlantic and Nuropean tradsferred

Atlantic's interest in the equipmentË to Carena, subject to

Atlantic's acquiring title to the equipment under the residual

agreement.

Under the residual agreement, Atlantic agr ed that upon the

expiration of the initial term of the lease, it would make

payment of the balance of the purchase price an agreed to

deliver to Carena the instruments necessary to dnsure ownership

of, and legal title to, the equipment. The par ies agreed that

Atlantic would, upon the expiration of the init al term of the

lease, undertake the necessary steps to have the equipment

purchased at a price equal to 2 percent of its riginal cost.

On October 31, 1979, Carena and Funding International

executed a purchase agreement relating to this þquipment.

Funding International, as purchaser/owner, issu d a norirecourse

installment promissory note to Carena, dated Oc ober 31, 1979, in

the principal sum of $1,462,793 and interest payments for the

balance of $22,132.28 and $37,392.28. The parties entered into

an agreement of lease dated October 31, 1979, leasing the

equipment back to Carena.
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Pluto, a New York corporation affiliated with Mallin,

executed a purchase agreement dated December 30, 1979, by and

between Pluto and Funding International pursuant to which Funding

International delivered a bill of sale dated December 30, 1979,

in favor of Pluto.

Under the purchase agreement, Pluto, the purchaser, obtained

Funding's interest in and to all of the equipment, which was

subject to prior leases made between Carena and others such as

Delco Leasing, Ltd., Woolworth Leasing, Ltd., Willowbrook

International, Ltd., various leasing companies, or Atlantic

Computer Leasing, Ltd. Pursuant to this purchase, the purported

price between the parties was $6,108,051, payable by delivery of

a certified check in the amount of $180,000 and a recourse

installment promissory note in the sum of $5,928,051. IRA

claimed the equipment was worth $5,108,573 on its income tax

returns. The computer equipment involved was located in England

and consisted of the British Aerospace, Unichem, and Cheshire

properties described above. The agreement was subject to the

existing underlying leases and the residual agreements made with

the end users.

With respect to this transaction, Pluto, as the purchaser,

issued a check to Funding International in the amount of

$185,000. There is no indication this check was negotiated.
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On December 30, 1979, a purported purchase greement was

executed between Cedilla Invest. and Pluto pursu nt to which

Pluto sold to Cedilla Invest. the IBM equipment s to which

British Aerospace, Unichem, and Cheshire County ouncil were end

users. The selling price was $6,118,051, made p yable by a check

for $190, 000 and a limited recourse promissory note for

$5,928,051 executed by Cedilla Invest.

In connection with the Cedilla Invest./Pluto agreement,

Cedilla Invest. additionally executëd a promissdry note in favor

of Pluto in the amount of $260, 000, dated Dece ,er 30, 1979, and

another promissory note dated December 30, 1979, in the amount of

$95, 625.

Under the security provision, the lien of ,luto was

subordinate to the interests of underlying lessées, the rights of

Atlantic under the residual agreemeht, and the proceeds from the

rent of tlie equipment in excess of $475 per per od received by

Cedilla Invest. from Funding International.

The limited recourse promissory note contained a provision

for deferral, which permitted the payor to defe any sums,

principal and interest, due under the note, if ny amount of rent

or sum due under the lease was not received by he payor as the

sum became due. The deferral allowed the payor, Cedilla Invest.,

to defer payment to December 31, 1994, without paying accrued

interest on the amount so deferred. In addition, under the
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limited recourse obligations, the payor was personally liable

only for the interest and principal under the note due during the

times, and only during the times, and in the amounts and only to

the extent of such amounts., as set forth in schedule A thereto,

without giving effect to the deferred payments, if any.

Under this provision, recourse obligations were determined

as of the date and occurrence of default. Under schedule A, the

maximum amount of recourse obligation as of January 1, 1988, was

zero. The balance of the obligation was nonrecourse, and the

payee looked only to the collateral for payment.

The purchase agreement between Pluto and Cedilla Invest. was

made pursuant to a certificate of resolutions of the

corporations' board of directors attested to by Meyers.

On December 30, 1979, Funding International purportedly

agreed to a collateral assignment of the lease with respect to

the computer leasing equipment to Cedilla Invest., subject to the

leases of Funding International. The result of the assignment

was that Cedilla Invest. received the payments under the existing

leases from the end users. In December 1979, Cedilla Invest. and

Funding International entered into an agreement of lease and a

remarketing agreement regarding the computer leasing equipment.

The term of the lease between Cedilla Invest. and Funding

International was through December 31, 1988. Under the lease,

the lessee could replace equipment subject thereto.
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Under the remarketing agreementL Funding International .

agreed to act as agent for Cedilla Ihvest. in remarketing the

equipment, after the expiration of the original nderlying

leases.

As of January 1986, the equipment was not 1' sted in the

computer price guide, "The Blue Book of Used IBM Computer

Prices". Its residual value was zero.

Kanter received information regarding the unding

International/Cedilla Invest. transaction in De ember of 1979, in

a letter from the attorneys for Funding International. The

information included with the letter consisted of title documents

to the property, none of which docu tents was pr4duced or provided

for incorporation in the record in this litigation.

On January 17, 1980, a letter was sent from Attorney Alan

Axelrod regarding the delivery of promissory notes of Cedilla

Invest. for itself and its nominee, Kanter.

With respect to the British Aerospace tranbaction, the total

cash investment of Cedilla Invest., including t e downpayment and

all interest to be paid on its notes was to be $11, 982, 686; the

rent to be received from Funding International as a total of

$11,483,360.38. There was a net loss of $499,325.62 on the

transaction.
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D. IRA-1980 Domestic Transaction ("Mini Computer Transaction")

On December 31, 1980, a bill of sale was executed by the

FSAM partnership in which Kanter was involved, to F/S Computer

Corp. (FS) for certain equipment. On December 31, 1980, FS sold

the equipment to Horizon for $870,025, payable with a cashier's

check for $5,700 and a full recourse promissory note by Horizon

in the amount of $864,325. The recourse promissory note included

a deferral provision allowing the payor to defer payment of

principal and interest on the note, if any amount of principal or

interest becoming due to Horizon under the limited recourse

installment promissory note of even date issued by IRA to Horizon

was not paid. Under this provision, deferral could continue

until December 31, 1995. The amount deferred would not accrue

interest. Horizon then sold the equipment to IRA, and IRA then

leased the equipment to FS. As part of the purported sale of the

equipment to IRA, IRA executed in favor of Horizon a limited

recourse promissory note. The sale to IRA by Horizon was on

December 31, 1980, and was for $872,025. The sale was subject to

all underlying leases.

In a letter of direction from IRA, FS agreed to deduct from

the rent FS owed to IRA, under the leasing agreement, an amount

equal to the monthly payments owed by IRA to Horizon under the

note from IRA. The amounts for these payments were equal.

Accordingly, the payments on the notes were bookkeeping entries.
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With respect to the purported purchase agre ment, IRA

executed a promissory note in the amount of $24, 00 to Horizon,

another promissory note to Horizon dated Decembe 31, 1980, in

the amount of $25, 000; and a limited recourse pr missory note-

security agreement dated December 31, 1980, in the amount of

$864,325.

Under the security provision of the note, IRA granted

Horizon a security interest in the equipment su ject to the

interests of prior lienholders and the underlyi g lessee.

Under the limited recourse promissory note, the payor, IRA,

had the right to defer payment of principal and interest to

Horizon as,it became due, if and o the extent ny amounts of

rent or other sum due to IRA under the lease wit h FS was not paid

when due. Under this provision, the payments c�041uldbe deferred

until December 31, 1995. The deferred amount did not accrue

interest. .

The recourse obligation under the limited recourse

promissory note between IRA and Horizon provide that Horizon had

recourse against IRA with respect to failure to make proper

payments on the note as of January 1, 1989, in :he amount .of zero

dollars. The recourse obligations of IRA under the note were

determined only in accordance with the schedule attached thereto

during the times and in the amounts set forth i that schedule.
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The recourse provisions were determined without giving effect to

the deferral provisions.

Under the limited recourse promissory note and security

agreement, the leased equipment could be replaced with other

equipment not initially secured by the note. Under the limited

recourse provision of the long-term note, the seller looked

solely to the collateral for payment by the buyer, other than the

buyer's recourse obligation described earlier.

On December 31, 1980, IRA provided a letter to FS regarding

the offsetting of payments made under the promissory notes and

the leases. IRA directed FS to deduct from the monthly rent

payments owed to IRA an amount equal to the note payments owed by

IRA to Horizon and that FS pay the deducted amount directly to

Horizon for the account of IRA.

With respect to the IRA/Horizon purported purchase

agreement, FS delivered the collateral assignment of leases dated

December 31, 1980, to IRA. An agreement of lease between IRA and

FS was executed on December 31, 1980. In addition, a remarketing

agreement by and between IRA and FS was consummated.

With respect to the IRA/Horizon leasing transaction, the

total cash investment of IRA was to be $2,044,264. The total

rent due FSC was $1,978,323.79, resulting in a loss of

$65,940.21. As of January 1986, the residual value of the

equipment subject to the sale and leaseback was zero.
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E. IRA-1980 Foreign/Domestic Transaction ("Alfyed Teves
Transaction")

A purported purchase agreement dated December 31, 1980, by

and between Funding International and Funding Sy tems

International GmBH (Funding GmBH) was consummate , pursuant to

which Funding GmBH sold certain equipment to Fundling

International for $931,321, paid by a check in t e amount of

$18,721, and a nonrecourse note in the amount of $912,600.

The schedule attached to the bill of sale w th respect to

the property contained duplicate schedules of ce rtain equipment

located in Belgium at two locations: One at Alfred-Teves

Strasse, 3170 Gifhorn, and one at Muller Strasse, 4-14, 5275

Bergneustadt 1. All of this equipment is referr d to as the

Alfred Teves transaction.

The $912, 600 note executed by Funding International included

a provision for deferral of payment by the payor, in the event

amounts due for rent with· respect to the lease between payor and

payee were not made. The amount deferred would become payable on

December 31, 1995, and would not accrue interes . The note was

nonrecourse in that the payee looked solely to he collateral for

payment of the obligation.

Consistent with the agreement of purchase, Funding

International and Funding GmBH entered into an hgreement wherein

the equipment was leased back to Funding GmBH.
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On December 31, 1980, a purported purchase agreement between

Horizon and Funding International was executed wherein the Alfred

Teves computer equipment was sold by Funding International to

Horizon. The sale/purchase agreement between Funding

International and Horizon included the Alfred Teves transaction

equipment, along with certain other equipment located in Belgium.

The price for this sale was $4,276,701, payable by a cashier's

check for $20,000 and $4,256,701 by a full-recourse installment

promissory note in favor of the seller, Funding International.

IRA and Horizon signed a purported purchase agreement dated

December 31, 1980, in which Horizon sold the property to IRA for

$4,281,701, payable by a certified check for $25,000 and a

limited recourse promissory note issued by IRA in favor of

Horizon in the amount of $4,256,701. The amount owed to Funding

International from Horizon was equal to the amount of the

payments to Horizon from IRA under the purported purchase and

sale agreement. The limited recourse promissory note provided

that IRA could defer payment of principal and interest as it

became due if, and to the extent, any amount of rent or any other

sum due to IRA under the lease between Funding International and

Funding GmBH was not received timely by the payor. The sum could

be deferred until December 31, 1995. The deferred sum did not

accrue interest.
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IRA also executed in favor of Horizon a pro issory note

dated December 31, 1980, in .the amount of $120, 000, and another

promissory note dated December 31, 1980, in favo of Horizon in

the amount of $111, 900."

Pursuant to the transaction for the sale an leaseback of

the computer equipment, Funding International ex cuted a

collateral assignment of leases to IRA.

F. Cedilla Invest. "Lexet Transactions"

On December 22, 1986, Cedilla Invest. purpo tedly purchased

certain IBM-manufactured computer equipment from Lexet Leasing

Corp. (Lexet) for a stated purchase price of $1,260,016. This

equipment had been previously or simultaneously acquired by Lexet

from Beta Gamma Leasing Corp., which entity had previously or

simultaneously.acquired the equipment from O.P. . The equipment

was subject to an end user lease with General Motors Corp.,

Cadillac Division, Detroit, Michigan.

The stated purchase price of $1,260,016 wa , according to

the terms of the purchase agreement¿ payable as follows: $6, 300

in cash on the date of the agreement; a short-t rm promissory

note payable on May 15, 1987, in the amount of 69, 300; and a

long-term "limited recourse" promissory note in the amount of

$1,184,416. Under the terms of the "limited re:ourse promissory

note", Cedilla Invest. was only personally liab Le during the

The record contains no explanation for these notes.
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times and to the extent of the amounts referenced in schedule B

annexed thereto. Schedule B specifically provided that the

payor's (Cedilla Invest.'s) "maximum aggregate amount" of

personal liability was zero. Further, and also under the terms

of the note, Cedilla Invest.'s only obligation with respect to

payment of the amounts due thereunder was expressly in the nature

of "nonrecourse obligation", and the payee "shall look solely and

only to the Collateral for the payment and performance" of

Cedilla Invest.'s obligations under the note.

On December 22, 1986, Cedilla Invest. also purportedly

purchased certain IBM-manufactured computer equipment from Lexet

for a stated purchase price of $1,452,127. This equipment had

been previously or simultaneously acquired by Lexet from Proz

Leasing Associates, Inc., which entity had previously acquired

the equipment from JAL Group, Inc. (in 1980), and previously or

simultaneously from Sha-Li Leasing Corp. The equipment was

transferred subject to an end user lease with Information

Services Group, a division of Mars, Inc., Randolph, New Jersey.

The stated purchase price of $1,452,127 was, according to

the terms of the purchase agreement, payable: $7,200 cash at the

time of the execution of the agreement; a short-term promissory

note payable on May 15, 1987 in the amount of $79,200; and a

long-term "limited recourse" promissory note in the amount of

$1,365,727. Under the terms of the "limited recourse promissory
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note", Cedilla Invest. was only personally liabl . during the

times and to the extent of the amounts reference in schedule B

annexed thereto. Schedule B specifically provid d that the

payor's (Cedilla Invest.'s) "maximum aggregate adlount" of

personal liability was zero. Further, and also únder.the terms

of the note, Cedilla Invest. 's only obligation w th respect to

payment of the amounts due thereunder was expres ly in the nature

of a "nonrecourse obligation", and the payee "sh 11 look solely

and only to the Collateral for the payment and p rformance" of

Cedilla Invest. 's obligations under the note.

Other than the purchase agreements, bills of sale, and

promissory notes, IRA did not produce any other ocuments in

connection with these equipment leasing transactions, such as

equipment appraisals, economic forecasts, related correspondence,

legal opinions, rent payment schedules, checks (negotiated or

otherwise) evidencing payments of purchase pric or rentals, or

records establishing the existence or actual lodation of the

equipment at any time during the subject leases.

The intermediary entities involved in thes transactions

(Beta Gamma Leasing Corp. and Proz Leasing Corp ) served no

economic or business purpose, and were only part of the

transactions for Federal tax purposes.
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G. Cedilla Invest. "Ben Eneray Transactions"

On December 22, 1986, Cedilla Invest. purportedly purchased

certain IBM-manufactured computer equipment and peripherals from

Ben Energy Systems, Inc. (Ben Energy), for a stated purchase

price of $1,325,068. This equipment had been previously or

simultaneously acquired by Ben Energy from Horizon Leasing Corp.,

which entity had previously acquired the equipment from New

England Rare Coin Galleries, Inc. (in 1980), and previously or

simultaneously from Funding Systems International Corp. The

equipment/peripherals were all transferred subject to several end

user leases with various entities located in England.

The stated purchase price of $1,325,068 was, according to

the terms of the purchase agreement, payable as follows: $6,600

cash at the time of the execution of the agreement; a short-term

promissory note payable on May 15, 1987, in the amount of

$72,600; and a long-term, "limited recourse" promissory note in

the amount of $1,245,868.

Under the terms of the "limited recourse promissory note",

Cedilla Invest. was only personally liable during the times and

to the extent of the amounts referenced in schedule B annexed

thereto. Schedule B specifically provided that the payor's

(Cedilla Invest.'s) "maximum aggregate amount" of personal

liability was zero. Further, and also under the terms of the

long-term note, Cedilla Invest.'s only obligation with respect to
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payment of . the amounts due thereunder was expressly in the nature

of a "nonrecourse obligation", and the payee "sháll look solely

and only to the Collateral for the. payment and performance" of

Cedilla Invest.'s obligations under the note.

On December 22, 1986, Cedilla Invest. purportedly purchased

certain IBM-manufactured computer equipment from Ben Energy for a

stated purchase price of $2,418,244. The transa tional history

of this equipment (aside from the end user lease on the property)

is that on May 31, 1980, Continental Information Systems GmbH

(Continental) sold the equipment to Neptune Leasing Corp.

(Neptune) . On the same date, Neptune leased the equipment back

to Continental. Then, on May 31, 1980, Continental assigned its

lease interest back to Neptune. On June 19, 1980, Neptune sold

the equipment and all its interests therein to ew England Rare

Coin Galleries, Inc. (NERC) . On June 30, 1982, NERC sold the

equipment and all its interests therein to Ben Energy. All of

these transfers were made subject to the end user lease in favor

of an entity located at the time in,what was then West Germany.

The stated purchase price of $2,418,244 was, according to

the terms of the purchase agreement, to be paid by Cedilla

Invest. to Ben Energy as follows: $12,000 cash at the time of

the execution of the agreement; a short-term prómissory note

payable on May 15, 1987 in the amount of $132, 000; and a long-
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term, "limited recourse" promissory note in the amount of

$2,274,244.

Under the terms of the "limited recourse promissory note",

Cedilla Invest. was personally liable only during the times and

to the extent of the amounts referenced in schedule B annexed

thereto. Schedule B specifically provided that the payor's

(Cedilla Invest.'s) "maximum aggregate amount" of personal

liability was zero. Further, and also under the terms of the

note, Cedilla Invest.'s only obligation with respect to payment

of the amounts due thereunder was expressly in the nature of a

"nonrecourse obligation", and the payee "shall look solely and

only to the Collateral for the payment and performance" of

Cedilla Invest.'s obligations under the note.

Other than the purchase agreements, bills of sale, and

promissory notes, IRA did not produce any other documents in

connection with these equipment leasing transactions, such as

equipment appraisals, economic forecasts, related correspondence,

legal opinions, rent payment schedules, checks (negotiated or

otherwise) evidencing payments of purchase price or rentals, or

records establishing the existence or actual location of the

equipment at any time during the subject leases.

The intermediary entities inserted in these transactions

(Horizon Leasing Corp., Neptune Leasing Corp.) served no economic
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or business purpose and were only part of the tr nsactions for

Federal tax purposes.

H. Cedilla Invest. "Dard Systems Transactions"

On December 22, 1986, Cedilla Invest. purportedly purchased

certain IBM-manufactured computer equipment from Dard Systems,

Inc. (Dard), for $3,615,100. Prior thereto, on une 29, 1981,

Funding Systems International had sold this equi ment to

Equitable Leasing Co., and on the same date, Eq itable Leasing

Co. had leased the equipment back to Funding Systems

International. Equitable Leasing. Co., on Septe ber 30, 1981,

sold the equipment to Dard, and thereafter Dard sold the

equipment to Cedilla Invest. on December 22, 1986, subject to

several end user leases with various entities i England .as well

as the lease encumbering the equipment in favor of Funding

Systems International.

The stated purchase price of $3,615,100 wa , according to

the terms of the purchase agreement, to be paid by Cedilla

Invest. to Dard as follows: $18,000 cash payable at the time of

the execution of the agreement; a short-term pr missory note

payable on May 15, 1987, in the amount of $198,000; and a long-

term, "limited recourse" promissory note in the amount of

$3,399,100.

Under the terms of the "limited recourse romissory note",

Cedilla Invest. was personally liable only during the times and
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to the extent of the amounts referenced in schedule B annexed

thereto. Schedule B specific.ally provided that the payor's

(Cedilla Invest.'s) "maximum aggregate amount" of personal

liability was zero. Further, and also under the terms of the

note, Cedilla Invest.'s only obligation with respect to payment

of the amounts due thereunder was expressly in the nature of a

"nonrecourse obligation", and the payee "shall look solely and

only to the Collateral for the payment and performance" of

Cedilla Invest.'s obligations under the note.

On December 22, 1986, Cedilla Invest. also purportedly

purchased certain Wang-manufactured computer equipment and

peripherals from Dard for a stated purchase price of $746,608.

This equipment had the same transactional history as the property

described above in the $3,615,100 transaction except that F/S

Computer Corp. was involved instead of Funding Systems

International as the intermediary lessee. The equipment in this

transaction was subject to several end user leases with various

entities located in North America.

The stated purchase price of $746,608 was, according to the

terms of the purchase agreement, payable as follows: $3,700 cash

at the time of the execution of the agreement; a short-term

promissory.note payable on May 15, 1987, in the amount of

$40,700; and a long-term "limited recourse" promissory note in

the amount of $702,208.
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Under the terms of the "limited recourse promissory note",

Cedilla Invest, was personally liable only durin the times and

to the extent of the amounts referenced in schedule B annexed

thereto. Schedule B specifically provided that he payor's

(Cedilla Invest.'s) "maximum aggregate amount" o personal

liability was zero. Further, and also under the terms of the

note, Cedilla Invest.'s only obligation with res ect to payment

of the amounts due thereunder was expressly in t e nature of a

"nonrecourse obligation", and the payee "shall 1 ok solely and

only to the Collateral for the payment and performance" of

Cedilla Invest.'s obligations under the note.

On December 22, 1986, Cedilla Invest. also purportedly

purchased certain computer equipment and peripherals from Dard

for a stated purchase price of $640,710. This equipment also had

the same transactional history as the equipment involved in the

$746, 608 transaction. The equipment was transferred subject to

several end user leases with various entities.

The stated purchase price of $640,710 was, according to the

terms of the purchase agreement, payable as fol ows: $3,200 cash

payable at the time of the execution of the agrdement; a short-

term promissory note payable on May 15, 1987, if the amount of

$35,200; and a long-term "limited recourse" pro¶tissory note in

the amount of $602, 310.
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Under the terms of the "limited recourse promissory note",

Cedilla Invest. was only personally liable during the times and

to the extent of the amounts referenced in Schedule B annexed

thereto. Schedule B specifically provided that the payor's

(Cedilla Invest.'s) "maximum aggregate amount" of personal

liability was zero. Further, and also under the terms of the

note, Cedilla Invest.'s only obligation with respect to payment

of the amounts due thereunder was expressly in the nature of a

"nonrecourse obligation", and the payee "shall look solely and

only to the Collateral for the payment and performance" of

Cedilla Invest.'s obligations under the note. Other than the

purchase agreements, bills of sale, and promissory notes, IRA did

not produce any other documents in connection with these

equipment leasing transactions, such as equipment appraisals,

economic forecasts, related correspondence, legal opinions, rent

payment schedules, checks (negotiated or otherwise) evidencing

payments of purchase price or rentals, and/or records

establishing the existence or actual location of the equipment at

any time during the subject leases.

OPINION

I. Leasing Transactions Generally

To be entitled to the depreciation and interest deductions,

tax credits, and losses claimed in connection with the computer

equipment sale and leaseback transactions engaged in by IRA for
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the years at issue, IRA must prove that it had o nership of the

equipment in each transaction and that the long-term promissory

notes executed to finance the equipment transac ions constituted

valid indebtedness. See Knetsch v. United States, 364 U.S. 361

(1960) ; Deegan v. Commissioner, 787 F.2d 825, 827 (2d Cir. 1986) ,

affg. T.C. Memo. 1985-219. The essence of a borka fide debt is an

unconditional and legally enforceable obligatio for the payment

of money. See Linder v. Commissioner, 68 T.C. 92, 796 (1977).

This Court has held that the circular financing of computer

leasing transacti·ons utilizing long-term promispory notes similar

or identical to the financing used in these transactions

constitutes invalid indebtedness. See Bussino Mr. Commissioner,

88 T.C. 449, supplemented by 89 T.C. 1050 (1987); HGA Cinema

Trust v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1989-370 (a case involving a

Kanter-related computer leasing transaction wi h many of the same

individuals and entities involved herein), affd. 950 F.2d 1357

(7th Cir. 1991) .

In addition to establishincj that the long term promissory

notes constituted bona fide indebtedness, IRA áust prove that the

transactions had a business purpose and economic substance apart

from the claimed tax benefits. A transaction pntered into solely

for the purpose of tax avoidance and which has no independent

economic substance to support it is a sham trahsaction and will

not be recognized for Federal income tax purpopes. See Frank
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Lyon Co. v. United States, 435 U.S. 561 (1978); Rice's Toyota

World, Inc. v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 184, 195 (1983), affd. on

this issue 752 F.2d 89 (4th Cir. 1985).

We have held for the Commissioner in connection with

computer sale and leaseback transactions structured similarly to

those involved in these cases relating to equipment similar to

that purportedly underlying the transactions at issue herein.

See Friendship Dairies, Inc. v. Commissioner, 90 T.C. 1054

(1988); HGA Cinema Trust v. Commissioner, supra. Present value

analysis and the existence of positive cash-flow are significant

elements in establishing economic substance. See Hilton v.

Commissioner, 74 T.C. 305, 353 n.23 (1980), affd. per curiam 671

F.2d 316 (9th Cir. 1982). The financing of transactions with

deferred indebtedness that is unlikely to be paid is a strong

indication of a lack of economic substance. See Hudson v.

Commissioner, 103 T.C. 90 (1994), affd. without published opinion

71 F.3d 877 (5th Cir. 1995).

In addition to establishing economic viability, IRA must

establish that it had sufficient benefits and burdens of

ownership with respect to the underlying equipment to be treated

as the owner for tax purposes and thus allowed the interest and

depreciation deductions and the tax credits in connection

therewith. In making its factual determination, the Court has

examined the substance of the transactions and the intention of
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the parties, rather than merely the form they ha e taken. See

Grodt & McKay Realty Inc. v. Commissioner, 77 T.d. 1221 (1981) ;

see also Torres v.. Commissioner, 88 T.C. 702 (1987) .

IRA contends that each of the leasing trans ctions had a

business purpose and economic substance apart fr m potential tax

benefits. In advancing this contention, it relies on (1)

Mallin's testimony regarding the residual value pf the equipment

in these transactions and (2) Uhl's testimony re arding Funding

Systems' intent to enforce the long-term promiss ry notes that

IRA and/or Cedilla Invest. issued. Specifically, with respect to

the question of whether these transactions had economic

substance, it is acknowledged that the equipment ' s residual. value

is crucial because there was insufficient exces¢ cash-flow from

the equipment during the lease terms to enable RA and/or Cedilla

Invest. to make a profit. IRA further asserts that the long-term

notes issued in connection with these leasing tiansactions were

valid indebtedness.

Respondent, on the other hand, contends that the

transactions were shams that were entered into by IRA and/or

Cedilla Invest. purely for tax benefits. Respo dent, citing E;iA

Trust v. Commissioner, supra, also maintains thht the long-term

notes IRA and/or Cedilla Invest. issued were nop valid

indebtedness because neither would likely ever be required to

make payments in view of the deferral provisionjs in each note.
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In addition, respondent argues that the. testimony of Mallin and

Uhl is suspect and not credible.

We agree with respondent. At the outset we observe,

contrary to certain facts alleged by IRA, that this record

clearly establishes that IRA was engaged in the practice of

purchasing tax benefits, rather than buying and leasing computer

equipment for economic, profit-oriented reasons.

To fully appreciate IRA's tax motivation for entering into

these leasing transactions, we have considered them in the

context of the schemes and other issues raised in these

consolidated cases. There is no doubt that IRA was a vital cog

in Kanter's sophisticated financial machinations. IRA, Holding

Co., the "black box" represented by Administration Co. and

Principal Services, and the other various investment entities

created as alter egos of Kanter, constituted devices by which

Kanter received and disguised fees for his personal services,

including moneys received pursuant to the Prudential scheme.

When these matters are viewed in context, we are persuaded that

the leasing transactions were consummated for the sole purpose of

producing deductions sufficient to offset the income reported on

IRA's Federal income tax returns. Furthermore, to ensure that no

net income would have to be reported by IRA, all of the equipment

was effectively disposed of after the tax benefits were fully

utilized.
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In our view the equipment leasing investmen s constituted

nothing more than paper transactions designed so ely to shelter

IRA's income. This is established primarily by IRA's failure to

produce any credible evidence that actual equipment purchases

took place, that the underlying equipment was e er in existence

or placed in service, or that there were ever a y payments made

on the purported long-term promissory notes. The sham nature of

these transactions is revealed by IRA's failure to prepare or

produce a single equipment appraisal, residual r fair market

value opinion, income projection, economic fore ast, or any other

type of financial analysis or similar supportin document in

connection with the transactions.

There are several reasons why respondent p evails on this

issue. First, IRA's transactions with the leas ng companies, and

any intermediaries, lacked economic substance ahd business

purpose, and therefore must be disregarded for B'ederal income tax

purposes as sham transactions.

The analysis of IRA's transactions is esse tially a two-

pronged inquiry. The first prong, the business purpose test,

addresses IRA's motives for entering into the transaction. See

Rice's Toyota World Inc. v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. at 192. The

second prong, the economic substance test, involves an objective

analysis of the transaction to determine whether or not it had

any realistic prospect of economic profit, exclusive of tax
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benefits. However, the presence of a business purpose does not

necessarily confirm recognition for Federal tax purposes if

objective indicia of economic substance indicating a realistic

potential for economic profit are not manifest. See Larsen v.

Commissioner, 89 T.C. 1229 (1987), affd. in part, revd. in part

909 F.2d 1360 (9th Cir. 1990). IRA's transactions will not

constitute a sham, factual or legal, as long as IRA can

demonstrate a legitimate nontax motive for entering into the

transactions and a reasonable opportunity for profit, exclusive

of tax benefits. This, of course, assumes the transactions were

something other than merely the affixation of various signatures

to forms, facts not demonstrated by IRA in view of all the

circumstances.

We think IRA has failed in its burden of proof. Considering

the economics of the transactions, we note that none of the

transactions had the requisite economic substance, unless the

transactions reasonably could be expected to return cash to IRA

in an amount in excess of that invested. In this regard, the

sale leaseback transaction could return cash to IRA from only two

sources. First, the amount of rent due to IRA each month under

its lease with the specific seller/lessee, e.g., O.P.M., could

exceed the amount of the cash paid at closing, the payments made

on the short term notes, plus the monthly payments required under

its long-term notes to the payee thereunder by an amount
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sufficient to provide a cash-flow in excess of I A's investment.

However, in the subject transactions, the rent p yments to be

received by IRA never equaled the payments made nd due so as to

allow IRA even to recover its total investment. Second, IRA was

purportedly entitled to any proceeds from the sale or re-lease of

the equipment, at the end of its leases with eac lessee, less

expenses of such sale or re-lease and less payment, generally, of

a 10-percent remarketing fee. No expert testimohy was presented

by IRA regarding residual value. In fact, there was no specific

evidence (such as appraisals or projections) of he value of the

equipment presented by IRA at any time for any o the

transactions at issue, other than the general sthtements made by

IRA's witness Mallin regarding intent to profit.

In Friendship Dairies, Inc. v. Commissioner, 90 T.C. 1054
1

(1988), the Court discussed leasing transactions similar to those

involved here. O.P.M., the taxpayer, and an intermediary were

involved in the pro forma equipment transaction. Remarketing

agreements, limited recourse promissory notes, and the

circularity of payments with minimal cash-flow to the lessor were

present. Mallin promoted the deal. Like the t ansactions at

issue here, tax benefits were clearly the drivi g force of the

deal. Residual value was a critical factor in determining that

economic substance existed.
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The expected return of an investor in equipment leasing

transactions is rent and residual value at the end of the lease

term with the lessee, here generally 108 months. In contrast to

Friendship Dairies, Inc., there were no tax spreadsheets,

appraisals, or accounting letters presented by IRA to support a

claim of expected residual value which could produce a profit.

The Court has not been provided with any projections of residual

value or useful life, which certainly would be present in an

objective economic analysis.

As in Friendship Dairies, there is no persuasive evidence of

any motivation for the transactions, other than obtaining tax

benefits. The benefits herein (enormous interest and

depreciation deductions and credits) were primarily designed to

"shelter" the money reported as income by IRA from Kanter's

Prudential scheme.

Kanter testified he did not make a specific economic

analysis of the transactions. He relied on Mallin, his friend

and the promoter/broker of the deals, without any independent

evidence that the deals had economic substance. Mallin's

credibility is obviously tainted based on his relationship to

Kanter and his affiliated entities. He was not an independent

outsider.

As in Friendship Dairies, the witnesses presented on behalf

of IRA in this case were obviously biased, and their testimony
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was not credible. Mallin presented no substanti e evidence in

the cases herein. He summarily stated that the ransactions were

intended to be profitable. His reasoning was ba ed on the fact

that Kanter was getting a "sweetheart deal".

Mallin did not state how favorsi given to Ka ter would enable

IRA to profit from the deals. Since any profit ould result only

if the rents, plus residual value, exceeded the bmount of the

cash invested (the downpayment plus note payments), it would not

matter that Mallin permitted IRA to pay only 5 p rcent down,

rather than 10 percent. If there was no residual value after the

lease expired, the possibility of an economic pr|ofit was nil.

See Friendship Dairies. Mallin's testimony is, accordingly,

misleading and not supportive of a proper analysis of

profitability.

Mallin implied, without specific delineatidn, that IRA could

profit because he claimed the residual value wo ld exceed the

cash invested and that the deals involved lever ged financing.

His analysis did not consider the discounted redidual value of

the equipment since inflation was admittedly not taken into

account and thus the time value of money was not considered by

him. This was at a time when inflation was occurring at high

rates. A present value analysis is important t6 the

determination of whether a transaction has econpmic substance, as

discussed in Hilton v. Commissioner, 74 T. C. at 353 n.23, where
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this Court said little weight should be placed on the speculative

possibility that property will have substantial residual value.

All IRA produced here was unfounded speculation. No mention of a

specific piece of IBM equipment (or peripheral) is reflected in

the testimony of IRA's witnesses.

In Hilton, positive cash-flow was indicative of profit.

Otherwise, the taxpayer had no incentive to retain property

subject to substantial debt, producing no such cash-flow. It

would be prudent to abandon the property. Tax considerations

aside, if the cash-flow was negligible, as it was here, the total

projected return, if any, of IRA was too small for it to wait

until the time the leases expired. This is certain even if only

a minimal cash investment is made, and a long period of time (9

years) occurs before any property is available for profit. As in

Hilton, there was no motivation for IRA's participating in the

subject transactions, other than to obtain the tax benefits

designed to shelter the Prudential income. IRA had no business

purpose to wait 8 or 9 years to receive property at that time,

with no reasonable prospect of substantial value, e.g. an amount

in excess of its investment. This is supported by the fact that,

by 1987, IRA no longer retained much of the property purportedly

acquired as part of the sale and leaseback transactions. Its tax

shelter incentives had expired.
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As the Court has noted in its previous opinions in this

area, the residual value of computer equipment aË any given point

in time depends in part on the rate of introduction of new,

technically advanced equipment models. See Esta e of Thomas v.

Commissioner, 84 T.C. at 426. Based on all of t e facts and

circumstances involved, IRA's tran.sactions resulted in net out-

of-pocket losses. Thus, the transactions lacked economic

substance because they contained no reasonable pbssibility of

profit exclusive of tax benefits.

No valid business purpose was served by the leasing

transactions. Kanter did not know whether any of the leasing

deals made a profit.

No evidence was presented as to succeeding leases, payments

made by IRA on the long-term notes, or payments eceived by IRA

from the lessees or the sale of the equipment. No corroborating

financial records to support the substance of the transactions

were provided. No witnesses testified with resp..ct to any

business purpose. Schott did not know about the transactions

other than recognizing her signature. Freeman and Meyers, other

individuals prominently connected to IRA-, did no; testify.

Gallenberger, who was also associated with IRA and testified on

various aspects of the Kanter business dealings, did not testify

with respect to the Dard, Lexet, and Ben Energy ransactions.
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In light of this and the lack of evidence of residual value,

we find that no business purpose could have existed, other than

the creation of tax benefits. IRA presented no persuasive

evidence that it evaluated the transactions in a businesslike

fashion. IRA's decision makers had minimal knowledge of the

computer industry. This is supported by the fact that by the

time IRA would receive the title to equipment, in the late 1980's

for most of the deals, it no longer listed the equipment on its

returns as producing income. IRA never desired the residual

values, only the tax benefits accompanying the purported

agreements.

We agree with respondent that the various intermediaries

used in the transactions (e.g., Horizon or Pluto) were inserted

into IRA's transactions with the leasing companies, e.g.,

FSC/FSAM and 0.P.M., purely for tax reasons, and that their

presence served no valid business purpose. In fact, their

presence reflects the tax-avoidance motivations of IRA and serves

to support respondent's determinations that the transactions

lacked substance and constituted nothing more than paper-

shuffling.

In our opinion, IRA's transactions with O.P.M. and FSC/FSAM

were entered into purely for tax purposes and were not supported

by economic substance in the form of a realistic potential for

profit. They must, therefore, be regarded as sham transactions.
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Frank Lyon Co. v. United States, 435 U.S. 561 (1Ô78); Rice's

Toyota World, Inc. v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 184, (1983). IRA, in

effect,.did not purchase computer equipment, but purchased a

package of tax benefits. No evidence of fair market and residual

value or useful life was ever considered prior tb consummating

the transactions. The projected residual values at the time the

leases with the lessees or intermediaries terminhted were not

established.

Accordingly, since IRA did not acquire an ihterest 'in

depréciable property, we hold that it is not ent tled to deduct

depreciation on the cost of the equipment or to he claimed

investment tax credits. We also hold that the s am nature of

IRA's transactions precludes any deduction for ihterest on the

promissory notes.

Second, IRA is not considered the owner of the computer

equipment for Federal income tax purposes because it did not

possess the burdens and benefits associated with ownership. This

is a question of fact to be ascertained from the intention of the

parties as evidenced by written agreements, in view of the

surrounding facts and circumstances. See Grodt & McKay Realty,

Inc. v. Commissioner, 77 T.C. 1221 (1981).

This Court has considered a number of factors having

particular relevance to the analysis of compute sale and

leaseback transactions: (1) Whether legal titl passed, (2)
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whether an equity was acquired in the property, (3) whether the

parties treated the transaction as a sale, (4) whether useful

life in excess of the leaseback term and significant residual

value were reasonably expected to exist, (5) whether the contract

of sale created a present obligation on the purchaser to make

payments, (6) whether any other party held a purchase option at

less than fair market value, (7) whether renewal rental at the

end of the leaseback term was set at fair market rent, and (8)

whether the purported owner of the property had a reasonable

possibility to recover his investment from the income-producing

potential and residual value of the equipment. See Torres v.

Commissioner, 88 T.C. .702 (1987). In addition, the presence of

arm's-length dealing is appropriate to the determination of a

sham. See Estate of Franklin v. Commissioner, 64 T.C. 752

(1975), affd. 544 F.2d 1045 (9th Cir. 1976).

Analysis of the transactional documents shows that IRA had

few, if any, of the rights and privileges normally associated

with legal title. For example, in one transaction, IRA could not

transfer -the equipment without first securing the consent of

0.P.M. IRA could not pledge its interest in the equipment as

security for a loan or do anything that would result in the

imposition of a lien, either voluntarily or otherwise. IRA

generally did not assume the obligations of the seller/lessee.

IRA also agreed that O.P.M. could pay off its loan and refinance
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the equipment, and that its interest in the equißment would be

subordinate to that of the replacemeht lender. .P.M. was not

required to renegotiate the terms of IRA's note f it cobld

replace another loan with more favorable financi g.
l .

II. Specific Leasing Transactions

The specific computer leasing deals at issue are further

analyzed in connection with the foregoing discusdion:

A. Cedilla Invest.-1976 Domestic (0.P.M. Trans ction)

The purported equipment purchase, in DecembÅr of 1976, by

Cedilla Invest. (the predecessor of RA) was for $1 million.

This was at a time shortly after the property wab purchased by

the seller, Pioneer Computer Marketing Corp., on October 14,

1976, for $600,000. No contemporane us appraisa s supporting the

purchase price paid by IRA were presented. The bill of sale is

undated. This indicates a lack of e onomic subs ance. Moreover,

since the purchase price is clearly inflated, it lends credence

to respondent's position that this transaction whs nothing more

than a sham. See Soriano v. Commissioner, 90 T.C. 44 (1988);

Falsetti v. Commissioner, 85 T.C. 332 (1985); se also Rose v.

Commissioner, 88 T.C. 386 (1987), affd. 868 F.2d 851 (6th Cir.

1989). There was no valid explanation for IRA's agreement to pay

the inflated amount, other than the acquisition pf tax benefits.

The promissory note in the amount of $970,0 0 executed by

Cedilla Invest. purportedly to purchase the equi ment was a
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"Nonrecourse Installment" promissory note in favor of O.P.M. .

Therefore, Cedilla Invest. had no recourse liability for the

debt. See Rose v. Commissioner, supra. Moreover, the note

contained a provision for deferral and set-off of payments to

O.P.M. by Cedilla Invest. to the extent of and for the amount of

rent that was not paid by O.P.M. This deferral extended to

January 1, 1986. There was little likelihood Cedilla Invest.

would be called upon to satisfy this obligation.

The agreement with O.P.M. included a substitution agreement

permitting O.P.M. to substitute and exchange certain equipment

for that currently being leased. This indicates a retention by

the lessee of control over the property. This fact negates any

claim that IRA obtained ownership of the property.

The sham nature of the transaction is shown by the manner in

which it was purportedly negotiated. Schott was asked to be a

director of IRA, yet knew little, if anything, about its

operations. She executed documents on behalf of Cedilla Invest.

without knowing who prepared the documents or the purpose for

them. Schott did not have an equity interest in the company,

despite the fact that IRA's records indicated at one time that

she was an owner thereof. Mallin executed a document on behalf

of Cedilla Invest. as a director after he had been asked to

become a director by Kanter. Mallin received a commission for
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brokering the transaction which suggests he wore two hats in the

deal.

In view of the sham nature of the transaction, all

deductions and credits associated with this transaction and

claimed by IRA/Cedilla Invest. on its Federal income tax returns

are disallowed.

B. Cedilla Invest. - 1977 Domestic Transaction (Master Lease
Transaction)

This transaction involved the purported purchase by Cedilla

Invest. of various pieces of computer equipment under a master

lease in November 1977. The lease term for each piece of

equipment subject thereto was 108 months. During the term of the

lease, the lessee was responsible for maintaininc the equipment

and insuring it for risk of loss or damage. The lessee

maintained the right to sublet the equipment. Tre purchase was

subject to the interests of lessees (end users) and lienholders.

The purported purchases were paid by cash ard the delivery

of "limited recourse" promissory notes. The amount of the

downpayment was 10 percent. All of the promissory notes for the

purchase of the various pieces of equipment were identical in

nature. The notes included a deferral provision which permitted,

in the event the lease was terminated early on account of

default, deferral of payment of the balance due cn each of the

notes and any accrued interest until December 31, 1991. This
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deferral was in excess of 13 years. The payment of the debt was

not enforceable or unconditional.

The limited recourse promissory notes included a provision

wherein the payee (the lessee) agreed to look solely and only to

the collateral for the payment of any of the obligations of the

payor under the note. There was no right of the payee to pursue

the payor independently of the collateral.

In view of the lack of economic substance, all deductions

and credits associated with this transaction and claimed by IRA

on its Federal income tax returns are disallowed.

C. Cedilla Invest.-1979 Foreign Tran·saction (British Aerospace
Transaction)

This transaction involved the purported sale and leaseback

of computer equipment located in England. There are several

intermediary transactions that were involved here. In October

�0421979, a company named Atlantic Computer Leasing, Ltd., which had

been involved in arranging the leasing transactions for the end

users, consummated a deal with companies called European Leasing,

Ltd., Carena Computers, and Funding Systems International Corp.,

a division of Funding Systems Asset Management. This is the

company with which Uhl was affiliated. The original agreement

provided for the purchase of equipment in the amount of

$2,820,501. The additional equipment was purchased for a price

of $3,042,338. The equipment included three mainframe IBM

computers and associated equipment.
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After Atlantic consummated its agreement with European by.

assigning its rights in the equipment, European sold its rights

to Carena, which then transferred its interest in the equipment

to Funding Systems International, which then entered into an

agreement with Pluto Leasing Corporation, a Mal in entity,

delivering the bill of sale in December 1979, td Pluto for the

various computer equipment. Under the purchase, Pluto obtained

FSAM's interest in all of the equipment which was subject to

prior leases made between Carena and others. T te price

ostensibly to be paid by Pluto was $6,118,051.

On December 30, 1979, a purported purchase agreement was

executed on behalf of Cedilla Invest. and Pluto, pursuant to

which Pluto delivered a bill of sale in favor o ! Cedilla Invest.

The purchase price therefor was $6,118,051. Thè payment

provisions of this agreement included the execuËion by Cedilla

Invest., in favor of Pluto, of a limited-recourse promissory

note-security agreement in the amount of $5, 928 051. Under this

agreement, the interest of Cedilla Invest. in the equipment was

subordinated to the interest of the underlying essees (including

Funding), the lienholders, and the rights of Atlantic under a

residual agreement Cedilla Invest. entered into regarding the

original purchase of the equipment.

The limited-recourse promissory note contained a provision

for deferral which permitted the payor to defer any sums,
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principal and interest, due under the note, if any amount of rent

due under the lease was not received by the payor as the payments

became due. The deferral allowed the payor, Cedilla Invest., to

defer payment until December 31, 1994, without paying.accrued

interest on that deferred amount. Under paragraph 7 of the

agreement, pertaining to the limited recourse obligations,

Cedilla Invest. was personally liable only for the interest and

principal on the note during the times and in the amounts set

forth in schedule A. The amount of recourse obligation as of

January 1, 1988, was zero. The balance of the obligation was

nonrecourse, and the payee looked only to the collateral for

payment.

IRA presented no evidence as to which entity had legal title

to this equipment under the various agreements. The purchase

agreements of Atlantic indicate that, as a part of each of the

lease agreements with Carena, at the end of the lease term, which

was either 5, 6, or 6½ years, depending on the equipment,

Atlantic would make all efforts to obtain legal title to the

equipment so that it could convey the right, title, and interest

in the equipment to the lessee when the end user's lease

terminated. The price to be paid by Atlantic to obtain the legal

title to the equipment was 2 percent of the original value of the

equipment. This indicates that Atlantic had no legal title to

pass through the intermediaries to IRA, other than a future
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interest it would eventually obtain at a price insignificant in

comparison to the purported original purchase price. Thus, no

substantive residual value was extant.

IRA presented no evidence of fair market va ue, residual

value, or useful life regarding this equipment, ther than the

original purchase prices. The recourse obligati ns with respect

to the liability of IRA were determined as of the date of

occurrence of a default pursuant to attached schedules which

stated that the maximum amount "of personal liabi ity.was zero.

Moreover, to the extent that any payments of IRA were deferred

because a default in the lease rentals to IRA, such deferred

amounts were not subject to recourse liability. Thus, there was

no real recourse against IRA. The obligations of Funding to

Carena were nonrecourse. Cedilla Invest./IRA di not assume the

obligations. IRA's purported purchase was subje t to the rights

of prior lienholders, lessees, and the rights of Atlantic.

The lease between Cedilla Invest. and Funding International

ended on December 31, 1988. As of January 1986, the equipment

used in this transaction, i.e., the IBM mainfram computers,

model Nos. 3031 and 3032, was no longer listed in the computer

price guide, which is the bluebook of used IBM ccmputer prices.

This would indicate that the residual value of the equipment as

of that date was zero.
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The rent to be received by Cedilla Invest. with respect to

this transaction was less than the amount due on the note

including principal and interest and the initial cash investment.

Therefore, the only manner in which IRA could profit would be a

residual value of the equipment that would exceed the cumulative

negative cash-flow and since the expected residual value of the

equipment would be minimal at the end of the end-user lease,

there was little likelihood that IRA would ever recover its

investment or realize a profit.

It is questionable whether IRA ever received the benefits

and burdens of ownership when it consummated the agreement with

Pluto, an entity of Mallin. At most, IRA obtained the future

interest or right to participate in the residual value of the

equipment rather than a present depreciable interest therein.

This was so because Atlantic had no legal title to the equipment,

only the right to obtain title at a cost of 2 percent of the

original purchase price. Future interests are not currently

depreciable. See Coleman v. Commissioner, 87 T.C. 178 (1986),

affd. without published opinion 833 F.2d 303 (3d Cir. 1987).

That case involved Atlantic Computer Leasing and a lease similar

to those herein. We held that the taxpayer did not have a

depreciable interest in the equipment because the leasing

company, Atlantic, did not have a depreciable interest.
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In view of the foregoing, all deductions and credits

associated with this transaction and claimed by iIRA on its

Federal income tax returns are disallowed.

D. IRA-1980 Domestic Transaction (Mini Computer Transaction)

This transaction involved a purported sale pf miscellaneous

equipment by FSAM to F/S, an entity affiliated w Lth FSC, to

Horizon, and then from Horizon to IRA. Payment bf $870, 025 by

IRA was made primarily with a limited recourse promissory note in

the amount of $864, 325. The amounts for the pay ents from IRA to

Horizon were equal to the amounts of the payments owed under the

lease agreement. An agreement was reached between IRA, FSAM, and

Horizon that these payments were to offset each �042ther, so only

bookkeeping entries were made.

The interests of IRA in and to the computer equipment were

subject to the interests of prior lienholders an i the underlying

lessee. The leases were assigned to IRA through the use of a

collateral assignment by F/S. The promissory no :e included a

deferral provision allowing IRA to defer payments on the note,

until December 31, 1995, without any interest acèruing on the

deferred amount if, and to the extent, amounts of rent were not

paid to IRA. The equipment could be replaced. The recourse

obligation under those provisions in the note provided that

Horizon had recourse against IRA as of January 1, 1989, in the

amount of zero dollars.
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Under the IRA/Horizon leasing transaction, the total cash

investment of IRA was less than the rent to be received

therefrom. The loss was $65,940.21. There was no evidence of

residual value or useful life presented. No business purpose was

set forth. The transaction lacked economic substance. The long-

term debt was not valid. Once again an intermediary was used for

no good reason. The transaction was a sham.

In view of the foregoing, all deductions and credits

associated with this transaction and claimed by IRA on its

Federal income tax returns are disallowed.

E. IRA-1980 Foreion/Domestic Transaction (Alfred Teves
Transaction)

This transaction involved a purported purchase agreement

between Funding International and Funding Systems International

GmbH, pursuant to which Funding International purchased the

�042equipment for $931,321. It is unclear what property was being

sold because duplicate schedules of certain equipment contained

two addresses. Thereafter, Funding International purporte'dly

sold the property to Horizon. The purchase price in that

agreement was $4,276,701 and included additional equipment

located in Belgium. Thereafter, Horizon and IRA entered into an

agreement for sale.of the property. to IRA on which the payments

were identical to the amounts payable under the Funding/Horizon

agreement. The payments were circular.
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The purchase provisions of the IRA/Horizon greement

included a limited recourse promissory note issuèd by IRA in

favor of Horizon. This promissory note included deferral

provisions in favor of IRA. The sum could be deferred until

December 31, 1995. Several intermediaries were sed. At the

time IRA would receive the equipment, it would hdve no residual

value.

In view of the foregoing, all deductions and credits

associated with this transaction and claimed by :RA on its

Federal income tax returns are disallowed.

F. Cedilla Invest.-"Lexet Transactions", "Ben Energy
Transactions", and "Dard Systems Transactions"

These transactions consist of seven (two Lexet, two Ben

Energy, and three Dard Systems) purported purchases and

leasebacks of computer equipment and peripherals manufactured by

IBM, Wang, and others. All of these transactions took place on

December 22, 1986.

The only documents presented by IRA in connçction with these

transactions were seven purchase agreements, sev n bills of sale,

seven short-term promissory notes, and seven long-term "limited

recourse" promissory notes. No other transactiornal documents

were produced by IRA, such as equipment appraisals, leases,

economic forecasts, related correspondence, lega opinions, rent

payment schedules, loan payment schedules, checks (negotiated or

otherwise) evidencing payments of purchase price or rents or
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loans, or records establishing the existence or actual location

of the equipment at any time during the subject leases. The

inference to be drawn from IRA's failure to produce or present

these critical documents is that such materials never existed or,

if they did exist at one time, their production would have

provided evidence unfavorable to IRA's positions. See Wichita

Terminal Elevator Co. v. Commissioner, 6 T.C. 1158, 1165 (1946),

affd. 162 F.2d 513 (10th Cir. 1947).

Moreover, a review of the 28 exhibits related to these

transactions indicates that they all followed the identical

format and utilized the same form documents as the other

transactions discussed at length.

As with the other computer leasing transactions at issue

here, these seven transactions utilized invalid debt because the

long-term "limited recourse" promissory notes effectively

shielded IRA from ever having to make any payments on the notes.

Although the specific deferral provisions were eliminated from

these notes--presumably in response to challenges thereto by

respondent in connection with earlier (i.e., 1976 through 1980)

transactions--each of the long-term "limited recourse" promissory

notes contained the same provisions with respect to the limited

liability of IRA. Section 10 ("Limited Recourse") sets forth

IRA's "Recourse Obligations" and basically states that

IRA/Cedilla Invest. is only personally liable to the extent of
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the outstanding amount of the note or the lesser of zero.

Section 10 also sets out IRA's "Nonrecourse Oblications".

Everything in excess of the recourse obligations--here the entire

amount of the loan--was nonrecourse, and with respect to which

amount "the payee shall look solely and only to t he Collateral

for the payment and performance."

These long-term "limited recourse" promisso.t y notes contain

provisions similar to those present in the other transactions,

i.e., restrictions were imposed on the transfer c.f the equipment,

and the interest of Cedilla Invest. in the equipment was

subordinated to the interests of the underlying essees.

Accordingly, and as with the other transactions, IRA did not have

the true benefits and burdens of an owner of the equipment for

Federal tax purposes. IRA failed in its burden of proving that

any amounts representing the purchase price were actually paid

over, that legal title to the equipment never passed to IRA, that

the underlying equipment really existed or was p aced in service,

and that any of the transactions were even consunimated. Based on

the totality of the evidence presented, all IRA stablished, with

any certainty, is that it had a corporate representative execute

some (minimal) transactional documents which pro ided a claim for

substantial tax benefits.
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In view of the foregoing, IRA is not entitled to any

deductions, credits, or losses associated with these purported

transactions.

G. Equitable Leasing

This is another computer leasing transaction purportedly

engaged in by IRA. A reference is made to it in the summary

schedules of a witness for IRA. While respondent does not agree

with the numbers delineated in the summary schedules, it appears

that this transaction was considered in computing the tax

liability of IRA for the taxable year ended December 31, 1980.

No facts to support the basis for the income, deductions,

credits, or losses, which apparently were claimed in connection

with this transaction, were presented by IRA. Since IRA had the

burden of proof on this issue, we sustain respondent's

determinations of disallowance with respect to this transaction.

Finally, the long-term promissory notes executed by IRA to

finance the purported computer sale and leaseback transactions do

not constitute valid indebtedness because there was little

possibility that IRA would ever be required to make the payments

due.

IRA's long-term promissory notes in these various

transactions were neither unconditional nor enforceable. They

are not unconditional because the promise to pay in most of the

notes was expressly contingent, by virtue of the deferral
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provisions of the notes, on the payment of rent y the respective

lessees. I

Moreover, although the equipment was to serve as collateral,

the equipment was likely to be worthless by the time the

obligations were to be enforced (i.e., the deferral dates or the

end of the leases between IRA and the lessees) . he notes are

not enforceable because there was no possibility that the payor,

IRA, would ever be compelled to use its own funds or surrender

valuable property in satisfaction of the obligations.

Accordingly, the notes did not represent genuine debt obligations

and are disregarded for Federal income tax purposés.

The Commissioner was successful in attacking the validity of

a long-term purchase money note executed as part f a sale and

leaseback of computer equipment in Bussing v. Com issioner, 88

T.C. 449, Supplemented by 89 T.C. 1050 (1987). T e facts of that

case reflect a transaction similar to those here involved A.G.

sold computer equipment through a middle company, Sutton, to five

investors,. including the taxpayer, and then leased the equipment

back from the taxpayer's investment group. The investors'

payments on their long-term note to Sutton were financed entirely

by the rent due from A.G. In the event of a default by A.G. on

the lease, the principal and interest payments on the note to

Sutton were deferred to December 31, 1991, without the accrual of

any additional interest. We found that Sutton had been inserted
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into the transaction solely for tax purposes and that the real

parties at interest were A.G. and the taxpayer. Since A.G.'s

rent always equaled or exceeded the monthly payments on the long-

term note, any claim by A.G. on the note would be fully offset by

the investors' claim against A.G. for unpaid rent. Therefore,

the taxpayer was effectively protected from ever having to make

any payments on its debt obligation. Accordingly, we held that

the note did not represent genuine indebtedness or represented

that the debtor was not at risk. See id.; see also Levien v.

Commissioner, 103 T.C. 120, 126 (1994) (circularity of payments

means the debtor is not at risk), affd. 77 F.3d 497 (11th Cir.

1996).

Some of IRA's long-term notes contain several of the same

features which this Court found objectionable in Bussing. These

features were a deferral of the debt in the event of nonpayment

of rent, a debt obligation effectively canceled by an offsetting

liability for rent because of the limited recourse nature of the

note, and creditors whose presence served no valid purpose and

who had no demonstrable intention of enforcing the debt

obligation. The real parties to the debt transactions here are .

IRA and FSC/FSAM and not Horizon, Pluto, or Knight. IRA's notes

are invalid in form as well as in substance.

In HGA Cinema Trust v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1989-370,

this Court rejected the validity of indebtedness used to finance
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equipment leasing transactions. The long-term nøtes used in HGA

Cinema Trust contained deferral provisions similar to those

involved herein. In fact, the only significant difference, in

most of the deals, is that instead of an indefinite offset

provision, the notes contain the following varia ion. The

deferral provisions are to be read in light of a "limited"

recourse obligation provision, the amount of which declines over

the years. However, by the time the deferred amounts are due--a

time which is well after the original lease--the scheduled

recoùrse obligation is zero. In some instances the recourse

obligation is zero from the outset. In another nstance the

recourse is limited only to the value of the collateral.

Further, the residual value, regardless of the s'heduled

obligation, and even under the most generous of pstimates, is

also zero.

There is clearly a circularity of offsetting rent and debt

obligations in the provisions, and, generally, the only

difference from the notes in HGA Cinema Trust is the substitution

of a valueless recourse obligation provision. for the offset and

discharge provision. There was little likelihood IRA would ever

be called on to pay the liability set forth in each of the long-

term notes. Further,- there was no testimony or other evidence

presented at trial that it ever did. The intent of the limited

recourse provision and the deferral provision wa(s the same as the
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deferral and offset provisions, i.e., to ensure that IRA would

never be liable for the principal amount of the notes, along with

any accrued interest.

In HGA Cinema Trust, the Court specifically rejected the

taxpayers' allegations that the notes were valid because of the

potential effects of FSC's and O.P.M.'s bankruptcies. Some of

the leases herein were modified in connection with the bankruptcy

proceedings, but, as in HGA Cinema Trust, the bankruptcy

modification agreements present in this case have no legal

significance to the validity of the indebtedness, and are

therefore disregarded.

We realize that this Court has rejected the Commissioner's

challenges to the validity of long-term purchase money notes in

some cases involving equipment sales and leasebacks. What is

notable about these cases, however, is not the result, but the

Court's rationale for finding the notes therein to have been bona

fide. For example, in Gefen v. Commissioner, 87 T.C. 1471, 1494

n.15 (1986), we found that the partnership's note was a genuine

debt because the partnership was responsible for the monthly

payments, regardless of whether or not its lessee paid the rent.

In Cooper v. Commissioner, 88 T.C. 84 (1987), the Court, in

upholding the validity of the note, observed that the terms of

the note did not require payment. solely out of rental income.

IRA's long-term notes, unlike the notes in Gefen and Cooper,
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contain an express term conditioning liability.ubon the payment

of rent. Thus, this situation is distinguishable from other

cases where we have upheld the validity of the long-term debt.

In our view, there was no possibility that IRA would ever

pay the long-term notes without receipt of the prior payments of

rent from the lessees. IRA's transactions were þarefully

structured in such a way so as to preclude the possibility of any

additional financial exposure, while enabling ih to claim

sizeable tax deductions and credits at a minimum cost. We

recognize that the payment of the full amount of 1 month's rent,

followed by IRA's failure to make the required principal and/or

interest payment on the note, could cause the entire unpaid

principal, and accrued but unpaid interest, to become immediately

due and payable. Failure to pay the debt, however, does not

permit the lessee to stop paying the rent. If the lessee decided

to withhold the next month's rental payment, such failure would

trigger the deferral provisions of the notes, 1 aving the lessee

or intermediary at that time, with at best a claim against IRA

for 1 month's principal and/or interest, rather than the full

amount of the debt. Therefore, the mere possibility that IRA's

liability on the notes could be accelerated, which in fact never

happened, does not validate the debt, consideri g all of the

facts and circumstances. IRA has simply not cadried its burden

of proving that the long-term notes were valid.
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IRA acquired the equipment subject to pre-existing liens and

leases and the rights and interests of the lessees and

intermediaries under their respective agreements. Since the

equipment was so heavily encumbered, the value of IRA's equity

interest was not sufficient incentive for it to pay the notes in

the absence of the payment of rent. Estate of Franklin v.

Commissioner, supra. Furthermore, IRA would have no incentive

for paying the notes on the respective deferral dates because the

equipment would have had little, if any, value at that time.

A note which does not represent genuine indebtedness can

neither be included in basis nor support a deduction for interest

expense. See Knetsch v. United States, 364 U.S. 361 (1960);

Deegan v. Commissioner, 787.F.2d 825, 827 (2d Cir. 1986).

Therefore, the tax effect of our holding on this issue is

twofold. First, the principal amounts of the long-term notes

must be eliminated from IRA's depreciable basis. Second, all

deductions for interest, including the interest prepayments

repre.sented by the short-term notes to the various entities, are

disallowed.

Accordingly, we sustain respondent's determinations in all

respects as to this issue."

58 In view of our holding on this issue, sustaining
respondent's determination that the computer leasing transactions
IRA or Cedilla Invest. entered into lacked economic substance,
the Court need not decide the issue of IRA's income adjustments

(continued...)
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Issue 23. Whether IRA is Entitled to a Claimed Loss on Form 4797
of $1,073,835 for 1988

FINDINGS OF FACT

IRA reported, on line 9 of its Federal income tax return,

Form 1120 for 1988, a net loss "from Form 4797" ..n the amount of

$1,073,835." No Form 4797 was attached to the o iginal return

filed.with respondent, nor was a copy of the form subsequently

presented to respondent or introduced into evidence at trial.

(...continued)
for 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989 from its purported transfer of
certain computer equipment to HICIP Partners. On brief,
respondent acknowledges that the HICIP Partners'|income
adjustments represent an alternative position respondent took in
the event the Court found in favor of IRA on the sale/leaseback
transactions. As IRA or Cedilla Invest. acquire no ownership
interest in the equipment for tax purposes, no gÅin or loss would
be realized by them for 1986 through 1989 from thleir later
"transfers" of some of the equipment to HICIP Pabtners.
Similarly, in view of our holding sustaining reshondent's
determination that the purportedly recourse long term notes IRA
or Cedilla Invest. issued in the leasing transactions were not
valid debts, the Court need not decide the issue of whether IRA
realized discharge of indebtedness income upon its and Cedilla
Invest.'s contribution of certain computer equip ent to the
IRAUTO partnership. On brief, respondent acknowkedges that the
discharge of indebtedness adjustment represented an alternative
position respondent took in the event the Court sustained IRA.
Because IRA and Cedilla Invest. issued no valid long-term
indebtedness in connection with the leasing tranbactions, no
discharge of indebtedness income attributable to such
"indebtedness" was realized by them on their contribution of the
equipment to the IRAUTO partnership.

Form 4797 is entitled "Sales of Business Prpperty" and,
among other things, is the form used to report the sale or
exchange of property used in a trade or business depreciable and
amortizable property, and the disposition of noncapital assets.
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In the notice of deficiency, respondent disallowed the loss

on the grounds that IRA did not establish a basis in the assets

sold or disposed of, that IRA failed to prove that the

transaction had economic substance, and that the sale was to one

or more related parties and wds, therefore, subject to the

provisions of section 267 limiting the deduction of losses on

such transactions. The claimed loss arises out of a sale by

Decision Holdings Corp. (Decision Holdings), a subsidiary of

IRA.6°

Decision Holdings was incorporated under the laws of the

State of Delaware on November 3, 1988. It initially was named

Tokyo Stress Management Co., which was changed to Decision

Holdings Corp. on November 30, 1988, prior to the issuance of any

of the corporation's stock.

Before December 1, 1988, Decision Holdings was inactive and

had never been capitalized. Its officers were Gallenberger,

secretary, and Freeman, president.

In December 1988, Kanter devised and implemented a series of

transactions to generate a $1,073,835 loss for IRA. On or about

December 1, 1988, IRA transferred its 100 shares of the common

stock of Zeus, its 1,200 shares of class A preferred stock of

Cedilla Invest., and $60,000 cash to Decision Holdings in

60 The income, expenses, and losses of Decision Holdings were
reported on the consolidated Federal income tax return filed by
IRA for the year at issue.
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exchange for 850 shares (85 percent) of the corporation's common

stock. Also on December 1, 1988, TG Associates pimited

Partnership (TG), a Connecticut limited partnership transferred

to Decision Holdings a third-party installment promissory note of

$3,389,592, its interests and obligations as lessee under a

lease, and its rights (but not obligations) unde a remarketing

agreement. In turn, Decision Holdings transferred $51,000 cash

to TG and 150 shares (15 percent) of Decision Holdings common

stock.

The lease transferred by TG to Decision Holdings is dated

August 29, 1983, and was an agreement between Deþisions Inc., a

Florida corporation, as lessor, and TG, as lessee, for an 84-

month term lease of certain computer equipment and peripherals.

The specific equipment that is the subject of the lease was not

used by TG but was subleased to various end users.

The installment promissory note was dated August 29, 1983

(the note). The payor was Solutions, Inc. (Solurtions), a

Delaware corporation. TG was the payee, the notp was in the

amount of $3,389,592 principal plus interest at the rate of 14

percent per annum and was payable over an 84-month period

commencing September 1, 1983, and continuing th ough August 1,

1990. The note states that Solutions and TG were parties to a

purchase agreement of the same date, pursuant to which TG sold

equipment to Solutions. Unless the context of the note indicated
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otherwise, terms defined in the purchase agreement had the same

meaning in the note. The note provided:

In the event * * * [Solutions] pays any of the Debts
(which, upon the occurrence and continuation of an
Event of Default under the Lease and upon notice * * *
to [TG], * * * [Solutions] shall have the right, but
not the obligation so to do) whether pursuant to the
terms of Liens or otherwise, all amounts so paid shall
be deemed to be prepayments under this Note in such
manner as to principal and interest as * * *
[Solutions] shall elect.

The lease referred to in that provision of the note is not

in the record. Similarly, the remarketing agreement transferred

from TG to Decisions Holding is not in the record.

On December 30, 1988, Decision Holdings entered into a "Sale

and Assignment Agreement" whereby Decision Holdings ("seller")

transferred the installment promissory note, interests and

obligations as lessee under the lease, and rights under the

remarketing agreement, plus $3,000, cash to Autochthon

Associates, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (as "buyer"), in

exchange for no consideration other than the assumption of

certain purported liabilities in connection with the lease. As a

result of the transaction Decision Holdings claimed a $1,073,835

loss which respondent disallowed on the 1988 consolidated income

tax return filed by IRA.

The partners of Autochthon Associates, L.P., and their

contributions to the partnership, were as follows:
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(1) The general partner was Autochthon Adm.nistration, Inc.

--($10); and

(2) the limited partners were the Penobscot Nation-($989);

and Autochthon Investment, Inc.--($1). The president of

Autochthon Administration, Inc., was an associate of Mallin.

OPINION

IRA contends that it and the TG limited partnership's

transfer of assets to Decision Holdings qualifien for

nonrecognition treatment under section 351. IRA claims that the

cost or basis of the interests transferred by TG to Decision

Holdings as of December 1, 1988, was $1,091,641. Thus, it is

asserted that Decision Holdings, under section 362, had a

carryover of TG's basis in the assets the limited partnership

transferred to it, so that Decision Holdings rea ized a

$1,073,835 loss on the sale of those assets to Autochthon. IRA

further maintains that (1) respondent's argument that section 351

is inapplicable to the transaction was not raised in the notice

of deficiency, and such issue is not properly before the Court;

(2) there was a business purpose for the transaction; and (3)

Decision Holdings' basis in the assets it subsequently sold was

substantiated.

Respondent contends that IRA engaged in the purported

section 351 transaction for tax avoidance purposes in order to

enable it to claim a loss in excess of $1 million from Decision
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Holdings' sale of the assets a short time later. Respondent

argues that IRA was seeking only to obtain a large potential loss

deduction for itself. It is pointed out that IRA received 85

percent of Decision Holdings' shares in exchange for $60,000,

whereas the TG limited partnership received $51,000 and 15

percent of Decision Holdings' shares in exchange for the assets.

Respondent also contends that IRA failed to substantiate Decision

Holdings' claimed basis in the assets.

We agree with respondent. We view the two-step transaction

involving Decision Holdings as an economic sham and disregard it

for Federal income tax purposes.

The step transaction doctrine provides that, when separate

steps are integrated parts of a single plan, the separate steps

are disregarded, and the entire plan is viewed as a unit for

purposes of determining the tax consequences. See Helvering v.

Alabama Asphaltic Limestone Co., 315 U.S. 179 (1942); McDonald's

Restaurantsr Inc., v. Commissioner, 688 F.2d 520, 524-525 (7th

Cir. 1982), revg. 76 T.C. 972 (1980). In general, a series of

steps will be integrated into a single plan if the steps are

interdependent, which determination is made by reference to

whether the legal relationships created by any one step would

have been fruitless without the completion of the entire series,

or whether the component parts of the transaction were part of a

single transaction intended to reach the ultimate result.
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Section 1011 provides that the adjusted basis for

determining the gain or loss from the sale or ot er disposition

of property is the basis determined under sectio t 1012, adjusted

as provided in section 1016. Section 1012 provi es that the

basis of property is the cost of the property an under section

362(a) such basis in a transferor carries over tó a corporation

where such property is contributed tö the corporation for stock

under section 351.

The transaction involved here is a classic .xample of loss-

buyirig. It was a premeditated and abusive tax s :heme structured

by Kanter for the sole purpose of obtaining an enormous and

unjustified loss deduction on behalf of his cont olled

corporation, IRA. IRA became involved in the matter at the

direction of Kanter, who acknowledged that the t ansaction at

issue was hurried and there had been no due dili ence with

respect thereto. .

The entire scheme--a purported section 351 exchange and

subsequent disposition (sale and assignment)--tock less than 30

days. The reality of the transaction is that IRA paid $60,000

cash on December 1, 1988, for an ordinary loss supposedly

realized on December 30, 1988, in the amount of 1, 073, 835 that

was claimed on IRA's 1988 Federal income tax return.

IRA failed to present any evidence to suppo t the legitimacy

of the installment promissory note or that the nhte represented
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bona fide indebtedness. The note was clearly tied to a

sale/leaseback tax shelter transaction. No records were

introduced to establish that principal or interest payments were

made at any time, or that the principal had not been prepaid

directly or through the "Event of Default" under the lease, nor

was any testimony provided by either of the parties to the note

(TG or Solutions). There is no evidence that the note had any

value at the time of the transfer to Decision Holdings.

IRA also failed to present any evidence to support the

legitimacy of the lease agreement, such as records establishing

that lease payments were being made, or had ever been made, nor

was any evidence introduced regarding the underlying computer

equipment and end users, including any documents to establish

that the equipment had any value at all at the time of the

transfer to Decision Holdings.

There is no evidence that Autochthon ever made any payments

in connection with the liabilities it purportedly assumed in

connection with the sale and assignment entered into with

Decision Holdings or received any payments in connection with the

installment promissory note transferred to it.

In our opinion, Kanter simply activated a shelf corporation

(Decision Holdings) for the limited purpose of utilizing the tax-

free exchange rules set forth in section 351 and facilitating

related transfers. No evidence was presented that Decision
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Holdings engaged in any business activities. Kanter orchestrated

the series of transactions to create phony losses for IRA.

No one who had been an officer or director f Decision

Holdings at the time of the transactions provide any testimony

in connection with this issue at the trial. IRA did not present

a general ledger, cash·receipts journal, or cash disbursements

journal in connection with Decision Holdings for 1988.

Kanter's testimony regarding his "having to do the deal in a

hurry" is ambiguous at best and provides no cred ble .explanation

as to why a seasoned investor would get into a s pposedly profit-

motivated deal on December 1, without "really doing any due

diligence", and then dispose of the assets 29 da s later at a

loss without any significant intervening events. It seems that

the only hurry on Kanter's part was to finish thé deal before the

end of the tax year so that IRA could take advan age of a loss of

more than $1 million.

Accordingly, we hold that the claimed loss deduction was

correctly disallowed by respondent because the transactions

giving rise to the loss had no independent econodic subs t ance and

were entered into solely for tax reasons. Therefore, IRA is not

entitled to the claimed loss deduction.
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Issue 24. Whether IRA Is Entitled to a Charitable Contribution
Carryover Deduction for 1983

OPINION

In the notice of deficiency for 1983, respondent determined

that IRA was not entitled to a charitable contribution carryover

in the amount of $203. Because the charitable contribution

deductions were allowed in prior years, there was no carryover

from 1982 to 1983. IRA did not introduce any evidence on this

issue. Therefore, we sustain respondent's determination.

Issue 25. Whether IRA Is Entitled to Certain Claimed Capital
Lossés for 1985

FINDINGS OF FACT

On its Federal income tax return for 1985, IRA claimed

capital losses of $766,566 on the purported sales or other

dispositions of certain assets as follows:

Gross
Date Date Sale

Description Acquired Sold Price Basis Loss
Brajda's 5/14/85 3/18/85 $19,388 $58,251 ($38,863)
N/R Funding Sys. 7/82 12/01/85 20,000 91,988 (71,988)
N/R Tanglewood 7/11/80 12/01/85 10,000 350,000 (340,000)
N/R LBG 9/83 12/01/85 10 39,500 (39,490)
N/R Sherwood 10/84 12/01/85 1,000 47,925 (46,925)
U.S. Mineral 7/13/81 12/01/85 500 , 87,700 (87,200)
Comp. Container 2/25/83 12/01/85 25,000 115,000 (90,000)
Modular Power 3/18/83 12/01/85 100 12,200 (12,100)
Forenergy 12/83 12/01/85 5,000 45,000 (40,000)

Total 80,998 847,564 (766,566)

In the notice of deficiency, respondent disallowed the

claimed losses on the grounds that IRA did not establish its

basis in the assets sold or disposed of and IRA did not
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demonstrate that the transactions had any substance. Respondent

further determined that the sales we e to a reladed part and

were subject to section 267, which disallows losdes between

related parties.

As of June 24, 1985, IRA's general ledger reflected a note

receivable in the amount of $122,500 owing by Fugding Systems.

It further reflected that, on that säme date, IRA received

payments, leaving a $91,988 balance due on the r ceivable.

LBG Properties, Inc. (LBG), is à subsidiary of IRA. IRA's

general ledger reflected that IRA had had a note receivable of

$39, 500 owing by LBG.

Sherwood Associates (the Sherwood partnersh p) is a

partnership in which IRA was a partner. IRA's general' ledger

reflected that IRA had a note receivable of $47, 25 owing by the

Sherwood partnership.

Tanglewood Properties, Inc. (Tanglewood), is a subsidiary of

Holding Co. Prior to 1981, Holding Co. had paid or transferred

$350,000 to Tanglewood. On its books, Holding Ca. recorded this

transaction as a note receivable owing by Tangle good. On or

before August 31, 1981, IRA acquired the Tanglew3od receivable

61 Respondent conceded the adjustments relating to the capital
losses claimed on the sales of stock of Brajda's, U.S. Mineral,
Composite Container, Modular Power, and Forenergy. The remaining
adjustments are in dispute.
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from Holding Co. in exchange for a receivable owing by IRA to

Holding Co.

Pursuant to Kanter's instructions, on December 1, 1985, IRA

sold the receivables due from Tanglewood, LBG, and Sherwood to

Kanter for $10,000, $10, and $1,000, respectively, and sold the

receivable due from Funding Systems to Holding Co. for $20,000.

With respect to each of the sales, Kanter determined the sales

price. The sale prices were not determined by arm's-length

negotiations.

Neither Kanter nor Holding Co. paid cash to IRA for the

receivables. Instead, receivables due from Kanter and Holding

Co., in the amounts of the respective sale prices of the

receivable, were recorded through adjusting journal entries on

the books of IRA. The sole purpose of the sales was an attempt

by Kanter to provide a basis for IRA to claim a deduction for

Federal income tax purposes.

According to IRA's general ledger, on February 19, 1986, the

$39,500 lent to LBG by IRA and the $47,925 lent to Sherwood by

IRA was repaid to IRA in full. On February 28, 1986, Tanglewood

repaid $6,000 of its loan from IRA, and on June 24, 1986, IRA

received repayments on the Funding Systems note in the amounts of

$10,000, $4,500, and $10,000. The payments from Funding Systems

were credited to Holding Co. by an adjusting journal entry on

IRA's general ledger. The payments from Sherwood and LBG were
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paid to Kanter. On his 1986 return, Kanter repörted $46, 925
I

($47,925 - $1,000) as income from loan proceeds Èrom the Sherwood

payment and $39,480 ($39,500 - $20) as miscellan ous income from

the LBG payment.

A foreclosure action was filed against LBG. The litigation

of the foreclosure was not completed until at lekst 1988. During

1988, LBG was still in existence and was receiving bills from at

least one creditor, Payton and Rachlin. .

Tanglewood filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy under

chapter 11 during May 1990.

OPINION

With respect to IRA's claimed "sales" of the notes

receivable from Funding Systems, Tanglewood, LBG and Sherwood to

Holding Co. and Kanter, evidence that the "sales took place

primarily consists of adjusting journal entries on the books of

IRA that credited these receivables and debited "notes

receivable" owing by Holding Co. and Kanter. As the adjusting

journal entries show, neither Holding Co. nor Kahter paid cash

for these notes at the time of "sale". In 1986, repayments of

the notes were made to IRA rather than Kanter, who allegedly had

bought the notes on December 1, 1985. Thus, we hink IRA failed

to establish that sales of the notes actually took place, as

evidenced by these bookkeeping entries. See J.G. Boswell Co. ·v.
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Commissioner, 34 T.C. 539, 545 (1960), affd. 302 F.2d 682 (9th

Cir. 1962).

Moreover, the transactions did not establish bona fide

losses for Federal income tax purposes. Kanter testified that

the purpose of IRA's purported sale of the Funding Systems note

to Holding Co. was to "establish the loss in the manner I have

described before." He testified earlier that he had problems

getting the Internal Revenue Service to allow deductions for

items that he thought were worthless, so he decided the best way

was to sell a note to establish a loss.

IRA was owned by BRT, the beneficiaries of which were

members of Kanter's family. Holding Co. was partially owned by

Kanter and BRT. Kanter was counsel to IRA and Holding Co.' and,

at various times, was also an officer or director. There is no

evidence that anyone, other than Kanter, had a role in

establishing the sale prices for the notes. Kanter acknowledged

that he "largely determined" the sale prices for the notes.

Hence, the sale prices were not determined by arm's-length

negotiations.

Kanter's testimony regarding the "sales" further indicates

their lack of economic substance. With respect to the Funding

Systems note receivable, he testified, on direct examination,

that Funding Systems had filed for bankruptcy, that he did not

remember the exact date, but thought it was in the early 1980's,
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and that, at some point, Funding Systems came out of bankruptcy

and the note was worthless. On cross-examinatiod, Kanter

testified that the note was thought to have a value of $20, 000 at

the time it was "sold" to Holding Co. In fact, RA received

repayments on the Funding Systems note totaling 24, 500 on June

24, 1986. Kanter admitted that the sale price o the Funding

Systems note was not based on an appraisal, a ledal opinion of

those involved in the proceedings, balance sheet of Funding

Systems, or any type of bona fide analysis. He stated that the

purpose of the "sale" was to establish a loss for tax purposes.

This testimony does not establish the value of t e note at the

time of "sale".

With respect to the Tanglewood note, Kanter.testified that,

by the time IRA wrote off the Tanglehood loan, "Et was clear that

there would be no assets available to pay this particular

obligation," yet he purportedly paid $10,000 for the note. If,

in 1985, it appeared that there would be no assets from which to

collect the note, it was not explained why Kante was willing to

pay $10,000 for the note. Moreover, Kanter's te timony that

there were no assets to repay this obligation is contradicted by

Tanglewood's repayment of $6,000 to IRA in February 1986. This

evidence indicates that the $10, 000 sale price w s an arbitrary

figure determined by Kanter that had no relation hip to the fair

market value of the note in 1985. We also note that this is the
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same note that Kanter subsequently "sold" to Windy City for $100

on December 22, 1987.

Contrary to Kanter's testimony that there was no chance of

recovery on the LBG note, IRA's 1986 general ledger shows that

the $39,500 lent to LBG was repaid in full to IRA on February 19,

1986. This evidence indicates that the $10 sale price was an

arbitrary figure determined by Kanter that had no relationship to

the fair market value of the note in 1985 and that the sale to

Kanter was not entered into for profit by IRA but was an attempt

to establish a basis to claim a loss for tax purposes.

With respect to the Sherwood note, Kanter testified that the

"note was written off because there was no opportunity and no

chance of recovery", but he purportedly paid $1,000 for it. If,

in 1985, it appeared that there would be no assets from which to

collect the note, Kanter should not have been willing to pay

$1,000 for the note. In fact, the evidence shows that the note

was not worthless. Contrary to Kanter's testimony that there was

no chance of recovery on the Sherwood note, IRA's 1986 general

ledger shows that the $47,925 lent to Sherwood was repaid in full

to IRA on February 19, 1986. The fact that the loan was repaid

in full on February 19, 1986, shows that the note was not

worthless in 1985. This evidence indicates that the $1,000 sale

price was an arbitrary figure determined by Kanter that had no

relationship to the fair market value of the note in 1985 and
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that the sale to Kanter was not entered into for profit by IRA,

but was an attempt to establish a 1985 loss for tax purposes.

Given the fact that IRA and Holding Co. were owned by trusts

for the benefit of Kanter's family, that Kanter controlled the

management of IRA and Holding Co., that he largely determined the

sale prices, that the values placed on the notes by Kanter were

contradicted by other evidence, that the sale prices were nominal

compared to the face amount of the notes, and thEt the admitted

purpose of the sales was to establish losses for tax purposes, we

conclude that the "sales" (if they took place) lécked economic

substance and, therefore, did not constitute idertifiable events

for purposes of loss recognition.

As confirmed by Kanter's testimony, the "sales" were merely

attempts by IRA to claim deductions for alleged orthlessness or

alleged partial worthlessness of debts without m eting the

requirements of section 166. If the Court were o recognize such

practices as bona fide sales for purposes of loss recognition,

section 166 would be substantially undermined. The scheme

employed, as a purported sale, does not establish the amount, if

any, of loss incurred; consequently, the losses purportedly

realized are not recognized.

In addition, we hold that IRA failed to establish that the

notes. receivable were not sold to related parties within the

meaning of section 267.
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With respect to the losses claimed on the sales of IRA's

notes receivable from Tanglewood, LBG, and Sherwood, IRA's

adjusting journal entries and Kanter's testimony indicate that

these notes receivable were sold by IRA to Kanter. IRA failed to

establish that Kanter did not indirectly own more than 50 percent

of IRA, and, therefore, the claimed losses are not allowable.

See sec. 267(a) and (b)(2). In fact, the evidence indicates

that Kanter did indirectly own more than 50 percent of IRA within

the meaning of section 267(b)(2). During 1985, the sole

shareholder.of IRA was BRT, and the beneficiaries of BRT were

members of Kanter's family within the meaning of section

267(b)(1) and (c)(4). Stock owned by BRT is considered as being

owned proportionately by its beneficiaries, members of Kanter's

family. See sec. 267(c)(1). Stock owned directly or indirectly

by members of Kanter's family is considered owned by him. See

sec. 267(c)(2). Since the beneficiaries of BRT are considered to

own the stock of IRA, the beneficiaries of BRT are members of

Kanter's family, and Kanter is considered as owning the stock

owned by members of his family for purposes of section 267(b)(2),

Kanter owned more than 50 percent of IRA. Therefore, IRA's

claimed losses on its sales of the Tanglewood, LBG, and Sherwood

notes receivable to Kanter are not allowable. See Pomeranz v.

Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1980-36 (disallowing a loss on a sale of

stock by the taxpayer to a corporation owned by a family trust
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for the benefit of members of the taxpayer's family on the ground

the taxpayer was deemed to own the shares held by the

beneficiaries of the trust under section 267).

With respect to the loss claimed on the sale of IRA's note

receivable from Funding Systems, IRA's adjusting journal entries

and Kanter's testimony indicate that this note r ceivable was

sold by IRA to Holding Co. IRA failed to establish that:IRA and

Holding Co. were not members of the same control ed grou within

the meaning of section 267(b) (3), and, therefore the claimed

loss is not allowable. See sec. 267 (a) and (b) ( ) . In fact, the

evidence shows that IRA and Holding Co. were members of the same

controlled group within the meaning of section 2 7 (b) (3) .

As previously stated, IRA was owned by BRT, the

beneficiaries of which were members of Kanter's gamily. The

corporate minutes of Holding Co. show that the shareholders of

Holding Co. were Kanter, BRT, and various other trusts. Kanter

was at times president of Holding Co. Holding Co. was a client

of Principal Services.

Kanter directed moneys and other personal service income

(such as trustee fees earned by him as trustee of the Hi-Chicago

Trust) to Holding Co. The facts show that, like IRA, Holding Co.

was owned by members of Kanter's family and that, under the rules

of attribution set forth in section 1563 (d) and (e) , the same

five or fewer persons owned 50 percent or more of IRA and Holding
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Co. Therefore, IRA and Holding Co. were members of a brother-

sister controlled group under section 1563(a)(2), which is

incorporated by reference in section 267(b)(3) and (f).

Finally, IRA failed to establish that any of the alleged

debts became wholly worthless in 1985, and, consequently, it is

not entitled to bad debt deductions.

Pursuant to section 166(a)(1), a deduction is allowed for

any debt which becomes worthless within the taxable year. When

satisfied that a business debt is recoverable only in part, the

Commissioner may allow such debt, as a deduction, in an amount

not in excess of the part charged off within the taxable year.

See sec. 166(a)(2). As shown above, the notes were not wholly

worthless because some of the notes were later paid in full and

partial payments were made on others. Sec. 1.166-3(a)(2)(i),

Income Tax Regs., provides generally that if the District

Director is satisfied that a debt is partially worthless, the

amount which has become worthless will be allowed as a deduction

under sec. 166(a)(2), "but only to the extent charged off during

the taxable year." No portion of the notes owing to IRA was

charged off during the taxable year on its books and records.

The deduction for partial worthlessness is at the discretion of

the Commissioner and should not be interfered with by the Courts

unless the Commissioner was plainly arbitrary and unreasonable.

See Strahan v. Commissioner, 42 F.2d 729, 731 (6th Cir. 1930).
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IRA failed to establish that the Commissioner's

deductions for the partial worthlessness of the

failure to allow

debts described

was arbitrary or unreasonable. Accordingly, we hold that IRA is

not entitled to any bad debt deduction on the notes receivable

discussed.

Issue 26. Whether IRA Is Entitled to Claimed Bad Debt Deductions
for 1987

FINDINGS OF FACT

On its Federal income tax return for 1987, 1RA claimed bad

debt deductions based on the worthlessness of the following notes

receivable:

Debtor Deduction

Claude Ballard $84,889
Robert Lisle 12,185
H. Abernathy 28,939
Forest Activities 6,000

Total 132,013

In the notice of deficiency, respondent disallowed IRA's

claimed bad debt deductions on the ground that i was not

established that any bad debts existed in fact a d in law or, if

existing, were not adequately substantiated as t amount.

The transactions with Ballard and Lisle that gave rise to

the notes in question that were reflected on the books and

records of IRA were not loans but were amounts earned by Ballard

and Lisle for their respective roles in the Prud ntial income

scheme.
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IRA's writeoff of these notes receivable from Ballard and

Lisle was based on the contention that Ballard and Lisle did not

acknowledge that any debt existed.

During 1987 Ballard and Lisle had the resources to pay in

full the subject notes held by IRA.

IRA failed to establish that the notes of Ballard and Lisle

were in fact debts of Ballard and Lisle. If, however, the notes

represented indebtedness, IRA failed to establish that the notes

of Ballard and Lisle, in the amounts of $84,889 and $12,185,

respectively, became worthless in 1987.

H. Abernathy (Abernathy) was a preferred shareholder of IFI.

During 1974 and 1975, IFI lent Abernathy amounts totaling

$105,000. The loans were evidenced by three demand notes, signed

by Abernathy, that recited an interest rate of 10 percent. In

1977, the loans were partially repaid by crediting Abernathy's

preferred stock dividends from IFI against the balance of the

loans. As of December 1987, IFI's books reflected a balance due

on the loans of $67,098.04. In December 1987, IFI transferred

this loan to IRA as part of its consideration for the

cancellation of IFI's debt to IRA. IRA reduced the basis of this

loan to $28,862.29 and wrote off that amount as a bad debt.

IRA failed to establish that the note receivable from

Abernathy had any value prior to 1987 and failed to establish

that the note became worthless during 1987.
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Forest Activities, Ltd. (Forest), was a lim:.ted partnership,

previously known as Sherwood Associates. Alpha Pinancial Corp.

(AFC) was the sole general partner of Forest. G llenberger was

the secretary of AFC. The record does not show phat

consideration or transaction gave rise to the in ebtedness owing

by Forest to IRA.

Forest owned rental property. According to the 1988

partnership return of Forest, its rental property was sold in a

foreclosure on March 31, 1988. According to the January 1, 1988,

balance sheet on Forest's 1988 return, Forest had assets with a

book value of $2,652,193 including $76,106 cash Ând liabilities

of $4,211,337 on that date.

After the foreclosure, as of December 31, 1988, Forest owned

cash of $17,121 and had ho liabilities. In 1989) Forest earned

$20,055 income and, as of December 31, 1989, had cash of $37,176

and no liabilities. No evidence was presented as to the

financial worth of AFC, the general partner.

IRA failed to establish that the note receivable from Forest

in the amount of $6,000 existed in fact and failed to establish

that the note receivable became worthless during 1987.

OPINION

Section 166(a) allows a deduction for any debt that becomes

wholly worthless within the taxable year.
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To be entitled to a bad debt deduction under section 166,

the .taxpayer, among other things, must establish that a genuine

debt in fact existed, and that the debt became worthless within

that taxable year. See Andrew v. Commissioner, 54 T.C. 239, 245

(1970); sec. 1.166-1(c), Income Tax Regs.

In deciding whether a debt has become worthless, we consider

whether a creditor in the exercise of sound business judgment

would conclude that the debt is uncollectible. See Andrew v.

Commissioner, supra at 248. Thus, whether a debt has become

worthless in a particu,lar year is a question of fact. However,

the resolution of such issue is based on objective factors and

not merely on the taxpayer's subjective judgment as to

worthlessness. See generally sec. 1.166-2(a), Income Tax Regs.

IRA again argues that certain statements made by

respondent's counsel at trial were "concessions", and that the

only issue to be decided was whether the debts were worthless in

1987 when they were written off. Respondent, on the other hand,

contends that IRA failed to establish that (1) Ballard's and

Lisle's debts became worthless during 1987; (2) the Abernathy

debt (a) had any value prior to 1987, and (b) became worthless

during 1987; and (3) the Forest limited partnership debt (a)

existed in fact, and (b) became worthless during 1987.

We agree with respondent. First, we reject IRA's concession

argument. It has no merit.
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Second, we hold that IRA is not entitled to!bad debt

deductions for the $84,889 and $12,185 writeoffs of the Ballard

and Lisle notes. Between 1982 and 1987, IRA or FI paid Ballard

and Lisle $196,648 and $28,284, respectively, and reflected the

payments as notes receivables in those amounts f om Ballard and

Lisle. IRA did not pay the funds to Ballard and Lisle as loans,

but rather as part of the moneys earned by Ballard and Lisle for

their role in the Prudential income scheme. In ddition, the

record contains no notes or other written docume tation of an

acknówledgment by Ballard or Lisle of purported ebts to IRA and

IFI. There is no evidence that IRA charged any nterest to

Ballard or Lisle, collected any interest from th m, or demanded

any collateral with respect to the purported loahs. Both Ballard

and Lisle disputed that their alleged debts to IRA existed. In

1987, when IRA wrote off the purported notes, neither Ballard nor

Lisle reported the discharge of this indebtedness as income on

their respective 1987 income tax return or subsequent returns.

Therefore, IRA failed to establish that any valid debt from

Ballard or Lisle existed that could be written o|ff in 1987. But

even if valid debts existed, the evidence shows that both Ballard

and Lisle had sufficient resources in 1987 to pay in full to IRA

the alleged notes receivable. Consequently, IRA failed to

establish that the alleged notes receivable beca.e worthless in

1987.
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IRA also failed to show that the $28,939 note receivable

from Abernathy became worthless in 1987. Similarly, with respect

to the Forest limited partnership note, IRA did not establish

that (1) a bona fide debt, in fact, existed, and (2) that the

debt became worthless in 1987.

Issue 27. Whether IRA Is Entitled to Claimed Ordinary Losses on
Sales of Notes Receivable for 1987

FINDINGS OF FACT

On its Federal income tax return for 1987, IRA claimed total

ordinary losses of $1,176,670 on purported sales to MAF, Inc.

(MAF), of business notes receivable from the following entities:

Note Receivable Maker Claimed Loss

HELO $485,824
Safari 42,494
CMB Cinema Trust 30,512
CMB Cinema Trust II 7,209
RWL Cinema Trust 9,290
RWL Cinema Trust II 29,294
HGA Cinema Trust 57,725
Elk Investment 33,000
Inter-Alia Investment 53,968
Steve and Karen Hargen 3,452
HELO 78,034
Cedilla Invest. 345,868

Total 1,176,670

In the notice of deficiency, respondent disallowed the above

losses on the grounds that IRA did not establish its basis in the

assets sold or disposed of, it did not demonstrate that the

transactions had any substance, and the sales were to a related
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party and were subject to section 267, which disallows losses

between related parties.

Pursuant to Kanter's instructions, in late December 1987,

IRA purportedly sold the notes receivable to MAF for $1 each in

an attempt to establish worthlessness for the so e purpose of

claiming a loss for Federal income tax purposes. The notes

receivable had been recorded on the books and re ords of IRA but

were not evidenced by any written notes and were not secured by

any collateral.

During 1987, Morrison was the president of MAF, which was

located in Florida. Morrison had known Kanter since the early

1960's. He and Kanter were friends and had mutual clients.

Morrison became president of MAF at the request of, and as a

favor to, Freeman. Morrison received no compen ation for his

services as president of MAF. His secretary, Sde Hutton, was

secretary of MAF.

During 1987, MAF purportedly,purchased the notes receivable

from IRA for $1 each as an accommodation to Kanter. The

collectibility of the notes did not matter to MAF or Morrison.

At the time MAF purportedly purchased the notes from IRA, MAF

knew nothing about the financial condition of t e alleged makers

of the notes.

MAF held some small investments. It ceased doing business

in the late 1980's. The last transaction engaged in by MAF was
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its purported purchase of the notes from IRA. MAF never held

director or shareholder meetings.

During the years 1979 through 1989, Cedilla Invest. was a

subsidiary of IRA. Cedilla Invest. had total assets of

$10,008,632, $526,374, $526,374, and $575,896 on December 31,

1986, December 31, 1987, December 31, 1988, and December 31,

1989, respectively. Cedilla Invest. earned total income in the

amounts of $443,762, $52,656, and $11,702 for 1987, 1988, and

1989, respectively.

During 1983 and 1984, HELO was a subsidiary of Holding Co.

The proceeds of the "loans" to the Safari trust, CMB Cinema

Trust, CMB Cinema II Trust, RWL Trust, RWL Trust II, Elk

Investment, and Inter Alia Investment were used to invest in

unsuccessful film projects.

Ballard reported $41,697, $41,697, and $80 of income from

the CMB Cinema Trust II on his 1987, 1988, and 1989 returns,

respectively. Lisle reported $30 and $41,577 of income from the

RWL Cinema Trust II on his 1987 and 1988 returns. Ballard and

Lisle were, respectively, grantors of these trusts. See sec.

671.

With respect to the purported sales of notes receivable to

MAF in 1987, IRA failed to establish that it had any basis in the

notes.
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With respect to the purported sales of note receivable to

MAF in 1987, IRA failed to establish that the sales of the notes

were in substance bona fide sales that gave rise to bona fide

losses.

IRA failed to establish that any of these n tes became

wholly or partially worthless in 1987.

OPINION

IRA again makes the same arguments that were made with

respect to Issue 21; namely, that (1) certain st tements by

respondent's counsel at trial are "concessions"; (2) IRA

substantiated its basis and is entitled to the o dinary losses

claimed; and (3) alternatively, if the Court holds either that

(a) the transactions were not bona fide transact ons for tax

purposes, or (b) no loss is allowable under section 267 because

the sales were to a related party, IRA is still entitled to

deductions for partial worthlessness under section 166(a)(2).

Respondent, on the other hand, contends that IRA failed to meet

its burden of proof on this issue.

We agree with respondent for several reasona. The facts

pertaining to the sales of these notes parallel the facts

considered in Issue 21, wherein Kanter individually sold notes,
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bonds, and other security interests to MAF for nominal

consideration.62

On December 17, 1987, IRA acquired notes receivable totaling

$1,120,889 from IFI in cancellation of IFI's $507,648 note due to

IRA. This transfer included the notes receivable listed above

except those due- from HELO and Cedilla Invest. in the amounts of

$485,824 and $345,868, respectively. (This is the same

transaction in which IRA acquired the Ballard, Lisle, and

Abernathy notes previously discussed.) While the principal

amounts of the notes acquired from IFI were greater than the

amounts set forth above, through an adjusting journal entry IRA

reduced the basis of these notes. On December 30, 1987, IRA sold

the notes for $1 each to MAF in an attempt to establish

worthlessness. Kanter testified that IRA knew that the notes

were worthless at the time IRA acquired the notes from IFI. The

transaction was entered into by IRA and IFI as a means to shift

62 Kanter assisted the CMB and RWL Trusts in obtaining these
loans from IRA and IFI to permit the trusts to invest in various
movie partnerships. The loans to the trusts essentially amounted
to nonrecourse loans to Ballard and Lisle, as Ballard and Lisle
had no legal obligation to repay the loans. However, because the
trusts were grantor trusts, Ballard and Lisle claimed the tax
benefits from the trusts' movie partnership investments on their
respective individual income tax returns. During the year at
issue, Cedilla Invest. was a subsidiary of IRA and is the same
entity that was involved in the equipment leasing transactions
considered in Issue 22. During 1983 and 1984, HELO was a
subsidiary of Holding Co. Elk Investment and Inter Alia
Investment had likewise borrowed funds to invest in unsuccessful
movie partnerships.
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artificially losses from IFI to IRA by mere bookkeeping entries.

As further discussed below, if the notes were wo,thless at the

time they were acquired by IRA, IRA could not ha e suffe'red a

loss by selling the notes because it did not par with anything

of value.

The CMB Cinema Trust and CMB Cinema Trust I were trusts for

the benefit of Ballard's family and the RWL Cine a Trust and RWL

Cinema Trust II were trusts for the benefit of Lisle's family.

IRA and/or IFI did not pay or transfer moneys to the CMB Cinema

Trust, CMB Cinema Trust II, RWL Cinema Trust and, RWL Cinema Trust

II as loans but rather as part of the moneys ear ed by Ballard

and Lisle for their.roles in the Prudential inco e scheme and,

therefore, the funds were not intended to be rephid. The alleged

notes receivable or debts did not in fact exist,, and IRA did not

establish its basis in the alleged notes receiva le.

With respect to the claimed losses on the sales of the other

alleged notes receivable, IRA presented no evidehce that IRA, as

opposed to Administration Co., paid or advanced oneys as loans

to the alleged debtors. IRA presented no eviden e as to why the

funds were advanced to the alleged debtors. Except for a

notation as to the interest rate for some of the alleged loans

listed in its Loans Receivable ledger, IRA presented no evidence

regarding the terms of the alleged loans such as the due dates or

interest rates. IRA presented no evidence that the loans were
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secured by any collatéral, nor was there any evidence of payments

on the loans. Although these loans were listed on IRA's books

and records as "Notes Receivable" or "N/R", no notes or any other

written acknowledgment of the alleged loans was introduced into

evidence. With the exception of Kanter, in his capacity as

trustee of the HGA Cinema Trust, none of the alleged debtors

testified as to the existence of any debt. In our view, IRA's

lack of notes or other written acknowledgment of the existence ·of

these debts, lack of any collateral, and lack of repayments

indicate that, like the payments to the Ballard and Lisle family

trusts, IRA never intended that the alleged debtors would be

required to repay these funds. Consequently, the alleged loans

did not exist. In sum, we conclude that IRA failed to establish

that the claimed notes receivable represented valid debts

stemming from debtor-creditor relationships and, therefore,

failed to show that it had any basis from which any loss could be

determined on their purported sales.

Economically, the sales of the notes receivable of

$1,760,682 for $12 make no sense. If the notes were not

worthless, IRA would not have sold them for $12. If the notes

were worthless, an unrelated third party would not have had any

interest in purchasing them for $12.

Kanter testified that he and Freeman agreed that the notes

receivable in question were worthless. Kanter explained that the
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purpose of the "sales" to MAF was to establish "worthlessness".

Kanter's testimony was corroborated by Morrison, who stated that

MAF bought the notes from IRA as an "accommodatiön" to Kanter.

Morrison further testified that, at the time MAF "purchased" the

notes, Morrison did not know the financial condition of the

alleged makers of the notes and that it did not atter to him

whether or not the notes were collectible. Like the previously

discussed 1985 "sales" of notes receivable by IRA to Kanter and

Holding Co., the testimony of Kanter and Morrison, and the lack

of economic substance to the "sales" show that the sole purpose

of the "sales" was to establish a basis for IRA to claim losses

for Federal income tax purposes.

Although IRA did not deduct the alleged notes receivable as

bad debts, Kanter testified that he believed that the notes were

worthless. However, IRA did not establish that any of the

claimed notes became worthless in 1987, and, therefore, IRA is

not entitled to a bad debt deduction for 1987 f r such notes.

With respect to the notes acquired from IF , in order to

prove entitlement to a bad debt deduction in the amounts claimed,

IRA must show that the notes had their face valdes at the time

acquired by IRA on December 22, 1987, and that n event occurred

to cause them to become worthless by December 3 , 1987. See

Dustin v. Commissioner, 53 T.C. 491, 501 (1969), affd. 467 F.2d

47 (9th Cir. 1972). IRA failed to do so.
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With respect to the HELO notes, Kanter testified that "It

was an entity that had ceased doing business sometime earlier. I

don't know exactly when. It had no assets." This statement that

HELO had no assets lacks foundation in his personal knowledge of

the financial condition of HELO, and we disregard it. In any

event, even if Kanter's testimony is to be believed, his

testimony does not establish the year that the alleged HELO debts

actually became worthless.

With respect to the Safari, Elk Investment, and Inter Alia

notes, Kanter's statements that these entities had no assets also

lack in foundation in his knowledge of the financial condition of

these entities and, therefore, are disregarded. In any event,

even if Kanter's testimony is to be believed, his testimony does

not establish the year that these alleged debts actually became

worthless.

With respect to the CMB Cinema Trust, CMB Trust II, RWL

Cinema Trust, and RWL Cinema Trust II "notes", these "loans" were

fictitious and used as a means to transfer funds to Ballard and

Lisle. Therefore, IRA is not entitled to a loss on the sale of

these "notes."

With respect to the alleged note receivable from Steve and

Karen Hargen,.Kanter testified that because neither he nor anyone

he knew could locate Steve Hargen, "it was considered worthless".

No other evidence was presented of any efforts to locate the
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Hargens or to collect on the note, nor was any p rsuasive

evidence presented to show that this note became worthless in

1987.

With respect to the note receivable from Cedilla Invest.,

Kanter testified that "It had no assets, as best I recall, that

could be assessed effectively to recoup this not3". This

statement is not sufficient evidence to establish that the

alleged note became worthless in 1987. It lacks any foundation

in Kanter's personal knowledge of Cedilla Invest.'s assets. In

addition, the balance sheets of Cedilla Invest. included in IRA's

1986 to 1989 tax returns show that Cedilla Invest. had total

assets of $10,008,632, $526,374, $526,374, and $$75,896 at

December 31, 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989, respectively. IRA

presented no evidence that the fair market value of these assets

was less than the liabilities of Cedilla Invest. IRA's·returns

also show that Cedilla Invest. earned total income in the amounts

of $443,762, $52,656, and $11,702 for 1987, 1988, and 1989,

respectively. These returns indicate that Cedilla Invest. had

assets with which to pay the alleged note recei able, that

Cedilla Invest. continued to be a going concern after 1987, and,

therefore, that the Cedilla Invest. note had cudrent liquidating

value or potential value.
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In summary, we hold that IRA is not entitled to bad debt

deductions for partial worthlessness of the notes receivable in

1987.

Issue 28. Whether IRA Is Entitled to Certain Capital Losses for
1987

FINDINGS OF FACT

On its Federal income tax return for 1987, IRA reported

capital losses as follows:

Gross
Date Date Sale

Description Acquired Sold Price Basis Loss

Int'l Films (IFI) 8/2/76 1987 -- $65,000 ($65,000)
Brickell Biscayne 1983. 12/22/87 $1,000 176,073 (175,073)
Sandberg Village 1979 12/22/87 1,000 492,691 (491,691)
1984 Devel. Ltd. 1982 12/22/87 1,000 23,862 (22,862)

Total 3,000 757,626 (754,626)

In the notice of deficiency, respondent disallowed the

claimed capital losses on the grounds that IRA did not establish

its basis in the assets sold or disposed of, IRA did not

demonstrate that the transactions had any substance, and the

sales were to a related party and were subject to section 267,

which disallows losses between related parties.

IRA's records reflect that it sold its 1,500 shares of IFI

stock to Gallenberger for $1 on September 28, 1988. An entry

recording the September 1988 sale to Gallenberger was made on

IRA's 1988 ledger. Subsequently, adjusting journal entries were

made to IRA's books and records to reverse the 1988 entry as a

sale of the stock and to reflect on IRA's books a writeoff of the
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stock as a worthless security in 1987. IRA failed to establish

that its stock in IFI became worthless in.1987.

Pursuant to Kanter's instructions, in late December 1987,

IRA purportedly sold the Brickell Biscayne, Sandberg Village, and

1984 Development, Ltd., partnership interests to MAF for $1,000

each solely in an attempt to establish worthlessness for the

purpose of claiming a loss for Federal income tax purposes.

MAF purchased these partnership interests from IRA as an

accommodation to Kanter.

At the time of IRA's sale of its interests in Brickell

Biscayne and Sandberg Village to MAF, Brickell Biscayne and

Sandberg Village were not dissolved and were sti 1 engaged in

their operations.

With respect to these purported sales of partnership

interests, IRA failed to establish that it had any basis in the

partnerships. It also failed to establish that :he sales of

these interests were in substance bona fide sales.

IRA failed to establish that its partnership interests in

Brickell Biscayne, Sandberg Village, and 1984 Development Ltd.

became worthless in 1987.

OPINION

Pursuant to section 165(g), an exception is created to the

general requirement of realization through sale or exchange for

losses on certain securities. If a security whi h is a capital
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asset becomes worthless during the taxable year, the resulting

loss is treated as a loss from the sale or exchange of the

capital asset on the last day of that year even though a sale or

exchange has not actually taken place. Under section 165(g)(2),

the term "security" is defined as:

(A) a share of stock in a corporation;

(B) a right to subscribe for, or to receive, a share of
stock in a corporation; or

(C) a bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other
evidence of indebtedness, issued by a corporation or by
a government or political subdivision thereof, with
interest coupons or in registered form.

To be entitled to a deduction under section 165(g), the

taxpayer has the burden of showing that (1) the stock had a

basis; (2) the stock was not worthless prior to the year in which

worthlessness is claimed; and (3) the stock became worthless in

the year claimed.

Contrary to IRA's assertion, the record does not establish

that the IFI shares became wholly worthless during 1987. IRA's

1988 ledger shows that the IFI shares were sold by it to

Gallenberger for $1 in 1988. Although Gallenberger, in her

testimony, could not recall details about this purchase, she did

acknowledge purchasing the shares for $1 from IRA on September

28, 1988. IRA offered no explanation for the apparent

inconsistency in first recording on its books a sale of the stock

during 1988 and then later reversing such entry on its records
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and instead claiming that the stock became wholly worthless in

the preceding year, 1987. Moreover, no evidence was presented to

establish IRA's basis in the IFI stock. Consequdntly, we

conclude that IRA failed to meet its burden of establishing

entitlement to a worthless security deduction under section

165(g) on the IFI stock. Thus, we sustain respondent's

determination that no capital loss is allowable do IRA for 1987

with respect to the IFI stock.

With respect to the claimed capital losses on the sale of

the three partnership interests to MAF., the Court again rejects

IRA's "concession" argument that certain stateme ts of

respondent's counsel constituted an abandonment ór waiver of the

grounds in the notice of deficiency for disallow nce of these

losses. We also conclude that IRA failed to establish the

amounts claimed as bases and that the purported ales to MAF of

the partnership interests were bona fide transactions. .

Therefore, we sustain respondent's determination.

Issue 29. Whether IRA Is Entitled To Deduct as Business Expenses
Amounts Paid to J.D. Weaver in 1979, 1981, and 1 82

OPINION

In the notice of deficiency issued to IRA fdr 1983

respondent disallowed "commission expenses" in tiie amount of

$108,753. The claimed expenses are for payments made by IRA's

subsidiary KWJ Corporation to J.D. Weaver. Alth¢ugh respondent

acknowledges that the 1983 adjustment was erroneously conceded,
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respondent on brief stands by the concession for that year.

However, respondent filed Amendments to Answers in IRA's cases

for 1979, 1981 and 1982. In such Amendments to the Answers,

respondent claimed that the "commission expenses" paid to J.D.

Weaver in 1979, 1981, and 1982 in the amounts of $51,643,

$38,601, and $74,015, respectively, should be disallowed.

Contrary to IRA's contention, respondent's concession for

1983 does not mean a concession by respondent that the payments

to Weaver by IRA's subsidiary KWJ were "commissions" for work or

services Weaver performed for either IRA or KWJ in 1979, 1981 and

1982. It is clear that in the Hyatt transactions, Weaver

influenced Lisle in connection with the awarding of the

Embarcadero management contract to Hyatt. For his influence,

A.N. Pritzker gave Weaver a 10-percent interest in the profits

that Hyatt earned on the hotel. These payments were made by

Hyatt to KWJ. After Hyatt went private, Weaver sold his stock in

KWJ Corporation to IRA. In the sale, Weaver retained the right

to receive 30 percent of the commissions thereafter paid by

Hyatt. As these commissions were later paid by Hyatt to KWJ, the

30-percent portion was remitted to Weaver by IRA pursuant to the

sales agreement. These amounts were claimed as business expense

deductions on the consolidated income tax returns of IRA (which

included KWJ's operations) for the years in question. The Court

is satisfied from the record that after the sale of the KWJ stock
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to IRA, Weaver did not perform any services for IRA or KWJ and

the payment of the 30-percent amounts to Weaver id not .

constitute compensation for services rendered. ihe amounts thus

paid are not deductible by KWJ and/or IRA. The full amounts paid

by Hyatt to KWJ constitute gross income to IRA. However, the

Court is satisfied that the 30-percent payments by IRA tio Weaver

represented part of the purchase price by IRA for the KWJ stock

and, to that extent, the payments to Weaver would add to and

increase IRA's basis in the stock of KWJ Corporation. Therefore,

respondent is sustained on this issue.

Issue 30. Whether the Assessment and Collection of the
Deficiency and Additions to Tax as to IRA for 1980 Are Barred by
the Statute of Limitations

FINDINGS OF FACT

IRA's 1980 Federal income tax return was due to be filed on

March 15, 1981. Pursuant to two requests for extensions of time

for filing, which were granted, the due date for IRA's 1980

return was extended to September 15, 1981. However, IRA did not

file its return on or before the extended date. IRA filed its

1980 return by mail in an envelope bearing a U.S. Postal Service

postmark of November 20, 1981, properly addressed to the Internal

Revenue Service. The letter was sent by ordinary mail and was

neither certified nor registered. The return wa.s received by the

IRS Kansas City Service Center and was date stan'ped November 24,

1981. There is an additional date stamp on the return indicating
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a filing date of November 21, 1981. The differing dates are not

material for purposes of this issue.

On November 20, 1984, IRA and respondent executed a written

agreement on Form 872-A, Special Consent to Extend the Time to

Assess Tax, to extend the period of limitations on respondent's

assessment and collection of IRA's income taxes for 1980. This

Form 872-A has generally been referred to as an "open-ended"

consent because it extends the period of limitations indefinitely

until either the taxpayer or the IRS issues to the other a Form

872-T to effect a termination of the extension. If the taxpayer

issues the Form 872-T, the extension continues for a period of 90

days, within which the IRS must issue a notice of deficiency to

the taxpayer. Neither IRA nor the IRS issued a Form 872-T. On

June 2, 1992, respondent issued the notice of deficiency to IRA

for its 1980 tax year.

In its petition, IRA affirmatively alleged that the period

of limitations barred respondent's assessment and collection of a

deficiency and additions. to tax against it for 1980.

In the answer, respondent affirmatively alleged that the

applicable period of limitations on assessment and collection

against IRA for 1980 had not expired at the time the notice of

deficiency was issued because respondent and IRA had executed a

written agreement extending the period of limitations

indefinitely until the onset of one of the conditions stated
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above, and that, because neither party had terminated the

consent, the notice of deficiency was timely issued. .

OPINION

Section 6501(a) generally requires that a deficiency in

income tax be assessed within 3 years after a return is filed.

However, under section 6501(c) (4), the parties ay extend by

agreement the 3-year period of limitations for assessment,

"Where, before the expiration of the time presc fibed * * * for

the assessment * * * both the Secretary and the taxpayer have

consented in writing to its assessment after sugh time".

IRA contends that the period of limitation under section

6501 expired prior to the time the notice of deficiency for 1980

was issued. It maintains that the period of li itations had

expired on November 20, 1984, that the Form 872 A extending the

period of limitations was executed after the pe iod of

limitations had run, and, therefore, the Form 8 2-A was of no

effect. Respondent contends otherwise.

We agree with respondent. The question is whether, under

section 6501(c) (4), the parties extended the agreement "before

the time prescribed (for assessment)" had expir d.

The tax return for 1980, which was due on September 15,

1981, was mailed by ordinary mail, bearing a U. . Postal Service

postmark of November 20, 1981. The return was received by the

IRS on either November 21 or November 24, 1981. The IRS Form
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872-A, to extend the period of limitations, is dated November 20,

1984.

Where a return is mailed and bears a U.S. Postal Service

postmark on or before the due date but is received by the IRS

after the due date, the return is timely filed. See sec.

7502(a); Miller v. United States, 784 F.2d 728, 730 (6th Cir.

1986). However, if the return is mailed after the due date, the

return is considered filed on the date -the return is actually

received by the IRS. See Radding v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo.

1988-250. IRA's return was not mailed before the due date of the

return. It was mailed more than 1 month late. The return was

received on either November 21 or November 24, 1981. Therefore,

the return is deemed to have been filed on November 21 or

November 24, 1981. The Form 872-A was signed by the parties on

November 20, 1984. Therefore, "before the expiration of the time

prescribed * * * for the assessment", the parties agreed to an

extension of the period of limitations. Thus the notice of

deficiency was timely issued.

Accordingly, we hold that the statute of limitations does

not bar the assessment and collection of the deficiency in income

tax and additions to tax due from IRA for 1980.
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Issue 31. Whether IRA Is Liable for the Fraud Addition to Tax
for 1987

OPINION

In an amended answer, respondent alleged th t IRA was liable

for the addition to tax for fraud under section 5653(b) for 1987,

based on improper deductions claimed by IRA for "ertain bad debts

and capital losses. Although the Court has sust ined

respondent ' s disallowance of these claimed deductions and losses,

it has done so, in some instances, because of IRA's failure to

establish that (1) the purported sales of many of the assets were

bona fide transactions, and (2) the purported buyer was not a

related party under section 267. Nevertheless, insofar as IRA's

liability for an addition to tax under section 6653(b) for 1987

is concerned, respondent bears the burden of prdving, by clear

and convincing evidence, that some part of the nderpayment for

that year resulting from these disallowed deduc ions and losses �042
was due to fraud. See sec. 7454(a); Rule 142(b).

Although IRA addressed this issue in its briefs, respondent

failed to do so. We therefore conclude that re pondent abandoned

the fraud issue as to IRA for 1987. Accordinglÿ, we hold that

IRA is not liable for the addition to tax for fraud under section

6653(b) for that year.
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Issue 32. Whether Assessment and Collection of Federal Income
Taxes of Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle Are Barred by the Statute of
Limitations for Some Years

OPINION

Petitioners contend that the assessment of tax for the

Ballards' 1978, 1979, 1981, 1982, and 1984 years, the Lisles'

1984 year, and the Kanters' 1983 year is barred by the statute of

limitations under section 6501(a).

Section 6501(c)(1) provides that the tax may be assessed "at

any time" in the case of a false or fraudulent return with the

intent to evade tax. The definition of fraud for purposes of

additions to tax under section 6653(b) also applies for purposes

of determining the application of section 6501(c)(1). See

Schaffer v. Commissioner, 779 F.2d 849, 857 (2d Cir. 1985), affg.

Mandina v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1982-34; Ruidoso Racing

Association v. Commissioner, 476 F.2d 502, 505 (10th Cir. 1973),

affg. T.C. Memo. 1971-194; Tomlinson v. Lefkowitz, 334 F.2d 262

(5th Cir. 1964); Estate of Temple v. Commissioner, 67 T.C. 143,

159-160 (1976); McGee v. Commissioner, 61 T.C. 249, 252, 261

(1973), affd. 519 F.2d 1121 (5th Cir. 1975).

Having found and held that part of the underpayment of tax

was due to fraud with intent to evade tax (1) as to Kanter for

the years 1978 through 1984 and 1986 through 1989, (2) as to

Ballard for 1978 through 1982, 1984, and 1987 through 1989, and

(3) as to Lisle for 1984 and 1987 through 1989, it follows that
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the assessment and collection of their Federal i come taxes for

such years are not barred by the statute of limitations. See

sec. 6501(c) (2) .

Issue 33. The Liabilities of Kanter, Ballard, and Lisle for
Additions to Tax for Negligence

OPINION

The Court has held that Kanter is liable f r fraud additions

to tax for the years 1978 through 1984 and for the years 1986

through 1989. The Court has also held that Bal]ard is liable for

the fraud addition to tax for the years 1975 th ough 1982, for

the year 1984, and for the years 1987 through 1 89. The Court

has further held that Lisle is liable for the f aud addition to

tax for the year 1984 and the years 1987 through 1989.

In the notices of deficiency and/or in amer ded pleadings,

respondent also determined and/or asserted the edditions to tax

for negligence or intentional disregard of rule or regulations

against Kanter under section 6653(a) with respe t to activities

other than the Prudential activities a's to whic the Court has

concluded that the fraud addition to tax is applicable.63

Respondent agrees on brief that for years prior to 1986, if

the addition to tax for fraud is applicable, the amount of the

fraud addition to tax is calculated on the enti e underpayment of

tax, including underpayments relating to nonfraudulent

63 See supra note 3 outlining the various ver iorts of section
6653(a) in effect during the years at issue.
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activities, and the addition to tax for negligence or intentional

disregard of rules or regulations does not apply to underpayments

attributable to nonfraudulent activities. Therefore, respondent

agrees that for all tax years prior to 1986, even though the

negligence addition to tax was determined or asserted with

respect to nonfraudulent activities, the negligence addition to

tax is not applicable if fraud is held applicable for the years

prior to 1986. For tax years after 1985, the addition to tax for

fraud applies only to the underpayment in tax attributable to

fraud; therefore, a taxpayer may be held liable for the

negligence addition to tax on underpayments attributable to

nonfraudulent activities. Thus, with respect to Kanter, the

Court holds that the negligence addition to tax is not applicable

to Kanter's 1978 through 1984 tax years since the Court has held

that Kanter is liable for fraud for those years. The Court,

therefore, considers the negligence addition to tax relating to

nonfraudulent activities for Kanter's 1986 through 1989 tax

years. With respect to Ballard and Lisle, the parties agree that

the additions to tax asserted against them related only to the

Prudential issue. Since the Court has held that Ballard and

Lisle are subject to the fraud addition to tax with respect to

the Prudential activity, there are no additions to tax for

negligence as to Ballard and Lisle which are to be considered by

the Court.
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Generally, if any part of a taxpayer's unddrpayment of

income tax for a taxable year is attributable t6 negligence or

intentional disregard of rules or regulations, ection 6653(a)

imposes an addition to tax equal to 5 percent o the

underpayment. For returns the due date for whi h (determined

without regard to extensions) is after December 31, 1986, section

6653(a) (1) (B) imposes an addition to tax equal to 50 percent of

the statutory interest with respect to the portion of the

underpayment attributable to negligence or intentional disregard

of rules and regulations. See Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pub. L.

99-514, sec. 1503(a), 100 Stat. 2742. This addition to tax,

equal to 50 percent of the statutory interest, was repealed by

sec. 1015(b)(2)(a) of the Technical and Miscellaneous Reverse Act

of 1988, Pub. L. 100-647, 102 Stat. 3569, effedtive for returns

the due date for which (determined without reg rd to extensions)

is after December 31, 1988.

Negligence is the failure to exercise due care or the

failure to do what a reasonable or ordinarily rudent person

would do under the circumstances. See Zmuda v Commissioner, 731

F.2d 1417, 1422 (9th Cir. 1984), affg. 79 T.C. 714 (1982); Neelv

v. Commissioner, 85 T.C. 934, 937 (1985).

Kanter contends that no additions to tax þnder section

6653 (a) should be imposed against him because he acted

reasonably. Alternatively, he argues that, toj the extent he
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"inadvertently" failed to address some adjustments, this omission

on his part was caused by respondent's representing "at the

conclusion of the trial that all issues upon which petitioners

bore the burden of proof had been addressed by petitioners

(subject to certain specifically identified exceptions)."

Respondent, on the other hand, contends that Kanter is

liable for additions to tax under section 6653(a) because he, a

knowledgeable tax attorney, was negligent, and he failed to meet

his burden of proving that he acted reasonably or exercised due

care.

We agree with respondent. We first reject Kanter's

contention that he should somehow be "excused" from liability for

additions to tax under section 6653(a) with respect to those

adjustments he may have "inadvertently" failed to address because

of respondent's alleged statement near conclusion of the trial

that Kanter had "addressed all issues" upon which he had the

burden of proof. As previously discussed, we conclude that such

statement was not a waiver or concession by respondent of those

issues raised in the notices of deficiency. Furthermore, the

Court does not believe that Kanter was misled because the Court

twice advised his counsel that he was responsible for seeing that

Kanter had fully addressed all issues upon which Kanter bore the

burden of proof.
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Our findings and conclusions with respect to the following

issues clearly show that portions of Kanter's un erpayments of

income taxes were attributable to negligence or intentional

disregard of rules or regulations to the extent the 1986 through

1989 tax years are involved: (1) Commitment fee,s received by

Century Industries (Issue 2); (2) income of the Bea Ritch Trusts

(Issue 4); (3) interest deduction for 1986 (Issue 17); and (4)

capital gains and losses (Issue 21) . Also, Kanter conceded some

adjustments but failed to address the additions to tax for .

negligence with respect thereto. Unlike the underpayments

attributable to fraud with respect to the "Prudential Issues" or

"The Five", only the negligence additions to tax apply to these

issues. See sec. 6653(a)(2); -sec. 6653(b)(2).

Issue 34. Whether the Kanters Are Liable for the Section 6659
Addition to Tax for 1981

OPINION

This issue relates to the Kanters ' liabilit y for the

addition to tax under section 6659 for substantial valuation

overstatement with respect to a $4,283 loss cla med from GLS

Associates on their 1981 income tax return. We sustained

respondent's disallowance of this loss (Issue 11) . On their 1981

return, the Kanters also claimed an investment nterest expense

deduction relating to GLS Associates in the amoùnt of $45,095,

which respondent disallowed in the notice of de iciency. In a

Stipulation of Settled Issues dated April 12, 1 90, the Kanters
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conceded the $45,095 investment interest expense adjustment but

did not concede the additions to tax attributable thereto.

Respondent determined that the amount of the addition to tax

under section 6659 was 30 percent of the underpayment

attributable to these adjustments.

Section 6659 provides for an addition to tax for

underpayments attributable to valuation overstatements. A

valuation overstatement exists if, among other conditions, the

adjusted basis of property claimed on the return equals or

exceeds 150 percent of the correct amount of the basis. As to

the year at issue, for valuation overstatements of 150 percent or

more but not more than 200 percent, the addition to tax is 10

percent of the underpayment attributable to the valuation

overstatement; for valuation overstatements of more than 200

percent but less than 250 percent, the addition is 20 percent of

the underpayment attributable to the valuation overstatement; and

for valuation overstatements of 250 percent or more, the addition

is 30 percent of the underpayment attributable to the valuation

overstatement. No addition is imposed under section 6659 unless

the underpayment in tax attributable to the valuation

overstatement is at least $1,000.

The Kanters contend that they should not be held liable for

the addition to tax under section 6659, citing Heasley v.

Commissioner, 902 F.2d 380 (5th Cir. 1990), revg. T.C. Memo.
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1988-408. On brief, they maintain that "neither party introduced

any evidence" with respect to the GLS Associates ' adjustment.

Respondent, on the other hand, contends that the Kanters

failed to establish that they are not liable for the addition to

tax under section 6659 with respect to the GLS Associates'

valuation overstatement.

The Kanters presented no evidence on this issue. They have

not shown that the underpayment was attributabl to anything

other than a valuation overstatement." Consequèntly, we sustain

Sec. 6659 does not apply to underpayments of tax that are
not "attributable to" valuation overstatements. See McCrary v.
Commissioner, 92 T.C. 827 (1989); Todd v. Commissioner, 89 T.C.
912 .(1987), affd. 862 F.2d 540 (5th Cir. 1988). To the extent
taxpayers claim tax benefits that are disallowed on grounds
separate and independent from valuation overstat ements, the
resulting, underpayments of tax are not regarded as attributable
to valuation overstatements. See Krause v. Commissioner, 99 T.C.
132, 178 (1992), affd. sub nom. Hildebrand v. Cchmmissioner, 28
F.3d 1024 (10th Cir. 1994) . However, when valuhtion is an
integral factor in disallowing deductions and ciedits, sec. 6659
is applicable. See Illes v. Commissioner, 982 f.2d 163, 167 (6th
Cir. 1992), affg. T.C. Memo. 1991-449; Gilman vÄ Commissioner,
933 F.2d 143, 151 (2d Cir. 1991), affg. T.C. Meho. 1989-684;
Masters v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1994-197, affd. without
published opinion 70 F.3d 1262 (4th Cir. 1995). In Gainer v.
Commissioner, 893 F.2d 225 (9th Cir. 1990), affh. T.C. Memo.
1998-416; Todd v. Commissioner, supra; and McCrary v.
Commissioner, supra, it was found that a valuation overstatement
did not contribute to an underpayment of taxes. In Todd and
Gainer, the underpayments were due exclusively to the fact that
the property in each case had not been placed in service. In
McCrary, the underpayments were deemed to resulk from a
concession that the agreement at issue was a lipense and not a
lease. As this Court indicated in Becker v. Commissioner, T.C.
Memo. 1996-538, Heasley v. Commissioner, 902 F.2d 380 (5th Cir.
1990), revg. T.C. Memo. 1988-408, which petitiobers herein cite,
may be interpreted to represent merely an applibation of Todd.

( continued. . . )
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respondent's determination and hold that the Kanters are liable

for the addition to tax under section 6659 equal to 30 percent of

the underpayment attributable to the GLS Associates adjustment.

Issue 35. Whether Kanter Is Liable for Section 6661 Additions to
Tax for 1982 Through 1984, and 1986 Through 1988

OPINION

Section 6661(a) provides that, if there is a substantial

understatement of income tax for any year, there will be added to

the tax an amount equal to 25 percent of the amount of any

underpayment attributable to such understatement. See Pallottini

v. Commissioner, 90 T.C. 498 (1988). For purposes of this

section, a substantial understatement exists if the amount of the

understatement for the taxable year exceeds the greater of 10

percent of the tax required to be shown on the return or $5,000.

See sec. 6661(b)(1).

The term "understatement" means the excess of the tax

required to be shown on the return over the amount of tax imposed

which is shown on the return. Sec. 6661(b)(2) (A). The amount of

the understatement is reduced by that portion of the

(...continued)
However, as the Court.further noted in Becker, to the extent that
the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit's reversal in Heasley
may be read as based on a concept that, where an underpayment
derives from a lack of economic substance, the underpayment
cannot be attributable to an overvaluation, this Court, the Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and other Courts of Appeals
have disagreed with the Fifth Circuit. See Gilman v.
Commissioner, supra.
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understatement which is attributable to the tax treatment of any

item by the taxpayer if there is or was substantial authority for

such treatment or the relevant facts affecting he item's tax

treatment are adequately disclosed in the retur or in a

statement attached thereto. See sec. 6661(b)(2)(B). With

respect to tax shelters, the understatement is 4educed only if

the taxpayer establishes that he reasonably believed that the tax

treatment of such item by the taxpayer was more likely than not

the proper treatment. See sec. 6661(b)(2)(C)(i). The term "tax

shelter" includes a partnership or any other plan or arrangement

if the principal purpose of such partnership, ertity, plan, or

arrangement is the avoidance or evasion of Fede al income tax.

Sec. 6661(b)(2)(C)(ii).

In notices of deficiency for 1982 through 1984 and 1986

through 1988, respondent determined that the Kanters' entire

underpayment for each year was a substantial un erstatement

within the meaning of section 6661. Respondent s determination

is presumed correct. Kanter had the burden of proving that

respondent's determination was erroneous. He fdiled to do so.

In amendments to answers for 1982 through 984 and 1986

through 1988, respondent asserted the section 6 61 addition to

tax with respect to any underpayments of tax ardsing from

unreported income not included in the notices of deficiency.

Respondent had the burden of proof to the extent that the section
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6661 addition to tax had been asserted by amended pleadings. See

Rule 142(a).

As his Federal income tax returns show, Kanter did not

adequately disclose the relevant facts concerning the tax

treatment of the various items at issue in these cases. There is

and was no substantial authority for his tax treatment of such

issues. He had no reason to believe that his treatment of tax

shelter items was more likely than not the correct treatment. In

this regard, the assignment of income adjustments (Prudential,

Century Industries, Hi-Chicago Trust, CMS Investors), Bea Ritch

Trusts adjustments, Cashmere adjustments, Schedule E computer

leasing adjustments, and the adjustments disallowing losses on

sales of notes receivable and stock to Windy City and MAF for

nominal consideration are items attributable to tax shelters

because they involve entities and arrangements the principal

purpose of which was avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax.

See United States v. Dahlstrom, 713 F.2d 1423 (9th Cir. 1983).

The evidence affirmatively shows that Kanter did not have

substantial authority for failing to report the assigned income

at issue or substantial authority for his tax treatment of other

items at issue. Therefore, except as otherwise provided in

stipulations of settled or conceded issues, we sustain

respondent's determination that the entire underpayment of income

tax for each of the years 1982 through 1984 and 1986 through 1988
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constituted a substantial understatement of tax for which there

was no substantial authority or adequate disclosure within the

meaning of section 6661. The amounts of the additions to tax

under section 6661 can be determined in Rule 155 computations.

Issue 36. Whether Kanter Is Liable for Section 621(c) Increased
Interest for 1978, 1979, 1980 Through 1984, and 1986, and 1987,
and 1988

OPINION

For the year at issue, section 6621(c), increased the

interest rate due on a deficiency to 120 percent of the statutory

rate (established under section 6601) on any underpayment of tax

that exceeds $1, 000 attributable to "tax motivat d transactions",

as defined in section 6621(c) (3). A tax-motivated transaction

includes, but is not limited to, a valuation overstatement (150

percent or more) under section 6659(c), any loss disallowed under

section 465(a), any credit disallowed under section 46(c) (8), any

sham transaction, and/or any fraudulent transaction. See sec.

6621(c) (3). Under section 6621(c) (3), tax-motiv ted transactions

also include transactions entered into without the requisite

profit motive and which lack economic substance. See Patin v.

Commissioner, 88 T.C. 1086 (1987), affd. without published

opinion 865 F.2d 1264 (5th Cir. 1989), affd. wit out published

opinion sub nom. Hatheway v. Commissioner, 856 F.2d 186 (4th Cir.

1988), affd. sub nom. Skeen v. Commissioner, 864 F.2d 93 (9th

Cir. 1989) , affd. sub nom. Gombero v. Commissioner, 868 F.2d 865
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(6th Cir. 1989). Under section 6621(c)(3), tax-motivated

transactions also include losses disallowed by reason of invalid

debt. See HGA Cinema Trust v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1989-370.

In notices of deficiency for 1981, 1983, 1984, 1986, and

1987, respondent determined that the Kanters' entire underpayment

was a substantial underpayment attributable to tax-motivated

transactions within the meaning of section 6621(c). Respondent's

determination is presumed correct, and Kanter had the burden of

proving that the determinations were erroneous.

In the answer to docket No. 1350-87 involving.1982,

respondent affirmatively alleged that the entire underpayment was

a substantial underpayment attributable to tax-motivated

transactions under section 6621(c). In amendments to answers for

1978 through 1984, and 1986 and 1988, respondent affirmatively

alleged that the increased underpayments resulting from Kanter's

failure to report "kickback" income were attributable to tax-

motivated transactions within the meaning of section 6621(c). To

the extent that the applicability of the increased interest rate

of section 6621(c) has been raised by answer or amendments to

answers, respondent bears the burden of proof. See Rule 142(a).

This Court has held that an underpayment attributable to the

taxpayer's failure to report income that was assigned to a

fraudulent or sham trust is an underpayment attributable to tax-

motivated transactions. See Kerr v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo.
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1987-470. Respondent contends that IRA and its subsidiaries,

Holding Co. and its subsidiaries, Century Indust ies, Oyster Bay

Associates, the Delta Partnership,. the Alpha Par nership, CMS

Investors and the Bea Ritch Trusts were fraudulent or sham

entities within the meaning of section 6621(c)(3). Therefore,

respondent argues that any underpayments arising from Kanter's

failure to report his income that he assigned to these entities

or that was otherwise reportable as his income even though

reported as income by these entities are attributable to tax-

motivated transactions within the meaning of .section 6621(c).

More specifically, respondent argues that underpayments relating

to Kanter's failure to report kickback income as set forth in the

notices of deficiency and amended answers, consulting income

assigned to Century Industries, "bonus payment" ,income assigned

to Holding Co. through Delta, Alpha, and CMS Investors, income

earned as trustee of Hi-Chicago Trust and assigned to Holding

Co., income assigned to and/or otherwise reported by the Bea

Ritch Trusts, and commission income from Equitable Leasing

assigned to IRA are underpayments attributable to tax-motivated

transactions within the meaning of section 6621(c)(3). We agree

with respondent.

With respect to 1980, as previously indicated with respect

to negligence, Kanter conceded the investment interest expense

deduction of $26,647 from SLG Partners through K & D Associates
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and introduced no evidence regarding his liability for additions

to tax or the increased interest rate of section 6621(c). The

Court has determined that the SLG transaction was a tax-motivated

transaction under section 6621(c). See HGA Cinema Trust v.

Commissioner, supra. Therefore, any underpayment resulting from

this adjustment or from any credits claimed from the SLG

transaction for the 1980 year is attributable to tax-motivated

transactions within the meaning of section 6621(c).

With respect to 1983 and 1986, Kanter introduced no evidence

that respondent erred in determining that the underpayments

resulting from the Schedule E computer adjustment of $83,333 for

1983 and Schedule E interest expense adjustment of $50,380 for

1986 were attributable to tax-motivated transactions. Therefore,

any underpayments resulting from these adjustments are

attributable to tax-motivated transactions within the meaning of

section 6621(c).

The capital gains and losses adjustment of $569,555 for 1983

relates to the sham transaction involving Cashmere. In the

Cashmere transaction, Kanter's liability for the increased

interest rate is established essentially by the sham nature of

the scheme wherein his primary objective was to sell his real

estate partnership interests and receive cash therefor while, at

the same time, escaping the recognition of gains associated with

the negative capital accounts inherent in such interests.
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With respect to the 1987 capital gains and losses adjustment

of $3,097,750, included therein is the disallowance of losses

claimed on the sale of notes receivable, stock, and partnership

interests to Windy City and MAF for nominal consideration.

Kanter admitted that the purpose of these sales was to establish

losses for tax purposes. As discussed in the disallowance of

these losses, the claimed losses were based on sham transactions

twholly lacking in economic substance. Consequen ly, any

underpayments resulting from these adjustments a e attributable

to tax-motivated transactions within the meaning of section

6621(c).

Issue 37. Whether IRA Is Liable for the Section 6651(a)(1)
Addition to Tax for 1980

OPINION

In the notice of deficiency, respondent determined that IRA

was liable for an addition to tax under section 6651(a)(1) equal

to 15 percent of the deficiency for filing a delÃnquent return

for 1980.

Section 6651(a)(1) provides that if there is a failure to

file a return on the date prescribed therefor (d termined with

regard to any extension of time for filing), unless it is shown

that such failure is due to reasonable cause and not due to

willful neglect, there will be added to the amount required to be

shown as tax on such return 5 percent of the amount of such tax

if the failure is not for more than 1 month, with an additional 5
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percent for each additional month or fraction thereof during

which such failure continues, not exceeding 25 percent in the

aggregate.

IRA failed to file timely its Federal income tax return for

1980. Although the due date for IRA's filing of its 1980 return

had been extended to September 15, 1981, the return was not

received by the Internal Revenue Service until on or about

November 21, 1981. See Issue 30. IRA has not shown that such

failure to file timely the return was due to reasonable cause and

was not due to willful neglect. Therefore, we hold that IRA is

liable for the section 6651(a)(1) addition to tax equal to 15

percent of the deficiency for 1980.

Issue 38. Whether IRA Is Liable for the Section 6653(a)
Additions to Tax for 1980, and 1982 Through 1988

OPINION

In the notices of deficiency to IRA for 1980 and 1982

through 1988, respondent determined that all of the underpayments

for each year were attributable to negligence or intentional

disregard of rules or regulations under section 6653(a).

IRA contends that it is not liable for the section 6653(a)

addition to tax because it reasonably relied upon the advice of

tax professionals, including Kanter and the certified public

accountants who maintained its books and prepared its tax

returns.
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Respondent, on the other hand, contends that IRA failed to

establish that it is not liable for the section 6653 (a) addition

to tax.

We conclude that IRA is liable for the addition to tax under

section 6653(a) for 1980, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985 1986, 1987, and

1988, with respect to its underpayments from the equipment

leasing transactions adjustments (Issue 22). As previously

noted, Mallin, a tax attorney and an individual ith cor¡siderable

experience in the leasing field, brokered the tr nsactions and

recommended them to IRA and Kanter. Kanter further testified

that, in having IRA invest in these transactions, he relied upon

Mallin. However, it is important to note that Mhllin was not

acting as an outside, disinterested, and indepen ent adviser to

IRA, because he was paid a commission by the lea ing company

based on IRA's cash investment in each transacti n. Indeed,

during the course of Mallin's testimony, he ackn wledged that he

was acting as a broker, not as a tax attorney, in brok,ering these

and other leasing transactions. Moreover, the Court did not

accept Mallin's conclusory claims regarding the ransactions'

profit potential and economic substance. Also, o offering

memorandum or prospectus was prepared and furnis ed to IRA with

respect to the subject transactions. IRA failed to establish

that a reasonable inquiry was made into the merits of the

deductions and credits prior to its investment iñ these
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transactions. It was not shown that any of IRA's other advisers

had knowledge or had been apprised of all the relevant facts.

See Collins v. Commissioner, 857 F.2d 1383 (9th Cir. 1988), affg.

Dister v.- Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1987-217; Zmuda v.

Commissioner, 731 F.2d 1417 (9th Cir. 1984). Although reasonable

reliance on the advice of professionals may be a defense to

negligence, IRA did not show that the reliance in the instant

cases was reasonable. See Freytag v. Commissioner, 89 T.C. 849,

888 (1987), affd. 904 F.2d 1011 (5th Cir. 1990), affd. 501 U.S.

868 (1991). Consequently, we sustain respondent's determinations

that IRA is liable for the addition to tax for negligence or

intentional disregard of rules or regulations under section

6653(a) for 1980, 1983, 1984, 1985, and 1986 on the underpayments

from the equipment leasing transaction adjustments. These

section 6653(a) additions include (1) an addition to tax under

section 6653(a) for 1980, (2) an addition to tax under section

6653(a)(1) and (2) for 1983, 1984, and 1985, and (3) an addition

to tax under section 6653(a)(1)(A) and (B) for 1986.

We also conclude that IRA failed to establish that it acted

reasonably and in good faith in claiming the disallowed 1985

capital losses (Issue 25) from its purported sales of various

assets to Kanter and .Holding Co. As discussed previously, IRA

failed to show that section 267 was inapplicable or that the

sales were bona fide. Consequently, we sustain respondent's
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the prohibited conduct; i.e. the deliberate overvaluations. In

each of the transactions the indebtedness incurred by IRA/Cedilla

for purchase of the equipment greatly exceeded the amounts paid

by prior owners of the equipment, and no evidence was presented

to establish the reason for such increases in cost. IRA's

overvaluations with respect to the computer equipment are

inseparable from the transactions' lack of econdmic substance ánd

profit motive and their sham character. The sa e rationale

applies to the section 351 transaction. Accordingly, we sustain

respondent's determination that a portion of th underpayment for

each of the years 1982 and 1983 is attributable to a valuation

overstatement involving the equipment leasing tdansactions.

Issue 40. Whether IRA Is Liable for the Section 6661 Additions
to Tax for 1983 Through 1988

OPINION

This issue relates to the addition to tax dnder section 6661

for IRA's understatements of tax attributable t a number of

adjustments that we have sustained for 1983 through 1988.

In the notices of deficiency issued to IRA for 1983 through

1988, respondent determined that the entire defíciency for each

year was a substantial understatement of tax fo which IRA was

liable for the addit·ion to tax under section 66 1(a).

IRA contends that it is not liable for the section 6661(a)

addition to tax because there was substantial authority for the

positions it took with respect to the disallowed items.
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and capital loss items, IRA failed to make any showing that (1)

the purported sales were bona fide transactions, and/or (2) that

section 267 was inapplicable. Moreover, with respect to the

purported sales of certain assets made to MAF, IRA also f.ailed to

show that (1) the loss items were not tax shelter items, and (2)

it reasonably believed that its treatment of the items was more

likely than not the proper treatment. Consequently, we sustain

respondent's determination that IRA is liable for an addition to

tax under section 6661(a) for 1987 on the understatement from the

disallowed bad debt deduction, ordinary losses, and capital

losses items.

Finally, we conclude that IRA failed to establish that it

had substantial authority for its treatment of the disallowed

1988 Decision Holdings Form 4797 loss (Issue 23). IRA did not

show that the TG limited partnership had an adjusted basis of

$1,091,641 in the assets it transferred to Decision Holdings.

Moreover, IRA did not show that (1) this loss item was not a tax

shelter item, and (2) it reasonably believed its treatment of the

item was more likely than not the proper treatment. Therefore,

we sustain respondent's determination that IRA is liable for an

addition to tax under section 6661(a) for 1988 on the

understatement attributable to the disallowed Form 4797 loss

item.

Issue 41. Whether IRA Is Liable for the Section 6662(a)
Accuracy-Related Penalty for 1989
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OPINION

In the notice of deficiency for 1989, respondent determined

that IRA was liable for an accuracy-related penalty of $175,780

due to negligence or disregard of rules or regu ations and a

substantial understatement of tax. IRA had the burden of.proving

that the imposition of the accuracy-related pen lty was

erroneous. It failed to do so. Therefore, we sustain

respondent's determination.

Conclusion

To reflect our disposition of the issues in controversy and

those settled or conceded by the parties, 1

Decisidns in all dockets

will be ent red under Rule

155.


